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EAST EUROPEAN CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW

Country-by-country updates on constitutional politics in Central and Eastern Europe and the ex-USSR .

Constitution Watc h
During September and October the Albaman constitutional process quickene d
its pace due to a warning issued by the Council of Europe .
According to the council, Albania must adopt a new constitution based on democratic principles before it can be integrate d
into the international structures of Europe, including the Council of Europe itself.
Recently the Albanian Constitutional Commission ha s
discussed chapters concerning Parliament and the presiden t
and approved them . The Commission has now begun to debate constitutional provisions relating to the judiciary . Afte r
approval of this final section, the full constitution will be presented to Parliament .
The political situation continues to be very tense, especially between the two main political parties, the Democrati c
Party (DP) and the Socialist Party (SP) . One can see this conflict
at every level and in every organ where these parties are represented, whether it be central institutions, such as Parliament, o r
local government organs. However, the political quarrels an d
debates between the DP, on the one hand, and two smalle r
parties, the Party of the Democratic Alliance (PDA) and th e
Social-Democratic Party (SDP), on the other, are less severe .
Disagreements are also raging among the MPs of the DP .
Two main sources of discord may be mentioned here . Th e
minister of foreign affairs was severely attacked by a DP mem ber of Parliament in the newspaper Our Time (an independen t
paper) . The article accused the foreign minister of surroundin g
himself with a pack of "charlatans and incompetents." Another DP member of Parliament wrote a stinging criticis m
(published in Alliance, the newspaper of the PDA) of a draft
decision submitted to the Council of Ministers for approval .
That draft decision would have allowed the National Information Service, the successor to "the Sigurimi" (Hoxha's security
police) which is now under the direct control of the president ,
to disseminate false information in an attempt to shape public
opinion .
It is significant that, so far, important conflicts like these
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have not found their way into the news on television or radi o
which, it seems, are strictly controlled by the most powerfu l
wing of the DP, a point which a recent article in Our Time ha s
stressed . As a result, newspapers alone have reflected this ongoing political feud.
All this political infighting in the newspapers has had its
victims, including members of the press itself . The chairman of
the Party of National Unity, a minor party in Albanian politics ,
was sentenced to 6 months in jail for calling President Berisha a
"killer" in his party's newspaper . On October 22, after servin g
a little more than four months of this sentence and after numer ous protests from abroad, he was abruptly released.
Another journalist was recently placed under house arres t
because of an article he wrote in the SDP newspaper Alternativa
in which he criticized the newly-appointed Albanian ambassador to Malaysia for being unable to speak English . After a few
days, his case was quietly closed.
Some politicians regard the polemics of the current transi tional period as unfair . One of the reasons for such exchanges ,
they argue. is the lack of a press law . Many journalists, wh o
have themselves often been turned into targets by the politica l
combatants, also claim that one way out of such situation s
might be the adoption of a press law.
In September, therefore, a group of MPs introduced a draft
law on the press that was hastily adapted from a German model .
Parliament passed it in mid-October . There has been considerable criticism (both within Albania and from outside) of it s
provisions, which include large fines and give governmenta l
authorities many broadly-defined rights, such as confiscatio n
of publications and suspension without a court order in som e
cases. The president delayed signing it but finally did so . Th e
law has not yet been used.
On October 25, a newspaper published by the students o f
Tirana University's department of journalism was closed dow n
after its first issue included an editorial critical of the new pres s
law . Three graduate students from Columbia University i n
New York had been assisting the student editorial staff with a
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small grant from the Soros Foundation and equipment sup plied by the International Media Fund of Washington . D .C .
The reasons for this shut-down are unclear . though it is re ported that a compromise is in the offing and that the newspa per will soon be published again at the university .
The economic situation in the country has become mor e
and more difficult. According to the president . this situatio n
has arisen due to (1) the fact that no significant foreign invest ments have been made so far and (2) difficulties in privatizin g
state enterprises . "The grave situation in the Balkans and th e
unstable political situation in Albania do not favor foreign in vestments in the country . The old technology of the state enter prises makes them unattractive for Albanians or foreigner s
who, in order to bring such firms back to life, need to inves t
plenty of money." President Berisha explained at a recent pres s
conference .
The delay in the constitution-making process . in particular . and of the establishment legal framework in general . a s
well as the exposure of corruption by some public officials hav e
also had a stultifying effect on foreign investment .
A liberalized foreign investment law was passed on November 2, replacing the August 1991 version . The new law i s
relatively non-restrictive and attempts to remove barriers t o
investment while suspending the previously complex authori zation procedures . Transfer of profits abroad is made easie r
and foreign investors are accorded the same rights as Albanians, except with respect to land ownership, which will b e
dealt with in future legislation .

Armored troop carriers, snipers and wate r
cannons are becoming an essentia l
part of the constitution-making process in the former Sovie t
Republics . Belarusian parliamentarians had to make their wa y
to the thirteenth session of the Supreme Soviet, which opene d
on November 9 . amidst lines of armed soldiers and policemen .
On the eve of the session the government published an appea l
to citizens accusing the democratic opposition and some trad e
unions of forming armed units in order to disrupt public orde r
and seize power . The opposition vigorously denied the accusations and brought a case against the government to court . Th e
chairman of the Supreme Soviet said he knew nothing of th e
filed appeal and was unaware of any threats to national secu rity . While top government officials refused to make an y
comments, the chief of the KGB and the minister of interio r
declared that they knew nothing of the alleged intention s of
the opposition and the trade unions . What is more, these tw o
ministers addressed the deputies with an unprecedented lette r
titled "On Some Questions of State Building in Belarus ." Th e
authors criticized reforms in the army, informed deputies of a
"parallel KGB" organized under the auspices of the border

Belarus

guards, and recommended abolishing the office or state secretary on crime righting and national security as an unconstitutional body . This orrice is believed to have been the real sourc e
of the government s appeal on the eve or the session .
A new constitution was the first question on the draft
the agenda of the thirteenth session . It was the last chance fo r
Parliament to keep its promise to adopt a new constitutio nby
the end of 1993 and to hold earl' elections in spring 1994 .
Chairman Stanislau Shushkevich did his best to persuade Parliament to start the session with the constitutional debate . H e
argued that a way out or the current crisis would be possibl e
only on the basis or a new constitution . His first deputy ,
Viachaslau Kuznetsov, was more realistic, saving that the mai n
problem confronting the constitutional process in Belarus con cerns the quorum and that chances for adopting a constitutio n
would be much better at the beginning of the session . when
most of the deputies are present . than at the end . However, th e
majority insisted on economic debates first .
The economic crisis is deepening every day . Prices are
sky-rocketing and the energy and fuel crisis is enhanced b y
financial disorder and a huge state debt . The Communis t
majority in Parliament and the government saw a way out i n
forming a closer union with Russia . Before the Moscow putsch ,
a group of Belarusian parliamentarians paid a visit to the Russian Parliament and discussed ways of joining Belarus and Rus sia on a federative basis . At every session of Parliament, the
Belavezhsky agreement of 1991 is cursed and blamed for all
misfortunes . Stanislau Shushkevich who signed the death sentence on the USSR . along with Boris Yeltsin and Leoni d
Kravchuk . was at the point of being impeached at the las t
session in June 1993 : his removal was planned for the thirteenth session . But events in Moscow and Yeltsin's victor y
shocked Belarusian conservatives . The idea of a close socialis t
brotherhood died : Russian pragmatists no longer want even a
common ruble zone in the CIS and insist on the independen t
economic responsibilities or the former Soviet republics .
The reports of Shushkevich and Premier Viachasla u
Kebich on ways out or the crisis differed greatly . The leader o f
Parliament gave a profound analysis of the situation and criticized the government sharp ly for the first time in three years
.
The premiers report was the usual mixture of free-marke t
proclamations and old administrative means .
The opposition demanded the premier's retirement an d
collected 78 votes or the 174 necessary : a proposal to dismis s
both leaders was supported by 55 deputies . After two weeks o f
heated debates . Parliament adopted a resolution wherein government efforts were deemed insufficient : at the same time th e
government was again given me ri g ht to propose an anti-crisi s
program and self-reorganization . Thus Parliament followed it s
favorite practice or making no real decisions no matter wha t
the circumstances .
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The deputies have started to discuss the draft constitution.
but any serious progress is unlikely . Opinions about a presidency, new elections and various other issues differ even insid e
the largest and most disciplined parliamentary block . "Belarus . "
Besides, the first quorum crisis occurred even before a constitutional debate was held . The opposition aggravated this crisis b y
boycotting certain questions on the agenda .
This may force deputies to consider Shushkevich's proposal to convene a constitutional assembly . Two months before the session, the speaker prepared and sent to the deputies a
package of draft laws on such an assembly . According to the
drafts, the constituent assembly will be a body of 310 member s
elected along somewhat simpler rules than those governin g
parliamentary elections for a term of four months . The onl y
task of the assembly will be to discuss the draft prepared by th e
constitutional commission and to adopt it on the first readin g
by a simple majority. After that, the assembly is to be dismissed
and Parliament is to set a date for new elections .
Such is the new constitutional plan of Shushkevich . As fo r
Belarusian political life, up till now it has continued to follo w
old paths .

The Council of Ministers approved a draft
law aimed at solving the problem of ba d
bank credits. It proposed that credits advanced to state enter prises up to the end of 1990 should be covered by governmen t
securities .
Yanko Yaniv's Liberal Congress Party's membership i n
the Union of Democratic Forces was "frozen" because of "direct attacks against UDF leaders ." Yanko Yankov accused th e
leader of the Democratic Parry and former parliamentary Chairof
men Stefan Savov of having taken exams at the University
Sofia School of Law during a period he claims to have spent i n
exile in a village while serving a sentence for his dissiden t
activities.
Former Prime Minister Georgi Atanasov and former Min ister of the Economy Stovan Oveharov were detained in th e
prison of Sofia to serve out their respective ten and nine yea r
sentences .
President Zhelyu Zhelev suggested in a television inter view a possibility for the formation of a new parliamentar y
majority comprising the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF) ,
the Rights and Freedom Movement (RFM) and the New Union
for Democracy (NUD) . (The NUD is a faction formed from
former UDF members .) UDF ' s parliamentary group rejecte d
the idea . The president's press service announced that Zhele v
planned to ask the Unlted Nations for compensation for losse s
Bulgaria has sustained from the economic embargo impose d
on Yugoslavia . Chairman of the National Security Parliamentary Committee . Nikolay Slatinsky, proposed warning inter -
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national bodies that Bulgaria would have to violate the embargo if not compensated for its large losses . The presiden t
opposed that suggestion because of the negative impact it woul d
have on Bulgaria's international reputation . The Union of
Bulgarian Teachers warned that its members would go o n
strike because of low salaries .
The statute governing the internal organization of the UD F
was amended declaring the incompatibility of high state positions with leadership roles in a political parry . As a result, th e
acting chairman of the National Assembly . Aleksanda r
Iordanov, lost his position as deputy leader of the UDF .
Velko Vulkanov of the Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP)
presented a draft act on the control of corruption in the stat e
and municipality apparatus . It followed a proposal of the BS P
for the establishment of a parliamentary commission on corruption made a couple of days earlier .
The chairman of the Agency for Foreign Aid, Stefa n
Chavev . presented his report on his agency's activity in 199 2
before Parliament. He accused the former chairman and clos e
presidential associate . Petko Simeonov . of embezzling million s
of leva . A parliamentary commission was established to inves tigate the case .
Tobacco producers began a hunger strike demandin g
higher rates for the state purchase of tobacco . (The state has a
monopoly on tobacco processing .) In some places. tobacco wa s
burned as a form of protest . A rally of private taxi drivers wa s
organized in front of the cabinet building to protest the enormous (up to 90 times) increase in their taxes . Tobacco producers started to block roads in an attempt to force the governmen t
to raise prices .
Prime Minister Berov presented the cabinet's draft of a n
amendment to the act on transformation and privatization o f
state and municipality owned enterprises . The draft amendment proposed that every Bulgarian citizen receive a
privatization check worth BGL 900 that would allow him o r
her to buy shares for BGL 25,000 . Significantly, Parliamen t
also abolished the privileges previously granted to foreign investors by Decree 56 on economic activity . In the meantime,
the city court of Sofia called a halt to the "Moscow fund" cas e
against Todor Zhivkov because Zhivkov had been deprived of
the chance to exercise his right to defense during the preliminary investigation . ( The "Moscow fund" was a source of
money created to support Communist parties in capitalist coun tries . Hard currency had secretly been transferred by the Bul garian Communist Party to Moscow for subsequent distribution .)
The Constitutional Court ruled that only students admitted to state universities could postpone their military service .
Parliament announced its decision on the "Yakorouda "
report dealing with cases in which certain persons had bee n
forced to declare themselves Turks in the December 1992 cen -
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A confederation of industrialists uniting some of th
us . Parliament voided the results from the districts o f
Yakorouda and Gorse Delchev concerning ethnic identity, relie.
stnrpuiBlgawsfonde
Newspaper puberich
n
lishers
launched
a
protest
action
against
the
new
valueadde
gion and mother tongue . At a municipal conference of RFM i
d
Kurdzhali . Mehmed Kodzha (an RFM member of Parliamen t
tax that was almost double the current turnover tax they had t o
pay .
and chairman of the Parliamentary Committee on Huma n
Rights) argued that Turks should be re-designated as a nationa l
Ahmed Dogan declared that, in his opinion . Parliamen t
was capable of forming a new cabinet before the elections . H e
minority in Bulgaria . The presidential adviser on ethnic matters . Mikhail Ivanov . declared that the parliamentary decisio n
announced that talks were being held with the UDF . A da y
on the Yakorouda case contradicted the constitution . He sai d
later . Filip Dimitrov denied the existence of any such talks and
that there were no reasons to declare void the census result s
declared that the current National Assembly, having exhauste d
concerning religion, since they had reflected the truth : and h e
all its potential, could not form a new cabinet .
announced that the president would not bring the case befor e
BSP. RFM and NUD representatives voted for a resoluthe Constitutional Court . BSP reacted strongly against this .
tion directing Parliament to discuss a draft act on the amendAlexander Yantehoulev (mayor of Sofia and a member o f
ment of the Act on the Supreme Judicial Council . On NovemUDF) published a declaration of the "blue" (UDF) mayor s
ber 10 . this resolution was passed by the National Assembly o n
a first reading . It aims at the dismissal of the acting prosecuto r
accusing the government of trying to hamper their activity
through state budget subsidies .
general . Ivan Tatarchev. and chairman of the Supreme Court .
the
BSP
wa
s
Ivan Grigorov . who are open UDF supporters . The amend.A plenary session of the Higher Council of
held . It declared that, for now, the Socialists were not prepare d
ment supported by the parliamentary majority, proposes tha t
15 years of judicial practice as judge, prosecutor and/or investi to form a cabinet and promised "support and criticism" to th e
Berov government . Elections were foreseen in 1994 . and th e
gator be required for appointment as a judge or prosecutor, an d
that the prosecutor general should have at least 5 years of expe BSP announced its readiness to govern the country should th e
people so decide in these elections .
rience as a prosecutor and the chairman of the Supreme Cour t
should have at least five years of experience as a judge . (The
A draft resolution on the illegitimacy of the constitutio n
acting prosecutor general and chairman of the Supreme Court ,
had been presented at the parliamentary assembly of the Coun
cil of Europe by Luchesar Toshev (UDF) . The leader of th e
aligned with the parliamentary minority, have been attorney s
Bulgarian Socialist Democratic Party (BSDP), Dr . Pete r
only .)
The Supreme Judicial Council declared that the Counci l
Dertliev, suggested that Toshev should be charged with high
treason .
of Ministers unlawfully interfered with the judiciary thus vioAn announcement was made concerning a statement o f l lacing the constitution . At a meeting with parliamentary group s
the newly appointed U .S . ambassador, William Montgomery .
Prime Minster Berov and other ministers rated the activity o f
that he would collaborate with certain members of Parliamen t
the Supreme Judicial Council and the office of the prosecuto r
as unsatisfactory .
for the amendment of the constitution . He envisaged the aboli s
A critical letter was sent by Nikolai Kolev-Bosiya (a promi tion of the ban on political parties based on ethnic or religiou
grounds. claiming that it could hamper the participation o f
nent dissident . poet. and a founder of the UDF who has stave d
close to Zhelev) to the president accusing him of having surRFM in the next elections as well as the formation of a
rounded himself with Communist supporters as advisers.
Macedonian parry .
Three members of Parliament, Tosho Peykov, Vasi l
In a populist move, former head of state Todor Zhivko v
also sent a letter to the president suggesting that a compariso n
Mihailov and Zdravko Katsarov . presented a draft resolutio n
be made between any four years of his socialist rule and the last
declaring illegitimate the coup of September 9 . 1944 . an d
four years with regard to prices . unemployment . number o f
annulling all its legal consequences . including the referendu m
that had transformed Bulgaria from a monarchy into a repubMercedes used by high public officials . and so forth .
.
The
draft
resolution
also
called
for
the
restoration
of
th
e
lic
1879 Turnovo Constitution . At the same time, Georgi Pane v
(UDF) presented a draft act on the declaration of the illegitiThe East European Constitutional Review's ediCroatia torial board has decided to suspen d
macy of the Communist regime in Bulgaria . Panev's proposa l
was promptly matched by Yuri Borisov (BSP) . who presente d
temporarily its coverage of constitutional developments in th e
Republic of Croatia . Constitutional issues do not play a promia draft act on the declaration of the illegitimacy of the UDF .
An act on the value added tax was passed imposing a
nent role in contemporary Croatian politics . and there seems to
be no good reason to treat Croatia differently from Serbia (neve r
uniform tax of 18 percent . The act will come into force o n
.
1994
.
covered in the EECR updates) . For nonconstitutional developApril 1
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ments in Croatia . see the article by Branko Smerdel in this issu e
of the Review .

October saw the confirmation by Parlia ment of two more members of the Consu Court . bringing the total numbe r
Republic tutional
of justices to fourteen, out of the fiftee n
provided for by the constitution . At the same time, Parliamen t
scotched President Havel's nomination of Ivan Prusa to a sea t
on the court. Prusa had served as head of the Czechoslova k
premier's office during the time of the "velvet transition," whe n
the communist Marion Calfa was prime minister .
The court, which met for the first time, albeit as an incom plete body, last July, has already been flooded with somethin g
on the order of three thousand petitions . Though citizens ca n
petition the court directly (allowing numerous cases to mak e
their way higher than they should), certain procedural stipulations have permitted the court to dismiss about ninety percen t
of these requests out of hand . There are, nonetheless . a numbe r
of important cases waiting to be heard . Legislation in a town i n
northern Bohemia, requiring prospective renters to obtain approval from town officials before moving into a house or apart ment (a rule that apparently allows the town to discriminat e
against gypsies who have been arriving in increasing number s
from Slovakia since the split), is being challenged as an infringement of the right to housing written into the Charter o n
Human Rights and Freedoms . The Communist Party ha s
threatened to challenge recent educational legislation on th e
grounds that it breaches the "right to free education" by no t
insuring that students enjoy access to free textbooks and b y
abolishing life tenure for university professors . (The party says
that the latter provision would drive the best experts out of th e
educational system .) Parties on the left are also contesting th e
constitutionality of a recent bill which declares the former Com munist regime illegal and which extends the statute of limitations on certain crimes committed during the Communist er a
(see EECR, Summer 1993) . They argue that this bill infringe s
the Charter of Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms b y
ascribing collective guilt . The Czech Social DemocraticParty
(CSDP) plans to challenge the constitutionality of a propert
y
law that went into effect on July 1, which they claim violate s
the equal right of ownership by favoring land-owners ove r
building-owners . (The law allows land to be sold by an owne r
regardless of whether or not he owns the buildings on it . )
The Constitutional Court is fairly evenly composed o f
law professors, lawyers and former judges . (Four of the justices
previously served on the Czechoslovak Federal Constitutiona l
Court.) A law that went into effect on July 1 declares that th e
court will have a chief justice, two deputy justices and fou r
"senates" containing three justices each . But a fundamental
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decision remains to be taken . It has vet to be determined
whether cases will be assigned arbitrarily to the four senates o r
whether each senate will hear cases exclusively in a well-defined area . Though the former system would insure a degre e
of "blindness" or impartiality in determining which justice s
hear which cases, some observers warn that such a system
might create four equally powerful mini-courts handing dow n
conflicting decisions on similar cases . A rationalized division o f
labor in which each of the four senates would have its ow n
jurisdiction (e .g., civil law, criminal law, administrative law ,
etc.) would avoid this problem . these commentators add, an d
would allow the justices to specialize in criminal law or administrative law, and so forth, according to their expertise . Bu t
such a division-of-labor approach might also give rise to seriously unbalanced case loads . (For example, an administrative
senate would almost certainly receive a surfeit of cases compared to the other three judicial senates .) The justices will have
to agree among themselves what procedure to follow in distributing cases .
Also in October . the government declined to recommen d
to Parliament a bill considerably broadening the possibilitie s
for initiating referenda . Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus asserte d
that the draft bill was rejected because it would have introduced an element of direct democracy into a constitutiona l
system based on indirect or representative democracy . (Th e
hundreds of millions of crowns that frequent referenda woul d
cost, he added, was a minor consideration .) The Civic Initiative for a Prospering Czecho-Slovakia subsequently sent a n
open letter to parliamentary groups, along with a petition bear ing some 10 .000 signatures, demanding that a law on referenda be passed. The Initiative's leader . Lubos Olejar, said tha t
Klaus's position contradicts the constitution—violating citizens '
sovereignty and depriving them . during the lengthy interva l
between elections . of the right both to express disagreemen t
with parry secretaries and to protest the failure of deputies t o
fulfill electoral promises . Rudolph Opatril, spokesman for th e
Movement for Self-governing Democracy for Moravia an d
Silesia (MSDMS), which helped draft the referendum bill, said
that the government's rejection of the bill should serve as a
warning to all citizens that their constitutional rights could b e
endangered. Jiri Payne, chairman of the parliamentary Foreign Relations Committee and member of Klaus's Civic Demo cratic Party, noted in response that, so far as he knew, nowher e
in the world do parliaments declare referenda, and that such a n
innovation would jeopardize legislative democracy . Frequen t
recourse to referenda, some observers claimed, would make i t
more difficult for the public to blame politicians for policy
decisions gone awry .
On September 1, the MSDMS presented to the House of
Deputies a draft constitutional law on territorial self-administration and state administration . The law envisages the estab -
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lishment in Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia of two self-adminis demand for professionals that it could not satisfy alone. (Thi s
whose official names would b e
explanation is rejected by many indignant Slovaks who argu e
tered lands (vys
chosen by their representatives . The MSDMS has stressed tha t
that, even if this were the case . the Czechs long overstaye d
this would nor mean a division of the country, dismissing fear s
their welcome .) The amendment, in any case, would preven t
about dualism . The party plans a mail-in referendum in whic h
the citizenship law from punishing the children of the genera tion of Czechs who helped Slovakia through the interwar peMoravian and Silesian citizens would have the opportunity t o
express their opinions concerning the future territorial an d
riod . The proposed amendment also allows people meetin g
the requirements of the bill (such as those having lived in th e
administrative structure of the republic . The results woul d
ostensibly be used to help the MSDMS members of Parliamen t
Republic for two years and having no criminal record) to choos e
Czech citizenship by December 31 . 1993 . If passed by Parlia(14 in a house
200) make up their minds on the propose d
legislation (which they have drafted) . though it is not unlikel y
ment . the amendment would also moderate the law's effect o n
people who had remained on Czech territory as a result of an y
that the outcome of such a referendum would also be used to
make the case for an administrative and territorial divisio n
resettlement instigated by the government, a provision writte n
primarily to cover a number of Romany (gypsy) Slovaks re between Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia . The MSDMS said that .
if this legislation as well as its drafted legislation on referend a
settled in the Czech Republic by the Communist regime .
were not accepted . it would appeal to the Council of Europe .
Parliament failed to override a presidential veto of a controversial customs law . The law was passed during the sumThe second of these draft laws has now been rejected . an d
therefore an appeal can be expected soon .
mer but Havel vetoed it July 22 . on the grounds that it woul d
have exempted parliamentarians from inspections at the borWhile the MSDMS advocates a separate "land" for Mora
via and demands a referendum on the territorial organizatio n
der (see EECR . Summer 1993) . The Czech press had covere d
in some detail the fact that parliamentary deputies had imof the state, several other parties . from both the governin g
ported cars, computers and other goods without paying th e
coalition and the opposition . seem to favor a solution resembling the pre-1989 structure with three levels of administranormal customs duties . Thus, in the face of Havel's veto, to o
tion : local, district and regional . At that time, there were seve n
few votes could be gathered for an override. Now the bill wil l
have to he redrafted .
regions in the Czech Republic and about sixty districts . Th e
number of regions to be introduced now range from seven .
Among upcoming legislation to be considered by Parliaproposed by the Communists, to 13, proposed by Civic Demo ment is a bill concerning the conditions of audio-visual produc cratic Alliance (CDA) . Klau s 's Civic Democratic Party has ye t t tion, distribution and archival storage, which . among othe r
things, would belatedly legalize private film production . Fil m
to show much enthusiasm for this reform . pointing to the costs
of any such an operation . Indeed . Klaus appears to be in n o
production in the republic has come to a near standstill in th e
past two years .
hurry to launch any administrative reform . He is strongl y
According to a poll carried out by the Empirical Researc h
opposed to the Moravian parry 's proposals (which
.arpnovdiethgu)ywsnlraiod'et
.incdetaly
s
Center in August . Parliament had earned the trust of a mere 2 7
percent of the 1 .507 people interviewed, down nine percentthat they would recreate the dualistic instability which led .
only a year ago, to the break-up of Czechoslovakia . However .
age points since July . Parliamentary Chairman Milan Uhde
said that he hoped that. with the ending of the period of post as President Havel put it in the last week of October . legislatio n
concerning administrative reform should be passed no late r ; revolutionary tasks—such as the passage of the Czec
ion and legislation connected with the split of CzechoslovahConstiu
than the end of 1993 . in order to be in place by the time of th e
kia—Parliament will improve the quality of its and thereby hal t
communal elections to be held next year . But the whole issue
its steady decline in popularity . (In September . Parliament wa s
seems to be stalled at the moment. Indeed . the legislative proequipped with an electronic voting system to accelerate an d
posals have vet to be placed on the government's agenda .
record voting, and—it is hoped—to rule out future challenges t o
Also on September 1 . the constitutional and foreign affair s
voting results . )
committees of Parliament approved a draft amendment to a
law on acquiring and losing Czech citizenship . The amendThe new constitution establishes a vet-to-be-elected uppe r
house,
the Senate . which will probably be only slightly mor e
ment has been advertised as softening the law's harshness regarding several groups . Among these are Slovak citizens bor n
popular than the current House of Deputies . Left-wing, oppo.
1939,
one
or
both
o
f
sition parties now question the utility of this body, whose 8 1
on Slovak territory before December 31
whose parents were horn on Czech territory . Though it is no t
members are to be elected by the majoritarian system in November 1994 . Opponents of the Senate assert that the republi c
immediately clear. the justification for such a change may h e
that many Czechs went to Slovakia during the period of th e
is too small to need a two-chamber legislature . On October 14 .
the CSDP proposed legislation that would have abolished the
First Republic . 1918-39 . ostensibly to help Slovakia till a large
i
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body. A left-wing coalition of the Socialist Party, the Greens
and the Agrarian Party, as well as the Communist Party (th e
latter two, alone with the Social Democrats, voted in favor o f
the constitutional provisions establishing a Senate) supporte d
the bill . The Left Bloc (LB) also publicly announced its opposition to the Senate and said that it was drafting its own legislation to abolish the upper house. The Liberal National Socia l
Party (LNSP), an offshoot of the Socialist Party, may be th e
only left-wing party favoring the Senate . The right-wing parties of the ruling coalition—Civic Democratic Alliance and Civi c
Democratic Party—do not support efforts to attempt to eliminate the Senate. Klaus has officially admitted that he does no t
see the point of the institution, but adds that the governmen t
will not consider tampering with the institutional framewor k
established by the constitution . Havel has also defended th e
upper house, because, for one thing, "to abolish the Senate
would require re-writing the whole constitution ." The Senate ,
it has also been argued, plays an important function in th e
constitutional system . Unlike the Chamber of Deputies . th e
Senate cannot be dissolved by the president and might therefore come to be the only legislative body capable of adoptin g
emergency legislative measures in case they prove necessary .
At a meeting of NATO foreign ministers in Poland o n
October 21 and 22. Havel expressed his opinion that Poland ,
the Czech Republic . Slovakia and Hungary should be accepted
into the western security organization as quickly as possible .
In a letter published by the New York Times around the sam e
time he said that the West "would commit the most fatal of
possible mistakes" if it refused to accept these countries because
of pressures from Moscow . (Either genuinely reluctant to fue l
Russia's traditional siege mentality, or using this concern as a
plausible excuse, U .S . Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, and Ger man Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel, along with many othe r
NATO foreign ministers, stated that accepting these countrie s
at the cost of a serious rift with Russia would do all sides a
disservice . Instead, they offered to include these countries i n
joint peacekeeping and military exercises without actually com mitting themselves to officially incorporating the central European four .) Klaus stated coolly that, though he looked forward
to future inclusion in NATO, it should not be expected over night but should rather be seen as a long-term goal .
On October 27, a bill was submitted to Parliament providing for the return of property both to the Federation of Jewis h
Communities in the Czech Republic and to individual per sons . The proposed legislation aims to redress property wrong s
committed by the Nazis during World War II . but vet unresolved because proceedings were interrupted by the Communist putsch of February 1948 . The Communists are now expected to vote against this bill . The Jewish community ha d
originally complained that it was having difficulty getting th e
legislation submitted due to parliamentary indifference . Klaus's

8

Civic Democratic Party apparently wanted to avoid openin g
up this can of worms for fear that it would lead to demands fo r
the return of property by Sudeten Germans, some 2 .5 millio n
of whom were expelled from Czechoslovakia after World Wa r
II and whose property was seized by the Czechoslovak state .
(The Jewish community expressed resentment at being place d
on a level with those Germans who had originally seized thei r
property.) The property currently being discussed includes a
number of synagogues, a Jewish museum, and the Prague Jewish cemetery, which dates back to the twelfth century, the
oldest such cemetery in Europe .
While there is widespread nonpartisan agreement tha t
confiscated Jewish property should be returned to Jewish com munities and individuals, the restitution of substantial proper ties formerly belonging to the Roman Catholic church an d
some minor Protestant churches has led to disputes within th e
governing coalition . Klaus's Civic Democratic Party, refuses t o
restore to the Roman Catholic church its former forests, fields
and fishponds . The other coalition parties—CDA . Christia n
Democratic Party (ChDP) and Christian Democratic UnionCzechoslovak People ' s Party (CDU-CPP)—look more favor ably on the restitution of church property . The Civic Democratic Party—last July Klaus came out strongly in favor of a
strict separation of church and state—argues that there hav e
been so many transfers of former church property in the pas t
four decades that any attempt at restitution would unduly snar l
up the whole privatization process . The other coalition parties
are trying to find a restitution formula which would retur n
property to religious bodies but, at the same time, continue t o
rule out restitution claims raised by the Sudeten Germans .
October 28 marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of th e
founding of the Czechoslovak Republic . an anniversary celebrated with ambivalence and acrimony in the Czech Republic . The extreme-right Republican Party, led b yMiroslav
Sladek, played on popular displeasure over the separation o f
Czechoslovakia . The party stated that because it had alway s
favored the maintenance of the federation, it would observe
the holiday by laying a wreath at the statue of Saint Wenceslas ,
the patron saint of the Czechs. The party went a step further ,
warning that it would physically prevent Havel and other s
from laving wreaths at the statue of Saint Wenceslas. since
they had been responsible for the dismantling of Czechoslovakia. For his part, Havel announced that, the founding of th e
Czechoslovak Republic represented a moment in the histor y
of the Czech Republic ("our accession to democracy, to certai n
humanistic values, to certain traditions") and therefore coul d
not be forgotten . He, too, as a consequence . announced plans
also to lay a wreath . These announcements set off an exchang e
of memos between Sladek and Havel . with Sladek claimin g
that members of Havel's entourage were planning co sabotag e
his party's commemoration and Havel expressing fears of vio-
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lence . Entering the fray . Klaus and the Social Democrats the n
declared that they, too, would lay wreaths at the statue or Sain t
Wenceslas . All this resulted in the mayor of Prague . Jan Koukal .
reserving Wenceslas Square on October 28 for the next twent y
years in order to make sure that all constitutional officials woul d
continue to have the opportunity lay wreaths there .
It seems clear that many political figures wanted to celebrate October 28 but feared being seen as nostalgic for the ol d
federation . The Christian Democrats even went so tar as t o
suggest that the national holiday be changed to September 2 8
to commemorate the death of Saint Wenceslas. killed by hi s
brother Boleslav in 929 A .D . In the end . October 28 wa s
celebrated, without major incidents, by thousands on Wencesla s
Square . Miroslav Sladek at one point climbed onto the statu e
of Saint Wenceslas and had to be talked down by three polic e
officers . His Republican Party has said that it will press charge s
.
against those whom . In its view. disrupted Its celebration

With the holding of its first post-Soviet mu nicipal and local elections in October, Estonia underwent another test of its emerging politica l
system. Preferring various opposition parties, voters hande d
the ruling Fatherland coalition a clear defeat in all of Estonia' s
major cities . The elections also represented a reappearance o f
Russian political forces, since non-citizens (who are mostly Rus sian) were allowed to vote and did so actively . On constitutional matters . a law on cultural autonomy for ethnic minorities was passed . And Estonia's long process of judicial refor m
was completed with the establishment of district courts whic h
rounds out a new three-tier system .
Like most mid-term elections in democratic countries .
Estonia's municipal elections on October 20 served as
nation of local government as well as a test of the rulng
arejuv party
in the national government—the Fatherland coalition led b y
Prime Minister Mart Laar . Although economic conditions i n
the country have slowly begun to stabilize, other political con troversies (including a brief mutiny by Estonian soldiers i n
western Estonia) have kept the government in the hot seat .
The effect of this was especially apparent in the capital . Tallinn .
where Fatherland won only 5 seats in the 64-seat city council .
The centrist Coalition Party (CP) . led by former Prime Minis ter Tiit Vahi and including former Estonian leader Arnol d
Ruutel . came out on top with 18 seats .
The election solidified the Coalition Party's recent rise a s
the strongest opposition party in Estonia . Though mostly mad e
up of former nomenklatura officials . the CP has successfull y
cast its image as one of technocrats and professionals . In th e
wake of Fatherland's electoral defeat, the CP sought to make a
move in the national Parliament as well . calling for a no-confidence vote in the government on November I5 . The measure

Estonia

was defeated thanks to quick negotiations between Fatherlan d
and its coalition partners to shore up their accord : but the inci dent underscored the growing weakness of the current govern ment . which has been rocked by allegations of corruption.
Russian political parties were also big winners in the loca l
elections . re-emerging on the political scene after being shut ou t
from the national Parliament last year . Most of Estonia' s
500 .000 Russian-speakers were declared non-citizens b y
Estonia's 1992 citizenship legislation . making them ineligibl e
to vote and run in the national elections . As a consolation .
however, the Estonian Constitution did grant non-citizens th e
right to vote in local elections . As a further concession, th e
government agreed to grant citizenship to many Russians run ning for office, thus facilitating their campaign . In the end, two
Russian parties (the Russian Democratic Movement (RDM
]
and the more nationalist Russkii Sobor [RS]) together capture d
nearly half (27) of the seats in Tallinn . Their upset victory sen t
mild shockwaves through Estonian political circles . which ar e
now forced back into a position of having to work with Russian politicians . at least in governing Estonia's capital .
In the overwhelmingly Russian towns of Sillamae an d
Narva (see the article by David Laitin in this issue), wher e
residents called for regional autonomy in a referendum las t
July, many lingering ex-Communist leaders were removed . A s
a result, the new city council members are expected to take a
less obstructionist line vis-a-vis the central government an d
begin concentrating on the industrial region's economic problems .
On October 26 . the Law on Cultural Autonomy of National Minorities was passed by Parliament . fulfilling an outstanding provision written into the constitution . The law draw s
on Estonia ' s pre-war system of cultural autonomy, providin g
state funding to national minorities for the organization o f
their cultural affairs . Ethnic groups numbering at least 3 .000
registered members will be eligible . Although the law is expected to help Estonia's smaller minorities (Ukrainians ,
Belarusians, Jews') to organize more easily, it is seen as insuffi cient by many Russian leaders, who make up 30 percent of the
population .
In mid-September . two district (or regional) courts wer e
installed in Tallinn and Tartu . completing Estonia's long process of judicial reform . The district courts will hear appeal s
from city courts and will be subordinate to the National Cour t
seated in Tartu . The Soviet-era Supreme Court was liquidate d
on October 1 . In September. the National Court issued one o f
its more important rulings as the constitutional arbiter . declar ing the Narva and Sillamae autonomy referendums unconstitutional . (The court ruled that municipalities lack jurisdictio n
to rule on autonomy issues .) Leaders in both towns promise d
to abide by the ruling .
Meanwhile, opposition leaders planned to appeal a gov -
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ernment decree issued in August which allows the securit y
police to wiretap phones and look through mail . They argue
that such measures would again breed suspicion in society .
The government also came under attack in August for a decision to sell off the largest state-owned daily newspaper Rahva
Haal to a group of Fatherland Pam' associates . The decisio n
was rescinded after a public outcry .

In March 1993 . President Arpad Goncz submitted to the Constitutional Court a
vet-to-be-promulgated law . retroactively extending the statute
of limitations for crimes committed during the Revolution o f
1956 . (For further analysis of the court's decision in this "historical justic e " case [53/1993 . (X.13)], see the article by Krisztin a
Morvai in this issue) The president, perhaps dubious of th e
political wisdom of re-opening old wounds, asked the court t o
review two articles of the law for their conformity with bot h
the constitution and two international agreements—Art . 7(1 )
of the European Convention of Human Rights and Art .15(1 )
of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights .
This second reason for review presented a jurisdictional problem for the court . since technically its competence to review a
law not vet promulgated is limited to the question of the law' s
constitutionality . Nonetheless, the court claimed the right an d
responsibility to judge the law's conformity with internationa l
law, because the court is required, under Art . 7(1), to ensur e
harmony between domestic law and obligations assumed under international law when evaluating a law's constitutionality . The court stated that the "harmony prescribed [in Art .
7(1)] is part of the constitutionality of regulations which under take international law obligations ." As a consequence, the cour t
was able consider questions of international law, too . whe n
ruling on the law's constitutionality .
Ordinarily, Hungarian law prohibits the retroactive modification of statutes of limitation in criminal cases. The court ha s
found an exception to this principle in two types of cases : (1 )
where the Hungarian law in force at the time the crime wa s
committed provided no statute of limitations, or (2) where th e
crime is a crime against humanity or a war crime, and the non application of a statute of limitations is an obligation under taken by Hungary in an international agreement .
Under this rule . the court held that the first article of th e
,
law in question . which did not deal with international crimes
was unconstitutional . By contrast, the constitutionality of th e
second article, referring to war crimes and crimes against humanity as defined by the Geneva Convention (1949), was up held . In making this two-part decision . the court referred back
to one of its earlier rulings, where it was stated that. if the court
can find other constitutional means to ensure constitutionalit y
and rule of law, then the law under review should not be
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declared void (38/1993 . (VI .11), p . 8801) .
In deciding whether Hungary undertook an internationa l
obligation not to apply a statute of limitations with respect t o
this specific range of crimes . the court referred to a secon d
international convention . By signing the New Yor
n
.Hacunogrdiytehk
kConvetif1968
obligation not to apply its own statute of limitations in case s
involving war crimes and crimes against humanity . The European Convention makes possible the extension of statutes o f
limitations, but only "in principle ." The court held, however ,
that a state ratifying either the Geneva convention or the Ne w
York convention assumed the obligation to punish war crime s
and crimes against humanity, and not to apply the statute-oflimitation rules (p . 8799) . According to this argument it seem s
irrelevant which convention Hungary signed . and even (in th e
view of the court) whether the international convention wa s
properly promulgated according to Hungarian law .
On the question of whether or not the non-application o f
the statute-of-limitation rules to these crimes falls afoul of Art .
57(4) of the Hungarian Constitution ("No one may be pronounced guilty of . or sentenced for, any act that was not considered a criminal offense under Hungarian law at the time it wa s
committed"), the court ruled that Art. 57(4) shall be interpreted . in such a case, in the light of Art . 7(1) ("The legal system
of the Republic of Hungary accepts the universally recognize d
rules and regulations of international law, and harmonizes th e
domestic laws and statutes of the country with obligations assumed under international law") The court tried to find a
method to regulate retroactivity similar to that adopted in th e
European Convention and the International Convention o n
Civil and Political Rights . In these documents, non-retroactivit
y
is regarded as a domestic obligation, while retroactivity regarding war crimes and crimes against humanity is still possible .
But the Hungarian Constitution does not refer explicitly to th e
possibility of retroactivity in the case of (any) internationa l
crimes, while it does explicitly prohibit retroactivity. This i s
why the court had to deal with the relation between domesti c
law (including the constitution) and international law—ultimately declaring, it seems, that international law prevails ove r
the constitution . ("The constitution and the domestic regulation are to be interpreted in such a way, that generally accepte d
rules of international law shall be effective" [p . 8795] . )
The Ministry of Justice will soon give to the chief prosecu tor the results of investigations into fifty episodes of mas s
shootings that took place between October 23 and Decembe r
28 . 1956 . The precise number of court cases or people to b e
charged for these crimes has not been announced . These inves tigations . therefore, will not necessarily lead to fifty prosecutions . The investigations implicate members of the Militar y
Council formed on October 24, 1956 : Rakosi supporters ; lead ers of country-level Communist Party organizations : those wh o
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were members of local militias : and the leadership of the Communist Party in 1956 .
In the past few months . no important laws relating t o
constitutional issues have been passed . But several drafts dealing with modification of the constitution have come befor e
Parliament .
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs submitted a draft bill (Sep tember 1993) to amend the constitution ' s provisions governing the power to make treaties . In the absence of these changes ,
Parliament has been unable to pass a law regulating the makin g
of international agreements .
The most important aspect of the draft is its treatment o f
the hierarchy of legal regulation . As it provides, internationa l
agreements already in force rank below the constitution bu t
above laws passed by Parliament . (This provision should b e
compared with the court's reasonin g in its retroactivity decision discussed above .) In cases of conflict between a treaty I n
force and an internal regulation or law . the international agreement shall prevail . Special rules . however. apply in cases of
conflict between the constitution and treaties not vet concluded .
In such cases, modification of the constitution is needed eithe r
before the treaty is concluded or at the same time . While th e
Constitutional Court has the power to decide whether th e
concluded and promulgated international agreement is unconstitutional . it has no power to review the treaty before it i s
concluded . Thus the judgment of constitutionality must b e
made before review by the Constitutional Court .
Other regulations of the draft amendment make mor e
clear the content of the relevant (and quite ambiguous) article s
of the constitution on the treaty-making power . The draft
provides that each relevant institution ( Parliament . the president and the government) has the power to conclude thos e
types of international agreements which are assigned to it by a
separate law (now in draft) dealing explicitly with makin g
international agreements . However . the draft amendment doe s
not provide any guidelines for what types of treaties can b e
concluded by what agency or branch of government : this mat ter is to be determined by law, which might be considered a
weakness of the draft constitutional amendment .
Parliament has begun a general debate on the draft law .
submitted by the Ministry of Interior in March 1993 . dealing
with the police . Because the law requires a two-thirds majorit y
to pass . the three parties of the governing coalition will need t o
compromise with the parties of the opposition to gain the majority required . This need for compromise puts great pressur e
on some of the more controversial aspects of the draft .
The most sensitive issue appears to be the extent of th e
power of the minister of interior . Under the draft, the ministe r
is given sole power to control the police forces . This aspect of
the proposed law is criticized by the opposition for increasin g
the powers of an already too powerful ministry . By centraliz-

ing power in the hands of the ministry, moreover, the draf t
seriously diminishes the role played by local governments i n
regulating the police . Participation by local governments i n
decision-making about police administration—regarding suc h
issues as the establishment of a new police station or the appointment of the police superintendent and the chiefs of loca l
police stations—is limited to the expression of opinions only .
The draft permits local governments to conclude agreement s
with affected police stations on certain matters specified by th e
draft law . New police officers, for example . can be commissioned either by the central police station or on the basis of suc h
agreements . If a local government opts for the latter method ,
however, the expenses incurred by the agreement will probably be borne by the local government or possibly by the police ,
since a guarantee of state funding for such agreements is not
included in the draft . State funding is guaranteed only whe n
the expense is incurred by the central administration . As a
consequence . It is unclear what interests would induce eithe r
the state or local government to provide new local services .
The opposition demands, at a minimum, that local governments he no weaker than they are under current regulations in force since 1974 . (The 1974 law gives local government veto power over the appointment of the police superintendent and the chiefs of local police stations.) Furthermore ,
the opposition wants expenses for the establishment of new
police forces to be covered by the state budget. With respect to
the possibility of agreements between local governments an d
the police, the opposition criticizes the lack of any guarantees to
ensure compliance with such agreements .
In February . the Ministry of Defense submitted to Parliament two related draft laws on defense . One deals with neede d
constitutional changes ; the other is the defense law itself . Bot h
measures were passed by the required two-thirds majority o n
December 4 .
The first law . which adds Article 19(e) to the Hungaria n
Constitution . provides a new power for the executive . Unde r
the new law, the government may, in three limited cases, orde r
immediate military action without specific agreement fro m
the president and without a declaration of emergency by Parliament . The government is obliged to inform Parliament o f
any such decision, however . The three cases are, first. an inten tional invasion of Hungarian airspace : second, a surprise ai r
attack : and third, a surprise invasion of military forces into th e
territory of Hungary .
The law follows a decision by the Constitutional Cour t
(4/1991) . in which the court held that those powers relating t o
defense, but which are not assigned explicitly either to Parliament or to the president . shall be assigned by default to th e
government . Previously . the constitution assigned the powe r
to order the deployment of military forces in a state o
.BuCtpas1(eofr9m)
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gency had to be declared by Parliament or . if Parliament wa s
unable to pass on the question, by the president . The constitu tional provisions dealing with emergency situations, however ,
did not explicitly cover the three situations contemplated b y
the draft law . Hence, under the court's reasoning, these powers are assigned by default to the government . To provide fo r
the ability of the executive to respond unilaterally in militar y
situations, the powers in question have now been relocated t o
the executive . The question is how best to empower the execu tive to repel sudden attacks without a parliamentary declaration of a state of emergency .
The second law deals in part with the organization of th e
border-guard forces . The question here was whether the border-guard forces should fall within the jurisdiction of the mili tary (as they now do) or of the police . This decision was signifi cant because it determines who controls the border forces . I f
they were assigned to the military, then ultimate control ove r
them could lie with Parliament . If the border guards wer e
subordinated to the police, by contrast, then control would res t
with the executive or, more specifically, with the minister o f
interior . In the bill, except for a state of war, the border guard s
fall under the jurisdiction of the police, and thus are ultimatel y
subject to executive control . This provision was intensely bu t
futilely opposed by the opposition .
On another front, Art . 40(b) of the constitution has bee n
amended, prohibiting members of the armed forces, police ,
and security services from joining political parties or taking
part in political activities. Also, the controversy about govern ment control of the media continues unabated . After a mas s
protest in Budapest on October 30 in favor of press freedom .
President Goncz published a letter deploring the state of Hun garian television and radio. Citizens are being hindered fro m
freely expressing their opinions, he wrote . Prime Ministe r
Jozsef Antall quickly registered his disagreement with this assessment . denouncing the government's critic .
On December 12 Prime Minister Antall died. With his death the
government's mandate legally ends . The interm ,government (which
functions with reduced powers) under Interior Minister Peter Boros s
will continue to operate until the president nominates a new prime
minister. According to the constitution, the new PM must be confirme d
by a majority vote in Parliament. Failure to appoint a governmen t
within 40 days would result in new elections called by the presiden t

The first hundred days of the new govern ment of the Republic of Latvi a
passed without any serious political conflicts . The new Saeim a
(Parliament) now consists of eight political parries or factions ,
all of which represent coalitions tied to specific movements an d
electoral blocs . To address some essential problems of coordi -
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nating parliamentary activity, an inter-factional council ha s
been formed . Furthermore, the pre-Soviet Parliamentary Regula tions of the Saeima have been restored in accordance with th e
original law of April 10, 1929. (The Regulations have bee n
amended and supplemented for current circumstances . )
The Parliamentary Regulations stipulate that there are 1 5
parliamentary committees . The standing committees include :
foreign affairs (12 members) ; budget and finance (14 members) ; judicial affairs (8 members) ; human rights (8 members) ;
education . culture and science (12 members) ; defense and internal affairs (11 members) ; state government and a local selfgovernment (7 members) ; environmental and public affairs ( 7
members) ; economy, agriculture and regional policy (14 members) ; labor and social policy (7 members) ; credentials (8 mem bers) ; [government] inquires (12 members) ; national securit y
(8 members) ; inspection : and, management matters ( 3 members in each) .
The largest parliamentary faction . Latvian Way, receive d
half of the committee chairmanships. However, the chairman ship of the Foreign Affairs Committee, a key parliamentar y
committee, was entrusted to Aleksandrs Kirshteins, head of the
opposition party, Movement for National Independence o f
Latvia (MNIL) . This appointment indicates, not only the powe r
of the parliamentary opposition . but further exemplifies th e
growing influence of the national MNIL forces .
The Saeima also created a special committee to investigat e
the activities of the Supreme Soviet and the Council of Ministers during the period from May
1990 to July 1993 . Th e
committee will assess the legality of their activities and deter mine any possible "breaches of sovereignty ." The Saeima too k
this action in response to numerous parliamentary and publi c
accusations of abuse and corruption by several high-rankin g
officials in the former republic . As stared in the Saeima resolu tion, special attention will be paid to (1) expenditures from the
state budget, (2) the use of foreign financial credits and foreig n
humanitarian aid, (3) management of state property an d
privatization, (4) restoration of property formerly held by th e
Soviet army and KGB, (5) the activity of high-ranking official s
in January and August 1993 and (6) foreign-policy decision s
made on behalf of the republic .
A minimum of new legislation has been passed by th e
Saeima during the last three months . Instead, the assembly ha s
focused on amending and supplementing laws adopted by th e
former Supreme Soviet . During the summer, legislative draft s
were prepared and published for future parliamentary discussions concerning trade, the civil service . press freedoms, election of local authorities and staff reforms for state organization s
and local self-government. The latter is a thinly veiled attemp t
to place limits on the occupation of government posts by forme r
Communist Party and Komsomol members.
Some movement occurred in preparing the long-awaite d
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citizenship law . Five drafts have already been submitted to th e
Saeima by various factions, the ruling Latvian Way bloc.MNIL
.
Equality Movement . For Motherland and Freedom caucus .
and the coalition of Latvian Concord/Revival of the Nationa l
Economy . These drafts all have a lot in common—qualifications for residency, knowledge of Latvian, and an oath o
. But there are differences as well .floyatherpubic Fo r
example. the draft of the Latvian Concord/Revival of the National Economy envisages the possibility of dual citizenship fo r
those having pre-war Latvian citizenship and their descendants . This version is categorically rejected by the nationa l
MNIL faction . and the ruling coalition . Several factions have
called for a referendum on any citizenship law, since the Saeim a
is so deeply divided on its content .
President Guntis Ulmanis has been active during the firs t
hundred days . Through the cabinet and a group of his advisor s
and aides . Ulmanis has essentially created the institution of th e
presidency . Furthermore . be has established contacts with al l
parliamentary factions and has staffed the di p lomatic corps .
Using his right of legislative initiative . Ulmanis introduced a draft law on the creation of a council of national security. This council is a new state organ for Latvia . and, i n
Ulmanis's proposal . will be chaired by the president himself .
Other members of the council will include the chairman o f
parliament, the head of the government, the ministers of foreign affairs, defense and internal affairs, and the chairmen o f
the parliamentary committees on defense, internal affairs an d
national security . The draft proposes that the council wil l
regularly consider the most important issues concerning th e
internal and external security of the republic . In a sense . th e
council will continue the work of the existing Council of Stat e
Defense of Latvia .
During the last three months the Cabinet or Ministers wa s
largely concerned with the creation of the new structures o f
executive power in accordance with the requirements of th e
restored (and amended) law of April 1 . 1925 . This law concerns the organization of the cabinet . Ministerial authority i s
also governed by a parliamentary declaration on future ministerial activities, approved on July 20 . 1993 .
Despite early progress in organizing a postcommunist political system, the new government already shows symptom s
of instability . This visible shakiness stems from th e
government's failure to create a working majority in Parliament . During parliamentary discussions on the introductio n
of oil and gas taxes and a value added tax, the governmen t
repeatedly failed to secure a majority of votes for its program .
Finally . after long and difficult consultations and a rash o f
compromises . on October 14 . the ruling coalition finally se cured a slim majority in favor of its proposals . From the ver y
beginning . the government has been faced with serious difficulties in building a cohesive and stable coalition in parliament .

The October events in Moscow had an important effec t
.on Latvian domestic politics . Like other European states, the
Government supported the actions taken by Boris Yeltsin i n
September and October . At the same time, the eventual defea t
of Yeltsin's enemies was used by Latvian ruling authorities t o
take action against "irreconcilables ." On October 5 . the Cabinet of Ministers ordered the Ministry of Internal Affairs t o
apply "appropriate measures" to prevent any similar "oppositional" activity from occurring in Latvia . Though it is no t
known what was meant by "appropriate ." it is clear that authorities are targeting former Communists and parties dominated by Russians—the Union of Communists of Latvia, th e
Union to Secure Veteran's Rights and the Latvian Associatio n
of Russian Citizens . Several reported attempts to start a large scale anti-communist campaign were also reported . On th e
day after the crisis in Moscow ended, a hi g h-ranking officer in
the Ministry of Defense disclosed to a Swedish radio statio n
that a plan for a coup d'etat in Latvia had been uncovered . Th e
plan was purportedly prepared in Moscow by Victor Alksnis . a
former peoples' deputy of the USSR . along with former leaders of the Latvian Communist Party and KGB officers . Rumors of the plot, however, have now apparently died down .

During August . the most pressing issue i n
the country's political life was undoubtedly the withdrawal of Russian troops from Lithuania n
territory . Negotiations became tense . and the Russians demanded that Lithuania sign a bilateral political agreement be fore the last troops departed on the scheduled date of Augus t
31, 1993 . The proposed agreement would have allowed Russian troops to obtain official legal status in the country prior t o
their final withdrawal . The Lithuanian side refused to sign o n
the grounds that the very presence of the Russian troop s
stemmed from a violation of international law—the occupatio n
of the state in 1940 . In response . Russia terminated negotiations about compensation to Lithuania for damages (estimate d
by Lithuanian experts at almost S150 billion) committed by
the Soviet Union during more than 50 years of annexation .
(Russia is a party to the discussions in its role as presumptive
successor to the Soviet state .) At one point . the Russians stated
that their troops would not withdraw by the deadline that had
been agreed upon earlier. President Algirdas Brazauskas intervened directly in the negotiations . arguing that the official delegations were ineffective . Under strong criticism by the opposition . however . he canceled his visit to Moscow to meet Yeltsin .
As it turned out . the Russian troops were withdrawn ten minutes before the deadline without Lithuania acceding to Russia n
demands .
On September 16 . a group of military servicemen, from
volunteer units whose official status falls somewhere betwee n
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that of the regular army and the national guard, left their bar racks for the woods near Kaunas in what they called a "protes t
action ." The armed troops issued a list of demands that included a call for the resignations of the defense minister . Andriu s
Butkevicius, and several other high-ranking military officers —
Jonas Gecas . the leader of the Volunteer Militia, and Virginiju s
Vilkelio, the Kaunas district military security chief . In addition, the insurrectionist militiamen asked the government t o
reassess its decision to merge the volunteer militia within th e
military command structure . The volunteers also requeste d
permission to fight organized crime and sought more money t o
buy additional weapons. On September 20, Defense Ministe r
Butkevicius met with the armed opposition and following a
discussion over the demands, offered his resignation to President Brazauskas. The crisis was settled when a so-called "trus t
committee " of MPs intervened . So far, none of the implicate d
servicemen has been convicted. After the incident Butkeviciu s
resigned . Butkevicius was replaced by Linas Linkevicius. a 32ear former deputy chairman of the parliamentary Commit tee on Foreign Affairs and a member of the ruling Democrati c
Labor Party . President Brazauskas used the opportunity t o
nominate Jonas Andriskevicius, a military professional an d
former officer in the Soviet arms, , as chief commander of th e
army .
The prosecutor's office is currently investigating crimina l
allegations against the recently appointed chairman of the National Bank of Lithuania, who has now been removed fro m
office and replaced by one of his deputies . The latter is a
professional lawyer, who had served earlier on the Suprem e
Court and has little experience in banking affairs .
On September 10, the Seimas (Parliament) reconvened
after its summer recess. No major legislative acts have bee n
adopted vet, except the Law on Statistics and the Law on th e
Protection of Human Beings at Work .
The nine-member Constitutional Court of Lithuania has
now started its proceedings . Three cases have already bee n
decided . In its first finding (September 17), the court ruled, i n
favor of the opposition, that the Seimas's decision to dissolv e
the Vilnius City Council was unconstitutional . The second
ruling (October 1) went against the opposition, the court holding that the Seimas acted constitutionally when it decided no t
to include on its agenda the opposition's draft resolution sus pending, Kazys Bobelis, a Lithuanian Democratic Labor Part
y
deputy, on the grounds that he is still a U .S . citizen (see EECR
Summer 1993) . The third case (October 13) was to have deal t
with a request filed by a group of MPs for a ruling on th e
constitutionality of a controversial provision in a statute on th e
news media, requiring state radio and television as well as national newspapers reporting on plenary sessions of the Seima s
to broadcast or publish official government communiques . Th e
article in question, which never proved very effective, also
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required that mass media reporting be devoid of commentar y
on Seimas activities . The court granted certiorari to the suit . O n
October 12 . however, the Seimas altered the offending articl e
so that it now applies only to state-owned media, leading th e
court to dismiss the case .
On October 19 the Seimas failed to pass a constitutiona l
amendment granting foreigners the right to purchase land .
(Art . 47 of the constitution declares that only citizens and th e
state itself may own land in Lithuania .) The debate on th e
amendment pitted hopes for foreign investment against fear s
of a foreign buy-out. Proposed by the LDLP . the amendmen t
came well short of the three-fifths majority of all member s
needed for passage . On October 25, it should be noted, on e
year after the promulgation of the constitution, the procedur e
for amending the constitution became still more stringent . A s
demanded by Article 148, a constitutional amendment no t
only requires a two-thirds majority (92 out of 141 deputies) bu t
must also be voted on twice with at least three months betwee n
each vote . So far there have been no amendments to th e
Lithuanian Constitution .

On September 23, the State Electoral Cofn mission announced the official re suits of the September 19 parliamentary elections. In an effort
to avoid the severe fragmentation that had plagued the previous Parliament, the 1991 Sejm electoral law had been rewritten to include representation hurdles (five percent for partie s
and eight percent for coalitions) and the D'Hondt countin g
system, which rewards larger groups and penalizes smalle r
ones during the distribution of seats (see EECR. Summer 1993) .
Both of these changes had major ramifications . As a result of
the representation hurdles . only eight electoral groupings (a s
opposed to 29 in 1991) received seats in the Sejm . They are th e
postcommunist Union of the Democratic Left (UDL) wit h
20 .5 percent of the popular vote and 37 .2 percent of the man dates, the Polish Peasant Movement (PPM, a former ally of th e
Communist Party) with 15 .4 percent and 28 .7 percent of vote s
and seats. respectively, the Democratic Union (DU) with 10. 5
percent and 16 percent. the Union of Labor (UL) with 7 . 3
percent and 8.9 percent. the Confederation for an Independen t
Poland (CIP) with 5 .8 percent and 4 .8 percent . the Non-Part
y
Bloc to Support Reform (NPBSR, initiated by Presiden t
Walesa) with 5 .4 percent and 3 .5 percent and two Germa n
minority parries with 0 .5 percent and 0 .8 percent . (As minority parties they are exempt from percentage requirements . )
Almost 35 percent of the electorate voted for parties o r
coalitions that are not represented in the Sejm, leading som e
politicians, including President Walesa, to question the Sejm' s
legitimacy to act in matters of national importance . The Solidarity Labor Union received 4 .9 percent of the vote and conse -
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quently missed the five percent cut off by a mete 14,000 votes .
The Ojczyzna ("Fatherland") coalition which was dominate d
by the Christian National Union (CNU) registered as a coalition even though a loophole in the law allowed be facto coalitions to register as parties . The 6 .37 percent of the vote the y
received would have cleared the five percent hurdle for partie s
but tell well short of the eight percent they needed . As a
conse q uence no "rightist" party gained any seats in the ne w
Seim, because the rest of the right's electorate divided itsel f
between five small parties . The inabilit
y of the right to coalesc e
into a larger coalition that could have cleared the percentag e
barrier was described by one observer as a "collective suicide . "
The D'Hondt counting system, together with the larg e
percentage of "wasted" votes, magnified the victory of the tw o
largest parties . Although the UDL and the PPM together received only 36 percent of the vote, they hold almost 66 percen t
of the seats in the new Seim . allowing them to form a govern ing coalition comfortably . Their success was duplicated in th e
pluralist "first past the post" Senate elections . The UDL wo n
37 of the 100 Senate seats while the PPM won .36 . This turn to
the left was forecast In early electoral polls, although the exten t
of the victory of these two parties (who share Communis t
origins) surprised many. While the success of the Polish re forms was celebrated in the West, these reforms were roundl y
criticized during the campaign for ushering in "capitalism with out a human face ." Exit polls seem to indicate that those votin g
for the ex-Communists were not voting for a return to the ol d
system but against the hardships caused by four years of painful economic reform . In other words, as in 1989, it was not a
vote for but a vote a against. In any case . the coalition formed b y
the UDL and the PPM has pledged to continue the reforms .
albeit with what they are calling "certain corrections . "
The creation of this coalition was not without it
go:itherwascfnvdbl-ightoerdvsn
sdifcult
ernment and parliamentary leadership posts . The final agreement gave the premiership to the Polish Peasant Movemen t
leader. Waldemar Pawlak, who had previously served as the
premier for 33 days during 1992 . In exchange the UDL received the post of marshal of the Sejm and control over th e
most important economic ministries . Furthermore . the coalition agreement stipulates that Pawlak must obtain the approva l
for most appointment and policy decisions from the UDL' s
leader Aleksander Kwasniewski, dubbed by one paper as a
"premier without portfolio ." This coalition was tested to th e
limit early as Pawlak attempted to present the UDL wit hafit
accompli when he unilaterally replaced two UDL people with
two PPM deputies on the list of ministerial appointments submitted to President Walesa . This was in direct contradiction t o
what the coalition had agreed the night before . After the UD L
threatened to quit the coalition . a compromise was reached .
Under the interim Little Constitution . the premier is re-

quired to consult the president regarding appointment of th e
ministers of foreign affairs, defense, and internal affairs . Th e
coalition . however . allowed President Walesa . in effect. to make
these appointments on his own . This concession to the presidency seems to have been made in order to gain Walesa' s
appointment of Pawlak as premier . Walesa had promised t o
appoint one of three names forwarded to him by the part y
receiving the greatest number of votes . He continued, however. to insist on three names even when it was clear that th e
coalition only intended to give one : Pawlak. The coalitio n
could have secured the premiership without Walesa's suppor t
because, according to the Little Constitution . if the president' s
appointee fails to create a government that can pass a vote o f
confidence, initiative shifts to the Sejm, and the coalition con trols more than half the seats in the chamber. However, th e
coalition may have desired Walesa's appointment in order t o
increase the coalition's legitimacy which has been questione d
by some due to both the coalition members' Communist heritage and the supposed unrepresentative composition of th e
Seim . Pawlak's government easily passed the vote of confidence in the Seim on November 10 .
During the last Parliament the UDL and the PPM i n
conjunction with the Union of Labor submitted draft constitutions to the Constitutional Commission of the National Assembly (see EECR . Spring 1993). Both these drafts called for
parliamentary cabinet systems and a ceremonial presidency .
Between them these three parties make up 75 percent of both
the Seim and Senate, well over the two-thirds required to pass a
new constitution or to amend the old . Several politicians from
centrist and rightist parties have questioned this Parliament' s
legitimacy to pass any new constitution based on the absence of
any rightist parties . President Walesa has joined this choru s
and also threatened to adopt the "Yeltsin option" if economi c
reforms were threatened or his constitutional powers directl y
attacked . In response to these charges the UDL has stressed
that the constitutional drafts are merely a starting point fo r
negotiations and that they do not seek to deprive Walesa of hi s
constitutional prerogatives . They have committed themselve s
to developing ways for parties outside of Parliament to participate in the work of the Constitutional Commission and t o
decide many constitutional questions through nation-wid
renda. At the first meeting of the Constitutional Commissio
er f n
on November 9 . Kwasniewski was elected chairman whil e
Senator Stefan Pastuszka (PPM) was elected vice chairman .
In other developments, on November 9 the Constitutiona l
Tribunal ruled that a legal provision, allowing the removal o f
judges who had violated the principle of judicial independence .
is unconstitutional . This clause which passed Parliament thi s
summer was designed to enable the dismissal of those judge s
who had compromised themselves during the Communist era .
The Constitutional Tribunal's decision still must be confirme d
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by the Seim .
On October 29, the trial of Jaroslaw Kaczynski ende d
with his acquittal . The case concerned the release of a classifie d
document . which purportedly instructed the Office of Stat e
Protection to spy on political parties (see EECR, Summer 1993) .
The court ruled that, in making public the document .Kaczynski
did not break the law because he was acting in his capacity as a
member of Parliament.
Finally, the leader of the Samoobrona (self-defense) politi cal party . Andrzej Lepper, is currently on trial for insulting th e
"supreme organs of the state ." During the recent electora l
campaign, Lepper referred to the Suchocka government an d
President Walesa as thieves, Poland's plunderers, thugs, an d
criminals . According to Article 270 of the Criminal Code ,
insulting or defaming the supreme organs of the state is a crimi nal offense, punishable by fines and imprisonment. Lepper i s
also charged with abetting crime for praising the actions of hi s
supporters who . having forced the mayor of a small town into a
wheelbarrow, pushed him around town . Lepper reportedl y
said that the same should be done to others including the entir e
government .

At the end of the parliamentary recess, o n
August 30 and 31, the lawmakers of th e
Social Democratic Party of Romania (SDPR), the former Demo cratic Front of the National Salvation Front. convoked an ex traordinary session of the two chambers of Parliament on Au gust 30 and 31 to debate the preliminary report of the Anti corruption Commission, a parliamentary inquiry committe e
set up in June 1993 . This report dealt with evidence reveale d
by General-Major Gheorghe Florica, former high commissione r
of the Financial Guard, against individuals belonging to th e
military and security forces. At the same time, the oppositio n
forces lodged a simple motion against the cabinet, while th e
cabinet members themselves participated in the joint session .
After heated discussions lasting several hours, Parliament vote d
to hear testimony from General-Major Gheorghe Florica i n
plenum for all of 15 minutes . The former high commissione r
of the Financial Guard took the floor and spoke confusedly,
generating roars of laughter in the audience. The new facts h e
revealed were minor and his inept presentation helped th e
governmental coalition reject the motion . After 12 hours of
debate, a final decision was postponed pending future debates .
The ordinary fall session of Parliament started on Septem ber 1, 1993 . In the first meeting of each chamber, election s
were held for the members of the standing committees, i n
order to implement the provisions of Articles 61 (2) and (3) of
the constitution . Parliamentary factions were also constituted.
In accordance with the constitution, Oliviu Gherman an d
Adrian Nastase kept their positions as president of the Senate
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and as speaker of the Chamber of Deputies. respectively .
The second preliminary report of the Anticorruption Commission concerned an investigation of the cabinet of Petre
Roman's government . This report was also debated, but agai n
no concrete measures were taken .
President Ion Iliescu accepted a proposal by Prime Minis ter Nicolae Vacaroiu to reshuffle the cabinet in late August .
Misu Negritoiu . deputy prime minister and head of the Department for Economic Coordination . Strategy and Reform ,
was replaced by Mircea Cosea. Negritoiu, in turn, was appointed councilor to the president of Romania . Also, Constantin
Teculescu (commerce), Mihai Golu (culture) and Gheorghe
Angelescu (youth and sports) were replaced by Cristian Ionescu ,
Petre Saloudeanu and Alexandru Mironov . The second echelon of the cabinet was even more broadly affected ; 15 state
secretaries were replaced . Prime Minister Vacaroiu stated tha t
the purpose of the reshuffle was "to improve the executive' s
performance and speed up reform ." The statement is puzzling ,
since the outgoing Negritoiu was regarded as the only proreform official on Vacaroiu's team .
The opposition lodged on October 19 a (simple) motion
demanding that the president appoint a new prime ministe r
who should form a new cabinet, because the reshuffle of August 28 was not debated in Parliament within 45 days. According to Article 85 (2) of the constitution, "In the event of a
reshuffling of the cabinet or vacancy of office, the presiden t
shall dismiss and appoint, on the proposal of the prime minister, some new members of the cabinet ." But the opposition
argued that any reshuffle must be debated by Parliament withi n
45 days, referring to Article 106 (3) of the constitution, which
says, "In case of the inability of a minister to exercise his powers, the president shall designate another minister on the proposal of the prime minister . for a period of 45 days ." Th e
motion interpreted the combination of Articles 85 (2) and 10 6
(3) to mean that the president can appoint new ministers with out the approval of Parliament for no more than 45 days, an d
that after the completion of this term the reshuffle become s
unconstitutional . Nevertheless, the majority of Parliamen t
voted not to include the motion on its agenda, arguing that thi s
was really a motion of censure disguised as a simple motion .
After the establishment in June 1993 of a parliamentary
oversight commission for the Romanian Intelligence Servic e
(RIS), Parliament heard, in its joint session of September 14 ,
1993, Virgil Magureanu, director of RIS . Magureanu ha d
been appointed "temporarily " by Ion Iliescu in March 1990 .
President Iliescu again proposed Magureanu be appointed a s
director of RIS, and after hearings in the parliamentary over sight commission for RIS (which passed the proposal by fiv e
votes to four opposed) . Parliament (in joint session) appointe d
Magureanu on October 12, 1993 .
In August, the Democratic Movement of the Hungarian s
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of Romania (DMHR) delivered a memorandum to the Council of Europe . In the memorandum, the DMHR requested tha t
Romania be denied membership in the Council of Europ e
until It revises its judicial system and modifies Article 1 of it s
constitution where it is asserted that Romania is a "nationa l
state ." All political parties. including the opposition . criticize d
the DMHR's memorandum as unfair and misinformed .
Nevertheless, in October, by a procedure involving th e
Parliamentary Assembly and the Ministers' Committee of th e
Council of Europe . Romania was finally admitted to the Council of Europe as the thirty-second member with full rights .
Also, on the proposal of President Clinton . the U .S . Congres s
reluctantly granted most favored nation status to Romania i n
October . Former dictator Nicolae Ceaucescu had relinquishe d
MFN status in 1988 just as the U .S . was about to revoke it.

In August and September . Moscow wa s
gripped by a fierce confrontation bet ween the executive and legislative powers, increasing the dis connectedness of Moscow politics from the rest of Russia . Th e
Supreme Soviet started its offensive in the beginning of Au gust, passing a package of anti-government bills . The mos t
important assaults concerned privatization and the budget . Th e
privatization law required parliamentary approval of all majo r
steps in its implementation, radically slowing the process o f
privatization . The Supreme Soviet budget plan called for prof ligate increases in social welfare spending and subsidies to th e
state sector, especially to the defense industries .
In addition to the assault on the economy, legislators ordered investigations of corruption charges that had been leveled at a number of highly placed government officials . Th e
.
presidential side responded to Parliament with equal resolve
Yeltsin brought order to his ranks, firing Security Ministe r
Viktor Barannikov whom he suspected of striking sub rosa deals
with Supreme Soviet Chairman Ruslan Khasbulatov . Yeltsi n
also suspended the two most controversial figures mentione d
in the corruption allegations : Vice President Aleksandr Rutskoi ,
y
who had become the leader of the opposition . and First Deput
Prime Minister Vladimir Shumeiko . The suspension of Rutsko i
was immediately challenged by the Supreme Soviet as unconstitutional.
More significantly, Yeltsin resumed his attempts to bypass
the Supreme Soviet by reaching out to the regions and repub lics for support . He attempted to create a new Federatio n
Council . consisting of both executive and legislative leader s
from all 89 regions and republics . By creating the council, h e
apparently hoped to pressure the Supreme Soviet into passin g
an electoral law and agreeing to pre-term elections .
But neither the Supreme Soviet nor the president man aged to garner nation-wide support . Regional leaders showed
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no inclination to align with either side, preferring to use th e
deadlock in Moscow to extract increasing concessions fro m
both. Less than two-thirds of the regions and republics approved the idea of a Federation Council . and those who endorsed the idea demanded from the president that the ne w
body be given more than simply a consultative status .
With the central governing system near collapse, Yeltsin ,
on September 21, dissolved the Supreme Soviet, and its paren t
organization, the Congress of People's Deputies and promise d
to organize elections to a new Parliament in December . H e
acknowledged that his decision violated the constitution, bu t
argued that extra-constitutional action was necessary "to brea k
the ruinous, vicious cycle ." To demonstrate his sincerity an d
prove that he had taken power unconstitutionally only to sav e
the country, he promised that he too would stand for early re election in June 1994 after the new Parliament was in place .
The presidential team expected or hoped that the Suprem e
Soviet would show little resistance when confronted with a
rough executive stance . To entice deputies and other important players to the presidential side . Yeltsin held out offers o f
lucrative positions in a variety of government agencies . Perhaps as a result of such unseen deal-making, the leading media ,
the military, and the central bank sided with Yeltsin.
But the will to resist displayed by some deputies of th e
Supreme Soviet turned out to be much stronger than the presi dent and his entourage had hoped or feared . The deputie s
unceremoniously voted Yeltsin out of office and replaced hi m
with Rutskoi . The new acting president assembled his ow n
government ; and the Constitutional Court accused Yeltsin onc e
again of perpetrating a coup . The Supreme Soviet simulta neously called for a general strike . In a relatively short time ,
some regional leaders began to express support for the Suprem e
Soviet. The Novosibirsk legislature . for example, offered to
host the Congress of People ' s Deputies dissolved by Yeltsin.
Conservative legislators from 60 of the regions and republic s
convened in Moscow to condemn and protest against Yeltsin' s
decisions.
Within a week, it appeared that Yeltsin's extra-constitutional -coup" had not resolved the fundamental crisis o
. Indeed his action had only exacerbated it. In anfauthoriy attempt to break the standoff, negotiations began between th e
two sides, presided over by Patriarch Aleksy II, head of th e
Russian Orthodox Church . The talks led nowhere . Meanwhile, highly positioned presidential envoys sent to the provinces failed to generate support for the president . With th e
president's position eroding even faster than that of the Supreme Soviet . Yeltsin decided to use force, ordering securit
y
forces to seal the White House . Members could freely leave
the building but were prohibited from reentering.
It is no exaggeration to say that Yeltsin was saved by a
miracle . On October 3 and 4 . opponents of the president un-
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wisely decided to break the deadlock by violent means . A
collection of 15 .000 protesters supporting Parliament attacke d
the police lines around the White House . stormed and vandal ized the Moscow mayor's office . and briefly seized Ostankino .
the national TV broadcasting center . The violent behavior o f
these parliamentary supporters swiftly turned the public agains t
the Supreme Soviet and untied the president's hands . He ordered special units within the military to retake Ostankino an d
the Parliament building . After fierce fighting on October 4 ,
defenders of the White House capitulated to the president' s
larger forces . According to official reports . nearly one hundre d
and thirty had been killed in the conflict (although the numbe r
remains subject to public controversy) . A handful of ringleaders who surrendered at the White House (including Rutsko i
and Khasbulatov) were arrested and charged with treason .
Immediately following the October crisis, the presiden t
suspended several opposition parties. closing down their news papers (while introducing censorship for other papers), tightened his control over national television . and called on all regional Soviets to resign . The idea of a federation council wa s
abruptly dropped, and many recent concessions to the region s
and republics were rescinded . The Constitutional Court wa s
closed pending parliamentary elections . The president reverse d
his earlier promise to hold presidential elections in June o f
1994 (though he later waffled on this point), and he introduce d
a new draft constitution providing for extraordinarily stron g
presidential powers . with limited rights and responsibilitie s
assigned to the two-house legislature.
Yeltsin's constitution squeaked through in the Decembe r
11 and 12 elections, leaving Parliament powerless to obstruc t
the reform policy of the president . But the regions and republics are unlikely to roll over and accept the diminished statu s
they receive in the new charter . Nothing has happened to
diminish the appetite of regional elites for increasing politica l
and economic independence from Moscow . At first, th
ehastilywrnco stiedprhantisye m
was stacked against parties or groups with views hostile to th e
president and his economic reform agenda . Nevertheless . anti reform forces of both left and right did shockingly well in th e
elections, seeming to confirm the wisdom of the president' s
controversial decision to strip the new Parliament of any serious power to check future governments . According to th e
new constitution, Parliament can override a presidential vet o
only if the opposition can muster a two-thirds majority . Thus .
all Yeltsin needs to control completely the lawmaking proces s
in Russia is support of one-third of the deputies . It remains t o
be seen how much or how little will be resolved after the ne w
Parliament convenes .
One could hazard some predictions about political developments in Russia in the near future . If the referendum wer e
actually a vote of confidence in Yeltsin, rather than in the
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technicalities of his constitution, then it seems that he remain s
the most popular political figure in the country . (But notic e
that Yeltsin's constitution would never have received th
encsaryquomifvteshadnour p
t
,
Yeltsin's new hypernationalist rival, Vladimir Zhirinovsky
who had endorsed the constitution during the campaign) Th e
president controlled the central media and in particular television . considerably limiting opportunities for opponents of hi s
constitution . The success of this strategy may now be doubted
due to the low turnout in the referendum and the slim margi n
by which the constitution was ratified .
Indeed Yeltsin's constitution contains the seeds of its own
destruction . The new Parliament will almost certainly becom e
the center of opposition to the president . especially given its
political composition . The new legislature will seek power,
looking for a function of which it is deprived in the constitution . The most likely outcome of a confrontation between th e
president and the legislature will be a presidential decision t o
disband the legislature on the pretext of its obstructionist position on specific issues (for example . the law on land) . Less
likely is an early presidential election forced by the legislature .
In any case, the constitution will be an interim documen t
that will not last for too long . One problem here is that it is very
difficult to change the constitution—if the cumbersome amend ing procedures are used . Attempts at amendment may therefore lead to political deadlocks and perhaps even compromis e
the whole idea of constitutionalism in Russia .

Accusations of minority rights violation s
have again been lodged against the government of Prime Minister Vladimir Meciar . On August 31 ,
leaders of the Hungarian minority sent an official letter to th e
Council of Europe charging that Slovak officials had neglecte d
required council obligations concerning the treatment of ethnic minorities. (Slovakia officially joined the council on Jun e
30.) The Hungarian petition focused on Minister of Transportation Roman Hofbauer' s decision to remove Hungarian language road signs from use in predominately Hungarian area s
and the government's veto of a name-registration law (se e
EECR. Summer 1993) . Responding to the Hungarian charge ,
Hofbauer petitioned the Constitutional Court to rule on th e
matter . On September 11 the Court ruled that the Council o f
Europe's recommendation concerning minority rights standard s
"do not and cannot have .. . legal implications for the state organs of the Slovak Republic . "
A Slovak journalist for the Czech News Agency broadcas t
a report alleging that Prime Minister Meciar made racist statements in a September 3 speech on Slovakia's Romany (gypsy )
population . International Romany organizations sharply condemned the prime minister for the reported statement an d
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asked the Council of Europe to reconsider Slovakia's member ship . Claiming the broadcast was a paraphrase which misrepresented the content of his remarks . Meciar lodged a complain t
against the journalist with the prosecutors office . The head o f
the official Slovak news agency added that this was an exampl e
of the media campaign designed to damage independen t
Slovakia's reputation abroad. Other journalists who read th e
transcript of Meciar's speech claimed that the Czech New s
Agency reporter's paraphrase accurately reflected Meciar' s
words . In a related development, on September 7 two Slova k
Romany organizations tiled a protest with the Constitutiona l
Court claiming that the government and the Ministry of Culture had repeatedly violated the rights of the Romany population . The protest specifically accused the Ministry of Cultur e
of arrogating decision-making rights which should belong onl y
to ethnic organizations and their members .
On October 19 a coalition was formed in Parliament between the Movement for a Democratic Slovakia Party MDSP )
and the Slovak National Party (SNP) . Chairman of the SNP .
Ludovit Cernak indicated that his party entered the coalitio n
to overcome the current political crisis and to solve crucia l
problems in Slovakia . The executive committees of the tw o
parties approved the coalition on October 23 . The coalition
has 80 of the 150 seats in parliament .
One of the first tasks of the newly formed coalition was t o
constitute the cabinet. After two weeks of deliberation . th e
coalition agreed on the list of cabinet members and Mecia r
submitted this list to the president on November 5 . The proposed composition of the cabinet was submitted on the condi tion that the president could not refuse to appoint a particula r
minister . but had to reject or accept the entire proposed list . Ia n
Carnogursky. chairman of the opposition Christian Democratic Movement (CDM) . claimed that acce p ting or rejectin g
the proposed cabinet members en bloc was unconstitutional .
President Michal Kovac agreed that this condition wa s
unconstitutional . and therefore on November 8 he decided h e
could appoint only six of the seven ministers proposed by th e
new coalition . rejecting the nomination of Ivan Lexa a s
privatization minister . Kovac had already refused to appoin t
Lexa to the position of director of the Slovak Information Ser vice as well as that of privatization minister this year . claimin g
that he was unqualified for the positions and that there was a
clear conflict of interest, since Lexa's father . Vladimir Lexa .
works for the Harvard Privatization Fund in Slovakia . O n
November 9 Meciar withdrew all seven nominations for th e
cabinet and, on the same day, resubmitted a new list to th e
president, identical to the first one minus . Lexa . The six ministers appointed were Marian Andel, education : Sergei Kozlik .
economic transformation : Julius Toth . finance minister:Jaroslv
Paska. education minister : Jan Ducky . economy minister: an d
Jozef Prokes . now responsible for Slovakia's integration into

European institutions .
Because the president did not accept Ivan Lexa as a mem ber of the cabinet . Prime Minister Meciar criticized th
on
ent for g oi n g back on his promise to accept the list agreed
eprsid
by the coalition as a group . President Kovac claims to hav e
never promised to accept the nominees en bloc . Ludovi t
Cernak . chairman of the SNP. the new coalition partner of th e
MDSP . said that his party would not join Meciar in criticizin g
the president . On November 17, Cernak was elected to th e
post of parliament deputy chairman .
Health Minister Viliam Sobona received a vote of no con fidence in the Slovak Parliament . With only 138 deputie s
present . the vote was 76 to 60 . This vote represents a politica l
defeat for Meciar because he has resisted efforts of the opposi tion to recall the minister . Members of the opposition and th e
SNP have repeatedly accused Sobona of incompetence and th e
number of votes cast against him suggests that members o f
Meciar ' s MDSP voted against him too .
On September 29 Parliament passed a law on restitutio n
of property to churches and religious communities . After th e
president vetoed the bill, on October 19 Parliament, taking th e
presidents objections into account. passed a second version .
Kovac had disagreed with some of the amendments include d
in Parliament's first version because it allowed the church to
receive the property rights to buildings presently owned by th e
state and by individuals and cooperative farms . financially supported by local administrations . The first bill would have re turned the property to the church without compensating th e
individuals or organizations holding rights to the property .
Because these provisions contradicted the protection of owner ship rights guaranteed in the constitution . Kovac vetoed th e
bill . The final version of the church restitution bill exclude d
cooperative farms and trade companies from giving up thei r
property without compensation . Also . any property that i s
already under private ownership will not be returned . Unde r
this restitution law, property that was owned by Jewis h
Slovakians and seized after November 1938 can be reclaimed .
The world Jewish Congress has promised to assist Slovak Jew s
reclaim their property .
On October 26 Parliament voted to establish a parliamen tary commission for privatization . All of the parties voted in
favor of forming this commission . with the exception of th e
MDSP . The chairman of the economic and budget commission, Jan Michelko, claimed that establishing the commission
would undermine the cabinet's and ministries' jurisdictio n
over the whole privatization process ." Parliament could no t
agree on a chairman for the commission .

Slovenia

in the period from August to the end o f
October . the National Assembly has com e
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under immense time pressure . According to Article 1 of th e
Enabling Statute for the Implementation of the Constitution ,
any legislative measure which does not vet conform to th e
constitution must do so no later than December 31, 1993 . I t
has become apparent that such an immense task, which consists of re-casting more than two hundred legislative acts, can not be carried out by the end of the year . For this reason, a
group of 20 deputies has proposed a one-year postponement o f
the deadline (i .e., until December 31, 1994) . In spite of criticism from the opposition . there is little doubt that two-thirds o f
all deputies of the National Assembly, the majority require d
for any constitutional change, will vote for such an amendment to the Enabling Statute for the Implementation of th e
Constitution .
In September and October, the National Assembly and it s
commissions and committees have been in almost permanen t
session . The government and the National Assembly wer e
predominantly focused on legislative activities . The governin g
coalition remains relatively stable, although divisions amon g
the political parties composing the coalition (Liberal Democratic Party, Slovenian Christian Democrats, Associate List o f
the Social Democrats, Social Democratic Parry of Slovenia) ar e
becoming more and more transparent.
Scandals are still on the agenda of the National Assembly .
The Commission for Parliamentary Inquiry continues its work .
According to Article 93 of the constitution, this commissio n
has powers of investigation and examination comparable t o
those of a court . However, the National Assembly decided t o
regulate parliamentary inquiry by a special law on parliamentary inquiries and by standing orders on parliamentary inquiries . Both acts shall come into force before the end of the year .
These acts should, on the one hand, secure the rights of thos e
under investigation by the commission . On the other hand .
they should also promote the effectiveness of the commissio n
by imposing penalties on those who would in any way try t o
obstruct its work.
The most sensational recent scandal is undoubtedly th e
discovery of a huge stash of army weapons at the Naribo r
airport. The destination and the purpose of these weapons ,
which were hidden at the airport for about a year, is still unknown . On October 29 the deputies began an investigation o f
this affair in closed session . After the session they ordered th e
government to provide new and more detailed informatio n
about the presumed illegal trade in weapons .
The re-organization of local governments, to bring the m
into line with constitutional provisions, remains an importan t
issue . The bill on local self-government is still being debated .
Parliament will soon have to decide whether local election s
should be carried out in the spring of next year or if the re structuring of communes into new municipalities should pre cede the local elections .
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Despite no serious ethnic or nationalistic conflicts, som e
right-wing parliamentary and nonparliamentary political par ties continually express their disapproval of liberal Slovenia n
legislation on citizenship . On the basis of this legislation . peopl e
from other republics of the former Yugoslavia could acquir e
Slovenian citizenship relatively easily . In addition, there ar e
probably about 170,000 people in Slovenia with dual citizen ship. The government has already proposed a bill on the abrogation of dual citizenship, and the Assembly will have to decid e
this matter in the coming months. The parliamentary debat e
will not be concerned exclusively with the political dimension s
of this issue . It will also raise some legal questions, such a s
whether such a law would not violate Article 155 of the consti tution which prohibits any infringement of established rights.
While ethnic conflict has not been politically prominent,
there have been some disputes between Slovenian Nationa l
Television and Television Koper (Capodistia) which broad casts its programs mainly in Italian . The Italian ethnic communist is in favor of Italian as a predominant broadcasting language on Television Koper, while Slovenian national television insists on equal use of Italian and Slovenian .
In October the agency for privatization received 4 2
privatization proposals . This is just a beginning of th e
privatization process which was much delayed, since politica l
compromise on this issue proved difficult to achieve. Thirtynine of 41 enterprises have decided to implement privatizatio n
on the basis of internal share purchases . In addition, certificates
have been issued to every citizen . The value of these certificates varies according to the age of the person, but the certificates, which can be invested in different ways, cannot be converted into money for a period of two years .
In October unemployment increased to almost 15 per cent . The economic situation in Slovenia is not critical, bu t
some social strata, mainly workers, pensioners and some others, are undoubtedly suffering from the deteriorated economi c
and social situation . Many workers went on strike during the
last months seeking to increase their wages or to preserve thei r
jobs. Slovenians were surprised when the Slovenian polic e
went on strike . The government decided not to respond to th e
demands of the police trade union for better salaries, since an y
increase in payments to policemen would have badly affecte d
governmental budgeting policy .
After several days of striking, the situation became difficult . International traffic across state borders was being disrupted . In order to put a halt to the strike, an extraordinar y
session of the Assembly was convened on October 13 at th e
behest of the government . The deputies adopted an amendment to the Law on Internal Affairs, following the one-ste p
procedure designed for exceptional circumstances . The amend ment requires that the striking policemen, in line with th e
instructions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, promptly an d
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fully exercise their most important duties, as explicitly enumerated in the amendment's provisions. Upon the enactment o f
this law, the policemen stopped striking, while their representatives continued to negotiate with the government .

Ukraine's deep political and economic crisis continues to interfere with at tempts to redesign the constitutional system . Stunned by th e
Donbas miners' strike of late summer, the condition of th e
country has continued to deteriorate leaving many observer s
wondering how far the country can decline before there is a
total collapse . The Massandra agreement (see EECR, Summe r
1993) has drawn near universal criticism from parliamentar y
forces and the public, throwing the president and his government on the defensive . Revelations about the agreement hav e
been used especially by nationalist forces whose actions hav e
made governing the country more difficult . With the departure of Prime Minister Leonid Kuchma . President Leoni d
Kravchuk has taken near complete control of the governmen t
but has seen a new challenger to his authority emerge—speake r
of the Rada (Parliament), Ivan Plushch . For its part, the Rad a
continues to procrastinate more than legislate, while the coun try grows increasingly divided over almost every fundamenta l
issue. Remarkably, despite all of the political chaos . Ukrain e
decided to join the Commonwealth of Independent States a s
an associate member and political forces agreed to early elections .
The circumstances surrounding the Massandra agreemen t
were, from the start, politically volatile . No sooner was th e
presidential agreement between Russia and Ukraine over th e
latter's nuclear missiles and use of the Black Sea fleet supposedly resolved when the Ukrainian side found itself defendin g
what it had done before the public . The mess over Massandra
began immediately following the meetings between Ukraine' s
and Russia's heads of state, premiers and foreign and defens e
ministers . On September 3 and 4, the Russian side announce d
that Ukraine had agreed to give up its half of the Black Sea flee t
and its nuclear missiles in return for Russia's forgiving Ukraine' s
huge energy debt, and that Russia would lease the port a t
Sevastopol, home to the fleet . When news of the agreemen t
disseminated in Ukraine, there were instant calls from all political sides for an explanation of why the president and govern ment had "sold-out" Ukraine (as well as calls for the impeach ment of the president) . The Ukrainian leadership was stunned
by the Moscow announcements, which were only partially
true and extremely damaging to the Ukrainian leadership .
On the defensive both with Moscow and at home ,
Kravchuk called a press conference and announced that Russi a
had indeed demanded the arrangement . which had been announced in the Russian press but that he and government

Ukraine

representatives had agreed only to study the Russian proposa l
in a joint commission . He went on to assert that he had entertained some sort of sale of Ukrainian weapons because of th e
country's debt but that no firm deal had been struck . Moreover, he asserted that the nuclear issue would not be resolve d
until Ukraine had signed Start-1 (which would require parliamentary approval) and that Ukraine was seeking compensation for the tactical weapons it had turned over to Russia i n
1992 . Later the Massandra Protocols were published, confirming Ukraine's position that Start-1 would have to be ratifie d
before their nuclear weapons would be returned to Russia .
However, the protocols also exposed the fact that Ukraine ha d
agreed to form a commission that would, within one month o f
the signing of the protocols. make arrangements to turn ove r
the Black Sea fleet and the Sevastopol port in return for a
negotiated sum of money . Given the unreasonable deadlin e
and the political fallout in Ukraine, the one month deadlin e
came and went without final agreement.
The protocols are now dead but Kravchuk and his closes t
advisors have been damaged politically by the incident . I n
addition, the "sell-out " has had a unifying effect on Ukrainia n
nationalists. Kravchuk. showing rare resolve, has continued t o
argue for a deal with the Russians . His argument centers on th e
fact that Russia is the predominant force in the Crimea and i n
the Black Sea fleet . Without some sort of agreement with
Russia, Ukraine is bound to lose everything . With some sort of
arrangement . Ukraine will at least come away with badl y
needed funds.
At the same time the Massandra events unfolded . Prim e
Minister Kuchma's government, not surprisingly, collapsed .
In the summer he had repeatedly sought greater powers fro m
Parliament to implement economic reforms . To force the issue . he threatened several times to resign, but Parliament an d
the president had ignored his resignations and more important ,
his calls for unified, deepened reforms. In late August, Kuchm a
again demanded that Parliament endorse his reform agenda ,
but the body instead voted to table Kuchma's proposal unti l
after parliamentary vacations . Parliament then closed on September 2 and did not reconvene until September 21 . As a n
indication of how fragmented the body had become, it not onl y
left behind economic reform issues, it also tabled discussion o n
whether to hold either early elections or a referendum, promised earlier to the Donbas miners as a concession for endin g
their strike .
No sooner had Parliament recessed, than Kuchma resigned .
Government sources initially denied that the resignation ha d
occurred but, on September 9 . the resignation was made public . Kuchma announced that, since his special powers had no t
been renewed by Parliament in May, he lacked the authority t o
carry out economic reform . There had been insufficient sup port for his proposals during the summer and he had com e
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under increasing criticism from nationalist forces for support ing a closer economic alliance with Russia, a position Kuchm a
had insisted was necessary given Ukraine's vulnerable economy .
Somehow the president persuaded Kuchma to remain in hi s
position until the return of Parliament .
When Parliament reconvened on September 21 . it immediatelv passed a no-confidence bill against the Kuchma govern ment . The president then announced the appointment of Yefi m
Zvyagilsky as acting prime minister . But only days later, o n
September 27, the president announced that he was appointing himself as head of the government . He publicly justifie d
the surprise move as the only way to stop the decay of centra l
executive authority, which he needed to save the collapsin g
economy . The next day he announced the formation of a
committee for "Surmounting the Economic Crisis," followe d
by cabinet appointments . From Kuchma's government .
Kravchuk reappointed the ministers of internal affairs . finance .
the state border guard committee and the state securi ty service .
The defense minister, Konstantin Morozov . was replaced b y
Colonel General Vitaly Zaretsky . Morozov chose to resig n
because of a lack of political support . He had been hounded by
pro-Russian elements in Ukraine for insisting that Ukrain e
continue to maintain its half of the Black Sea fleet, while at th e
same time facing equally virulent criticism from nationalis t
elements for favoring a return of the nuclear weapons to Rus sia. All of Kravchuk's nominations, including his self-appoint ment as head of government, were accepted by Parliament .
Parliament managed to pass a piece of legislation wit h
constitutional implications . that was left unresolved before th e
September recess. On October 7 Parliament endorsed a plan t o
remake the assembly into a unicameral, 450 member body ,
with deputies serving four-year terms . Parliament will retai n
its official name . the Verkhovna Rada .
Unity on this issue was short-lived, however . After agreeing to new elections, disagreements on an election law itself left
the body again paralyzed . On November 10, Parliament passe d
on first reading an election scheme based on th emajoritn
system with single-mandate electoral districts. The draft la w
was produced by Anatoliv Tkachuk, deputy chairman o f
Parliament ' s Permanent Committee on Legislation and Legality . Rukh and the Party for the Democratic Rebirth of Ukrain e
(PDRU) were vehemently opposed to this system since ther e
was no place in the scheme for proportional party representa -

tion . They tried unsuccessfully to introduce revisions to th e
law allowing for political party mepresentation . The system
favors Socialists and former Communists whose support i
ficiently large, diffuse and organized vis-a-vis the smallersuf par ties and umbrella groups . When the law came to the Rada for
a second reading on November I7 . Chairman Ivan Plushc h
suspended parliamentary rules, in an attempt to get the la w
ratified, and established a procedure for members to vote o n
each of the fifty-three articles in the law . With each articl e
open for amendment, the Communist and Socialist deputie s
managed to force through a measure allowing worker collectives the right to nominate members for election to the Rada .
Opposition groups were outraged and claimed that the amend ment violated the original intent of the draft law . Nevertheless, Chairman Plushch continued with the voting . The following day, members of Rukh . PDRU and Tkachuk (who ha d
drafted the original bill) boycotted Parliament . denying it th e
necessary votes to pass the election law, but Chairman Plushch
continued the session claiming that standard parliamentar y
rules had been suspended . When a final vote was taken, th e
bill was ratified 245 to 8 . (Had ordinary parliamentary rule s
been enforced . 290 votes would have been required to pass th e
bill .) Elections to the Rada are scheduled for March 27, 1994 .
Despite the ratification of an electoral law, the politica l
atmosphere is far from calm . Smaller parties, democrats an d
nationalists, have vowed to fight the election procedure to th e
end, and even with the law in place . a fight between the chairman of the Rada and the president appears imminent . Both
favor the electoral law because both are allied with Socialist s
and former Communists, but both now appear eager to rul e
the country . Kravchuk has taken over full control of the government yet . in so doing, he has found his economic policie s
highly unpopular in Parliament. In November, he attempte d
to introduce a state of emergency law to gain more powers fo r
his office but the measure was stopped . And . later, he face d
down a call for his impeachment. which managed to gain 24 0
deputies' votes . The move was believed to have been orchestrated by the chairman of Parliament, Ivan Plushch . Now tha t
elections are set, it is clear that Plushch hopes to preserve soviet type rule, against Kravchuk's presidential designs . While the
two leaders posture for the up-coming elections, the econom y
appears ever closer to complete collapse . (The karbovanet s
trades now for more than 30 .000 to S1 . )

These reports have been written by the CSCEE's affiliates and the staff of the EECR : Yuri Baturin . Ania Budziak . Miro Cerar . Milos Calda . Vojtech Cepl .
Michael Dixon . Igor Evtoukh . Venelin Ganev . Andrea Gibson . Chris Hayden . Kathleen lmholz . David Jones. Andrei Kortunov . Rumvana Kolarova . Peter Kresak .
Egidijus Kuris. Krenar Loloci . Christian Lucky . Alexander Lukashuk . Vlasta Maric . Ioshua Marston . Lucian Mihai. Elzbieta Morawska. Agnes Munkacsi .
Zaza Namoradze . Kinea Petervari . Velo Petra' . Gem-el Poshtov . Elizabeth Rose . Andrzej Rzeplinski . Dwight Semler . Jun Taalman . Zsolt Zodi .
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Reports from Estonia, Russia, Hungary and the ex-Yugoslavia .

Special Report s
The Russian-Speaking Nationality in Estonia : Two Quasi-Constitutional Election s
David
Laitin D

During the "hot" July of 1993 . internarional journalists hovered over Narva . Estonia . like ravens . positioning themselve s
to witness the early battles in what was perhaps to be the nex t
Transdneister . Abkhazia or Bosnia . This border town of 86 .85 0
residents, like virtually all the towns in northeastern Estonia . i s
almost entirely Russian-speaking . Having migrated from Russia . Ukraine and Belorussia, the people of Narva do not form a
homogeneous community . In local parlance this population i s
referred to as the "Russian-speaking nationality ." Most of th e
Russian speakers settled after Stalin gratuitously bombed th e
town to rid it of supposed Nazi sympathizers and then invite d
Russian migration to help Estonia rebuild itself after the war .
Russian speakers were not new to this region . The Russian population of Narva had reached nearly fifty percent i n
the period after the railroad from Petersburg to Tallinn wa s
completed in 1870, but this was reduced considerably durin g
the years of the interwar Estonian republic . Even with a substantial Russian minority, the town maintained its Hanseati c
architecture and Estonian population . at least until the 194 4
bombings . After the Second World War . few Estonian residents wanted to return to the remnants of their homes, an d
most were sent into exile, not even given a chance to return .
Military and other Soviet-scale factories were constructed an d
reconstructed to make northeastern Estonia (and its three industrial cities . Narva . Kohtla-Jarve and Sillamae) into the industrial powerhouse of the republic .
This Russian population found itself in an "unexpecte d
diaspora" once Estonia achieved independence in 1991 . Earl y
attempts by the Russian-speaking communities to get som e
form of special status as a "free economic zone." while initiall y
supported by the Popular Front government that ruled in Esto nia through February 1992 . were eventually dismissed . Lead -

ing Estonian politicians accused the local leaders in the north eastern towns of supporting the August 1991 putsch . and, afte r
that, there was consensus among Estonians that Russians would
have to integrate into Estonia on terms set by Estonians . The
Estonian government punished the incumbent city council s
for their alleged support of the coup . and called an election for
new councils to be held in October . To the government' s
chagrin, the new councils in Narva and Sillamae proved eve n
less accommodating to the Estonian state than its predecessor
had been .
Inter-nationality tensions on the level of high politics con tinued to spiral . The popular front government fell, in par t
because many Estonians resented its early reliance on suppor t
from the Russian-speaking nationality . A new citizenship law,
passed by the new government . was quite harsh on the Russia n
speaking population . Migrants and their families who entere d
Estonia in the Soviet period were not granted citizenship in th e
new state, based on the principle that Soviet rule was illegal,
and, therefore, any migration that occurred due to Soviet inducement should be regarded as "occupation ." The citizenship
law required Russian-speaking residents to pass an examination in Estonian (a non-Indo-European language, and one ver y
difficult for Slavic speakers to learn) or await ten years of "le g al" residence before they could get citizenship . Without citizenship the vast majority of Estonia ' s Russian-speaking nation ality could not participate in the national elections of Octobe r
1992 . In the words of one Sillamae resident, reported in the
Estonian language press . "We have been humiliated and insulted in plain view of the whole of Europe. "
With most Russian speakers unable to vote, a vehementl y
nationalist coalition (called "Isamaa" or "Fatherland") was abl e
to win that national election . And Isamaa continued the tren d
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toward increasing Inter-nationality confrontation at the highest levels of Estonia politics . Its education law, for example ,
called for the state subsidy of Russian-language secondar y
schools to be discontinued within a generation . The coup d e
grace was a law passed by the Riigikogu (Parliament) in th e
summer of 1993, titled the "Law on Foreigners, " which required non-citizens (many of whom were born in Estonia an d
never crossed its boundaries) to register with the state or fac e
deportation . The city councils of two towns (Narva an d
Sillamae) rode a wave of public indignation and announce d
referenda to decide whether these cities should have "nationa l
territorial autonomy ." The Estonian government declared thes e
referenda to be unconstitutional, since the constitution (a docu ment written with virtually no participation of the Russian speaking nationality) declared Estonia to be a unitary state .
Narva authorities knew they were bordering on an unconstitutional act and referred to the vote as a plebiscite to advise loca l
leaders on the popular position in regard to autonomy . Bu t
they would not cancel the referendum, and this was the confrontation the international press had come to see played out i n
July 1993 .
The framework of nationalist discourse and actio n
Although the specter of the Transdneister and Abkhazia wa s
often alluded to by Russian-speaking leaders in an attempt t o
induce Estonian politicians into more accommodating policies ,
almost no one on either side actually expected violence, an d
inter-nationality relations on a day-today level remained cordial and without great tension throughout the July crisis . Confrontation was occurring in the arena of high politics but not o n
the level of ordinary interpersonal contact .
Inter-nationality peace . despite deep tensions, has indee d
prevailed in Estonia . Rein Taagepera, an American Estonia n
(who ran credibly but unsuccessfully for president) attended a
meeting of a radical group in Sillamae which, due to its uranium processing facility, had long been off limits to most Esto nians . He was treated courteously and heard almost no ethnically charged accusations . He then went to an "Intermovement "
(the organization of Russian protest against Estonianizatio n
measures) demonstration in Tallinn and stood face-to-face wit h
a Russian paramilitary guard, again without provoking hostility (Estonian Independent, May 9, 1991) .
After the August 1991 coup attempt in Moscow, the Estonian government sent an official, Tiit Vahi (who would late r
become prime minister), to oversee the northeastern towns as a
direct representative of the prime minister . His meetings wit h
the local councils were hardly friendly, but the discussion . a s
reported by Narva Gazette (closely allied with local power) ,
went on without any personal attacks or threats to peace . In a n
interview with the author in October 1993, he recalled tha t
period of service as difficult but not personally threatening .
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The lack of a real threat to peace is a recurrent them e
among people who have dealt directly with inter-nationality
affairs . Arrur Kuznetsov, the first minister (without portfolio )
for nationality affairs in the Popular Front coalition, confirme d
this pattern . Although he was anything but hopeful for th e
future of his Russian community in Estonia . he emphasized i n
discussions with the author in 1991 . "Our situation is withou t
violence between ethnic groups, without sharp confrontation s
with victims . . . . Now Estonia is the only republic in the Sovie t
Union without one person hurt in ethnic violence : we have
had no victims ." In my first interview with Mart Rannut, the
general director of the State Department of Language, Rannu t
revealed that he was treated brusquely by Russians in his professional role, but he lives in an apartment complex with mostl y
Russian families. The only incident he could report that re flected tension was this : His neighbors surreptitiously swivele d
the television antennae on top of his building so that the y
receive Estonian television weakly but pick up Leningrad television sharply (interview . June 20 . 1991 . Tallinn) . And in a n
Interview with the Estonian director of Baltic energy, Anatol v
Paal (who is now the chairman of the Narva Town Council ,
governing a town where only 4 .5 percent of the workers ar e
Estonians), I was told that there were no ethnic incidents involving workers or any hostility to him, the only Estonian
manager of a large factory in Narva (interview, December 10 ,
1992, Narva) . Even in my interviews with radicals who raise d
the possibility of a Moldova or Yugoslavia type war (Ahto Siig ,
Vladimir Khomvakov, interview, March 24, 1993, Narva) i n
Estonia, almost no one turned up evidence of communal hostil ity. Siig was able to point to some cracks in a window of th e
Estonian secondary school in Narva and blamed them on vandalism by Russian hooligans incited by propaganda pamphlet s
dropped from Soviet aircraft in March 1988 . But it that is th e
extent of incitement to violence . Estonia has been spared th e
worst. Even Dr . Khomvakov, who said that a "Yugoslavia "
was imminent in Estonia, had to admit that there were n o
weapons caches in either community and that the young generation of Russians is totally apolitical and unmotivated to figh t
against Estonian oppression .
In a survey conducted through the auspices of the National Science Foundation. Jerry Hough and I found little expectation of violence in northeastern Estonia . Here we look a t
the answers of the 226 Narva respondents . On a four poin t
scale registering whether respondents thought that there migh t
be civil war in Estonia (one reflecting a strong possibility an d
four expressing the feeling that there never has been such a
possibility), the mean for Narva was 2 .74 (close to three, whic h
reflects the position that there may have been a danger earlier ,
but not when the survey was taken in June 1993) . On a question as to the level of inter-nationality tension they feel in thei r
home area, with one reflecting no tension and five a high level ,
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Narva respondents' mean answer was 1 .75 . between no tension" and "a little tension ." This is hardly an attitude of on e
nationality seeking revenge against. or protection from . an y
other .
"Hot" July turned out to be cool, and journalists left with out a big story, although one wonders why a peaceful resolunon to a deep conflict doesn't make good news . One reason fo r
the peaceful outcome was international pressure . America n
support for a "round table" (a rather effective use of a mer e
S15,000 of taxpayers ' money to get talks started), and wil y
diplomacy by Max van der Stool of the European Council of
Security and Cooperation helped to work our a compromise i n
which an election would be held but the outcome would no t
matter . A stunning move by President Lennart Meri was als o
of great consequence . He humiliated his own prime ministe r
by refusing to sign the initial legislation until it was reviewe d
by legal experts in the European Council . Thes ealtrions
recommended some sottening of registration requirements. an a
ne Riigikogu was compelled to accept these changes . These
changes helped temper some of the rhetoric of those calling fo r
autonomy . The Supreme Council eventually nullified as unconstitutional the referendum in which voters overwhelmingl y
supported autonomy . Nonetheless the two cities had mad e
their point, and few leaders actually wanted the autonomy for
which they so assiduously campaigned .
The local elections of 199 3
The Estonian Constitution of 1992 stipulated that self-govern ing localities would hold their own elections for city counci l
and mayor . and that permanent residents who were not citizens would haye voting rights. It was assumed at the time tha t
voting rights meant the right to vote and be voted for, an d
Estonian government officials assured foreign observers wh o
were worried about possible nationality conflicts that this wa s
indeed the case . But at the time when local elections wer e
scheduled to take place (spring 1993) . an election law to provide guidelines has not vet been passed . There were subtl e
hints in the press that even middle-of-the-road Estonians wer e
worried about the possibility of noncitizens gaining position s
of local power . Former Prime Minister Tiit Vahi . who lost ou t
to the more nationalist Isamaa coalition, asked in March . "Ca n
someone who isn't a citizen be held responsible for Estonia' s
state problems? " (Baltic Observer, March 26 . 1993 .) And o n
May 19 . with only fifteen votes opposed . the Riigikogu adopted
an election law that denied noncitizens the right to run for seat s
in elections to be held on October 17 . Most delegates in the
Riigikogu knew that they were breaking the spirit . if not th e
letter, of the constitution, but the political goal of underminin g
the power of the current city councils in the northeastern citie s
proved of greater importance to them . Mayoral power wa s
also at stake . Mayors of all cities not only had to be citizens but

also had to be fully competent speakers of Estonian . Thi s
would eliminate from contention those Russian-speaking politicians who received citizenship based on their service to th e
state but who themselves could not have passed the citizenshi p
examination . This would be the second quasi-constitutional
vote in northeast Estonia in four months .
The electorai formula (a modified d'Hondt system) wa s
one in which each party would have a list for every (multi member) electoral district within the city . A voter would vot e
for a single candidate . Candidates from each list would b e
ranked by the number of votes they received . Independen t
candidates could run, but they, like a party list, needed fiv e
percent of the total vote to be eligible for a seat. For eac h
district, the total number of votes for each party would then b e
counted. The highest vote-getter on the list would have thi s
total vote divided by one . The second-highest vote-getter woul d
have the total party vote divided by 1 .866 . The third by 2 .687 .
Independent candidates would have their total vote divided b y
one . Then the candidates with the highest resulting figures, u p
to the number of seats assigned to the district. would be th e
winners .
The political context of the electoral law and the law itsel f
had a strong impact on subsequent politics, as I will try to show
by an examination of the election in Narva with supplementary material from the region's two other industrial citie s
(Sillamae and Kohtla-Jarva ), the capital city of the region (Johvi) ,
and a small seashore village (Narva-Joesuu), all with predominantly Russian-speaking populations .
The implications of these local elections for the rest of
Estonia will have to be treated elsewhere . Two key outcomes
ought to be mentioned to provide at least some context . how ever . First, in Tallinn . where there is a significant community
of Russian-sneakin g citizens, turnout was very high for Russians and low for Estonians . and the Tallinn City Council no w
has a strong Russian bloc . Second, the ruling Isamaa party too k
a terrible beating, even in Tartu . its core area of strength. This
defeat can be traced to economic problems suffered especiall y
by pensioners who have a high propensity to vote .
Few Russian speakers in the northeast were eligible fo r
citizenship, and only in rare cases was it granted (based o n
"service to the state .") to those who served on the city councils .
Thus, viable candidates known by the voters were in shor t
supply . In my analysis of all 17 parties from the sample of fiv e
towns. only three parties had a sufficient number of candidate s
to contest every seat. Placing eligible candidates on the lis t
turned out to be quite important .
Consider the results for Narva's Central Labor Unio n
party. Based on interviews conducted by the author with 4 0
voters outside four different polling stations in Narva, this parry
had the highest recognition among voters . A number of voter s
said they voted for the Union Parry bur could not name th e
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candidate . Only the Union Party enjoyed such recognition .
The irony of this was that the Central Labor Union was s o
well-grounded in Narva that it had trouble finding candidate s
who were citizens. The party had only 15 candidates fo r
Narva ' s 31 seats, while the Democratic Workers Party (a collection of local notables with a program indistinguishable from
the Union Party) had a list of 24 candidates . The Centra l
Labor Union received 45 percent of Narva's vote to the Workers' Party's 33 percent. vet both parties earned twelve seats .
Party strength was important. but parties needed to produce
candidates for each seat to reach their potential .
The lack of eligible candidates had other implications a s
well . First, it gave the very few Russian speakers who wer e
citizens and had served on previous councils a great advantage .
In Narva, 61 percent of the winners were former members o f
the city council or the Supreme Council in Tallinn, and 7 9
percent of the former officials who ran were victorious (compared to a 43 percent success rate for all candidates) . (For dat a
on former positions of authority . the author is grateful to Serge i
Goroxob of the Viru Infocenter, Narva) . Second, it gave th e
Estonian state, by virtue of its ability to grant citizenship t o
Russian speakers for "service to the state," enormous power t o
co-opt leaders who would be eligible candidates . Finally, Russian-speaking party leaders were forced by circumstances t o
recruit Estonians onto their lists . The reverse would have bee n
true if all long-standing residents could have been candidates .
So in the analysis of party lists, only four of the seventeen wer e
drawn 100 percent from a single nationality, and those fou r
lists were all all-Estonian .
Because of the short time between the passage of the elec toral law and the actual elections, the electoral lists were impor tant only for the results but not in people's minds. (The state level parties, which are somewhat known locally, played n o
role in the northeastern elections. because the voters had n o
electoral role in "national" affairs, and therefore nationa lparty
organizations fell into disuse in the northeast) . In informa l
interviews outside polling stations, I found that only seven ou t
of 40 voters approached could name both the candidate fo r
whom they voted and identify his/her party, and only twelv e
could identify the party they voted for . People usually kne w
the name of one important person and these few known name s
reaped extremely high percentages of the vote. For example.
the 2,546 votes received by Sergei Sovietnikov, who had serve d
on the Supreme Council and was a citizen by virtue of bein g
born in Estonia and speaking Estonian . helped get a candidate
into the city council who received only 84 votes . Pave l
Grigoryev got 47 percent of the total vote in Narva-Joesuu
.
helping a list-mate onto the council with only seven votes ,
while an independent candidate lost with 52 .
Meanwhile, the prospects for independent candidates under this electoral system were dim . In the five towns I exam -
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ined, with fourteen independent candidates, none earned a
seat . While few voters knew much about these parry lists, th e
losing independent candidates and good candidates in wea k
parties learned a clear lesson . In Narva, for example, Iwo of th e
former deputies who failed to win a seat ran as independents .
Good candidates in the future, if they observe carefully th e
results of these elections, will associate themselves with stron g
leaders and will not stand alone . Indeed, this lesson was al ready learned in Johvi where there were two "lists" of indepen dent candidates, which won seven of the city's 19 seats . Kohtla Jarva also had an electoral "list" of independent candidates, bu t
this list failed to earn a seat. Parties were weak in this electio n
but promise to become stronger in the future .
It needs emphasizing that the incentive for Russians to
recruit viable Estonian candidates was great, and, therefore ,
the Estonian candidates were not "tokens" to show a multinational consciousness . And the same was true for the lists tha t
were predominantly Estonian. To demonsrrate this point . I
developed a scale of balance. This scale measures the ratio o f
the percentage of winners of the less successful nationality on a
list to the percentage of winners of the more successful nation ality on the list . A score of one means that the balance wa s
"serious:" a score of zero means that the balance was only "to ken ." In all five towns, the average list had a balance of greate r
than 0 .5 . The electoral lists represented coalitions of Russian s
and Estonians : that each group had an equally serious (or no t
serious) chance of winning . In a regression analysis of the 1 7
parties . both the level of nationality mixing and the degree t o
which the mixing was well "balanced" had virtually no impac t
(though the trend was slightly negative) on the electoral success of the list . Whether this phenomenon will continue onc e
the great majoritv of Russian speakers becomes citizens will b e
revealed in future elections .
A stunning outcom e
If list-balancing in the campaign was intriguing, the outcome o f
the voting was stunning . Estonians . who constituted from fiv e
percent of eligible voters in Narva to 20 percent in Kohtla Jarve . captured 57 percent of the seats in the five towns in thi s
study . In Narva . Estonians won 47 percent of the seats, an d
Anatolv Paal . an Estonian engineer and director of the electrical station who had lost his seat in the contentious election o f
1991 . not only regained his seat . but won a near unanimou s
vote of the elected representatives to become chairman of th e
city council . Furthermore, while there were some irregularities reported in regard to registration issues, the results of thes e
elections were not contested by any group in the northeast .
This lack of protest cannot be interpreted as acceptance o f
the political process as legitimate by the Russian-speaking popu lation . Lack of protest can also be explained by popular apathy ,
and alienation from the political process as well . especiall y
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among the young . In the two weeks before the election i n
Narva, I saw notices for only a single rally in the central square
.
and hardly more than fifty people attended . I regularly visited
two of the candidates, one from Narva and the other fro m
Narva-Joesuu . in this period . and the campaign barely changed
their daily routines . In polling station observations . I could not
find a voter who looked under 25 . The average age of people i n
the study sample was 54 and the youngest was 31 . I approached
one young woman walking out of the apartment comple x
where the voting booths were placed to ask her for an inter view . She looked at me as if I were mad to think that she ha d
voted . In interviews of three different families (in which ther e
were no candidates), Narvans said that they never discusse d
the election either at home or work . The Russian-speakin g
population accepted the election without protest . but they wer e
not much involved in the electoral process either .
The council's first job, by electoral law . was to choose it s
chairman from among the elected representatives . Here th e
weak parry structures became quite evident . in Narva . Anatol v
Paal . who came from the party with the weakest showing ,
became chairman . In Narva Joesuu . Pavel Grigoriev . whos e
party won nine out of the 13 seats, won the vote for chairma n
by a vote of seven to six . Clearly, while it was important to ru n
as a member of a list, there were no incentives to follow parr y
leadership once elected .
Following the electoral law, the council is entrusted wit h
the election of the town's mayor . Because of the language
requirement, potential mayors were even more scarce tha n
potential candidates for the council . A semi-itinerant group o f
Estonians, with an interest in administration and some expo sure to the region, have declared themselves candidates fo r
mayor in more than one northeastern city . In Narva. the first
ballot for mayor had five Estonians running . Only one was a
resident of Narva . and he was so incompetent that he didn' t
receive a vote . (The leading candidate missed a majority b y
one vote, and there will be a new race, possibly with ne w
candidates) . In Sillamae, the incumbent Russian-speakin g
mayor who received citizenship for his service to the state wa s
elected, but, since he speaks only rudimentary Estonian, th e
Estonian Riigikogu needs to review the legitimacy of his election . In any event, one important lesson learned from thi s
process is that it will be easy to grasp local political power in th e
future for those Russian speakers who become competent speak ers of Estonian .
Despite the indignity of these towns being forced to choos e
their own (in the words of one of my informants) "colonia l
officers ." and the irony that virtually the only Russians wh o
can run for office are those hand-picked by Estonian leaders fo r
their loyalty to the state, all five towns have remained quies-

cent . From the point of view of building an Estonian state in
areas that are largely Russian in nationality, the 1993 loca l
elections appear to he an unusual success . Local councils an d
mayors completely loyal to Estonian state power are virtuall y
all in place .
Conclusion s
The quasi-constitutional July and October elections of 1993 i n
northeast Estonia were surprising on many levels . and these
surprises suggest three related conclusions .
First. the structural situation of the "unexpected diaspora "
cannot itself tell us much about how Russians will integrate
into the political framework of their new homelands . The Jul y
days had many people in Europe fearing another Bosnia : an d
the European Council of Security and Cooperation set up offices in Estonia in an attempt to help defuse such a time bomb .
But the mission auicklv learned that people were neither expecting communal war nor protecting themselves from aggression initiated by the other side . And the framework of livin g
together in peace clearly induced high levels of inter-nationality political alliances that would not have occurred if ther e
were an expectation of imminent violence .
Second . local election laws have induced a moderatel y
high level of inter-nationality electoral cooperation, especiall y
with Russian initiatives . Mixed lists did not . in themselves ,
bring success . but being a member of such a list did not lead t o
any electoral harm . While these lists have not become institutionalized as parties . they have provided a further framewor k
for inter-nationality cooperation . Ironically, results that have
often been heralded as the result of consociational designs were
reached here through means that were highly discriminator y
against a national minority group .
Third . Russian speakers know that in the formative period of their republic . when foundational laws are being passed .
they remain without a vote in national elections and without a
chance to run as candidates in local contests . By 2001 . virtuall y
all Russians who remain in Estonia will be eligible for citizen ship . New political entrepreneurs will have little trouble in
exploiting the feelings of humiliation that are now being shape d
into memories . and to seek basic changes in the framework o f
Estonian politics . Fears of becoming a minority in their " own "
homeland could lead to a hostile Estonian response to such a
challenge . And so, while the 1993 elections were peaceful an d
successful from the point of view of the Estonian state, darke r
clouds remain on the horizon .
David D . Laitin is die William R . Kenan . Jr., Professor in the Department of Political Science and the College and Director of the Centerfor
the Study of Politics . History and Culture at the University of Chicago .
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lngaMikhovsy Why the Russian Public Will Support Reform

Russia is passing through an era without precedent . No surprise that the predictions of political scientists and sociologist s
relying on past experience have proved uniformly off target .
The singularity of this stage of Russian history is characterize d
by the following features .
Decay and double standards
The totalitarian regime in our country lasted longer than an y
comparable regime, and it achieved a greater degree of domina tion than elsewhere over all aspects of society . By eradicatin g
private property and smashing Russia's emerging civil society
,
the Soviet state obtained absolute command over the life an d
death of each of its subjects . Communist ideology wa s
drummed into peoples minds as a quasi-religion . Acceptanc e
of this ideology was bolstered by the argument that the syste m
was "the socialist choice of our fathers and grandfathers" an d
was not "imported with foreign bayonets . "
The ideology that camouflaged and reinforced the anti human narure of the regime, it should be said, possessed a
certain attraction . It helped people form psychological defense s
to cope with the grueling demands of daily life . Yet the radica l
divergence between the ideology's myths and objective realit y
led to double standards and hypocrisy in matters of ethics, no t
to mention serious deformations in the legal system . In man y
cases, for instance, the actual practice of law-enforcement agen cies, including the courts, did not correspond to statutory law .
By seizing monopoly ownership of property, the state mad e
professional organizations and social groups completely depen dent on the authorities and deprived them of any opportunitie s
for effectively asserting their rights . Social and political group s
relied on . and competed for . benefits provided by the state, an d
for the chance to participate—legally or illegally—in the distribution of such benefits .
As society disintegrated and became atomized, and as th e
economy was progressively deprived of market stimuli, th e
government resorted to extralegal measures (including suc h
contrivances as the shadow economy) to keep the system functioning . Such expedients made it impossible to safeguard agains t
arbitrary acts . In defending their interests, people preferred to
appeal to Communist Party organs, rather than to the courts ,
rightly regarding the former as the primary locus of authority .
But public recognition of the overriding force of part
y
decisions distorted the understanding of law and law enforcement agencies . Departmental regulations, which often contradicted published statutes and turned them into dead letters .
served as an alternative to daily intervention by the party i n
controlling the work of law-enforcement agencies .
The existence of parallel worlds (the world of written law
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and the world of actual rules of conduct) blurred the line berween lawful and unlawful behavior, depreciated knowledg e
of the law, and broke the link between law and morality .
This dichotomy between theory and practice, one migh t
say, gave the regime the flexibility it needed to survive . But as
the regime became increasingly decrepit . ecological niches
opened up where people could function in relative independence from the state without directly clashing with the law .
The organization of "socialist" society, as is well known ,
seriously restricted social mobility and the significance of individual merit while maximizing the importance of social status .
This dispensation created perverse incenrives, deforming th e
standard for successful adaptation . distorting the value system ,
and replacing authentic creative initiative with the pretense o f
hectic activity . It produced widespread psychological discomfort by contradicting the normal person's need to feel that hi s
work is rational and useful . A system of false consciousnes s
helped to relieve this distress and assisted in role-playing . O f
course, for some people in certain professions (e.g ., specialists in
Marxism-Leninism) and social groups (e .g ., parrv apparatchiks) ,
it became an inveterate way of thinking .
For political and ideological reasons and because of th e
authorities' hostile attitude toward sociology and political science, academic research did not deal with the features of th e
Soviet regime surveyed above . This intellectual lacuna help s
explain the erratic and sometimes bewildered behavior of ou r
"power structures" during the era of perestroika . Paradoxically,
if objective studies had been available in 1985, the reformer s
might have realized that they were actually destroying th e
e
.sywhitcemprobaldunvir
led them to abandon their reform program .
Reflections on the dat a
The collapse of the established order was swift and unexpecte d
(although historically logical) . The overthrow of the officia l
system of values came first . The people, bereft of property an d
power . nevertheless acquired freedom of expression . Glasnost
destroyed the regime's ideological underpinning, which ha d
already been shaken by the decanonization of Stalin and th e
bloodless removal of Khrushchev . whose unprecedented survival in retirement severed the previous link between th e
political status of the "chosen leader" and his physical existence .
The curtailment of censorship and the extinction of fear o f
persecution allowed people to express openly their true feelings about the Soviet regime . Meanwhile, media revelation s
concerning the state of the economy, the environment, and s o
forth, excited public opinion . The media's approach became
just the opposite of what it had been when ideological consider-
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ations were paramount . Earlier. the real state of affairs ha d
been distorted beyond all recognition in a fayorable direction .
Now, the media concentrates its attention almost exclusivel y
on negative aspects of our lives, and the press has become a
battleground for opposing political forces, which often deliber ately exaggerate our difficulties .
The demise of Communist ideology did not lead to a com plete replacement of the system . The absence of private property and of the horizontal structures of civil society inhibite d
the creation of democratic institutions . Nevertheless . a start
was made on government reorganization and . as it progressed .
the paradoxes of post-totalitarianism became evident .
Because of still-persisting Communist Party influence o n
the nomination of deputies not to mention the democrati c
movement's lack of experience, the parliamentary elections of
March 1990 resulted in a Congress of Peoples ' Deputies whic h
did not adequately represent the opinions and the populatio n
of the Russian Federation . This, together with the peculiaritie s
t the Supreme Soviet as an institution, allowed Russia's highest legislative body to become a rallying point for various reactionary and anti-reform interest groups . All the typical Sovie t
structures that still existed—in particular, the procuracv—als o
served as instruments in the hands of anti-reformist forces .
Before the October events . the process of drafting new legislation had been turned into a struggle for power and mone y
instead of becoming a means to regulate new economic an d
political relations .
Changes in people's mindsets accompanied the politica l
struggle and economic reform . More than legal prescriptions ,
these changes in thinking will in the final analysis determin e
the behavior of most people. The most significant factors affecting the post-totalitarian Russian citizen's values and his economic and political behavior are : an individual's personal beliefs and their stability : any change in an individual's social
status and the benefits he receives : an individual's professiona l
experience and skill level : an individual's ability to adapt to
changing circumstances . It will be worthwhile to review thes e
factors separately . (They are interrelated, but they exhibit a
significant degree of independence . )
Personal beliefs . During the famous events of August 1991 .
not a single person came out in support of the discarded Com munist symbols . Anti-Communist activists were united b y
their common hostility toward the existing regime, not by a
shared system of positive values. The sharp . at times irreconcil able, disagreements that surfaced later among people who ha d
been on the same side of the August barricades demonstrat e
this lack of cohesion . Nevertheless, a change in mass conscious ness did take place. This can be seen in the results of a surve y
conducted in Russia in July 1993 . (The Human Rights Project
Group, an independent polling company conducted the surve y
among a representative sample of 3 .000 adults in nine regions

of the Russian Federation . )
The majority of those polled supported in principle th e
privatization of state factories, the buying and selling of lan d
and guarantees for freedom of speech . Almost half the respon dents . however. favored guarantees of equal living standards ,
indicating the retention of elements of the Soviet outlook .
Changes in status . Political and economic changes have, i n
many instances, directly affected job status and benefits .
Changes in the status of a profession or occupation can be th e
result of intrinsic causes (a lowering in the status of groups tha t
were previously key supporters of the regime) or accidenta l
causes (reduction in subsidies to basic science because of budge t
constraints) . Current status shifts are integrally connected t o
movement toward a rational labor market and reflect the relation between society's demand for a particular service and th e
supply of labor qualified to satisfy this demand .
In addition to changes in personal income, status shift s
often provoke reappraisal of previously-accepted values in a n
attempt to make sense of the current situation . The negative
psychological consequences of an abrupt drop in social statu s
can be overcome by other factors—the individual's acceptanc e
of new values and/or his success in adapting to changing condi tions and in finding new forms of self-realization .
Professional qualifications. As jobs in the government sector
are reduced—drastic cut-backs are inevitable—the level of a n
employee's skills will become more significant, although supple mentary advantages (personal connections, good relations wit h
management . etc .) will remain important. Because the sam e
amount of work will have to be accomplished by fewer people ,
those less skilled will face dismissal . Such people, even if the y
insist that they perform their jobs well . often feel insecure an d
are terrified of change. This factor can be seen vividly in th e
political disaffection of people in the creative professions .
. The brutal regimentation of people's live s
Adaptability
under a totalitarian regime, reinforced by a mythologized consciousness, suppressed initiative and fostered irresponsibilit y
and dependence . On the other hand, the continual battle t o
overcome the difficulties of daily life, the search for ways aroun d
one's problems, and so forth, nourished people's natural adaptive capacities . developing them at times to an unbelievabl e
level . The benefit to society of an individual's creative adaptation, of course, depends on the form it takes . which can range
from self-realization to criminal behavior .
The significance of the psychological effects of politica l
and social change is that the division between advocates an d
opponents of reform runs vertically through social groups and
not horizontally (the "ruling" class against the "exploited "
classes) . The proportion of each social group that backs refor m
varies . however, and the previously-mentioned survey shed s
some light on the political preferences of various groups .
Men display interest in politics . while women tend to b e
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indifferent to political movements . A disproportionate number (49 percent) of those who support parties of a communis t
orientation are elderly, while democrats receive proportiona l
support from all age groups . On the whole, younger people are
less interested in politics than older people—the number o f
respondents who support no political parry falls from 82 percent to 72 percent with advancing age . The democrats are
favored by twice as many urban dwellers (12 percent) as rura l
residents (5 .8 percent) .
Respondents with higher education give more suppor t
(6.4 percent) to Communists than do other groups (the percentage of Communist supporters among groups with lesse r
educational qualifications ranges from 2 .7 percent to 4 .8 percent) . This seeming anomaly is due to relatively high levels o f
education among military personnel and pensioners . Amon g
respondents with higher education is also found the highes t
percentage (12.9 percent) of supporters of the democrats : othe r
percentages range from 4 .3 percent among those with elementary or incomplete high school education to 9 .7 percent o f
those who have completed specialized high school education .
Among occupational groups, the Communists have th e
least support among students (0 .9 percent), entrepreneurs (1 . 5
percent) , farmers (0 percent), and blue-collar workers (3 per cent) . Fourteen percent of pensioners favor the Communists ,
and this represents 37 percent of the total number of respondents with Communist sympathies . Democrats enjoy thei r
most impressive level of support among entrepreneurs (21 . 3
percent), farmers (17 percent), and white-collar workers with
higher education (13 .4 percent) . Collective farm workers an d
pensioners are the least supportive of democrats . Political inter est—that is, the percentage of those who support some politica l
party—is greatest among entrepreneurs (31 percent), farmers
(28 percent), office workers with higher education (27 percent), and pensioners (25 percent) . Political interest is lowest
(less than 16 percent of respondents) among students and work ers at government enterprises .
As per capita family income rises, support for the Commu nists falls from 5 .3 percent to 2 .4 percent, while support fo r
democrats rises from 8 .6 percent to 17.6 percent .
Those who do not support any party are spread evenl y
through the income range . The survey shows, however, tha t
these politically inert respondents are substantially closer i n
their values to the democrats than to the Communists .
A number of factors previously inaccessible to sociologica l
analysis in our country now appear of prime importance. One
surprising finding is the ambiguous relationship between th e
respondents' politics and their views of rights . Supporters of
communism express the most dissatisfaction with the huma n
rights situation . Members of democratic movements and thei r
supporters are the least dissatisfied . The overwhelming majority of respondents (those who support no political party) ex -
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pressed a degree of concern about the same as that of the demo crats .
Changes in the mentality of "Soviet man" have apparentl y
occurred primarily in the field of politics and not in legal consciousness . People display little interest in the failure of law enforcement agencies and the courts to improve safeguards fo r
human rights, in the retention of archaic laws, or in the continuing dearth of possibilities for the effective defense of one' s
rights . Further, those who do take notice often react in a n
inappropriate fashion . Indeed, there is reason to fear that various stereotypes (crime can be combated only with severe repression ; unlawful acts of the police are justified if they lead t o
apprehension of criminals; and so forth) persist and may eve n
be gaining in popularity .
One question asked by the survey was "Do you believe
that the police should be able to use physical force in dealin g
with a criminal even if such conduct is not permitted by law? "
The answers were as follows : yes. 25 percent; yes, but only i n
exceptional cases . 34 percent: no . 21 percent : difficult to answer . 20 percent . While the notion of "exceptional cases" i s
vague and can be interpreted in many ways, it seems that less
than a quarter of all respondents categorically condemn a
policeman's violation of the law . Furthermore, only 37 percent of respondents would, in principle, assist the police ; 2 4
percent would refuse to do so, and the rest found it "difficult t o
answer . "
Earlier, a negative or indifferent attitude toward the la w
arose primarily because of the dichotomy between the theor y
and practice of law enforcement . (For example, certain behavior such as petty theft of state property became widespread and
virtually the norm even though punishable under the crimina l
code .) Contempt for the law is fostered not only by the contra dictions contained in manv statutes, but also by the impossibil ity of compliance with the laws . the impunity of bureaucrats
who break them and a range of other factors .
The prevalence of crime also leads to a skeptical attitud e
toward law as a safeguard for an individual's interests . Publication of crime statistics, previously classified as state secrets, ha s
drastically changed the tenor of official statements . The notion, drummed into the public for decades, that the country' s
crime rate was very low was reversed overnight . Alarmin g
reports of a catastrophic growth in crime and waves of violenc e
engulfing society became common . These reports, although
incomplete and unsystematic, have inevitably increased people' s
fears for their physical safety . This anxiety and sense of vulner ability inhibit the development of a democratic legal conscious ness, and they provoke calls for an adequate response to th e
crime problem . Society's continuing alienation from the la w
and its enforcement reflects the citizenry's dim view of th e
protection of human and civil rights provided by the government.
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According to the survey, only 3 percent of respondent s
were completely satisfied with the level of human rights protection : 20 percent were somewhat satisfied : 53 percent wer e
dissatisfied : and 23 percent found it "difficult to answer ." A s
already noted, dissatisfaction was most pronounced amon g
Communist supporters (71 percent) and least evident amon g
democrats (48 percent) . Those indifferent to political partie s
registered the highest percentage (27 percent) of uncertainty .
Apparently, for this group (the largest in the survey sample )
the issue of human rights is of little interest, which says some thing about the development of their legal consciousness . Such
indifference to legal safeguards affecting their own rights ca n
he explained primarily by a lack of faith in the government .
Only 11 percent of all respondents believe that there is a rea l
possibility of securing human rights : and 35 percent found i t
"difficult to answer . "
Reform of the justice system is a complex undertakin g
that requires more than just the passage of new legislation .
Legal training has to be reformed . as does the secondary schoo l
curriculum . The sore points of the justice system must b e
identified and priorities assigned for remedial action . The order in which problems are attacked is important because th e
initial steps must win public support or at least attract publi c
attention .
Unfortunately, the Supreme Soviet ' s passage two year s
ago of the quite radical "Conception of Judicial Reform" di d
not lead to tangible results . Moreover . many subsequent law s
have not incorporated its provisions and in some cases hav e
directly contradicted them . Democratic laws which were passe d
earlier were later amended or repealed by the Russian legislature before it was dissolved . For example the 1992 Law on th e
Status of the Courts in the Russian Federation was amended i n
1993 in a way that undermines the principle of tenure fo r
J udges one of the few successful democratic reforms of th e
judicial system) and thus retards the formation of a new out look in the judiciary . Amendments to this law stipulate tha t
the initial term for newly-appointed district and city court judge s
(the most numerous category of judges) will be five years . Onl y
the second appointment to office (after the initial five-yea r
term) will be for life . Potential negative consequences of thi s
amendment . the future of which is now uncertain, would include :
The current judicial corps . selected and trained by the forme r
regime, is far from ideal and it will rely on past and now inappropriate criteria to decide on the reappointment of youn g
judges;
• Judges appointed to a five-year term will immediately face a
dilemma : either act according to their convictions, riskin g
their chances for reappointment . or aceept the existing standards of professional behavior :
• Since the final step in judicial appointment is confirmation

by the appropriate legislative body, the judge's career will depend on the political orientation of the assembly, whieh ma y
change radically in composition.
The example of the law on judicial tenure shows tha t
reform of legal institutions will be durable only if the legislature is firmly committed to a real, and not merely rhetorical .
program to replace the totalitarian model of justice with a n
authentically democratic one . Absent the necessary politica l
and economic foundations for change . the introduction of democratic institutions, even those well-tested by the experience o f
other countries, can yield a result directly contrary to the on e
anticipated. Thus, the creation of a Constitutional Court di d
not enhance society's respect for the judiciary . On th
o
econtray,isdfbmngaeitordushlaw
resolve conflicts between the legislature and the executive, th e
Constitutional Court became an active participant in the political battle, aligning itself with the opponents of reform . Tha t
might well have been expected since the Court was forme d
before adoption of a new constitution . It was bound to oppose
reform to the extent that the old system was preserved in th e
provisions of the Russian Constitution then in force .
Where we go from her e
The above considerations suggest the following conclusion s
regarding political trends in Russia and the means to promot e
legal
democrati
reform . Public sentiment will sustain a programof
reforms in Russia . This thesis is based on the following observations : Support in the neighborhood of 10 percent of the activ e
population is sufficient for the effective functioning of government . The social base (9 .7 percent of respondents to the 199 3
survey) that actively supports democratic institutions meet s
this criterion : the majority of the population has becom e
depoliticized . which augurs well for social stability : sociologica l
research shows that the silent majority is more sympathetic t o
democratic ideas than to reactionary ideas ; the opponents o f
reform are largely the most conservative and backward part o f
society (pensioners . villagers, etc .), whereas democrats fin d
greater support among the more energetic social groups (entrepreneurs . independent farmers, etc .) .
The lack of legal protection for private property and o f
judicial mechanisms to defend individual rights has inhibite d
positive changes in people's legal consciousness which, there fore, lags behind their political consciousness . Reform of th e
legal system is greatly hampered by the last legislature's reactionary make-up and the rudimentary legal culture of society ,
which regards the law as an instrument of repression rathe r
than a safeguard against abuse .
While the success of economic and political reform will b e
the most important factor in overcoming the objective an d
subjective difficulties delaying the reorganization of the lega l
system, there are some specific actions that can expedite th e
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planning and realization of this reorganization .
Information . There is a lack of information about the socia l
environment and functioning of law-enforcement agencies .
Such information is needed to forecast the social consequence s
of proposed innovations and to evaluate the results achieved .
A systematic approach to legal reform is not possible without a
proper data base ; even if reforms are enacted, they are likely to
remain words on paper and won't influence actual court practice without a proper follow-up . Analysis of existing statistica l
data and sociological research can fill many gaps in our knowl edge.
Education . Educational work can achieve positive result s
only if it is conducted with an understanding of the stereotype s
currently prevailing in society and the issues that have captured public attention . Education will be effective if it is tailored to particular audiences, and these should include the fence sitters as well as the most backward groups. The main thing to
show is how the rule of law and democratic institutions wil l
promote each group's particular interests .
Setting Priorities . The process of reforming justice in a post totalitarian state is complex, arduous, and protracted . Problems rain down on reformers in a chaotic fashion, and it is

therefore crucial to assign priorities to the various aspects o f
reform. It is also necessary to pay serious attention to sequencing legislative, organizational, and other measures based o n
their relative importance . on their realistic prospects for implementation and on the logical order for their implementation .
The "Conception of Judicial Reform" can serve as a basis fo r
this task, but additional data and analysis are needed.
. Monitoring . The effect of every measure adopted should be
tracked and its consequences assessed objectively . (This is particularly important in view of the exceptional difficulties an d
unique conditions that Russia is now facing .) Changes in the
legal consciousness of the population in general and of lawmakers in particular should be monitored . Also, the actions of
judges and law-enforcement agencies in penal policy and othe r
matters that can affect the course of legal reform must be closel y
watched . In some instances, the necessary data can be found i n
existing reports ; in other cases, sociological surveys or othe r
forms of information-gathering may be required .
Translated by Catherine Fitzpatric k
Inga Mikhailovskaya is a Professor, PhD in Law, and Board Member ,
The Russian-American Human Rights Group (non-government) .

Retroactive Justice based on International Law : A Recent Decision by the Hungarian
Constitutional Cour t
Krisztina Morvai
A long and passionate debate over "retroactive justice" for especially serious crimes committed during the 1956 revolution i s
now over. In October the Hungarian Constitutional Cour t
upheld the main part of the Act of Parliament on "Procedure s
Concerning Certain Crimes Committed During the 195 6
Revolution ." In this article I compare the recent decision with
the well-known previous holding by the same court, in a n
effort to contribute to an understanding of the policy implications of the case .
Commitment to "retroactive justice" has been identified
with backward-looking, conservative thinking by those wh o
have opposed the idea on purportedly "liberal" or "progressive "
grounds . They have argued that prosecution after almost forty
years cannot be anything other than political revenge. These
moral and political arguments have been supported by lega l
ones, focusing on the new democracy's commitment to the
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fundamental principles of the rule of law, including an absolute prohibition of ex post facto laws .
"Conservatives" argue that murder and torture have al ways been serious offenses and that, as a consequence, references to ex post facto law-making are wrong. Although homicide as well as most other crimes are, indeed, subject to statute s
of limitation (maximum 20 years) under Hungarian law, thi s
rule should not be applied to cases in which state officials firs t
committed crimes and then blocked the machinery of crimina l
justice . The legal institution of a statute of limitations presumes that the offenders and those in charge of law enforcement do not belong to the very same interest group (namel y
the government) . In communist dictatorships the party wielde d
full control over the law, policing and prosecution . Therefore ,
punishing top "comrades" for their sins was out of the question .
(Contrary to general beliefs, such control was not exercised i n
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an entirely informal way . The chief prosecutor issued writte n
"top secret" orders requesting all law enforcement bodies to ge t
approval of the Hungarian Socialist Workers party before th e
arrest or prosecution of communist officials on any grounds .
These "laws" remained in effect until the late 1980s . )
Should there be no principle of law over and above th e
positive laws, statutes of limitations could always easily b e
abused by dictatorships.
The existence of such a principle of law was presumed i n
the case under discussion by the first as well as the last attemp t
at legislation . (Between the Zetenvi-Takacs Act and the Act o n
Procedures Concerning Certain Crimes Committed Durin g
the 1956 Revolution . Representative Zsolt Zetenvi drafted an other law, which the Parliament passed . But it failed constitutional scrutiny . The Zetenvi law is not analyzed in this article . )
The Zetenvi-Takacs Act of 1991 (named after its two drafters )
intended to change domestic law retroactively, while the late r
draft, by contrast, was based on international law .
According to the Zetenvi Act, on the day of the first demo cratic election " . . . the starute of limitations shall start again fo r
the criminal offenses committed between December 21 . 1944 ,
and May 2, 1990 . . . provided that the state's failure to prosecut e
said offenses was due to political reasons ." (The expressio n
"political reasons" is an obvious reference to dictatorial part y
control over law enforcement .) The statute covered three categories of crime : treason, torture resulting in death, and murder .
The act was enacted but never promulgated . The president of the republic exercised his right to send the law to th e
Constitutional Court for "preventive norm control ." The cour t
declared the act unconstitutional on several grounds, includin g
the violation of rule-of-law principles and the vagueness of its
language . The decision emphasized that a state under the rul e
of law cannot be created by undermining the rule of law . Th e
certainty of the law based on formal and objective principles i s
more important than the necessarily partial and subjective justice . The main conclusion was the unacceptability of re-starting the period of limitation . The court's decision was a triumph for opponents of retroactive justice and a severe disappointment for those who hoped for the triumph of moral justice over the strict interpretation of legality .
Many people thought that the ten justices were in fac t
imposing their private political beliefs on the democratic majority by their activist interpretation of the rule-of-law o r
"Reichstaat" doctrine . In the new democracy the most damaging side-effect of this belief was the widespread questioning o f
the whole existing establishment, including the rule of law an d
judicial review of majoritarian decision-making. It took almos t
two years before the Constitutional Court regained its reputation in the eves of the "challengers" by its second ruling o n
retroactive justice .

After the shock caused by the failure of the first attemp t
the groups favoring "historical justice" began to consider ne w
options for achieving their original aim of prosecuting Communist offenders . The last draft changed the strategy and used
international law (as opposed to domestic law) as the means fo r
doing justice . In order to avoid vagueness, the draft also mad e
dlear that it had the events of 1956 specifically in mind .
The law was based on these multi-national treaties : the
Geneva Conventions Relative to the Treatment of Civilians i n
the Time of War and Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners o f
War of 1949 and the New York Convention on the NonApplicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes an d
Crimes Against Humanity of 1968 . The documents were
humanitarian laws initiated by the International Red Cros s
and a convention of the United Nations General Assembly .
Although their titles do not indicate it clearly, the Geneva
Conventions were meant to be applied in any case of arme d
conflict and not just in declared wars between states . According to the common articles of the conventions : "violence to lif e
and person" and several other forms of wrongdoing are prohib ited also "in the case of armed conflict not of an international
character . "
The Geneva documents did not include any provision s
concerning limitations on the prosecution of these offenses .
Nevertheless, several states made laws concerning this poin t
and retroactively declared the absence of limitation on wha t
have been understood as "Nuremberg crimes. "
The UN Convention regulated the issue of limitation ,
declaring that "no statutory limitation shall apply to severa l
categories of war crimes and crimes against humanity irrespec tive of the date of their commission ." This convention wa s
ratified by Socialist and Third World states only . The reluctance of other governments to accept it was probably caused b y
the lack of consensus over the actual scope of the vaguely de scribed international crimes . The ratifying states on the othe r
hand were obviously identifying crimes against humanity wit h
the oppression of people by "imperialist" states and took th e
document as a political statement reaffirming their ideologica l
commitment . In 1968 they could hardly imagine that this step
would ever backfire on them.
The final act of retroactive justice combined the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and the New York Conven tion and thereby interpreted the most brutal episodes of th e
1956 Revolution as war crimes and/or crimes against humanity . In addition, another crime category was smuggled in unde r
the same umbrella . The criminal responsibility of those wh o
called the Russian troops into the country during the revolution was based on a domestic law of 1945 which defined an y
form of activity that might jeopardize the peace or the coopera tion between peoples after the war or had the potential o f
causing international conflict as a war crime . The attempt to
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prosecute on the basis of this law was the only part of the ac t
which was struck down bv the Constitutional Court after Presi dent Goncz's motion for preventive norm control before promulgation .
The rest of the law was upheld on the basis of the interpre tation of Article 7 of the constitution : "The legal system o f
Hungary shall respect the universally accepted rules of interna tional law, and shall ensure furthermore, the accord betwee n
the obligations assumed under international and domestic law . "
The decision emphasized that the act in fact ensured the enforcement of "universally accepted rules of international law, "
part of which are the humanitarian principles expressed in th e
Geneva Convention . Although those "universally accepte d
rules" do not include the absence of a statute of limitatio n
covering war crimes and crimes against humanity, Hungary
undertook the obligation to prosecute those crime
.
sretoacivlybfngheNwYorkslutin
The Constitutional Court did and did not exercise judicia l
activism in its scrutiny . It did in the sense that its reasoning
took a very straightforward position in the long-lasting theoretical debate over the scope of international (criminal) law . I t
interpreted the authority of the community of civilized nation s
over state sovereignty in a broad sense . It resisted activism ,
however, by favoring the will of the legislature . The possibility
of taking a narrower position in the interpretation of principle s
on international law and its relationship to domestic law wa s
obvious . A separation-of-powers argument—declaring that th e
judiciary should interpret existing norms of criminal law rather

than the legislature doing so—would be easy to defend . Striking
down the law on the basis of its vagueness (which is an obviou s
result of the vagueness of international law itself) was also a n
option available .
Self-restraint in this context equaled wisdom . By striking
down the legislative intent twice but upholding the same politi cal decision (which might or might not be wise itself) when i t
was put into a different framework, the court conformed to th e
constitution and thereby proved its political neutrality and genu ine commitment to constitutionalism, including the protectio n
of human rights. An important side-effect of the decisions wa s
the clearer understanding of the notions of the rule of law an d
of judicial review as valuable safeguards in a democratic sociery .
These days in Eastern Europe such an improved publi c
understanding may eventually provide a valuable means o f
survival . Contrary to the backward-looking label . the recen t
decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court is in fact forward-looking . By recognizing and legalizing the principle tha t
shooting into a crowd of innocent people, torturing politica l
enemies and brutal violence by dictatorial governments ca n
never be justified and that punishment for such sins canno t
hinge on the will of the dictator, the court has made an important contribution to a developing body of law which may hel p
protect future victims of future potential dictators .
Krisztina Morvai is Assistant Professor of Law at the Eotvos Loran d
University Law School in Budapes t

Extraconstitutional Developments in the Republic of Croati a
Branko Smerdel

On October 15 and 16 . 1993, the ruling party—the Croatia n
Democratic Community (CDC)—held its general convention
in Zagreb, the first such gathering since February 1990 when ,
on the eve of the first free elections, the CDC had presente d
itself and its program to the Croatian public .
The main priorities of Croatian politics, as publicly announced at the convention, were as follows : (1) the reintegration of all Croatian territories occupied by resurgent Serbs wh o
have support from the rump federation called "Yugoslavia : "
(2) economic recovery to lay the foundations for rapid economic development: (3) strengthening of law and order t o
promote the development of the rule of law .
In the beginning of October, the Croatian governmen t
sought to advance toward achievement of its first objective b y
agreeing to extend the mandate of United Nations protectiv e
forces for six months, according to Resolution 871 of the Secu-
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rity Council . This document confirms once again the sovereignty of Croatia over all its territory but requires that the
Croatian government not undertake any further military action to assert its sovereignty . The policy of the Croatian authorities, as expressed in numerous statements by top officials,
including the president of the republic, remains that the occupied territories have to be reintegrated by peaceful means with
the support of the international community . But, in case suc h
methods prove fruitless, other means, including military action, are not to be excluded . The unanimous acceptance of th e
resolution by the Security Council, which strengthened th e
mandate of the peacekeeping forces, has been presented as a
great accomplishment of Croatian diplomacy, but its enforcement still depends on voluntary agreement by the insurgen t
local Serbs .
In furtherance of the second objective, the government o f
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Prime Minister Nkica Valentic launched at the beginning o m
October . with the assistance of the National Bank . a package o f
fiscal measures designed to curb inflation, which has been run ning at over 30 percent throughout the \ear . The exchang e
rate for hard currencies had been fixed after a 20 percent de valuation, and citizens were permitted to buy hard currencie s
only in authorized banks . The printing of money has bee n
severely checked, and wages in the public sector have bee n
frozen . In order to beat inflationary expectations, the government had reduced the prices of electricity and gasoline by 5
percent after a long period of regular monthly increases of 3 0
percent or more . Also considerable cuts in the whole publi c
sector, with the exception of defense, have been proclaimed .
Valentic has strong support from all opposition parries, trad e
unions and the general public . During the month of October ,
the tightened supply of dinars has brought down the exchang e
rate for the German mark by 20 percent . and inflation is expected to be reduced to less than 15 percent in October . and to
less than 10 percent in the following months . But the deputy
in charge of the economy Borislay Skegro, deemed a principa l
author of the program, warned that long-term effects woul d
decisively depend on expected support from the Internationa l
Monetary Fund, which is hoped for in January 1994 . Unti l
now, Croatia has received no financial assistance from abroa d
to help support over 500 thousand refugees and displaced per sons .
Toward the third objective a number of measures aime d
at strengthening law and order have been undertaken, including a spectacular police raid against contraband, gun-running ,
illegal trading, and the brothels which had recently sproute d
up in a great number of cities . Action against war profiteers ,
and those who had taken illegal advantage in the process o f
wild privatization has been promised again . and a review of al l
privatization is underway .
The political scene, however . remains turbulent. At th e
CDC general convention, a clash between two competing fac tions occurred despite a previous agreement to avoid conflict .
Tudjman mediated in the conflict . He demanded that th e
leaders of both factions (some of them formerly his closest

associates and even founders of his party) witndraw their can didacies for the party presidency . Among those forced to with draw were deputy Prime Minister Vladimir Seks . whoenjoys
support from the radicals . and the House of Counties, chair man Josip Manolic . a leader of the moderates . The conventio n
endorsed their demand by electing the people whose mai n
political orientation is loyalty to the president . Dr . Jure Radi c
has become general secretary of the party while maintainin g
his position as director of the president's office.
In the secret ballot for party chairman . Tudjman wo n
1332 out of 1734 votes, running against the education minister . Vesna Girardi-Jurkic, a politician of very modest standin g
whose candidacy had been advanced purely to give a democratic patina to the election . As some commentators have al ready pointed out, the 20 percent of votes that went to thi s
candidate indicates significant opposition to Tudjman withi n
party ranks .
Differences within the CDC continue to manifest them selves . Branimir Glavas . a head of the Slavonija and Baranj a
county, one of the most visible radicals . said in an intervie w
that the destruction of "a managerial faction" has been planne d
at the convention and that this task would be completed at th e
next convention . On the other side . Franjo Greguric, a forme r
prime minister and one of the leading moderates, believes tha t
"a coup against Tudjman" was attempted at the convention .
But Tudjman has strengthened his position as final arbite r
within the party as well as in the government, and even th e
honorific "Parer patriae" was used to extol him at the convention .
The opposition continues to appear exrraordinarily weak an d
contused . At the October 5 session of the Sabor (Parliament) ,
the Liberals invited the opposition to walk out In protest agains
t
an alleged disregard for parliamentary rules by the chairman .
But only three members from regional parties accepted thi s
challenge . On October 26 . even they declared their intentio n
to return .
Branko Sinerdel is Prof ssor of Constitutional Law at Zagreb La w

School.
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Powers and political styles of the East European Presidents ; Interviews with Walesa, Jaruzelski, and Iliescu.

A Forum on Presidential Powers
The Postcommunist Presidency

Stephen Holme s
Presidents in Eastern Europe and the ex-USSR run th e
gamut from bosses to go-betweens . from formidable near dictators who can rule by decree to negligible near-figure heads stripped to all but "the handshake powers ." Whe n
we cast our gaze across the region, then, we are struck b y
diversitv first of all . But certain broader patterns hav e
also come to light. We can begin to make out the genera l
physiognomy of the postcommunist presidency if we as k
a number of specifio questions from a comparative perspective . What were the causes in 1990 or 1991, an d
what are the consequences now, of the institutiona l
choices entrenched throughout the region in constitutional law? Why did half of the countries monitored b y
the EECR choose indirect elections for the presideno y
while the other half chose direct eleotions? And how ha s
this absolutely crucial choice shaped the style of politica l
oontestation in each country? How can we explain, i n
particular, the relative strength of the presidency in Poland and its relative weakness in Hungary or the Czec h
Republic? Is the mode of election the main factor? Ho w
does an popularly elected head of state affect democrati c
control of the military, the security services, and the bu reaucracv? And what role do presidents . however elected ,
play in two crucial areas : economic reform and de-communization campaigns ?
The articles published in this symposium—includin g
our exclusive interviews with Lech Walesa, Wojcieo h
Jaruzelski, and Ion Iliescu—are meant to address thes e
and related questions . Particularly interesting are th e
other sources of power of the postcommunist presidents .
beyond, that is, their constitutionally enumerated rights .
Both Cass Sunstein and Lawrence Lessig, in their contri -
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butions to the symposium, use the American example t o
explain why . and under what conditions, constitutionalism is compatible with de facto presidential powers tha t
exceed competenoies textually prescribed . One lesson o f
these two articles for students of postcommunist constitutionalism might be formulated as follows . Traditions o f
strong uni-personal leadership or the strains of an ongo
ing crisis can lend a president more power than he woul d
receive from the constitutional text alone . And there is
nothing necessarily contrary to the spirit of constitutionalism about that. It is perfectly normal, too, that informa l
resources help determine the real powers of a sitting president: a well-organized staff, a strategic use of appointment powers to build up a dense network of collaborators . sheer popularity and access to the media, agility a t
playing off some parties against the others, personal involvement in negotiating cabinet coalitions, and the abil ity to bully Parliament bv threatening convincingly t o
"appeal to the street ." And, of course, the power of th e
president also depends upon the relative strength or weak ness of rival branches of power . Where legislatures ar e
fragmented, coalition cabinets are unstable, and courts
are inexperienced, even a modestly powerful presiden t
can wield decisive influence .
The relation between Vaclav Havel and Vaclav Klau s
in the Czeoh Republic, touched upon by Vojtech Cep l
and Mark Gillis below, recalls Waltcr Bagehot's classi o
commentary on the difference between the British mon arch and the PM : the former is the object of public affec t
and reverence, while the latter is a cool technocrat, per forming a multitude of operations that few ordinary citi zens completely understand . Whether directly or indi -
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rectly elected . in fact, all postcommunist presidents see m
to play some sort of symbolic role . That Arpad Gonoz ,
like Havel, is a writer and a nonpolitician is definitely a
politioal asset, as Andras Mink explains . Significantly ,
Havel . Goncz and Walesa all spent time in jail under th e
old regime . Thus, all three symbolize the courage an d
decency of anticommunist dissidents . Untainted by complicity with the former system, they make visible thei r
countries' break with the past and the founding of a ne w
democracy . (When members of the former apparat hav e
acceded to the presidencv—such as Milan Kucan i n
Slovenia or Leonid Kravchuk in Ukraine—they often rep resent the break with a hated federation, rather than th e
break with communism .) Presidents also symbolize th e
unity of the nation . of course . This is an especially imporrant function when Parliament tends to reproduce seemingly irreconcilable social conflicts . The suocess of thes e
presidents at representing national unity, rather than a
partial constituency, along with their reliance on personal charisma rather than ideological principles, ma y
have at least one negative side-effect, however . It ma v
help explain the widely lamented inability o f
postcommunist presidents to create political parties o f
their own (something that directly elected and re-eligibl e
presidents have a large incentive to do) .
A separate and historically concrete narrative mus t
he told about the shaping of the presidenoy in every country of the region . But, as Jon Elster's article below make s
clear, bargaining about constitutional design in periods o f
rapid and uncontrollable change also tends to produc e
some uniform results . The presidency tailored specifically for one man (Jaruzelski, Poszgay, Mladenov) usually ends up being occupied by another (Walesa, Goncz ,
Zhelev) . To explain why direct or indireot modes o f
election were originally chosen, we should probably loo k
first to the expectations of the various drafters about wha t
parry or coalition would control the asscmbly after th e
next election . In this case, direct elections might represent a victory by . or concession to, a faction that evervon e
then believed had a greater chance to garner a majorit y
among the electorate at large than to patch together a
coalition in a postcommunist parliament .
And another broad pattern also strikes the eve .
Parliamentarism has made no inroads in the ex-USSR ,
except for the Baltic states, while full-fledge d
presidentialism has found no takers in Eastern Europe .

except in the ex-Yugoslavia . (The unclassifiable Belarus
case is analyzed by Alexander Lukashuk below .) This
regional clustering of rival oonstitutional models also needs
to be explained . It suggests that institutional choice s
were actually made under some set of larger constraints ,
perhaps invisible to the constitutional bargainers them selves . What factors may explain regional clustering ,
besides the influence of West European models in East ern Europe and the strategic calculations of Gorbache v
and Yeltsin in Russia ?
Economic, legal, and administrative reform of unprecedented proportions requires a certain concentratio n
of political power. Under conditions where most voters
identify with two or three well-disciplined parties ,
parliamentarism can produce an cxceptionally strong executive . such as Thatcher . who might be capable of undertaking suoh a Herculean series of reforms . Although
there are no streamlined party systems anywhere in th e
region, chances for party consolidation are much higher ,
say, in Poland and Hungary than in Russia and Ukraine.
The former two countries, as a consequence, have a bet tcr chance than do the latter two of producing a stron g
executive via a parliamentary system. Given the cryin g
need for a strong executive to manage reform, therefore ,
it is no surprise that presidentialism has racked up greate r
successes as we move eastward where party systems are
inchoate at best . Strong presidencies, we might predict ,
will emerge where society is not well-organized enough
to produce through elections a parliament that . in turn, i s
coherent enough to support a single-minded governmen t
capable of taking tough economic and other decisions .
This is not to denv that strong presidents, elected by popu lar suffrage, may well turn into dictators, on th e
Bonapartist model . It is simply to say that legitimacy an d
effectiveness cannot be combined by parliamentary systems under conditions of massively fragmented party poli tics . The situation is even more dire in countries where
state borders are contested and the question of who is a
member of the community remains unresolved. Th e
turn to presidentialism. reluctant or eager, may be inevitable under such conditions . One lesson here is that pro visional constitutions, making it possible to change gear s
down the road, mav have special virtues in postcommunist
systems (see my article on constitutional postponemen t
in EECR, Winter 1993) . At the very least, constitution s
should not nail into place strong presidential powers tha t
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may become obsolete once fundamental preconditions o f
state sovereignty have at last been established and a stream lined party system begins to crystallize (as it is doing, say ,
in Poland today) .
Students of alternative models of democracy, includ ing Fred Riggs, have gathered impressive evidence dem onstrating that, among new democracies, the surviva l
rate of presidential regimes is considerably lower tha n
the survival rate of parliamentary regimes . But this evidence, even if it holds up, cannot be used to prove th e
inherent deficiency of presidentialism . For countries fac ing acute crises are likely to reach out for a strong leade r
in the first place, while countries whose problems appea r
more easily manageable are likely to choos e
parliamentarism . (Parliamentarism in a multipart
ysy temwithcoalitoncabinetsmayhavethesubtleadvantage, from the gun-shy politician's viewpoint, of being a
form of organized irresponsibility, making it difficult t o
decide who should be blamed for which mistake .) So the
poor record of presidentialism, outside the U .S., may re flect underlying social problems, not the institutiona l
weaknesses of a separation-of-powers presidency in itself.
'When presidents are directly elected, their implie d
powers are notoriously difficult to constitutionalize .
Democratic legislatures frequently make broad delegations of foreign-policy powers to the president . The rationale behind such a broad delegation is simple . The stew ard of the national interest in a dangerous internationa l
environment should not be hamstrung by rules that pre vent timely responses to emergencies . Enemies do not ac t
acoording to rules . The official charged with repellin g
sudden attacks and responding to unscrupulous enemie s
must have similar discretion . In other words, the irrepressible need for bold and impromtu reactions to foreig n
threats requires the assignment of an inherently dangerous prerogative power to the executive, to the presiden t
therefore in a presidential system . While it is a tool eas y
and tempting to misuse, secrecy is sometimes essential in
dealing with foreign powers ; and every constitutiona l
democracy must ooncentrate into a few hands the hardto-monitor right to decide when it is justified .
So, presidential powers are inherently dangerous .
Our sense of peril is increased when we realize that . as
General Jaruzelski remarks in his interview below, "th e
presidential system is a kind of lottery and to a grea t
extent depends on the personal oharactristics of the man
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elected ." The most articulate and systematic warning s
against the dangers of the presidential model of democraoy have been formulated by Juan Linz . in his new yolume. The Failure of Presidentialism (John Hopkins University Press . 1994) . Roughly speaking, Linz makes the following six arguments . First, presidentialism is a winnertake-all system, handing executive authority over to a
single party, potentially excluding the losers from an y
influence on crucial public decisions and turning the m
into spoilers . Second . presidentialism requires fixed-calendar eleotions, which deprives the system of usefu
ibility—a politically or personally weakened PM can
lfex b e
ousted in mid-term, while a president in the same condition must lamely serve out his prescribed tenure . Third,
the succession mechanism in presidential systems is poorl y
designed and likely to drop power into the lap of a n
unprepared and electorally illegitimate vice president .
Fourth, the sense of being elected by the entire electorate ,
rather than by a partial constituency, may feed the omnipotence fantasies of the president, may fuel his sens e
that he alone (like de Gaulle) has a right to speak for th e
nation, and may encourage him to by-pass the assembly
in case of conflict . Such an executive, who does not fea r
being unseated in mid-term, is also more likely to lash ou t
impatiently and perhaps illegally in the face of inevitabl e
frustrations . (A prime minister, by contrast, knows fro m
daily experience that he holds office on the suffranoe o f
his colleagues, learns the art of compromise . and swallows defeat as an ordinary event .) Fifth, presidentialis m
tempts candidates into making unfulfillable promises an d
may even produce dangerous delusions that the leader i s
a savior among the eleotorate . And sixth, presidentialis m
makes it likely that two democratically elected bodie s
(the president and the assembly) will come into conflict
without providing any institutional means for resolvin g
such conflicts democratically. According to Linz, such
stalemates will tend to discredit the democratic formul a
itself. and even suggest to the public that elections are not
an effective method for creating a government capable of
acting in a coherent way.
Taken together . these arguments seem to me quit e
powerful, although the dangers of presidentialism surel y
vary according to the intensity and kind of social conflic t
a political system has to manage. The absence in th e
United States of class war and communist-affiliated insurgency has undoubtedly made it easier to maintain a
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stable but divided government in this country than . for
instanoe . in Latin America . We still have no clear piotur e
of the sooial conflicts likely to he typical of postcommunist societies . As a result, we remain clueless about ho w
these specific conflicts (whatever they turn out to be) wil l
affect the relative merits of presidentialism an d
parliamentarism . That is just another reason why ever y
generalization we hazard about postcommunis t
presidentialism must be exceptionally tentative and ope n
to revision .
In any case . while Linz's arguments are powerful ,
thev are not necessarily decisive. Above all, they do no t
apply directly to hybrid presidential/parliamentary systems, where the president can exercise at least some important powers without the countersignature . such as w e
find in Poland . A fairly persuasive argument in favor o f
semi-presidentialism is not hard to develop . The dual
executive—whioh usuallv involves some degree of consti tutional ambiguity concerning the relation between presi dent and prime minister—looks like an especially flexibl e
instrument for dealing with some of the characteristic
problems of earlv postcommunist society . Notice firs t
that the weakness and disorganization of armies through out the region make the role of commander in chief (tem porarily) less dangerous in Eastern Europe than it migh t
be in Latin America . But what are the positive arguments for semi-presidentialism? For one thing, open com petition for the presidency, may provide a much bette r
education in democracy than baokst a g e bargaining abou t
cabinet posts among parliamentary parties . And a eharismatic president can also help overcome the apoliticis m
seemingly endemic to postcommunist societies . Parliaments throughout the region are wracked bv absenteeism and partisan squabbles . while governments charge d
with privatizing massive stocks of state property will con tinue to siphon off public funds and hand out patronag e
illegally . The corruption scandals and demoralizing fractiousness are not likely to end any time soon . As a result ,
total alienation of the electorate from the institutions o f
democraoy, however dangerous, remains possible . A
popular president oan be very useful for sustaining som e
public confidence in eleoted bodies, and oombatting th e
feeling, especially widespread among citizens who feel

harmed and left behind by reform, that thev ar e
unrepresented by the political elitcs . (It is also worth
noting that Walesa . Havel, and Goncz have all resiste d
parliamentary crusades for de-communization and lustration. All of them have publicly deplored the attemp t
to re-open old wounds . This remarkable convergenc e
suggests another crucial function of the postcommunis t
presidenoy . Throughout the region, the public is divide d
between anticommunists and anti-anticommunists . For
good or ill, presidents—who represent the unity of th e
nation rather than a parliamentary majority—are tryin g
to foous their countrymen on the immense challenges of
the future rather than on the unspeakable crimes of the
past.)
Finally, where parliaments . courts. and civil society
are all relatively weak, there is a danger tha t
parliamentarism itself may produce an over-mighty executive . In this case, even an indirectly elected president ,
such as Goncz . can usefully check the prime minister i n
some circumstances . But the president in a dual executive system may support the PM as well as check him.
Walesa sometimes refers to the series of reform prim e
ministers in Poland as replaceable "fenders ." They advance the economic reform, but must absorb the electora l
resentment this process inevitably oreates . While reform
cabinets come and go, the reform president—who keep s
safely aloof from eoonomic affairs—stays in office, guaranteeing the continuity of the reform process itself.
(French constitutionalists spcak of the way a olever presidcnt can use his prime minister as un fusible, from th e
word for an electrical fuse that can be replaced once it i s
burnt out .) As the articles by Wiktor Osiatynski an d
Andrzej Rzeplinski make clear, this arrangement seem s
to have worked remarkablv well so far in Poland. But the
jury is still out on the postcommunist presidency, in Po land and elsewhere . The object of comparativ
e consti utionalism, at his point, is not o pronounce a definit v e
verdict, but simply to follow closely how this crucial insti tution . in its various manifestations, evolves in practic e
now that its formal contours are more-or-less fixed o n
paper. The interviews and articles published here represent a first step in this direction .
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WALESA
A Profile of President Lech Wales a
Wiktor Osiatynsk i

Lech Walesa has been President of Poland since Deoem ber 1990 . An electrioian by profession . Walesa (bor n
1943) has alwavs been a rebellious worker and was on e
of the most active participants in the 1970 workers' dem onstrations in Gdansk. Ten years later, he became th e
leader of the strike at the Gdansk shipyard and . subsequently, the first leader of the Solidarity Union . Interned
under martial law, he resisted a number of offers to ooop erate made by the communists . In 1988, Walesa was th e
main partner of General Kiszczak in preparing for th e
Round Table Talks between government and opposition. After the elections in June 1989 . which resulted in
an overwhelming psychological victory for the opposition, Walesa staved in Gdansk as the leader of the recreated Solidarity Union . In earlv 1990, under pressure
from members of the Union, Walesa became critical o f
the cabinet and pressed for an "acceleration" of the process of change. An important point on his agenda was the
replacement of General Wojciech Jaruzelski as presiden t
of Poland. As a result of Walesa's oriticism and actions .
the Solidarity Movement split into two groupings (ROA D
and Center Alliance) which later formed the nuclei o f
the major post-Solidarity parties . In the fall of 1990,
Walesa and Mazowiecki clashed in a fierce presidentia l
campaign . To the great surprise of all Poles, Mazowieck i
was eliminated in the first round by Walesa and Sta n
Tyminski, an obscure Canadian of Polish origin. In the
second round, Walesa won the presidency .
As president, Walesa has used his powers much more
willingly than did his predecessor, General Jaruzelski .
He appointed as the new prime minister a relatively unknown liberal from Gdansk, Jan Krzvsztof Bielecki who ,
in turn, retained Leszek Balcerowicz as a deputy prim e
minister and continued bold economic reforms . Afte r
the parliamentary elections of 1991 . Walesa agreed t o
the candidacy of Jan Olszewski for the post of prime
minister . Olszewski was a politician whom Walesa did
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not like but who had won the support of a parliamentary
majority . The two ambitious men soon clashed, an d
conflicts between the prime minister and the presiden t
over their respective competencies in military, interna l
securitv, and foreign affairs grew to the point of ope n
war . In June 1992, the minister of interior in th e
Olszewski cabinet released a list of 64 suspected agents o f
the communist seoret police, which included top aides o f
the president as well as Walesa himself. Walesa reacte d
with a motion to the Sejm calling for an immediate vot e
of no confidence in the government . He succeeded.
The president's relations with the next cabinet led b y
Hanna Suchocka were not so tense . In November 1992 ,
a new "Little Constitution" was adopted . It clarified somewhat the division of powers between president and cabinet. Nevertheless, accusations concerning Walesa's attempts to abuse presidential powers continued to be heard ,
although now they originated more often from the right wing opposition than from the governing coalition . In
the meantime . Walesa's popular support began to shrin k
because manv workers started to blame the president fo r
unfulfilled promises and unmet expectations . The most
paradoxical development was the growing resentmen t
between Walesa and the Solidarity Trade Union . Further evidence of changing societal attitudes toward Wales a
was the relative low support for the Non-Party Bloc to
Support Reform (NPBSR), a political movement create d
by the president last summer at the beginning of th e
electoral campaign . Although the NPBSR got into Parliament, it barelv met the five-percent threshold.
President Walesa is too complex a person to permi t
easv judgments and descriptions . A few things are olear ,
however . His decisions are pretty erratic and escape eas y
predictions . It seems to me that he makes major decision s
by himself, often to the surprise of his aides. On at leas t
two occasions, pending an important decision, a high offi oial at the Presidential Chancellery regaled me with a
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series of arguments favoring the course of aotion Wales a
was apparently about to choose . Thc president then wen t
on to decide the opposite . He listens to his advisors but, a t
times, he seems to know better . Moreover, there is n o
clearly predictable pattern to his decisions : sometimes h e
supports his apparent foes, while at other times he acts
against his supposed friends.
This unpredictability results in at least one visibl e
pattern in Walesa's politics : he does not retain his alliances for long and most of his allies, sooner or later, clas h
with the president . Three examples are Tadeusz
Mazowiecki and his group in 1990, Jaroslaw Kaczvnsk i
and the Center Alliance (for which, in fact . the Presidential Chancellery formed an institutional base), and th e
Solidarity Union .
Another clear pattern in Walesa's presidenoy is hi s
commitment to economic and social reforms . On a number of ocoasions hc has protected reforms in moments o f
crisis . First, after the presidential elections in 1990 . whe n
he appointed Bielecki prime minister, Walesa not onl y
secured the continuation of market reforms but also created out of nowhere a moderatelv strong liberal parry . I n
June 1992 . he acted swiftly to remove the government o f
Jan Olszewski who subsequently evolved from a sup porter of market reforms in an increasingly populist and
nationalist direction . In the fall of 1992 . Walesa accepted
the "Little Constitution" despite the faot that it frustrate d
his ambition to import the French model of semi-presidential government : in return, hc submitted to Parliament the Bill of Rights which is the most far-reachin g
statement of liberal, market-oriented values ever propose d
in Poland . Next, in May 1993, Walesa decided to defen d
the pro-reform cabinet of Hanna Suchocka after she faile d
to win the parliament's vote of confidence: the presiden t
decided to dissolve Parliament and call new eleotions . A
few days later, he risked alienating a substantial numbe r
of older voters by vetoing the pensions bill which woul d
have caused a dangerous increase in the budget deficit .
Finallv . at the beginning of the campaign, Walesa predicted the possible viotorv of the postcommunist an d
peasant parties, and called on all post-Solidarity parties t o
form a common pro-reform bloc . When his oall went
unheeded, he created the NPBSR .
On the other hand, some of Walesa's decisions ar e
frightening to reform-oriented politicians . especiallv certain of his deoisions in personnel matters . Democrats are

afraid of his attempts to strengthen an informal web o f
clients through which he might then control or improperly influenoe statc sccurity forces and the media . Even
more appallin g are some public statements of the president . like his reoent announcement that he would no t
hesitate to use the "Yeltsin option" if the reforms in Poland are threatened by the new government . (This announcement was especially distressing because it was repeated on a pro-presidential television program on the
very day of the bloodshed in Moscow .) By now. however. most politicians and observers are aware of the hug e
gap between Walesa's words and his actions : he acts much
more reasonably than he speaks.
Reflections on the intervie w
My recent three-hour conversation with President Wales a
helped me to understand him a bit better than I had based
on a mere observation of his actions . Even more revealing were the more than twenty hours spent with his
words while transcribing the interview, re-listening t o
every sentence . trying to discover in his words the
thoughts and intentions of Lech Walesa . The followin g
are a handful of extremelv subjective, and purely personal impressions developed on the basis of this experience.
I left Walesa impressed bv his intelligenoe and genuine honesty . I had interviewed many top politicians in
Poland and in other countries, and I had a feeling tha t
Walesa was more intelli gent than manv of the bette r
educated people with whom I have talked. Of course . I
could think of some Polish politicians who seemed mor e
intelligent than Walesa. But, when I was leaving them, I
did not completely trust what they had said . Walesa wa s
absolutelv natural and extremelv open, and there wa s
nothing artificial or phony about him . I trusted him .
After the first few minutes of uncertainty, Wales a
felt at ease talking . Perhaps he found a listener rather
than an investigative reporter . felt safe, and went on . It
was not always easy for me . He talks fast and it was easier
to listen to him than talk with him . He hardly tolerate d
interruptions . i.e.. he either continued talking over m y
question with a slightly raised (but not aggressive) tone o r
let me sav something but disregarded it and continue d
with his story . Similarly, he apparentlv did not listen to
mv questions . But when he was finished with what h e
wanted to say or describe, he often oame back to it : "Aha.
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you also asked me about so and so ..."
He tended not to answer mv questions directlv . especiallv when they were too abstract . He preferred to giv e
an example, usually from his own life experience or tal k
about concrete practical steps he took or suggested . He
liked to introduce his responses with the words "as a
practitioner ." He cherishes most in himself his own life
experience, practical attitude, quick reflexes, and intuition. There can be no doubt about his intuitive abilities .
Often, he interrupted mv questions . Strangelv, almos t
always he was right: his answers proved that he had intuitivelv grasped what I was driving at .
His language is peculiar. The gap between what wa s
said and what can be written is wider than it is normally .
I had to re-write many of his thoughts . This is partly a
question of grammar, more often of the way Wales a
talks : there are a lot of shortcuts. repetitions for the sak e
of emphasis. slang expressions, or phrases which have a
special meaning for him . (Most of those are untranslatable but one example may be his eccentric use of th e
word "classic" to mean rules of conduct .) However, h e
seems to be aware of this problem . does not pretend to b e
a great speaker . and even talks openly about his lack o f
education .
On the other hand, Walesa did not impress me wit h
his modestv . He talks a lot about himself. He says how h e
did this or that. He proves how well he predicted variou s
developments . He likes to demonstrate that he was al ways right. Such immodestv may result partly from th e
domination of the concrete over the abstract in his thinking. It is easier for him to answer by using himself as a n
example. In part. it may reflect the fact that his predictions have proven to be right more often than not . In an y
case, he seemed to me to have difficulties acknowledging—and even noticing—his own mistakes. This incapacitv or unwillingness may result from his striking ability t o
see "the sunny side of the day" (and night) . Even whe n
he loses, Walesa tries to learn a lesson . Very often he sai d
that something negative (for example, the "lustration "
soandal, the split of Solidarity, the results of the last elections, and so forth) provided a much-needed lesson an d
stimulus for growth . With this attitude, it is relativel y
easy for him to perceive and present himself as a strategis t
who can predict evervthing and who is always prepare d
for every turn of events. This, in turn, enhances the
perception of Walesa bv others as an unhumble . ego-
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driven individual who has no abilitv to admit defeats o r
mistakes.
At times, moreover, he may think of himself as a
providential man . One reason for this enlarged self-image is his real talent to act swiftly in crises, displaye d
repeatedly since 1980 . Another reason mav be that other
politicians tended to talk about him as if he were the ver y
embodiment of democracy, and to attribute to him th e
powers of a great social foroe . When he talks about economics, he sounds as if he were the top manager of hi s
own factory, named "Poland . "
Sometimes Walesa makes it seem that the entire process of societal transformation is his personal task . When
I listened to him, I had, at times, the impression that th e
super-engineer of social change was talking . Similarlv, h e
has a slightly paternalistic attitude toward his collaborators. He tends to think that thev "owe" him their caree r
and successes . When they fail to acknowledge it—as the y
usually do—he feels bitter and betraved, although he doe s
not seem to harbor resentments .
Politics, for him, has always been a mixture of cross word puzzle—at which he is a real master—and very personal struggle. He thinks about politics less in the abstrac t
terms of historical processes and changes (although h e
presented me with one of the most brilliant interpretations of the evolution of the communist system I have
ever heard), than in terms of personal conflicts, alliances .
manipulations, and intrigues . His wording reflects thi s
attitude: "to win". "not to be conquered," "not to be
beaten ." "victorious" are some of his most common expressions .
He likes to repeat that he prefers fishing over politics .
and that he does not care about his own power. He mav
not. Nevertheless, politics and political games are hi s
nature . He likes playing these games, and I doubt if h e
oould stay still for long without some kind of politicking .
This does not mean that he plays just for the sake o f
playing . I came to believe that Walesa has some basi c
values and convictions which guide him in his activity .
He believes in a hierarchy of values and goals . and want s
to have something he calls "the main plan"—for Poland
and for himself. I think that he believes in justice, under stood as fair opportunities for everybodv . I was also impressed by his gasp of the necessitv of taking individua l
responsibility for one's own life . Although I may at time s
have some doubts about his commitment to parliamen-
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tary democracv, and although I was not convinced by hi s
arguments in favor of a presidential svstem for Poland ( I
left the expert team working on the president's draft constitution precisely over this issue), I am not afraid of hi m
as a potential dictator . I think that Walesa is trulv de voted to freedom . Moreover, he seems to be absolutelv
certain that freedom—freedom of an individual, of a social group, of a state, and of a nation—has to be based o n
sound economic independence . I think that this form s
the basis for Walesa's genuine commitment to marke t
reform.
Finally, I noticed that Walesa made many reference s
to nvo distinct types of personality, which he labeled th e
"village type" and the "city type." I sensed that he nurse s
some doubts about the former's commitment to democracy and frcedom . and that he sees the relatively stead y
transformation from the "village type" to the "city type "
as the most important—and most difficult—task of th e
entire transition .
For me, the three hours I spent with Lech Wales a
were delight. I loved everv moment of it . At the sam e
time, I understood how frustrating the same meeting coul d
have been for me if I were, say, the minister of finance ,
and came to the president to talk about specific issues o r
to settle a concrete matter . I would have been frustrate d
bv the president's vagueness, with his "I" statements, wit h
his "I was always right" attitude, with his paternalism .
and with his tendency not to listen . I probablv woul d
have left his office at the first available moment and gon e
elsewhere to look for ways to settle the matter . Then, in a
moment of crisis I would have praved that Walesa woul d
use his intuitive and symbolic powers to rescue me fro m
the unhappy straits in which I found myself .
An Interview with President Lech Wales a
On October 12, 1993, Lech Walesa, president of the Republic of
Poland, received Professor Wiktor Osiatynski, co-director of th e
University of Chicago Law School's Center for the Study of
Constitutionalism in Eastern Europe . During a three-hour tal k
at the president's residence, Belweder, Walesa set forth his conceptions of both the presidency and constitutionalism for the Eas t
European Constitutional Review .
Wiktor Osiatynski : Mr . President, you filed a draft
proposal for a constitution with the Constitutional Commission of the last National Assembly . This document

gives the president the role of chief executive and allow s
him extensive powers . I have the impression, however ,
that you feel best and act the most effectively as a
superarbiter and guardian of reforms .
President Walesa : You would be right if there existe d
a normal situation in our countrv, if there were a balanc e
among mature political parties and alliances . But no such
balance exists, and thus the president cannot be an arbiter. The position of the arbiter makes sense when ther e
are two teams, and not when one team comes from th e
first division and the other from the third, while the sam e
players keep switching from one team to the other . And,
what's more, the arbiter has neither a whistle nor re d
cards .
WO: When will vou decide that there exists a "norma l
situation"?
LW : When democracy matures. Our present democracv is limited to a struggle for power, while I am waitin g
for a democracy in which disputes will be about solutions. There will be programs, and it will be clear who i s
to the left and who is to the right of center . The way it i s
now, the right holds more leftist views than the left an d
vice versa.
WO: I take this to mean that vou would prefer to postpone the model of president-arbiter to a later time . How
do vou see the role of the president during the transition?
LW : For the period of construction, I believe, the president should have more real executive powers .
WO: Which powers do you miss the most?
LW: I would like to be able to appoint and dismiss the
prime minister myself, depending on the situation .
WO: Without the approval of the Sejm ?
LW: Exactly . But the Sejm would retain the power t o
pass a vote of no-confidence against "my" prime ministe r
and the government . After all, I shall not be guided by
whim, and I shall never go against the majority . I onl y
want to have the freedom to act when I feel that the
situation requires immediate action .
WO: As in June 1992 . when vou applied to the Sejm for
the immediate removal of Prime Minister Olszewski ?
LW: Yes . At that time I was not able to remove him
myself, either . But later, the Little Constitution deprive d
me even of the right to initiate the dismissal of the prim e
minister .
WO: Was this [scaling back of presidential powers] a n
act of revenge on the part of the Center Alliance for vou r
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throwing them out of the presidential chancellery ?
LW: No, because the Center Alliance was not the sol e
supporter of that motion. The Democratic Union backe d
it, too. When things got ro ugh, when they [the Olszewsk i
government] were throwing around secret police files .
the leaders of the Democratic Union came and asked m e
to do something, and they talked of a strong presidency .
Later, when things calmed down, they installed th e
Suchocka government, assumed their offices, and deprived me of everything.
WO: I understand that you would like to have the powers of the president of France : to have the right to appoin t
and dismiss the government but with [the possibility] of a
vote of no-confidenoe from the Sejm . But would vou als o
like to be directly in charge of executive power. responsible for the economv and other concrete policies ?
LW : No. This is the responsibility of the prime ministe r
and the government . I don't want to be the head o f
government .
WO: And would vou like to change something in the
relationship between president and Parliament. At
present . the president may dissolve Parliament when it i s
not able to appoint a government or pass the budget . The
president also has a rather significant role in the legislative process ; he has the right of veto and he can call a
referendum subject to the Senate's approval .
LW : True enough, but my initiative amounts to th e
right to submit a draft proposal which the Sejm can re draft at will . And if I refuse to sign their version of th e
bill, they vote me down, and I have no choice .
WO: But to override a veto the Sejm requires a coalitio n
of two-thirds . So the presidential veto is a major power .
Your draft constitution includes a provision allowing th e
president to dissolve Parliament at will. This prerogative
goes beyond even the powers of the president after 1989,
before the Little Constitution was adopted .
LW : Mind vou, mv will is not a whim, because I realize
that the dissolution of Parliament is a serious matter . Besides, the state cannot afford constantly to have new elec tions. There are manv such arguments . Manv journalists
say that a whim of mine could do a lot of harm . But I
have no whims . I only examine the situation and want t o
have the freedom to act . I don't want power; I'd rather go
fishing . But in extreme situations . I cannot be helpless . I
don't want to use this power, but I ought to have it .
WO: The problem is that the constitution is not de -
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signed onlv for vou . What if all those powers fall into th e
hands of some irresponsible successor? After all, a youn g
democracy could make a rash decision . What would
happen if say. Stan Tvminski or fan Parvs were elected ,
or someone of this sort ?
LW : He will soon fall.
WO: How? Will we have to wait five years . till the nex t
election?
LW : No. Our people are quick-tempered . You can't go
against the majority here. Demonstrations would forc e
such a person to make changes or resign .
WO: Before the 1990 election your position was that
Parliament should select the president . whereas the Democratic Union wanted a popularly elected president . What
is the situation now ?
LW : Now I believe that the presidcnt should be electe d
by universal suffrage.
WO: Usually, a president with extensive powers, electe d
by universal suffrage, is also the leader of a strong party ,
which constitutes his parliamentary base . Should it b e
the same in our country?
LW : I believe that, in a mature system, with, say, fiv e
well-established parries and a stable balance of power, th e
president will not have to belong to a parry. With no
such environment, there is no choice: the president mus t
have a parry . I'm getting by thanks to mv experience .
WO: But vou did help to create parties, like the Liberal s
or the Center Alliance, although at the same time vo u
distanced yourself from them or quickly parted compan v
with them .
LW: In 1990. I faced a choice : either we were to have a
strong leader or a weak leader combined with the construction of a party system. Poland has frequently faile d
when it has had great leaders without a wide politica l
base. So, since the defeat of communism, I have had th e
ambition to build a svstem. After all, I oould have remained in the Democratic Union . in the Center Alliance ,
or I could have staved with the Liberals . I chose the other
concept . The thing is that, as vet, I haven't built tha t
system, and the parties I helped create are losing out .
WO: Will vou set up a presidential parry now ?
LW: I will first see what the existing right and center right parties are doing. Perhaps I will try to create some thing. But such a bloc or party must not by anv means b e
called presidential, because all its members can't be presi dents. I think it will be a party of balance or a party o f
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reforms .
WO: Are you going to base it on the Non-Party Bloc t o
Support Reform (NPBSR) ?
LW : The NPBSR could only be one part of such a bloc .
The idea is to ensure cooperation among partics whic h
draw support from different groups of voters and whio h
wouldn't have to compete for votes . The last electio n
showed that everyone can't be chasing after everyone .
Some groups should address the craftsmen . others shoul d
appeal to farmers, wage-earners, and so on .
WO: Will such a bloc erase real conflicts of interest s
between urban and rural communities, as well as betwee n
emplovers and emplovees ?
LW : These conflicts won't disappear but thev can b e
settled internally . Partioular constituents ot the bloc—
parties and the professional grou p s—will hav
n
.Theircopat
eclarydfinbsouprtadgms
during an electoral campaign will help them consolidat e
their programs by setting forth objectives .
WO: So it would be some kind of miniature Parliament .
Yet what would be its oommon denominator? Will i t
just represent the opposition against the coalition of th e
left?
LW : Not only that . After all, the main objective o f
political parties is to seek and gain power. Within thi s
bloc, the most important common element would be th e
continuation of market and democratic reforms .
WO: How could this bloc ensure an eleotoral victory ?
LW : I guess we would have to start with the local elec tions next year . Until then it will bc difficult to build a
strong base and ensure cooperation among a number o f
parties nationwide . Thus, the best idea is to divide th e
provinces . All groups should jointly support the strongest party of the common bloc in every province .
WO: Will the politicians who enjoy the most solid sup port be willing to share power ?
LW: They do not have power vet . They simply hav e
hopes, if anything. And those who do not unite will b e
left high and dry . After all, if there is any lesson to b e
learned from the last election, it is that no one can beat th e
postcommunists and the PPM [the Polish Peasant Movement] alone. And not only beoause they are so well organized, but also because they arc interest-group parties.
WO: After the last election . did you regret having signe d
the electoral law with its percentage threshold?

LW : No, I didn't . The electoral law was necessary . mainly
beoause it provided a sense of security as well as an oppor tunity for the parliamentary representation of nationa l
minorities . Besides . we oouldn't possibly have gone o n
with the fragmentation of the former Sejm . It was also a
good lesson . Perhaps the post-Solidariry politicians wil l
now learn to strike deals and reach compromises .
WO: But we now have a parliamentarv majority opposing reforms .
LW: That's not true . They are even more pro-capitalis t
than we are. Sure, they'll make some changes, perhap s
thev'll print some more paper monev, but they will no t
destroy what has alreadv been achieved.
WO : And are you not afraid of the return of undemocratic forms of government?
LW : It will be difficult with a free press and free elections, and anyway I will control them .
WO: Will you resubmit the Bill of Rights ?
LW : The proposal has already been submitted, and no w
its passage depends on the Sejm . The Union of the Democratic Left (UDL) had its own Charter which went further than mine in the question of social rights. My proposal was criticized on the same grounds bv the PPM .
Now they have an opportunity to fulfill their promises.
since they have both the power and the budget. Bu t
today they bear responsibilitv for what thev are doing .
It's easy to make promises when one knows thev canno t
be fulfilled . I just wonder how they are going to oop e
with their own trade unions .
WO : You often say that vou respect the verdicts of
democracy . Is there anything in democracy that you ar e
afraid of?
LW: No . One thing perhaps . It is that democracy will
turn a deaf ear to somebody . This was the case during the
last Solidarity congress when they invited me only at the
last minute so that I could not bring forward my arguments and thus influence their resolutions . But when al l
positions are taken into consideration, democratic deoisions must be respected .
WO: Even if a democratic decision violates someone' s
rights? When the majority decides to oppress a minorit
y
or when it says . "out with HIV carriers? "
LW : No . This can't happen . This we write into th e
constitution, which is passed by the nation and that i s
inviolable .
WO : So, the constitution sets limits to demooracy .
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LW : Precisely. The basic framework is there to safe guard the rights of minorities and individual citizens, t o
safeguard their right of ownership and other rights . This
is where the foundations of the state are laid down .
WO: And what did the constitution mean for you during the shipyard strike in 1980 ?
LW : Just a piece of paper .
WO: And during the Round Table Talks in 1989 ?
LW : The same.
WO: And now?
LW : Now it mav be something important . because the
forces and institutions to enforce it are alreadv there . But
even todav the constitution must not be treated as a cure
for all problems . In 1981, when the program of Solidarit y
was adopted, I was asked what I thought of it. I had no t
even had enough time to read it . so I said : "Life will brin g
forth a different program." I am not an anarchist . I
believe in programs just as I believe in the constitution ,
but I think thev must be formulated in accordance wit h
what life brings .
I remember getting an apartment in a new residential compound in Gdansk . It was a wonderful housing
estate, wonderful apartments, gardens . and lawns . But
the way planned those lawns meant that, when I
was rushing to catch a tram, I had to run across them .
Then thev started putting up notices "Onlv a donke y
would walk through here ." Whether or not I was a
donkey, I was never late for work . And what I and others

trampled beoame a new path .
It is the same wav now . First let us watch the wav life
goes, and then let us lay down paths . which are in line
with logic, custom, and the needs of man . What's the
point of adopting an American-stvle constitution in Po land now . when we don't have two parties ?
WO: Shall I take it that vou would rather not rush ahead
with the constitution now ?
LW : I'd rather wait for life to bring it closer to us . Fo r
now I'd rather improve on laws at a lower level : the Little
Constitution, the law on the Constitutional Tribunal ,
the section of the constitution concerning the judiciary ;
and I would pass the Charter of Rights . After all, to tell
the truth . we don't know today what kind of party system will emerge and what kind of presidency we wil l
need .
WO: Do vou still advocate a nationwide popular referendum on the new constitution ?
LW : Yes I do . The constitution must be the supreme law
and must stand above the government, the president . and
Parliament . Thus no one should be able to modifv i
.lItisnyadmbeocrthingswmuob
teasi e
oorreoted. The nation itself must be asked to accept th e
oonstitution, in order to make it more diffioult for politicians to change it carelesslv .
WO: Mr . President, thank vou for this interview .
This interview was translated by Krzysztof Moscicki

The hill cassettes and transcripts of the interviews with President Walesa . General Jaruzelski and President Iliescu have been deposite d
in the archives of the Center for the Study of Constitutionalism in Eastern Europe at the University of Chicago Law School in Chicag o
and at the Central European University in Budapest .
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JARUZELSKI
A Note on General Wojciech Jaruzelsk i
Wiktor Osiatynsk i
General Wojciech Jaruzelski was President of Poland fro m
July 1989 to December 1990 . A professional soldier ,
Jaruzelski (born 1923) became the minister of defense i n
1968 . In 1981 . during the struggles between the communists and the Solidarity Union, he was appointed prim e
minister, and later, the first secretary of the Communis t
Party . In December 1981, Jaruzelski introduoed martia l
law in Poland . Seven years later, still serving as the firs t
secretary of the party and the chairman of the Council o f
State (whioh, under communism, was a collective presidency, with rather ceremonial competencies), Jaruzelski
overcame the opposition of party and bureaucrac y
apparatchiks and led the communists to the Round Table
Talks with the opposition . After the partially free elections of June 1989, when the opposition won all but on e
of the seats available to it (i .e., 35 peroent in the lowe r
house and 99 percent in the Senate), the new Nationa l
Assemblv elected Jaruzelski as president of Poland . This
new post was created by the Round Table contract, an d
gave the president broad powers in the realms of international relations, defense, and internal security . During
his presidency, however, Jaruzelski did not use many o f
these powers and acted primarily as an arbiter . In 1990,
under popular pressures orchestrated mainly by the sup porters of Lech Walesa, Jaruzelski resigned and with drew from politics .
Our interview took place on October 7, three week s
after the parliamentary eleotions in Poland, in which a
postcommunist coalition won a plurality of votes an d
became the largest party in Parliament . Although hi s
aide warned me that, ever since the elections, Jaruzelsk i
had been extremelv busv and had hundreds of peopl e
who were seeking his advice, the general was not in a
triumphant mood . Nor was he as bitter as he had bee n
during our first interview, in September 1990, shortly
before he resigned from the presidency . At that time, hc
kept saving that he thought he had lived too long . This
time, Jaruzelski seemed to be calm, rcflective, open minded, and moderatelv optimistic about Poland's fu-

ture. When I shared this impression with him, he complained about petty annovances . He would like to write
the Polish version of his memoirs. (The French publication was quite a success in the West .) He has been unable
to concentrate on this task because he spends most of hi s
time in law courts beoause of two or three court cases
against him . In one case, he is accused of a procedura l
violation when introducing martial law in 1981 . Another case concerns the destruction of some archival docu ments of the Politburo in 1989 ; in addition, he is bein g
called as a witness in a number of court cases against hi s
colleagues .
During the interview, we discussed the current socia l
and political situation in Poland ; some details of the introduction of martial law in 1981 and of the transition in
1989-90; Jaruzelsk i's own understanding of constitutionalism between 1968 and todav; the prospects for reforms
in Poland, and other topics . In this issue of the EECR we
are publishing those excerpts of the interview that touch
upon presidential powers .
An Interview with General Wojciech Jaruzelsk i
On Thursday October 7, 1993, Wiktor Osiatynski interviewe d
General Wojciech Jaruzelski for EECR at Jaruzelski's house i n
Warsaw .
Wiktor Osiatynski : General, when you were president, did you feel like the chief executive or like an arbiter?
Wojciech Jaruzelski: As a matter of fact, I felt rathe r
like a lightning rod. After all, at the Round Table, we
were all trying to figure out what the Russians and other s
would sav . Although Gorbachev was in power, nobod y
knew how the situation would develop . So the presidency was conceived primarily as an external guarantee .
And there was the protection of those agreements against
internal threats . Hence the specifio prerogatives of th e
president in the area of foreign policy, military and internal affairs.
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WO: But the Round Table agreements stipulated tha t
the opposition would gradually gain access to power . After June 1989 . in tact. Solidarity demanded more : th e
government and power . At that time you were alread y
president and guarantor of the agreement . Did you thin k
then of utilizing your powers, in order to slow down th e
speed of change to the pace that had been agreed on at th e
Round Table ?
WJ: No. It did not even cross my mind . For me, martia l
law was a great tragedy, so later it did not even occur t o
me that I could use force to defend those in power
.Any-wa,thispoerl damstnirely,wco
firmed by the June eleotions . I believed that that was th e
way it was and that one had to reconoile oneself to it .
WO : And after the USSR aocepted Mazowiecki's government and the Communist Party fell apart . did you
still play the role of the lightning rod ?
WJ . : Yes . All the time I was aware that thc inevitabl e
clashes of the old with the new would hit me this way o r
another and that my duty was to cushion the shock o f
such collisions . The state administration and seourity ser vices often reported dismissals and discrimination. I di d
my best to allav those fears and complaints, to calm the m
down. I said it was necessary to go through all that . O n
the other hand, I tried to preserve the values which I
considered important. For example, in December 1989 ,
during the ohanges to the constitution, I made sure tha t
the clause defining Poland as a "democratic state of law "
was supplemented with the phrase "bascd on the principle of social justice ." Thus, I tried to mollify the resistance to changes among people of my persuasion . and
simultaneouslv to sustain certain elements of continuity
within that whioh was new .
WO: What about foreign policv? When the Berlin Wal l
came down and Eastern Europe was convulsed by a wav e
of revolutions. the lightning rod was no longer necessary .
WJ: It was . But then it was directed in some other direotion, which, incidentally, was for me a great surprise . I
alwavs had good relations with Gorbachev, based on mu tual trust and respect . But it soon appeared—howeve r
strange it might sound—that for the people of the West, I
was a factor increasing the credibility of our transformations and their continuation . From the very beginning ,
politicians, senators . and businessmen swarmed into th e
Belweder . I wondered and asked : "Why are you comin g
to me, if you have people more like vou in the govern-
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ment?" It was explained to me that they wanted to mak e
sure that the changes in Poland would endure . "We kno w
Mazowieoki and Skubiszewski would say that . We respect and admire them . but they stand on one foot. while
there is always the other one . And if that line of develop ment is confirmed by Jaruzelski, and with him by th e
armv and securitv forces hc oontrols, it means that th e
transformation in Poland has staved the course ." I believ e
that I did a lot in this regard, and I am confirmed in such a
belief when I talk to the Western politicians who mee t
me whenever I go to the West . like Helmut Schmidt an d
Francois Mitterand most recentlv .
WO : What kind of president is Walesa ?
WJ : I would not like to pass judgment .
WO: So how do you see his role? Is he more of a refere e
or is he rather the head of the executive ?
WJ: As a matter of fact . he is quite unclassifiable . Some of
his actions indicate that he is trying to make certain deci sions or give certain impulses in the manner of a chie f
executive . After all, he has a great, even decisive, influence upon the armv, security issues, foreign affairs, a s
well as on the public radio and television, and these ar e
the main instruments for exercising power . He also trie s
to put forward suggestions regarding specific economi c
policies, but these have received mixed receptions an d
the influence of the president in suoh matters is muc h
smaller . On the other hand, he sometimes aots as an arbi ter. Thus, his presidency is a kind of mixture .
WO: What model of the presidency do you consider best
for Poland ?
WJ: I think that, in the future, the best would be th e
model of a strong government, while the president shoul d
be a mediator, an arbiter. and most of all . an authority .
WO: And what arguments would vou use to support th e
parliamentary-cabinet system ?
WJ: Most of all the fact that the presidential system is a
kind of lottery and to a great extent depends on the personal characteristics of the man elected president . Whereas
a strong government, with parliamentary backing, gives
a better guarantee that decisions will be discussed and b e
more circumspect . Perhaps it will take longer to reac h
decisions, but they will have a more solid basis . Th
liamentary-cabinet system remains under public control.
epar
After all, the president. who is head of state, should not b e
attacked or even criticized frontally, while a governmen t
can be .
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WO : Would a government whioh is subordinate to Parliament be able to make decisions quiokly? Would it b e
effective ?
WJ : It is a difficult problem . Actually . attempts hav e
been made to give spccial powers to the government .
Thcse attempts are a signal that many believe that th e
government's ability to solve problems Is too constraine d
by parliamentary control .
WO: There are many such problems in the period o f
transformations . Would vou advocate giving speoial pow ers to the government duri n g this period and increasin g
the distanoe between government and Parliament ?
WJ : Yes . I would . And perhaps the president . too . shoul d
he equipped with certain rights which he could use t o
facilitate and accelerate the transformations . to make the m
more dynamic . I like the pur eparlimnty-cb
model . but . at the same time, it appears to me as something or an academic solution . It works best in a olea r
situation . in a stabilized demooracy . Whereas, in a perio d
of transformations, a larger effectiveness is called for .
which undoubtedly results in a strengthening of the office of president.
WO: Would you suggest passing a speoial constitutio n
for the period of transition ?
WJ : In this regard . I would be wary . The oonstitution i s
an extremely important dooument and writin g it wit h
the intention to ohange it substantially in a few year s
undermines its significance . I would not rush with th e
constitution . Perha p s it is a better idea to stra i g hten ou r
the Little Constitution . which one oan live with . and pu t
off adopting a final version of the constitution until th e
situation becomes more stable .
WO : And during that time, oitizens would be deprive d
of practical means for safeguardi n g their rights, becaus e
the provisions of 1952, still in force, neither give an y
guarantees nor provide any enforcement mechanisms .
WJ : In this case, the Little Constitution could be supple mented with the Bill of Rights . Anyway . I do not like th e
idea of beginning by degradin g the constitution with th e
assu m ption that it is an interim arra n g ement . While writing the oonstitution, one could think ahead . It could eve n
overstretoh its limits a little, with respeot to certain [so cial] issues, aspirations, and expeotations . Of oourse . I mea n
intentions and not entitlements which could trigger excessive claims . Anyway . I believe one should not rush t o
complete the final constitution . It should beoome crystal -

lized when the reforms are already on a steady course .
Then thc role of the p residency will also be treated wit h
less nervousness than it now is . when purely persona l
aspects play such a great role .
WO : As a result of the last eleotions, more than two thirds of the deputies and senators favor a weak presidency . At the same time more than half of the deputie s
spoke . in the eleotoral campaign, for slowing down o r
even halti n g the reforms . Does this new situation change
the role of the president in any way ?
WJ : Being for or against reforms . I believe . is more a
matter of implementation than of making fundamenta l
deoisions, because those have alreadv been made . However strange it may seem . the Parliament that resulte d
from the Round Table a greements took the decision s
which definitively changed the system . As for the implementation of the reforms, the president has relativel y
little to say . because that falls within the competence o f
the ministers . Those men are doing something, whethe r
slower or faster, better or worse . And will Presiden t
Walesa or Minister Wachowski do the rounds inspecting how the ministers work ?
WO : In two years . we are going to have presidentia l
elections . Do you think the president should have th e
backing of a strong parry, or should he rather refrai n
from associating himself with any party ?
WJ: I believe . in this respect . that one should be carefu l
about using the French or American model . In our Polis h
conditions . with such g reat disoord and strong confliots .
thc president in charge of a party would become a facto r
in those conflicts, and not a mediator . In more stabilized
democracies . free from suoh strong conflicts, the president can have his parry support . Here . he should first o f
all be a man of great personal authority . Of course . he ca n
have stronger support from some political groups . but h e
should not be a man of one party or its leader .
WO : But he must be chosen in one way or another . I n
direct popular elections with universal suffrage, how ca n
anyone become president who is not put forward or sup ported by a strong party ?
WJ : This depends exactly on what kind of model we ar e
going to ado p t : whether the p residential svstem or a parliamentarv-cabinet one . If it is the latter, then logically w e
should return to the election of president by thc Nationa l
Assembly . In that oasc, the president would be elected as a
result of an agreement among the parties . Of course . h e
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would thus gain the support of the majority, but he woul d
not be the leader of one camp, nor would he declare hi s
political sympathies explicitly in favor of one side .
WO: In other words, as you said after you were elected .
it would be easier for a president selected by a coalition o f
parliamentary parties to be the president of all the Poles."
And while in office, what did you think about the change s
in the constitution in 1990, just after the presidentia l
election by universal suffrage was introduced ?
WJ: It is paradoxical that Walesa and the Kaczvnsk i
brothers proposed the parliamentary model, whic
hnatu-ral yendsupnar owingdownthepresident'spre ogatives . The universal ballot was chosen by the group whic h
now forms the core of the Democratic Union . At tha t
rime they believed Tadeusz Mazowiecki would be elected .
who indeed, at the moment of the change in th
.-TenhtjaoviwdOsgrmpkuly
econstiu
f
course, popular elections have their tone and color, bu t
thev are in some way a lottery . The president does gain a
stronger position, but, on the other hand, a certain elemental force is at work . I cannot imagine Tvminski
winning 25 per cent of the votes in the National Assemblv. This is the best example of how emotions, even a
psychosis, could come into play . Thus, the universal bal lot could be more democratic, but, on the other hand, i t
leads to a great danger, particularly in an unstabl
,
.tAnidwoheParlmsfidocatlye
esituathe election of the president by the National Assembl y
.
cannot be accused of lacking in legitimacy
WO: And how will the president be elected in two years '
time? Who will become president ?
WJ: The election will certainlv still be bv universal suffrage . Of course, candidate number one is the curren t
president. But some other personages could appear, lik e
our ombudspersons : Professor Letowska or Professo r
Zielinski . who do not have a party background, but wh o
have a great chance of winning, due to their public popu larity .
WO : What changes in Poland in the last four years d o
you think were the best? And . in turn, what upsets yo u
most?
WJ: I am most happy to see my country take the democratic path . Although democracv is still in the stage of
infancv, there is no doubt that this is a great thing . My
other jov comes from the fact that we are becoming a
normal country in the sense of everyday life : trade . ser-
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vices, urban outlook . In one word, we have made a ste p
towards some rudimentary civilized conditions, whic h
we had painfully lackcd for decadcs . I could enumerate
some other changes for the better, but these two I consider the most important .
On the other hand. I am put off by the sharp socia l
and material polarization, and bv the pauperization of a
large parr of the society, and the lack of sufficient protection against poverty, sometimes very extreme . I am not
saving that somebodv is to blame, in some wav it ma v
have been inevitable, but it is sad all the same. My othe r
worry is the political struggle which often assumes outra geous and pathological forms—from all those accusation s
relating to the examination of the past and de-communization to internal warfare within the Solidarity camp .
Of course . I could also sav what a great thing it is tha t
Poland is an independent and sovereign state, but I woul d
not treat this as an achievement, because, if not fo r
Gorbachev and all those transformations, little would hav e
changed . But objectively it is certainly a great thing.
WO: As a general and a strategist, how would vou asses s
the current international and military situation ?
WJ: There's been a significant change in this respect .
Before, we had a greater sense of global threat . The world
was sharply divided. Two antagonistic camps bristle d
with nuclear warheads aimed at each other . And although
it was difficult even to think that a nuclear war coul d
break out. still the potential threat was there . On th e
other hand, there was a smaller risk of local conflict : we
never felt threatened by our closest neighbors, or bv th e
upheavals in their countries .
Nowadays, an East-West conflict is inconceivable, a t
least in the foreseeable future, because practically ther e
are no blocs anymore . Disarmament is underwav, so i n
the global sense we can feel secure . On the other hand,
the local threat is greater and this is an entirely new element in the international situation .
WO: You seem to be more of an optimist than durin g
our previous interview, three vears ago .
WJ: A moderate optimist, since it will still be a vale of
tears, as Professor Ralf Dahrendorf puts it . We surel y
live in a better world. However, we must not idealize it,
because freedom is not the onlv thing inscribed in it s
nature . There are also the numerous side-effects whic h
this freedom brings forth.
This interview was translated by Krzysztof Moscicki.
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ILIES C U
A Profile of President Ion Iliesc u
Elen aStefoi

Born on March 3, 1930 . Ion Iliescu studie
d
h1.csStianr9Mogl5mwb6deB,ust
dhyronami
the ladder of the communist system, from the students '
movement to the top of the hierarchy, winding up as a n
"in" of thc Ceausescus in the 1970 ' s. After a visit to
China, the dictator decided that Romania was to follo w
the Asian model and started to implement a cultural revolution . This was the moment when the schism betwee n
Iliescu and the Ceausescus occurred . Gradually ,Iliescu'
dissent enhanced his relationships with men of cultur e
and the arts who saw that Ceausescu's shift jeopardize d
the relative liberties and privileges they had enjoyed between 1965 and 1970 . While party and state leaders
were beginning to see the intellectuals as enemies, Iliesc u
was strengthening his image as their friend and protector .
Although he had fallen into disgrace between 1971 1989, the ideological opponent of the chief of state never theless held important positions within the parry apparatus. From these positions Iliescu succeeded in winnin g
the esteem of two distinct groups : his staff, who considered him to be a popular parry activist, open and kind :
and the intellectual elite, for whom he represented th e
onlv antidote to the obtusity of those in charge of re search, art and education . Over the years, it was th e
writers who—directly or indirectly—maintained th e
"mvth" of Ion Iliescu. For the cultural circles in Bucharest .
who, at the time, still had connections with the Western
world, Iliescu became a hope, a symbol almost, the longed for replacement of the general secretary of the party .
After 1985, a rumor circulated among intellectuals tha t
Iliescu was Gorbachev's favorite, and that the new leade r
of the Soviet Union had congratulated the dircctor of th e
technical publishing house in Bucharest on the occasio n
of New Year's eve . Iliescu took advantage of this skill fullv cultivated legend as well as of the events of 1989 . In
the long run, disputes within the Securitate and the rivalrv between this institution and the army became additional strong arguments in his favor . He was the onlv one

accepted by all parries in the conflicts . Moreover, all
those involved in the control, leadership and shaping o f
the old structures saw him as a guarantee of continuit y
and a promise for their own future . The former dissidents, well-known figures all over the country—due t o
their programs broadcast by Radio Free Europe and th e
Voice of America—had been on Iliescu's side for at least a
decade .
Still, for the large mass of revolutionaries as well a s
for the inhabitants of hundrcds of small towns and villages, Iliescu's name was practically unknown . He ha d
sent no letters of protest, had never gone to jail and ha d
never tried to leave the country . The mere fact that, o n
December 22, 1989 . the anti-Ceausescu group designate d
Iliescu president of the new ruling power (the Nationa l
Salvation Front Council . which, under pressure from th e
opposition, was rechristened the Interim Council for National Union) was enough for most Romanians to consider him the ideal chief of state from the very beginning .
During those revolutionary days the whole nation trul y
believed that he was a man of providence. Little by little ,
chose who had acclaimed him started to oppose him or t o
lodge accusations against him : first. the dissidents them selves, then the great majority of the artistic world ; part s
of the army and the old Securitate ; eventually, the members of the first postcommunist government and, lately ,
even certain members of the party on the list of which h e
ran for office (the National Salvation Front (NSF), tha t
first turned into the Democratic National Salvation Fron t
(DNSF), and then into the Social Democracy Party o f
Romania (SDPR) . Until the elections of May 1990, the
opposition described him as an inveterate communist an d
their favorite slogan expressed this belief: "For us, Iliesc u
/ Is a second Ceausescu!". while his supporters sang : "The
sun shines / When Iliescu comes!" In a highly charged
atmosphere in the big cities, with near calm prevailin g
elsewhere . Iliescu handily won the presidential elections
on Mav 20 . 1990 . the other two candidates garnerin g
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only 15 percent of the vote .
For the new president-eleot, the two-year provisiona l
term was as little more than an asset he could exploit o r
lose in the autumn of 1992 . when the elections set by th e
eleotoral law were to take place . A troublesome period
followed . Its most difficult moments, together with the
experience of a former parry aotivist, put their stamp o n
the style of thinking, deciding and acting of the president .
First of all, the hostility of the press took the former firs t
secretary . accustomed in the past to the friendliness o f
journalists, bv surprise . Although he claimed to favor th e
multiparty system, the president reacted either violentl y
or by making serious political blunders every time he ha d
to face the crossfire of his politioal opponents or of Romanian and foreign journalists . Also, the open antagonis m
manifested by many of the writers and artists whom th e
president once supported seemed to him totally unfair .
The more his former friends asked him to withdra w
completely from the political arena so that they migh t
replace him, the more he sought to increase his power s
vis-a-vis the next legislature . Finally, his spectaoular brea k
with Petre Roman, the ex-prime minister and the split o f
the partv that supported him in the 1990 elections, estranged the chief of state from the new political generation, brought into the center of attention only bv its participation in the revolution . All these faotors justified th e
turn of the presidency towards the communist-nationalist group, loyal to Ceausescu till the end, that has neve r
stopped proclaiming that the death of the diotator mus t
be avenged . Fearing his new opponents. Iliescu aooepte d
an alliance with those who were not afraid to assert that
the revolution was a mistake . Deeply stung by criticis m
in the press and alwavs inclined to take it for slander, an d
also vexed by the air of independence of Petre Roman' s
cabinet, the interim president, at a certain moment, feare d
being deserted by all those with whom he embarked
upon a new road in December 1989 . The former
nomenclatura, the nationalist Securitate (that for year s
opposed the cosmopolitan wing of the Securitate), as wel l
as manv opportunists took advantage of this delicate psy chological moment. The mineriade of June 1990, whe n
coal miners stormed into Bucharest, was but a consequence of this lack of confidence . It oreated a new web o f
complicities between the president and the forme r
Securitate, now renamed the Romanian Intelligence Service (RIS) . It also hastened the removal of Petre Roman's
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government . As the prime minister was of Jewish origin ,
the whole conflict was given an ethnic interpretation ,
although it was a conflict between two different generations—one trained in Moscow, the other in the West—
and a struggle of the old communists to make a comebac k
in politics . After Romans government was toppled, a n
event approved of and looked forward to by the president, extremist parties (anti-Hungarian . anti-semitic )
openly took the offensive . Iliescu was forced to organiz e
his electoral campaign of the following year taking int o
account these new opponents and striving to win thei r
good will. The political game switched over to the relationship between the presidency and these forces whic h
could no longer be overlooked . Thev took the precautio n
of keeping Iliescu at arm's length proposing their ow n
candidate for the presidential eleotions while eventuall y
giving Iliescu their votes, but only on the second ballot .
The September 1992 victory was difficult and conditional . Iliescu obtained 61 .43 percent of the total vote s
against 38 .57 percent scored by the united oppositio n
candidate . It was not long before the extremists—th e
socialists and the ultranationalists-became his indispens able allies, offering their support to the government, sinc e
Iliescu's party did not gain more than a relative majorit y
this time (28 percent of the seats in the Chamber of Depu ties and Senate) . The price for their support has bee n
terrible : the obstruction of pro-reform initiatives in Parliament . Moreover, an increasing number of the members of the governing parties are drawn to their side . Th e
president himself has to answer for his oautious attitud e
towards the Jewish community, for the acceptance of th e
conditions imposed bv the International Monetary Fund ,
for the concessions made to the Hungarian minority i n
exchange for Romania's participation in the Counoil of
Europe and, last but not least, for a militarv opening t o
the West. Caught between antidemocratic alliances an d
irreparable conflicts with the reformist opposition (whic h
demands a clear-cut break with the extremists), the presi dent prefers the status quo, dalliance and the slow transformation of former communists into supporters of a
market economy .
Although he facilitated and endorsed the reappointment of communists to kev positions, the president's im age seems to improve and his prestige to increase . Eve n
his most inveterate opponents have come to consider hi m
a subtle politician . More than one year after Iliescu' s
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election to a four-year term, the opposition admits tha t
his experience as a former party activist is a real advantage . The disunity of thc opposition parties . the sabota g e
and compromisi n g actions against the press, the more o r
less important movements in the political arena . all these
are supposedly the result of the presidency's initiatives o r
idiosyncrasies . The presidency can boast of Romania' s
admission to the Council of Europe and the granting o f
most-favored nation status . Above all . Romania'
s tabil tydespiteitsbeingwedgedbetwe ntwohotbedso f
war, is a feather in the president's cap .
Iliescu reshaped his presidential staff right after h e
was inaugurated, in October 1990 . By law, the presidential staff should consist of 180 members, but because th e
president adopted an austerity budget . only 115 members are now employed . There are five presidential advis ers in charge of the five main fields of activity : th e
economy . law and order and defense . foreign relations .
the reform and relations with political parties and trad e
unions . The person in charge of the foreign affairs department also covers relations with the press and acts as a
spokesman for the presidency . These five advisers are
those who select the president's contacts—each in his spe cific field .
The economic thought of the president has under gone an evolution : in 1990 the advisers in the presidential officc rcgarded Roman's government as being muc h
too reformist . Now the president ' s advisers support accelerating the p ace of reform, and make strenuous cffort s
to counterbalance both the inertia and the conservatis m
of the Vacaroiu cabinet . But the evolution of Iliescu' s
economic thought has not been accompanied by an evolution in his political attitude and behavior : The president still believes that both the press and the oppositio n
are to be blamed for the crisis in the country . In hi s
relations with the press. thc opposition. or the public figures who oppose him . Iliescu has remained the same .
Although he likes to be considered a man of self-control . a
man open to dialog and a supporter of openness . the president has to make strenuous efforts to keep his temper i n
check. Irritable, suspicious and inclined to look for hid den motives beneath anv criticism . hc easily passes fro m
rage to smiling diplomacy in the course of a single sentence . Emotive, talkative to the point of garrulousness .
eager to be loved and praised by everybody. Ion Iliesc u
endures criticism but does not consider it necessary .

An Interview with President Ion Iliesc u
On November 23, 1993 Elena Stefoi interviewed President Io n
Iliescu for the East European Constitutional Review . The
interview took place at the old Royal Palace in Bucharest, which
is now the president's residence .
Elena Stefoi : Your Excellency, you have been President of Romania for almost four years now . If vou wer e
to do a self-portrait, what would you describe as the ma jor assets and shortcomings of the "Ion Iliescu Approach" ?
Ion Iliescu : First of all . I think it is necessary to defin e
certain aspects of the situation more accurately . The first
five months after December 1989 were actuallv a perio d
in which the new state institutions had merely temporarv structures . I was president of the National Salvatio n
Front council, which came into being during the night of
December 22 . 1989 . Then, in February 1990, we consti tuted the Interim Council for National Union, a sort o f
interim parliament over which I presided . But it was
only in May 1990 that I was elected for the first time to a
two-year term . It was then that the first Parliament wa s
also elected, which, as a Constitutional Assembly, elabo rated the new constitution of Romania and provided th e
basis for the local and general elections that took place i n
1992. Therefore . mv mandate as president—according t o
this new democratic constitution—began not earlier tha n
October 1992.
As to my approach to leadership . my personal features notwithstandi n g , it derives directly from the provi sions of the constitution . which provides an accurate de scription of the place and role of the presidency as well a s
of the president himself within the structure of the Romanian constitutional state . It is difficult for me to com pose a self-portrait . Of course, I strive to observe constitu tional principles, to keep within the limits drawn by the
mandate and prerogatives of the president in the powe r
framework, as a mediator among the three branches of
power : legislative, executive and judicial branches, o n
the one hand, and between the state and the politica l
institutions, bodies and civil organizations of Romania n
society, on the other hand . I believe I have always bee n
open to dialog and this . I think. may characterize m y
entire political evolution : a high degree of receptivity an d
tolerance as well as a constant interest in considering di vergent opinions . As a matter of fact, this interest ha s
triggered sharp criticism for . during this difficult period .
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even political people seem eager to disapprove of the tol erance of the chief of state .
ES : Has entering the political arena right after Nicola e
Ceausescu in anv wav created special problems for yo u
regarding the fashioning of a certain presidential image ;
or have you succeeded from the vcry beginning in lcaving aside all the elements which manv potential candidates might have considered a psychological complex ?
II : So far as I am concerned, I have never suffered fro m
such a complex and it is quite easv to point out whv . I
believe that many publications which trv to maintai n
[that I suffer from] such a state of mind, as well as certai n
political opponents who have always been eager to fin d
similitudes between mvself and Ceausesou, themselve s
suffer from a psychological complex . Those who came to
know me and have followed my political evolution ar e
clearly aware that such an association [with Ceausescu ]
cannot be made . Within the political framework, I hav e
alwavs stood for the opposite in terms both of mentalit
y
and conduct. This is also the case regarding the means o f
tackling problems and approaching people. This attitud e
of mine was in fact the reason whv, in 1971, w e
[Ceausescu and I] had to part ways so thoroughly.
ES: And vet. in Romania the presidency was created by
a decree issued bv the last general secretary of the Com munist Party . In your opinion, could this "original sin "
influence the attitude of common citizens towards th e
presidency and maybe alter its relationships with othe r
branches of power ?
II: I do not see why you make this connection betwee n
the presidency and Ceausescu's oonstitution, which did
nothing more than establish the title of president of state .
This function has, in fact, existed before—under differen t
names, it is true. Take Gheorghiu-Dej, for instance . H e
was no less an authoritative chief of state than Ceausescu ,
although the title used was general seoretary . Mv opinion is that Romania's first president was Alexandru Cuza ,
who was elected in 1869 bv the law-making bodies of th e
time . He was not the traditional ruler of roval desoen t
who came to have this right by birth, nor was he brough t
from abroad and artificially placed within the Romania n
power structures . Actually, he was neither ruler nor kin g
but the first historical figure who installed this demooratic form of leadership . That is why I do not believe i n
the influence of what you called "the original sin ." Of
course. the image of the presidency is hard to build dur -
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ing this period of transition . It may easily be distorte d
through the influence exerted by certain pressure group s
and the mass media . And the effort made in this directio n
is not minor, to say the least. When talking about th e
existing situation, we havc to focus first of all upon th e
role of the presidential institution, the way it is defined i n
the constitution, and then thoroughly to analyze the development of our political life . Are there anv similarities
between todav's political . social, intellectual and cultura l
practices and those of five years ago? Can you imagine
conducting an interview with the then president? Or th e
mass media even thinking about making the slightes t
insinuation about those in power ?
ES: In a country so haunted bv the memory and consequences of dictatorship . where politicians still bear traces
of anti-democratic attitudes, do you believe that the mer e
existence of a constitution that legitimates the separatio n
of powers will suffioe? Is our past adding to the problems
of the presidencv, or does the office function as any simi lar institution in the West ?
II : Of course, we are facing an additional problem . No t
only the presidency, but the entire climate is affected .
The adoption of a constitution is not enough . Still, it i s
essential, since the rest is shaped by this fundamental law :
the new legislation, the institutions and the relations between them, political and social practices . the social bodies that exercise control over those in power . This possibility of oontrol was non-existent in the past . There were
no institutions that stood for social interests against thos e
in power—and this includes the person holding the highest rank within state. We have now created these bodie s
and they function, although sometimes they tend t o
overdo it when criticizing . Of oourse, this tendency i s
present even in the political life of countries with a more
settled history . I am perfectly aware that we have t o
consolidate the democratic machinery by every means .
Bodies for disciplining the abusive tendencies of those i n
power alreadv exist . I sincerelv hope that in the nea r
future we shall be able to consolidate the relations between state institutions, be they governmental or non governmental . and the institutions of civil society . Rinsing the past out of our system is not a mattcr that concern s
the presidency only, but also the entire body of society .
Romanian society as a whole is undergoing a process o f
ripening . Unfortunately, in politics this process develop s
against the background of a difficult economic situation ,
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typical of all the countries that used to be part of a certai n
system of intercorrclations . The elements severely affecting the economic and social situation also hinder the process of strengthening structures and relationships in th e
political arena . Nevertheless we have to be optimistic.
ES: Romanian society still oscillates between denying o r
defying authority and needing order or discipline imposed or ensured by state bodies . During this span of tim e
you have often been the target of reproaches for bein g
either too dictatorial or too cautious . too liable to be influ enced or too lenient . Have you, in fact, adjusted you r
own personality to a certain preconceived model of th e
democratic presidency or . on the contrary, do you consider that the image of the presidency is assuming th e
main characteristics of Ion Iliescu . the man?
II: Certainly . this p eriod is not lacking inpsycholgia
complexes that we have to overcome together . On the
one hand, there is an attempt to defend oneself agains t
the restoration of certain old practices that are known t o
have caused Romanian society such a trauma, that, i n
fact, triggered the mass reaction of December 1989, culminating in the violent abolition of the old state structures . A persistent sensitivity towards any possibility o f
reinstalling old practices has therefore been felt . On th e
other hand, the authoritative factors in society have been
weakened . which affects the citizen . not only in a positiv e
wav, but also in a negative way . A thoroughly organize d
state cannot exist without state authority and withou t
authorities capable of defending the interests of the socia l
body as well as of the citizens . A French politician used t o
say that democracy begins when a policeman is show n
respect. With us, the previously existing authority ha s
been destroved and another one, of a new type, is onl y
slowly being built . Even the agencies of power are subject to complexes . The institutions for public order hesitate when they are to employ their specific prerogatives .
I am absolutely sure that during this period any presiden t
would be facing the same problems, no matter who h e
might be . I have always paid heed to these intricat e
equations that any chief of state would encounter .
ES: When the constitution was ratified, you were th e
elected chief of state with a two-year term . As such, yo u
had the right to propose various amendments concernin g
the activity of one or another branch of power . Have yo u
resorted to this prerogative and, if so . what was you r
intention politically?

II: The president was not given ample possibilities o f
legislative initiative either before or after the ratificatio n
of the constitution. I have not envisaged such
.Farfombeingpsvctrouialfe
aposiblty
I
have always tried to maintain an ongoing dialog wit h
both the legislative and executive powers . Of course, I
have followed with great interest the debates over provisions of the constitution and, before this, the debates o n
the electoral law that provided a basis for constitutiona l
principles . I have met several times with the commission ,
charged with drawing up the electoral law, which ha d
been set up by the Interim Council for National Union .
We had to establish several basic principles of the syste m
of governing, and there were no differences of opinion o n
the subject . No party expressed any intention to re-establish the monarchy . for instance, althou gh the leaders of
the National Peasant Party, which today proclaim them selves to be monarchists, were free to do so . For at the
time they, too, were republicans, as we all were. Among
other things, we had to choose between a bicameral and a
unicameral parliament and, at the same time, to define its
functions as a constituent assembly . We also had to decide whether the president should be elected or appointe d
bv Parliament . We all agreed that the president shoul d
be elected directlv by the people . Moreover, the opposition vehemently pleaded for this, as they were afraid tha t
a parliament dominated by a certain political group woul d
impose a president of the same political stripe . In m y
opinion . a unicameral p arliament would have been mor e
appropriate for this difficult stage, which requires intricate legislative activity . But I did not try to impose m y
opinion by all possible means . Several reasons were give n
in support of the bicameral formula—the Romanian tradition. the example of civilized states, etc ..—and, of course,
it came out the winner . And now the procedures prove
to be slow and therefore the legislative process is delayed ,
while it would have been necessarv—at least for a certai n
period—to be able to pass quickly the legislation needed
for economic reform, for social life, and for other sector s
of activity.
ES: The present parliamentarv configuration and th e
conservatism of a certain part of the governing parr v
favors either an isolation of the presidencv and the subordination of its initiatives or the opposite situation, that o f
the president supervising the will of the parliamentar y
majority . How would you explain the fact that you r
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allies, on whose support you should in fact rely . reiec t
some or your initiatives in foreign policy as well a smany
of your pro-rerorm action s
II: I have been opposed only by certain persons belonging to extraminority groups . In fact, the peculiarity
of
this Parliament is that we do not have a majority grou p
and, as alwavs in such circumstances, the equilibrium I s
unsteady . There is a great need for parliamentar
acy to rally one or another member or political group
ydiplom
to
the legislative initiatives of the [governing] party, whic h
holds no more than one-third of the total number of seat s
in the two chambers. Since we live in a world of plural ism, it is only natural to have different opinions, even
within the same parry, all the more so among different
political groups . A man can be supported on oertai n
questions and contradicted on otners. and I am no exception to this ruie.
ES: Inevitably, the political assets of the governin gparty
diminish over time and, inevitably, a gap appears between you and your part-v . Under these circumstances ,
would it be better for the presidency to set up a government of todav and vesterdav, instead of maintaining th e
present alliances, dangerous as thev are . when we think
that the parties in the pro-governmental coalition count .
not on the success of the reform . but on its failure ?
II: When traversing hard times, those in power ris k
discovering their positions gradually erode . I invited the
opposition twice to talk over sharing the burden of governing. In 1990 . when we held an absolute majority . so
we had no need for widcr political support . we nevertneless invited the other parries to loin us in forming a coali tion government . Mv proposition was amiably or cvnically rejected . I was perfectly aware that the eoonomi c
situation was going to deteriorate and that the oppositio n
was going to score points by oriticizing the government .
We resumed our talks after the eleotions of autumn 1992 .
In the meantime the situation had changed . We no longe r
had a majority parry, so we had to resort to one of th e
possible formulas . I put forward several altcrnatives. One
of them was a government of national unity . I beoam e
the target of ridicule . There are voices still claiming that a
government of national unity would mean the suppression of the opposition . But my proposition was not a
formal one . I considered then, and I still do. that in th e
history of a country there are oertain moments when th e
existence of a shared platform is imperative in order to
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overcome straitened circumstances . Brutally or grace fully. I was onoe again turned down . Mr. Corneli u
Coposu, the leader of the opposition, was absolutely positive that the government would not last . Also . I put
forward the alternative ot a political pact to set out the
fundamental characteristics of the action required fo r
strengthening the democratic process . for promoting reform and social protection . Once again mv proposal wa s
turned down . And now, these very parties of the opposition are annoyed that the government has celebrated it s
first anniversarv, and they are striving to overthrow it .
But now, in the existing parliamentarv configuration ,
another formula for rallying political forces is totally unrealistic and unfair, for this would mean tearing the governin g parry in two . Personally, I do not believe it is a
matter or being reformist or antireformist . as the opposition claims : its only that some people understand bette r
than others the essenoc of the reform and the wavs an d
means ot promoting it . I am absolutely certain that nobody can truly believe that the old system might com e
back . Romania cannot survive with an autarkic economv .
Such a system might suit Russia, China, or the U .S., but
even these countries would not take the risk . With u s
there is nothing to go back to, for we cannot afford t o
return to a controlled structure that, up to 1989, was part
of a system of controlled economies . Redistribution wa s
carried out . not according to economic principles, but o n
a political basis which no longer exists . Only peopl e
without any political culture may still believe that a come baok is p ossible . Going forward can be achieved only by
implementing reform . Yet. between this truth and actually setting up the framework there is a wide range o f
options and opportunities . It is a matter of approach:
certain groups are for swiftly excluding state interference
in the economy, a move that is totally unrealistic an d
practically impossible : other groups . on the contrary, favor the idea of the state getting involved even where it s
interference is not acceptable . We may have differen t
opinions, but in fact we are pulling at the same voke ,
whether we like it or not . Personally . I regard these
matters in a more detached way, and I don't have th e
feeling that I am moving away fatally from the governin g
parry . Actually, nobody can claim to have the right solutions. This would be impossible . We all learn as w e
progress, so I am not impressed by the declared opennes s
to reform of certain members of the opposition . Either
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they have never assumcd any responsibility or they hav e
proved incapable of doing their job in a cabinet . Bi g
words solve nothing . I prefer those who do something ,
even if they might occasionally make a mistakc .
ES : Mr . President, sir, while your position grows stron ger and Western governments get over their prejudice s
or dissatisfaction regarding Romania . the situation withi n
the country is worsening, and Romanians experienc e
parliamentarism more as a futile show than as a guarantee of democracy . Is the presidenoy concerned about th e
social effects if . during this stage of transition . the idea of a
multiparty system is discredited% If the answer is positive, what means oan the president employ in order t o
influenoe the evolution of political action and to steer i t
into an irreversibly democratic groove ?
II : The deterioration of living conditions is a reality : it i s
inevitably so . since our industrial output is half what i t
was in 1989, and that was a year of crisis . I strongl y
believe that it is imperative to leave aside disputes and t o
pool our efforts in an attempt to repair this situation .
There is proof that this ycar a great deal has been done t o
promote reform and . in spite of all difficulties, the gov ernment has taken the most spectacular measurcs, triggering the most severe social effects . For the common
citizen, the notion of democraoy means more than parlia mentary disputes and the impertinent remarks of th e
press about those in power . Democracy must be reflecte d
in living conditions, and this is only natural, after such a
long period of deprivation . The presidency has had a n
unremitting concern for a direct approach to the problems of the economy . i .e . . output increases an d
privatization . Not long ago I created a presidential ooun cil which comprises economists from all political partie s
and is meant to help acoelerate the reform paoe and to
elaborate a long-term strategy . Governments come an d
go ; what we need is to organize our efforts into a longterm perspective . We have to know where we are heading and how to build up this future structure of the Romanian economy and society . When I initiated this advi sory council comprising specialists in economics and so cial analvsis . I started from the idea that finding an answer to these problems is a must.
ES : Don't you think that the imputations systematicall y
brought against the press and opposition are in fact two edged swords . and that by compromising these important segments of a free society an underground effect is

created—part of the electorate distrusts the democrati c
process—and a certain nostalgia for the past is stimulated ?
And this in a moment when, more than ever, a need fo r
rapid and total adjustment to the market eoonomy i s
greatly felt. so that mechanisms for controlling abuses o f
power are accepted ?
II : We are all in the middle of an ample . complex and
consuming prooess . It's a matter of adjusting ourself t o
survive this incendiary period . Whv should politica l
power . which is the target of disloval and ill-willed at tacks . both from political opponents and from the press ,
feel obliged to rescue its assailants? So far as I am concerned . I consider myself to be a realistic politician : I have
no resentments and I have never responded to these at tacks . On the contrary . I have always cried to keep i n
touch with people on whom I should otherwise hav e
turned my baok . for the simple reason that a segment o f
our society trusts them, and I respect that . I cannot b e
accused of trying to discredit the actions of the press . O n
the contrary, I encouraged them . A more conciliatin g
and open attitude is hard to imaginc . Not long ago I
asked the competent department of the government t o
forward concrete proposals for solving problems that pub lications have to faoe—problems concerning the price o f
paper . distribution and transportation .
ES : The changes in the penal code . recently passed b y
the Senate . limit to an unacceptable extent the rights t o
hold and freely express opinions provided in the constitu tion . In case these restrictions will be p assed by thc Cham ber or D e p uties as well . do you think the p residency wil l
promulgate the law ?
II : I do not vet know how the relevant article in the draft
law was formulated in the Senate . On the one hand, I
think there is a tendency to exaggerate . On the othe r
hand . I do not understand why certain people identif y
themselves with delinquents in the press . All over th e
world, the press is penalized for affronts to persona
nity and for slander . Whv this abnormal reaction whe
ldig
n
it comes to stipulating in the penal code what other coun tries have stipulated long ago? The text adopted by th e
Senate might be awkward here and there . Still, the procedure for the Chamber of Deputies to make the necessary corrections exists . I am not in favor of press limitation . I do not believe that . in our socially unbalance d
situation . primitive measures will make our press mor e
civilized or give it credibility . The press should adop t
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ethical and deontological norms to sanction by its ow n
initiative those who are not worthv of the status of journalist . Unfortunately, this profession is not capable o f
suoh an action, either . Speaking about authority, wh y
should the judiciary, for instance, interfere in a matte r
concerning, in fact, a professional group? My position o n
this would be as follows : I would not appeal to the pena l
code, but to the power of the press .
ES: Can organizational restructurings within the minis trv of defense be perceived as an attempt to subordinat e
the army to the presidency? In your opinion, do thos e
who say that the defense ministry, the foreign ministry
and the Romanian Intelligence Servioe are key institutions making decisions according to your instructions ,
thus favoring the transformation of a semipresidentia l
republic into a presidential republic, have any ground fo r
their fears ?
II : These opinions express complexes that we have al readv discussed . Thev are residues of ideological intoxication. Otherwise, thev do not have any basis in ou r
politioal practice . The rules stipulated in our constitution

do not allow abuse and arbitrary power in any institution . Even where the president can take certain initiatives, for example in foreign policy . when treaties are
negotiated they are submitted to Parliament for ratification . In our country, the accredited institutions have al l
the necessary instruments for control .
ES: Are you concerned over the possibilitv of a conflic t
breaking out between the presidency and Parliament?
II: Controversies between state institutions are common
in every country in the world : be it between presiden t
and Parliament, president and government, or government and Parliament . This is onlv natural in any democratic structure. Otherwise all structures would be aligne d
to one single will . The occurrenoe of divergences doe s
not mean the obstruction of our political evolution . Rathe r
the opposite . Controversy is a stimulus towards development, towards the perfection of our democratic processes .
Bucharest Elena Stefoi is the editor-in-chief of Dilema Review ,
and press correspondent for Radio France International i n
Bucharest.

SURVEY OF PRESIDENTIAL POWERS : FORMAL AND INFORMAL
On September 17-19, 1993, the Ccnter for the Study of Constitutionalism in Eastern Europe held a workshop at th e
Central European University in Budapest . Participants delivered papers that outlined the de jure and de facto powers o f
the postcommunist presidents in Eastern Europe . Some of the issucs raised at the workshop are explored in the essay s
that follow .
Belarus is the only state in Cen tral and Eastern Europe withAlexander Lukashuk
out a president. The ide a
of introducing a presidency has been debated in Belaru s
since 1990 . Various conceptions of a Belarusian presidencv are reflected in four successive oonstitutional drafts .
The debate over whether and how to introduce such a n
office into the political system of Belarus mirrors the tens e
social and economic situation in the republio and reflect s
the continuously shifting balance of its main politica l
forces.
Opponents of a presidenoy in Belarus point out tha t
presidencies in former Soviet republics have not improve d
the life of the people . The war between the president an d
Parliament in Moscow also did little to make the idea of a

Belarus
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presidenoy in Belarus more popular . The real reason fo r
the absence of a presidency in Belarus is somewhat simpler . Sinoe the beginning of Gorbachev's reforms, Belarus '
leadership has earned a reputation for conservativismits leaders have been none too hasty in implementin g
new ideas . The formula, If it ain't broke don't fix it, ha s
been invoked repeatedly, even though "it," in this case ,
has long been "broken ."
Belarus' leadership defends its record by pointing ou t
that, until recently, the standard of living in the republi c
has been slightly higher than that of Russia and the Commonwealth states and continues to fare a little bit bette r
than elsewhere in the former Soviet Union . This may b e
true . but Belarus was always slightly better off than othe r
republics and the present gap merely reflects the statu s
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quo ante.
a
The current form of government in Belarus
pure parliamentary republic) is inherited from communist times . The problem is that Soviet parliaments ha d
never been anything more than a fig leaf on the body o f
communist totalitarianism . Real power belonged to th e
Communist Party and its committees which represente d
the vertical line of power and funotioned, in effect, as a
presidential power . This system was more or less working and achieving its goals .
When communist structures began to collapse, th e
hitherto decorative parliaments in the Soviet republic s
found themselves the highest legitimate power in thei r
respective countries. The executive organs of the government also faced increased res p onsibility due, in part, to
the ineffioienoy of the inexperienced legislatures . Besides. the idea of a division of power . antitotalitarian in its
essence . was steadily making its way . conquering new
adherents and tcrritories . In an attempt to retain thei r
ruling role . communist leaders began to move from their
party headquarters to parliamentary and governmenta l
offices .
After the Russian Parliament elected Gorbachev presi dcnt of Russia . communist leaders in the republics followed Gorbachev's example by seeking similar endorsements from their own Parliaments . New presidents wer e
sprouting up all over the Soviet Union like mushroom s
after a warm shower. As usual . Belarus lagged behind .
The first practical attempt to introduce a presidenc y
in Belarus came in the summer of 1991 . Thc commissio n
on the work of the Soviets and local governments of th e
Supreme Soviet of the BSSR suggested changes to th e
constitution—among them. a new chapter on a presidency .
The draft was first approved bv the communist leader ship of the republic . At that time . the ohairman of th e
Supreme Soviet was a former secretary of the Centra l
Committee of the Communist Parry of Belarus (CPB) .
The council of ministers was chaired by another CP B
leader . In all likelihood, the office of the president wa s
intended to go to the top party apparatchik . Anato l
Malafeeu.
That first draft introduced a made-to-order presidency, after a classic communist pattern : to acoumulate as
much power as possible and, at the same time, to escap e
responsibility . The president was proclaimed head o f
state and head of the executive . He was to represent the

republic in international relations . to sign and to vet o
laws. to protect Belarus sovereignty from decrees of th e
government
of the USSR. to abolish acts of the executiv e
and to suspend deoisions of the local legislature .
The office of chairman of the Counoil of Ministers
was preserved . The president was to name a oandidat e
for chairman . with appointment and dismissal subject t o
a vote of Parliament . Vice-chairmen and all minister s
were to be appointed or dismissed by the president on his
own authority . The president was also given the right t o
ban strikes . (This regulation was obviouslv prompted b y
a mass strike in Belarus in the spring of 1991 which
intensely alarmed authorities .) It is worth mentionin g
that the draft did not require the president to relinquis h
his membershi p in a politioal party or any other organization which pursued political ends . (Later renunoiation o f
party affiliations became obligatory in all constitutiona l
drafts of the former Soviet republios .) As there was n o
Belarusian army vet, the constitution did not discuss th e
responsibilities of a commander in chief .
In 1991, the ideas of democracy could no longer b e
completely ignored by the authors of the draft. The president was to be popularlv elected by direct secret ballot fo r
a term of five years . and could serve no more than tw o
consecutive terms . Candidates could be no younger tha n
35 and no older than 65 years of age . The draft did no t
give the president the right to dismiss or suspend th e
Parliament . At the same time, the Parliament oould impcach the president if he were to violate the constitutio n
or to commit a crime .
This first attem p t to introduce a presidency by amending the existing socialist constitution came too late to tak c
effect . Less than two months later, the coup d'etat o f
August 1991 erupted . After it . the Communist Party o f
Belarus was suspended . and the chairman of the Suprem e
Soviet. Dzemiantsei . was removed from office. Thus, th e
first attempt to introduoe a presidency in Belarus died ou t
without being put into practice .
Since that time, the debate over the shape of th e
presidency of the republic has taken place in the frame work of new constitutional drafts . The first draft published in December 1991 included a chapter on a presidenov which, in fact. copied the previously mentioned
proposal of Tune 1991 . Several issues in this draft oonstitution provoked heated debate . The issue of the presidency was amon g the most contentious topics . The stron-
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gest opponents of a presidency in Parliament were th e
opposition partv, Bclarusian Popular Front, and the ne w
chairman of the Supreme Soviet, Stanislau Shushkevich .
Taking into acoount the growing dominance of th e
executive in the republic and the embryonic traditions o f
the Belarusian Parliament, the opposition, anxious to be gin reforms in Belarus, feared that a presidency migh t
obstruct their reform agenda . Shushkevich's position wa s
all the more interesting, since, according to polls, he ha d
the best chances of being elected president . His view ,
echoed by some, was that a presidency should not b e
introduced for at least three vears . During this period .
the parliament was to learn its role and strengthen it s
position to better resist totalitarian encroachments by a
president.
Be that as it may, the parliamentary majority vote d
ro introduoe a presidenoy . But the constitutional commission had to take into account the public mood which .
after the failed Moscow coup, associated the introductio n
of a strong leader with totalitarianism . Consequently ,
the seoond constitutional draft, published in August 1992 ,
specified the powers of the presidency in a different way .
The draft suggested a presidential-parliamentarv republic. The president was placed at the head of the state bu t
was granted no executive powers. He was supposed to
guarantee the separation of powers . Among other differences from precious versions, one mav notice the ban o n
membership in political parties . The draft provided tha t
onlv a citizen of the republic who had lived within it s
boundaries for at least tcn years could be elected president . This time no upper age limit for oandidates wa s
established .
In general, the powers were better balanced in th e
second draft than in the first . The president was strippe d
of certain rights and granted others . Thus, the presiden t
was onlv to propose to Parliament a candidate for th e
chairman of the government, but Parliament itsclf appointed him or her as well as all other ministers. Thi s
meant that the president would be obliged to announc e
only the names alreadv proposed by the parliamentary
majority . The president's power in filling major stat e
posts was diminished : he or she oould propose onlv candi dates for the chairmanship of the Supreme Court and th e
Supreme Economic Court, as well as the proseoutor general. The final decision was to be taken by Parliament .
Parliament, not the president, was to form and dissolve
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ministries and other state organs.
But in addition to such ceremonial duties as bestowing awards, appointing ambassadors, and granting citizenship and pardons . the president was equipped with a
number of powers that enabled him to play a significan t
role in the republic . The most important of these was th e
right to dissolve Parliament . This power . however, wa s
limited to rwo cases . The president could dissolve th e
legislature if it should fail to approve the governmen t
within six months or if it should pass a vote of no confidence against the government more than twice in a singl e
year.
Critics maintained that the president's functions were
ambiguous . There were also several obvious inaccuracie s
in the draft. It was difficult to understand, for instance ,
why the president's declaration of a state of emergenc y
had to be approved by Parliament . while his declaration s
of martial law or his call for a mobilization did not re quire parliamentary approval .
The next presidential debate took plaoe at the 12t h
session of the Supreme Soviet in May 1993 . In 1992, th e
deputies failed to reach agreement on several crucial is sues. All they managed to do was to set some rathe r
controversial guidelines for the Constitutional Commission . The new ohapter on a presidencv showed a rathe r
dubious shift toward a presidential republic .
The president was once again deemed head of state
and head of the executive . He or she was to form and
dissolve ministries . appoint and dismiss ministers and certain judges . The president would have the right to sig n
and veto laws . and to suspend decisions of local soviets .
He or she was to chair the security counoil of Belarus and
was proclaimed commander-in-chief. Manv points in the
chapter on the presidency dealing with election and duties of the president, as well as his removal from th e
office, remained unchanged or changed onlv slightly i n
comparison with previous drafts .
However, some of the powers attributed to the president bv the earlier drafts were removed . Thus, the president had the right only to present Parliament with candidates for a premier and five ministers: defense, foreign
and internal affairs, finance and chairman of the KGB .
All of thcse were to be approved by the deputies. Parliament, without any need of consultations with the president, was to appoint all higher members of the judiciary ,
an attorney general, a chairman and councilors of th e
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control chamber and of the national bank . The presiden t
was not given the right to declare a state of emergency .
There was one more important change which limite d
the president's power and enhanced that of Parliament .
The draft deprived the president of the right, previousl y
given him, to dissolve Parliament . In fact, the draft envisioned no early elections at all—the constitutional commission excluded from the text all mention of this possibility .
The draft was debated by Parliament in May 1993 .
Bv that time, the Parliament-president war in Mosco w
had attained new heights of rancor . Evidently frightene d
by the crisis in Moscow . the deputies even failed to adop t
a name for the chapter (e .g., "The president") . The bewil dered vice chairman of the Constitutional Commission .
Vasil Shaladonau . then proposed to cancel the cha pter
altogether and to rcturn to a parliamentary republic—hu t
to do so by a two-thirds majority vote . The discussio n
which followed reflected three points of view on th e
problem . One group of deputies spoke in favor of a parliamentarv republic and proposed to remove the chapte r
on the president . The second group suggested that th e
issue be put to a referendum . The third group insisted o n
introducing a strong presidency .
The second vote to name the chapter increased th e
number of votes in favor from 97 to 132 . which wa s
almost one hundred votes short . Parliament decided to
postpone the issue until its fall session . The reason for the
deadlock was not onlv disagreement among different political forces but also inoonsistent voting on the part o f
manv deputies . When asked to set general guidelines fo r
the Constitutional Commission, 147 deputies voted i n
favor of a strong president or head of administration . 10 1
votes were cast for a weak president or head of state . an d
130 votes were cast against introducing this office at all .
At that time there were 288 deputies present. which
means that up to 90 deputies voted for two and perhap s
even three mutually incompatible concepts at the same
time . "We live in the world of Franz Kafka ." commented
one deputy in despair .
The Belarusian Parliament, elected under the Communist regime in 1990 . is widelv criticized for its inefficacy. Parliament is now preoccupied with promoting it s
own survival even if this requires breaking its own laws .
In October 1992 the majority illegally ignored the driv e
for a referendum on early elections that had been sup -

ported by nearly half a million voters . Members of Parliamcnt were frightened bv Moscow's power crisis and the y
wanted to protect themselves from possible encroachments of a hypothetical president .
A vear ago, the deputies declared that a new constitution would be adopted bv the end of 1993 and that new
elections would be held in March 1994. These tw o
pledges are unlikely to be kept . The parliamentary opposition declared that the present Supreme Soviet had absolutely no right to adopt a constitution and proposed post poning it for the next Parliament. According to the opposition, the first thing to do was to adopt a new electora l
law, then hold early elections to Parliament, then adopt a
constitution, and finallv to hold presidential elections .
In the view of the majority, however, this sequence i s
unacceptable . Partly as an exouse to avoid early eleotion s
to Parliament, the majority favors earlier presidential eleo tions. In spite of contradictory voting, it seems to b e
generally agreed that the worsening economic situatio n
and tense sooial atmosphere in the republic require authoritarian rule capable of effective and quick decisions .
Last but not least, a presidency mav offer the communis t
majority in Parliament a chance to protect its future . Their
candidate is chairman of the council of minister s
Vvachaslau Kebich . About 70 percent of the deputie s
work in executive agencies. More and more. the chair man of the council of ministers acts as the only leader o f
the state, issuing orders bordering on laws and signin g
international treaties without oonsulting Parliament.
Taking all this into account. one can reasonablv expect that in the Kafkaesque world of Belarusia n
postcommunism . the present Supreme Soviet will intro duce a presidency and the presidential elections may b e
held in the spring of 1994 . However, it is also probabl e
that the controversial separation of powers between Parliament and the president will lead to more Kafkaesqu e
situations and crises in the futur e

There was no presidency i n
Bulgaria during the years o f
Georgi Poshtov
oommunist rule . The idea fo r
a single-person head of state emerged during the Roun d
Table Talks after November 10, 1989, when Todo r
Zhivkov was relieved of his duties as secretary general o f
the central committee of the Bulgarian Communist Parry .
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The former communists insisted on extensive presidential powers at the Round Table Talks . assuming that th e
president was to be elected by the National Assembl y
where the communists formed an absolute majorirv . By
contrast, the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF) wishe d
to limit the powers of a supposedly Socialist president .
The 1990 amendment of the 1971 constitution was a
result of these miscalculations . The Socialists used thei r
majority to create a president who could control the cabinet to a certain extent even if future legislative election s
should be won by the opposition .
Historv, however, proved to be a succession of paradoxes . In early July 1990, President Mladenov of th e
Bulgarian Socialist Parry (BSP) resigned after being accused of planning to use tanks against a crowd of demonstrators in December 1989 . The Sooialists dominated th e
newly elected Constituent Assembly . After severai unsuccessful attempts to elect a pro-Socialist president, a
compromise was reached . and President Zhelyu Zhele v
(UDF) was elected and a Socialist cabinet (with just a fe w
UDF members included in its ranks) was formed Th e
new 1991 constitution vested even more limited power s
in the president . For instance, he does not have the powe r
to initiate legislation. True, the president mav, within 1 5
davs of the passage of a bill, return it, together with hi s
objections, for further mandatorv debate . But, the fina l
passage of such a bill requires the approval of just a simpl e
majority of all members of the National Assembly . The
president must then promulgate the bill within seve n
days of its passage .
The president has the power to appoint the prim e
minister-designate only after consultations with all parliamentary groups . He must appoint the candidate nominated bv the group holding the largest number of seats i n
the National Assembly . Should the prime minister-designate fail to form a government within seven days, th e
president is constitutionally obliged to entrust this task t o
a prime minister-designate nominated bv the second largest parliamentary group . If the new prime minister-designate also fails to form a government, the president mus t
consign the responsibility to a prime minister-designat e
nominated bv one of the minor parliamentary groups .
(Not necessarily the third largest one .) If the consultations prove suocessful, the president asks the Assembly to
elect the prime minister-designate . If this multi-staged
process proves abortive and an agreement on the forma -
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tion of a cabinet is not reached . the president appoints a
caretakcr government, dissolves the National Assembly ,
and schedules new parliamentary elections, that must b e
held within 2 months of the dissolution of Parliament .
The president may not dissolve the Assembly within the
last 3 months of his term of office . Should Parliamen t
within that period fail to form a cabinet, the presiden t
must appoint a caretaker government .
President Zhelev's past as a dissident, his politica l
experience and personal charisma, however, give hi m
the opportunity to plav a significant role in the politica l
life of the country beyond that narrowly defined in th e
constitution . The following paper describes how the presidency is evolving in practice .

Bulgaria II

The latest twists and turns of
Bulgarian
politioal life warrant
Venelin Ganev
the conclusion that the de fact o
powers of the Bulgarian President transoend his somewhat narrowly designed constitutional prerogatives .
While less powerful than some of his critics charge, he i s
by no means as weak as he seems on paper . This is not to
sav that eaoh and every expansion of presidential power s
beyond those clearly described in the constitutional tex t
should be oonsidered illegitimate ; the problem is to understand how that expansion actually affects the separation of powers and the workings of basic political institutions.
In the sphere of domestic affairs . Zhelyu Zhelev con duots a self-assertive policy vis-a-vis the council of ministers, inspired by his determination to see the cabinet domi nated by politicians with views congenial to his own an d
his desire to preempt certain fields of decision-making ,
most notably counter-intelligence, national seourity an d
defense . As pointed out by Georgi Poshtov above, th e
president has no constitutional authority to dismiss th e
prime minister, who is designated by the majority coalition in Parliament . But the events surrounding the resignation of the UDF government headed bv Phili p
Dimitrov and the subsequent appointment of Liube n
Berov strongly suggest that, when it oomes to the fate o f
governments, the president is muoh more than a nonpartioipant observer. In the beginning of September 1992.
Zhelev sharply critioizcd the polioies of the UDF government . Several weeks later came the sensational "discover -
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ies" disclosed by General Brigo Asparukhov (one o f
Zhelev's close associates and head of the National Intelligence Servioe . subordinated directly to the president )
which purported to establish a link between some UD F
members of the council of ministers and an attempte d
illegal shipment of weapons to neighboring Macedoni a
in defiance of UN-imposed sanctions against former Yugoslavia . (As of November 1993 . these accusations hav e
remained largely unsubstantiated ; although a special parliamentary investigative committee has been set up, n o
action has been taken against any of the ex-officials involved .) Perceiving these allegations as a direct challenge
to the legitimaoy of his government . Prime Ministe r
Dimitrov asked Parliament for a vote of confidence . That
vote was reportedly preceded by extensive "consultations "
between Zhelev and Ahmed Dogan, chairman of th e
Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), the Turkis h
minority party, which controlled the swing votes an d
had supported the UDF up to that moment . The result o f
the vote is well-known : MRF "switohed sides" and joine d
the ex-communists in toppling the UDF government .
The subsequent phase in of the MRF-Zhelev relationshi p
was marked by the nomination by the MRF, and subsequent election by Parliament . of prime minister Liube n
Berov, a personal advisor to the president who has n o
previous experience as a politician and whose only political asset seems to be his lovalty to Zhelev .
These developments lend some plausibility to th e
common belief that the president . while constitutionally
weak, cxercises in fact considerable leverage over appoint ments and dismissals in the council of ministers .
In the aftermath of the governmental crisis, the powers of the president as supreme commander of the Arme d
Forces also expanded. The requirement of a ministeria l
motion concerning appointments and dismissals of generals has effectively been reduced to an insignificant formalitv ; and Zhelev now apparentlv has a tree hand i n
selecting senior military personnel .
The president has been at least partially successful i n
circumventing another constitutional obstacle as well : the
provision which exoludes him from the list of person s
empowered to introduce draft-legislation to Parliament
(Art . 87 . Para . 1) . Numerous "working groups .' preparing draft legislation have spawned under the auspices o f
the presidency : and Berov seems to have been entruste d
with the task of ooordinating their work with the activi-

ties of his ministers. While it is difficult to measure the
extent to which Zhelev can initiate legislation and other wise affect the agenda-setting mechanism in Parliament ,
it is likely that he oan exercise at least some influence i n
these matters on a regular basis .
The reluotance of the ex-communists to suppor t
Zhelev's projects is one of the major obstacles with whic h
he has had to reckon . In this connection, the presiden t
can enhance his bargaining power by making use of tw o
seemingly innoouous and unimportant prerogatives: the
power to "designate landmarks of national importance "
and the right to pardon . It should be remembered that .
after 1944, a significant number of villages and towns in
Bulgaria were "renamed" so as to perpetuate a "pantheo n
of hcroes" and to emphasize various aspects of communist ideology . Now the problem of whether or not al l
these names should be chan ged once again has unleashed
a heated political debate in which the president, in al l
likelihood, will be the umpire . Because the communist s
are very sensitive to this issue, thev might be willing t o
make at least some baok-room concessions in order t o
preserve the status quo .
The right to grant pardons bounced to the forefron t
of political discussions in the wake of the first criminal
trials against ex-communist leaders, most notably durin g
proceedings against Georgi Atanassov. who was prime
minister at the time Todor Zhivkov was ousted in November 1989 . The sentenoes have been carried out, an d
therefore the only pathway out of prison leads throug h
the office of the president . The ex-communists clearl y
reoognize the enormous effect which an eventual pardo n
might have on their electorate, and they are pressing th e
president to exercise his power in their favor. Given the
situation, it would not be surprising if Zhelev agreed to
pardon some of the convicted ex-communists who ar e
still quite popular among parry loyalists in exchange fo r
an accelerated legislative handling of some of the laws
that are of the highest priority to him (especially thos e
related to the national police, the armed forces, and th e
seourity and intelligence servioes) .
Arguablv, the president's prerogatives in foreig n
policv have also steadily expanded over the past two years .
During the first six months of Berov's administration, n o
minister of foreign affairs was appointed . The portfolio
was taken over by the prime minister, but he himsel f
made it clear that he possessed neither the expertise no r
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the will to manage the nation's foreign relations . No t
surprisingly, policy-makers associated with the presiden t
threw themselves into the vacuum . Although the presi dent is supposed to appoint hcads of diplomatic mission s
onlv upon a motion of the Council of Ministcrs, in nu merous cases such a motion has not been submitted at all .
and the president seems to enjoy considerable domai n
complete so far as personnel decisions are concerned . (On e
recent example is the appointment of Marko Ganchev . a
writer and public supporter of the president, as ambassa dor to Belarus . )
The president and his staff have effectively prcempte d
vet another sphere of decision making, the importance o f
which should not be underestimated : the negotiation s
with the United Nations concerning Bu l g aria's demand s
for compensation for the losses which Its immature market economy has suffered as a result of the UN-impose d
trade embargo on former Yugoslavia . In addition . th e
president and some of the experts who work closely wit h
him (for example, Ventsislay Antonov) are actively involved in the process of re-negotiating the Bulgarian for eign debt. Although formally subordinated to the Coun cil of Ministers . Marianna Todorova, the head of th e
Foreign Debt Committee, is a former advisor of Zhelev' s
and maintains a very good working relationship with th e
group of financial experts who currentlv advise the presi dent .
These examples suggest the following general conclusion . The de facto as opposed to tie ?jure powers of Eas t
European presidents depend largely on informal network s
of political allies and associates . Such networks can b e
created by a skillful emplovment of seemingly innocuous, constitutionally prescribed appointment powers . I f
President Zhelev wields powers bevond those he is for mallv assigned, it is because after using his right to mak e
appointments well, he now has friends in high places .

Czech Republi c

A line-bv-linc analysis of th e
formal powers of the presiden t
Vojtech Cep l
inscribed in a written consti Mark Gillis
tution is not sufficient . An al ternative approach can be described as constitutional re alism . No constitution has ever been painted on a blan k
canvas . To understand how constitutions rcallv func tion, therefore. we must take into account other factors
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which influence, say, a president's powers at least as muc h
as does the written text . Some examples are : the prevail ing public opinion . political circumstances and politica l
culture, personalities of the main political actors, tradi tions surrounding the institution, esteem in which th e
president is held . All of these are critically important to a
president's rcal powers . It is difficult to analvze suc h
factors because they are elusive . Nonetheless they exist
and influence events, so we must takc them into account .
De jure power s
Before proceeding to a discussion of the Czech presidenc y
in its social context . we begin with an analvsis of th e
presidency as it is actually laid down in the 1993 constitu tion . Because the presidency in its current form is mod eled to a very significant extent on that of thc First Republic (1918-1938) . it makes sense to compare the office s
of president under these two constitutions and to try t o
account for the major differences that exist between them .
The First Republic was the only viable democracy i n
Central Europe during the inter-war period . In its constitutional system, the president played a dominant role i n
determining the basic outlines of the rest of the govern ment . Able to appoint and dismiss ministers at will and t o
decide which portfolio each received, he was able to brin g
great pressure to bear upon the conduct of government .
In addition, he had plenary power to dissolve Parliament .
which potentially gave him great influence over its legis lative program . Though he had little power to make deci sions on individual or detailed matters . in a sense h e
wielded macro-control over the workings or government .
Consider now, the powers of the current president, espe ciallv his leverage over other state bodies .
The portion of the 1993 Constitution devoted to th e
presidency is quite short and consists primarily of provi sions concerning his election . replacement in case th e
office is vacated, his lack of political responsibilitv an d
absolute immunity from prosecution . The actual powers
of the president are contained in Articles 62 and 63 . A t
first glance they are a somewhat impressive looking list of
competencies . A more thorough reading of the complete
text of the constitution, however, shows that these competencies are for the most part pretensions of power .
The competencies of the president are listed in tw o
articles, because the president mav exercise Article 6 2
powers independently, while he must obtain the counter -
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signature of a governmental minister to take action under Article 63 powers . Beoause Article 63 contains th e
onlv truly significant powers . this arrangement ensure s
that the president can take no serious initiative . The
president of the First Republic was also required to obtain the countersignature of a minister, but he had a grea t
deal more leverage over ministers because he had the
power to dismiss anv minister at will, a power which th e
current president lacks .
Article 62 lists several powers which are normall y
associated with a strong president, but in the Czech constitution thev have either been turned into mere formalities or are gutted by other provisions of the constitution .
Article 62(b) gives the president the power to convene sessions of the Assembly of Deputics . With such a
power, as well as the power to dissolve the body (discussed further below) . a president can exert signifioan t
influence over the oonduct of Parliament . The First Re public president, for example, though he could not pre vent the National Asscmbly from meeting, could post pone their biannual sessions for several weeks . This oould
prove to be a useful method for delaving undesired legislation . The current president may delav the opening session of the Assembly of Deputies only by thirty days .
Thus, his power to convene the Assemblv is merelv ceremonial .
Equallv formal is the president's power to dissolv e
the Asscmbly . This is normally a powerful tool in th e
hands of a president, and the First Re p ublic president ha d
absolutc authority to dissolve Parliament . While Article
62(c) of the current constitution gives the president th e
power to dissolve the Assembly, Article 35(1) ensure s
that he enjoys very little discretion in exeroising tha t
power. He mav dissolve the Assembly only in a few strictl y
defined circumstances, such as when the legislature re fuses to meet or fails to take action on a bill requesting a
vote of confidence in the government .
In a parliamentarv svstem, the presidential power to
veto legislation is usually mild, and this was true as wel l
of the president of the First Republic . Generally, a vetoe d
bill must be reapproved by a supermajority . but in the
current constitution a superquorum rather than a
supermajoritv is required . In the initial vote, a bill mav b e
adopted by a simple majority of deputies present . and
there is a very small quorum requirement—a mere one third of all deputies . A bill returned to the Assembly by

the president must be readopted by an absolute majorit y
of all deputies . This might seem to make a big difference ,
beoause the president can rcquire approval by 101 deputies rather than just thirty-four . However, almost all of
the deputies would certainly be present for the initia l
vote on any bill that is the least bit important or controversial .
The president's veto is thus useful only as a correctiv e
measure if somehow a small group of deputies pushe d
through a bad bill while most deputies were not present .
Barring this unlikelv scenario, the presidential veto i s
merely suspensive, so that deputies who lose a olosel y
contested vote will have another chanoe to change minds .
(We expect that party discipline will usuallv be too stron g
to permit defections .) The president's disapproval of a
bill could only influence the outcome if the president i s
very popuiar with the public and can make use of thi s
popuiaritv to pressure the deputies .
A related power is the power to sign acts of Parliament before they are promulgated . This power is foun d
in Article 64(i) and could be interpreted to mean that th e
president mav effectively blook legislation at the fina l
stage, simply by refusing to affix his signature to an act of
which he did not approve . However, Artiole 51 makes
clear that the president enjoys no discretion in this respect. Acts finally adopted bv the Assembly (after all procedures have been followed, including the re-vote after a
presidential veto) shall be signed by the president. Thi s
funotion is wholly formal, not involving any consent o r
approval on his part .
The president 's role in relation to the government is
also very limited . Artiole 62(a) gives him the power t o
appoint and recall the prime minister and other ministers, but the elaboration of this power in the section of th e
constitution devoted to the government shows it to b e
insignificant . The president appoints the prime ministe r
and the other ministers, but the ministers he appoint s
must first be nominated by the prime minister he ha s
selected (Art. 68[2]) . The president's power to appoint
replacement ministers and to recall ministers must follow the initiatives of the prime minister (Art . 68[5]) .
The president is evidentlv free to appoint whomeve r
he wishes as prime minister, but such discretion is limite d
by thc Assembly's right to vote no oonfidence, making his
power to choose the prime minister essentially a confirmation of the results of legislative elections . (This is per-
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fectly normal. since the government in a parliamentar y
democracy should be more influenced by electoral result s
than bv the president.) Should the president dislike th e
leader of the party winning the elections, he must ultimatelv accommodate him, because the power to nominate the prime minister falls to the chairman of the Assemblv if the Assemblv votes no confidence in two successive governments proposed by the president . Rather
than suffer a political bloody nose in a futile battle, th e
president would appoint as prime minister onlv the per son leading the coalition in the Assemblv . In strict terms ,
the president appears to have unfettered discretion in
recalling the prime minister. This apparent gap is probably due more to political realism (what president woul d
dismiss a prime minister in whom the Parliament ha s
confidence?) than to sloppy drafting bv the framers .
The First Republic president was empowered by Article 78(1) to decide who would direct a caretaker government until a new government could be formed . Thi s
gave the president the opportunity to run the government simply by installing his stooges . He could also precipitate the fall of a government, either bv recalling i t
himself or bv appointing a weak government that Parliament was sure to topple. He could prolong the situation
by proposing unworthy candidates to till the governmen t
while he continued to run things through his minions .
The current president has none of this latitude . For one
thing, he has no authority to appoint a caretaker government ; the fallen government sits until a new one can be
formed (Art . 68(d)) .
The rest of Article 62 does grant the president som e
real powers which, while they are not illusory, are of les s
importance than the rather formal and empty ones al ready discussed . In the judicial area, he has the power t o
pardon convicted criminals as well as a power similar t o
prosecutorial discretion, permitting him to order that a
case not be initiated or that it be halted. The power t o
grant an amnesty is enumerated separatelv under Article
63 . (Perhaps the fact that ministerial approval is require d
stems from bad memories of President Havel's hasty deci sion to empty the prisons soon after the Velvet Revolution.) He appoints all the judges of the Constitutiona l
Court, as well as the chairman and vice-chairmen of tha t
body, though the Senate must consent to the selection o f
these judges . He also appoints the chairman and the vice ohairmen of the Supreme Court without the requirc -
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ment of consent by anv other bodv . He appoints judges t o
that court . as well as all other judges of the Republic. bu t
those appointments come under Article 63, rcquirin g
ministerial approval. Article 62 concludes with the
president's power to appoint members of the Suprem e
Auditing Office and Czech national bank .
Article 63 also includes several powers that are of
lesser importance, such as the right to grant an amnestv
mentioned above and the right to award state honors . In
Article 63(f) the power to call elections to the Assembl y
of Deputies is established . Elections to the Assembly ar e
to take place once every four years, barring the dissolution of the Assemblv which, as discussed above, is unlikelv to occur . The door to presidential discretion is her e
opened just a crack . with the president being entitled t o
call the election at anv time during the last thirty davs of
the previous electoral term . However, it is hard to imaglne how that minuscule range of choice could be of an v
strategic importance . This power would seem to fit bette r
under Article 62: the safeguard of ministerial approval i s
superfluous because this is a wholly formal power .
The remainder of the president's powers under Article 63 relate to foreign affairs . The fact that the president should be an important factor in foreign affairs i s
also asserted in Artiole 54 which declares him to be "th e
head of state." Despite this. Article 67 declares the government thc "highest organ of executive power," raising
the possibility of confliot between thc president and th e
prime minister over the conduct of foreign affairs. It is
sensible for them to share this responsibility . bccause i t
would not be in keeping with the modern practice of a
parliamentarv democracv for the president to play th e
dominant role in foreign affairs . But, the constitutio n
does not clearly allocate responsibility for foreign affairs .
This textual unclarity creates the potential for constitutional friction, although informal arrangements have al readv been developed to help define the respective role s
of president and prime minister in this domain .
With regard to the conduct of war powers, power
sharing is somewhat ludiorous . The president is declare d
"supreme commander of the armed forces" in Article
63(c), but it is conceptuallv impossible for a person to b e
"supreme" when he must seek approval for his actions .
For the constitution to fail to state clearlv who will hav e
the final say in questions of the conduct of a war is t o
court disaster, beoause this is one area of governmenta l
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power where dispersion and checks and balanccs are in appropriate. It is to be hoped that the power to direot th e
military in combat will not need to be exeroised in th e
near future or ever, but such a possibility can never b e
ruled out . and it is irresponsible not to make proper provi sion for it . This power should have been placed in Articl e
62, leaving it fully to the president's discretion . This holds
as well for the related power under Article 63(g) . to commission and promote generals .
The core foreign relations powers stated in Article 6 3
are the power to represent the state externally (the treaty making power), and the power to appoint and recall th e
nation's diplomatic personnel and to receive other nations' diplomats . Though enumerated separately, they fi t
neatly together as the normal non-military foreign relations powers . They are signifioant powers . so it is in this
area that the president is most likelv to exercise influenc e
in shaping the affairs of the Czech Republio . This is in
aocordance with Czech historv, as the prime minister ha s
traditionallv plaved onlv a small role in foreign affairs . It
was the foreign minister (traditionallv a political ally o f
the president) together with the president who took th e
lead.
Although the current Czech constitution was loosel v
modeled on the constitution of the First Republic . the
powers of the presidencv are clearly much weaker tha n
under the earlier system . This development can partly b e
attributed to the relative positions of the prime ministe r
and the president during the constitution-making process. During the drafting of the constitution . the office o f
president of the Czech Republic did not formally exist .
Furthermore, the federal presidency was left vacant following Havel's resignation in July 1992 . Although Have l
tried to influence the constitutional drafters, he could d o
so onlv as a private citizen .
De facto power s
In spite of the weakness of the presidency under the cur rent constitution, it is still possible for Havel to breath e
life into his office, mainly by making effective use of th e
esteem that attaches to the post as well as his persona l
prestige and powers of persuasion .
One factor working in Havel's favor is the role tha t
the president has played in the country's history. Th e
current president is without question a national hero fo r
his kev role as a liberator and renewer of the nation . In

this regard he has a great deal in common with an earlie r
president, the founder of the nation, Tomas Masarvk .
The people feel a strong sense of gratitude to Havel an d
trust him greatly . Rather than seeking a strong hand, th e
Czech nation responds on an emotional level to leaders
who represent their values and are thus worthy of respect
and emulation . Havel is clearly a person who embodies
the values of the nation, and the people look up to him fo r
it. He continues the line of national leaders whose lives
were devoted to the ideal "truth shall prevail," a leitmoti f
that echoes throughout Czech history . Lastly, the nation' s
leader should ideally be non-partisan because such a dis engaged stance will allow him to be a touchstone, the
known factor around whom the people remain unite d
when political controversies threaten to split them . Havel,
of course . has doggedly maintained his aloofness fro m
parry affiliation .
Havel also derives strength from historical precedent
in another way . He has consciously drawn upon oertai n
traditions of the presidency as established by Masaryk
.
Masarvk infused the office with several monarchical elements that helped him to exert influence . For example ,
the presidency has its seat in the Castle and the Arch bishop of Prague marks his inauguration by celebratin g
mass at St . Vitus' Cathedral . By cultivating these monarohical traditions Havel has infused the office with an aura
of power which he ably uses to influence others .
Havel has consciously continued other traditions
founded by Masarvk . as well . Every Wednesday the
prime minister went to the Castle to have dinner wit h
the president and to inform him of the government' s
activities. Every Friday . Masarvk gathered together influential individuals, dubbed Patecnici or Fridav people ,
from across the political spectrum for informal meetings .
Havel has continued some of these traditions . His talks
on Sundav are transmitted via radio from Lany . O n
Wednesdays . the prime minister comes to the castle afte r
the cabinet meeting and on Fridavs Havel holds informa l
meetings . These traditions are not written in the constitution but have become important quasi-constitutional institutions that enhance the role and position of the president .
Havel has proved very adept at manipulating th e
symbols and traditions of the presidency to his advantage .
His past oareer seems to have served him well in this
regard, he was, after all, a dramatist before he was a phi -
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losopher or a politician. Even after what could in politica l
terms be described as a somewhat lackluster performanc e
as the federal president, he still enjoys the approval of
approximately 70 percent of the people . Unless he commits major blunders, it would be verv difficult for him to
lose the extraordinarv respect and gratitude of the nation .
Conclusio n
On paper, the Czech president is not particularly powerful. Masarvk enjoyed vastly greater constitutional latitude than does Havel . With the advent of the First Re public as with the modern Czech Republic. an extremel y
popular figure was elevated again to the presidency . In
the First Republic, such was the enthusiasm for Masarv k
that the framers of that constitution granted exoessiv e
power to the presidency . Like Masarvk . Havel could b e
trusted with such power . but what about futur
ents? It is now widely believed that a balance ofeprcsid powe r
is essential for any enduring political system . and this i s
what the current constitution aims to achieve .
With his considerable powers of persuasion and com pelling force of personality, Havel has what it will take t o
establish the place of the newlv designed presidency i n
Czech politics .

According to historical tradi tions, the Hungarian presiden t
is elected by Parliament .
Nonetheless the method of electing the president was th e
subject of sharp political debates during the transitio n
process in 1989 . Although opponents in the debate mad e
theoretical claims, everyone was perfectly aware of th e
concrete political stakes .
Those favoring direct presidential elections, argue d
that, during the transitional political and economic crisis,
the country needs a widelv respected leader . who enjoys
popular trust, obtains legitimacy directly from the people ,
represents the national interest as a whole, and is abov e
partisan quarreling over factional interests . Onlv such a
figure will be able to maintain politioal stability and continuitv while rival political parties battle raucously amon g
themselves . To overcome the national crisis, coordinate d
efforts are required . These efforts can be symbolized an d
represented only by a directlv elected president . Advocates of direct elections added that the citizenry must not

Hungary
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be deprived of the democratic experience of electing th e
leading man in the country. Such an election woul d
reinforce the peoples' confidence in the new regime an d
in democratio institutions in general .
Opponents of direct elections offered a different interpretation of the democratic process. Thev argued that
we must relv, not on persons, but upon impersonal proce dures and institutions . The electorate should experienc e
the operation of a multiparty parliamentary svstem an d
the techniques of democratic decision-making, includin g
the conflicts and sharp debates that occur within tha t
framework. Moreover, the people at large should accep t
responsibility for choosing among political alternatives.
Popular confidence vested in a trustworthv father-figur e
would only strengthen patriarchal expectations and feelings of dependency on the state. A directly elected presidencv might eventually reproduce the very sort of autocratic political culture from which the countrv is no w
struggling to escape .
While participants in this debate outlined their contrasting theoretical arguments, the political backgroun d
was clear for everyone. Some less radical opposition force s
believed that a peaceful transition could occur onlv wit h
the active support of the reformed communist camp .
According to the bargain they proposed . direct presidential elections would be held before the parliamentary elections. Thev fielded their own candidate as a salute to th e
idea of electoral competition . But everyone knew tha t
the only figure who could possibly win the election wa s
the popular and well-known reform communist leader,
Imre Pozsgay, who had close connections to the "founding fathers " of the largest opposition parry, the Hungarian Democratic Forum (HDF) . A slightly left-wing, reform oommunist-populist coalition began to take shap e
on the basis of a oommon "commitment to national values."
The liberal parties and other political forces immedi ately recognized the dangers of such a "grand-national "
coalition . If a reform communist politician became presi dent by direct elections, he would have cruciallv influenced the outcome of the parliamentary elections . Overshadowed by the emerging national alliance, the smalle r
parties would have lost their significance . The informa l
power structures of economic and politioal life could hav e
remained in plaoe, unbalanced by anv effective opposition in the new Parliament . The great attempt to revolu -
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tionize the svstem would have turned out to be nothin g
more than the recruitment of a few new elites into a
basically unchanged regime .
To prevent such a disappointing outcome . the libera l
parties initiated a referendum. They proposed that the
presidential election should take place after parliamentarv elections, Their unspoken calculation was that n o
one would give the former Communist Party (bound t o
lose heavily in the legislature) an opportunity to recapture power through the back door of the presidency . The
new Parliament. as a consequenoe . would probably deoide to elect the president indirectly . The liberal partie s
also hoped that a successful campaign would strengthe n
their own position on the political landscape, and that th e
new Parliament would contain a strong opposition . Th e
liberals won their referendum . and. although disappointed
socialist/ oommunist supporters avenged themselves i n
the second round of the general elections (most of the m
voted for the HDF), the outcome fulfilled liberal expectations . The referendum convinced the HDF that it wa s
not necessary to strike a deal with the former rulers . Th e
new Parliament consisted of a strong non-communist rul ing coalition and a relatively strong opposition . It als o
decided to elect the president indirectly, just as expected .
A president from the oppositio n
But a further compromise was required to start governing. The Hungarian oonstitution contained specia
. of little si gnificance durin
lquaifed-mjorty ns
g
one-parry rule, but which put intolerable constraints o n
majority government in a balanced . multiparty Parliament . Even the state budget had to be passed by a qualified majority. The largest governmental parry (HDF )
and the largest opposition party, the Allianoe of Fre e
Democrats or AFD. started negotiations on how to alte r
the constitution . The HDF needed the consent of th e
latter, because all constitutional changes required a quali fied majority . The AFD was willing to relinquish som e
of its veto powers . but, in return, demanded concessions .
The final agreement, which was called, not without malioe, a "pact" by the press and other parties, contained a
single provision : the president was to be eleoted fro m
among the opposition . The candidate agreed upon wa s
Arpad Goncz from AFD.
Goncz's personality and political background contributed importantly to this partisan swap . He was one of

the few politicians acceptable to both sides . He was th e
"doyen' of the '56 generation and had spent si xyearsin
prison after the revolution . As a young politician, he wa s
close to the old Smallholder's Party as well as the Peasan t
Party, and hence had good relations with national-populist writers and intellectuals . That is what made him
acceptable to the government . In the late 1970s, he joine d
the "democratic opposition," the forerunner of AFD ,
which openly advocated human rights and civil libertie s
under the old regime . As a result, Goncz personally unite d
and represented almost all of the progressive tradition s
on the Hungarian political landscape in a synthetic an d
reconciling way, drawing attention to the overlappin g
elements and downplaying the divisions . Despite the
many politicians who bitterly opposed the `"pact" itself,
nobody objected to Goncz personally as the most suitable
candidate for president. His reputation . authenticity, and
personal credibility seem not to have been doubted b y
anv side.
The president of the peopl e
Goncz was elected to the presidency in Mav 1990 by a n
almost unanimous Parliament and immediately becam e
the most popular political figure in the country . No politician from either side enjoys comparable respect amon g
the public at large . While fellow presidents in Eastern
Europe, whether elected directly or indirectly, have helplesslv watched their popularity waste away, Goncz retains public esteem and trust .
His continuing popularity probably stems from a variety of factors . First of all. his political background plays
a significant role . Right after the elections, a large popular majority would have favored basing the new government on a coalition of the two major parties . This ide a
was soon dropped . But the president continued to represent. in his own person, the image of that unchosen gran d
national coalition. As relations between the two sides
became increasingly bitter during the next few months,
the president was able to maintain something of tha t
original popular image . In the eves of the public, his
figure and behavior represented the cooperative way government ought to be run .
The other crucial element explaining Goncz's popularity lies in his personal habits and style, unprecedente d
in a country which always had mighty kings, milords,
and comrades . In his public appearances. Goncz presents
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politics as something no longer remote or beyond th e
grasp of ordinary people . As a commentator who is no t
among thc president's adherents) stated in an interview :
he is simply not a rcal president: he is unable to sho w
authority. After he was inaugurated, Goncz said that h e
perceived his role as an advocate or a mediator for those
who were losers in the crisis and who felt excluded fro m
the political community and the nation . He had a chance
to play this role quite early . After the infamous taxi drivers' blockade in October 1990 . he proposed
entary resolution to the crisis, which provided amnest
aprlim
y
for those who rook part in the demonstration. The basic
motivation behind the blockade—besides the thrill o f
masses suddenly discovering that "we are free to protest "
against government—was that the people felt deceive d
and manipulated by politicians . The initiative of th e
president proved to many people that there was at ieas t
someone in political life who took their views seriously .
And the more the public felt alienated from other political institutions, the more they trusted Goncz . who remained untainted by the disillusioning and fruitless conflicts of evervdav politics . As we will see, the presiden t
could not avoid all involvement in political conflicts. Bu t
repeated attacks bv the government side which aimed t o
discredit him served onlv to brighten his reputation . In deed, the public seemed to believe that the governmen t
slighted the president just as it neglected the views of th e
average citizen . The government excludcd the prcsiden t
from politics just as it excluded the peo p le. In short, th e
public "identified" with the president, seeming to discer n
in him the same subordinate . oppressed figure which the y
felt themselves to be .
The third factor in Goncz's popularity is closely related to the second . Those who dislike the governmen t
are not ready to identify themselves automatically wit h
anv opposition parrv, for to be a member of any party i s
reallv out of fashion nowadays . But to identify with the
president causes much less normative dissonance . eve n
though he originally came from the opposition party
.
Indeed, as president, Goncz never claimed to be an oppo sition figure. trying instead to escape this role .
Perhaps one could say that the president re-occupied
the vacant position of the good . powerless king surrounde d
by bickering and vicious power-seekers . Some commentators spy relics of patriarchal feelings in his popularity.
In mv opinion, such feelings are of mar ginal importance .
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Goncz's popularity . it seems to me, reflects the peoples '
elcmentary democratic desire to be equal in the politica l
proccss . That is the style that the president continuousl y
displays. a style he possibly could tiot maintain if he wer e
directly elected . The paradox hcre is worth stressing.
Goncz has the popular respect usuallv rcserved for a directlv elected leader. but he can preserve his reputation
onlv because he is elected indirectlv .
The president at the center of conflict
The policy of compromises, the spirit of the "pact," wa s
soon replaced by a policy of confrontation. The basi c
conflict arose when the new coalition proved unable t o
fulfill its promises . The credibility and popularity of th e
government radically decreased a few months after th e
elections. The taxi-drivers' blockade and the failure o f
the coalition in municipal elections clearly signaled tha t
the public had withdrawn support from the winners o f
the legislative elections . The ruling parties might have
justifiably complained that thev did not deserve this rapi d
and shocking abandonment . Thev believed that the opposition reneged on an agreement among the parties t o
make common efforts to overcome the crisis . On the firs t
days of the blockade . the AFD announced that the government was unsuited to manage the crisis . Later on ,
even within the party, manv considered this announcement a serious mistakc. The ruling parties also though t
that they were not receiving the necessary support, o r
even well-balanced criticisms. from the media. A ne w
stratcgy was then adopted by government : that of takin g
over as many positions as possible in politics, the econom y
and the media . Thc argument used to justify this amassing of power was a majoritarian one . Those who won th e
elections represent the majority will, and neither the political minority nor anv other institution should hampe r
their getting their way . Some governmental politician s
declared the mere existence of qualified-majoritv laws to
he the "scandal" of Hungarian democracy . For similar
reasons, these same politicians have never reconciled them selves to a president . elected with their own votes, who
objects to their wishes .
In a young democracv, neither the limits of th e
majority's will nor legitimate claims of the minoritv ar e
clearlv delineated . Thus extraparliamentary institutions ,
such as the presidency or the Constitutional Court, ge t
drawn disconcertinglv into evervdav political conflicts .
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The Hungarian president soon found himself in a contradictory situation . His constitutional duty to represen t
national unity implies a responsibility to remain neutra l
in political battles . At the same time, he has an equall y
important constitutional dutv to preserve and ensure th e
democratic functioning of the state . These duties woul d
be in harmony, if all important political actors agree d
about the meaning of "democratic functioning ." But the v
fall into contradiction when such a oonsensus does no t
exist . Ordinarily, the president must not impede th e
majority's will . But he must do so when he realizes tha t
the majority has overstepped its bounds . But who decides when a government with an impeccably democrati c
pedigree injures the rules of democracy? The presiden t
cannot stand by as a neutral observer in suoh a case . And,
in fact, one side has accused Goncz or being "antidemocratic," the "saboteur.' of the democratic decisions, whil e
the other side has urged him to take firmer aotion agains t
abuses of power .
The current governing coalition perceives the president as an obstacle . Thev have tried to overcome thi s
obstacle in two ways . First of all, thev have tried to
minimize his influence in the governing process and to
render his power merely symbolic . During the taxidriver's blockade, the president, as commander in chief
of the army, prohibited the use of the army against th e
demonstration . He made any violent action against th e
demonstrators impossible by withholding instruments o f
violence from the police . Soon after the blockade th e
government questioned his authority to command th e
army and initiated a review of the issue in the Constitutional Court . The media-war provided the next occasion
for the government's attempt to shrink presidential power.
This conflict began, as is well known, when the presiden t
did not appoint the candidates Prime Minister Josze f
Antall had proposed for the chairmanships of nationa l
radio and television . The question, again submitted to
the Constitutional Court. was whether the president ha s
the authoritv to make independent judgments about th e
PM's proposals . or whether he must sign the latter's appointments automatically . In both cases the governmen t
claimed that the president may not interfere in the affair s
of the executive, because he is not responsible for govern ing the country . He is accountable neither to Parliamen t
nor directlv to the people . (Only Parliament can replace
the president. and only in extreme cases, such as a grave

criminal offense .) The opposition . by contrast . emphasized that the president's duty to preserve democracy re quires that he exercise a more- than-svmbolic role in suc h
matters, especially when the appointment in questio n
presupposes independence from the government as i n
the case of the national media . The rulings of the Consti tutional Court have been quite ambiguous on this issue .
Both sides interpreted them as verifying their own poin t
of view . Nonetheless, Goncz continued to refuse Antall' s
appointments . Although the president has been repeatedly accused of violating the constitution, the game show s
no signs of coming to an end .

Formal constitutional design
has conspired with less finel y
calibrated political and socia l
forces to make the presidency in Poland relatively strong .
In the region, the powers of the Polish president are com parable to those exercised by the presidents of Bulgari a
and Romania . Walesa, through force of personality an d
prestige, has put his stamp on an institution originall y
designed for General Wojciech Jaruzelski . Although th e
parties of the new ruling coalition are on record as favor ing the adoption of a purely parliamentary-cabinet system they are unlikely to want to take on Walesa directl y
in any attempt to limit his constitutional powers .
The constitutional amendments of April 7 . 1989 . a
result of the round-table a greement struck between Solidarity and the Communist Party . clearly tailored the presi dencv for General Jaruzeiski whom both parties saw a s
the perfect guarantor of the interests of the nomenklatura and the Soviet empire during the period of transition.
In the spring of 1990 . the Solidarity Union and two
political parties. formed several months earlier, led a move ment to replace General Jaruzeiski with Lech Walesa a s
president . These parties . the Center Alliance (CA), le d
by the Kaczvnski brothers, and the Liberal Democrati c
Congress (LDC), vigorouslv demanded that Jaruzeiski
resign so that Walesa could be appointed president by th e
National Assembly . The idea of a constitutional amendment introducing direct presidential elections, which wa s
adopted, was submitted by the followers of the then prim e
minister . Tadeusz Mazowiecki, who felt thev stood n o
chance of out polling Walesa in the National Assembly .
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In the first round of the elections . however, Mazowiecki
finished a dismal third behind both Walesa, who garnered over 40 percent of the vote and the dark horse .
expatriate millionaire Stanislaw Tvminski . Walesa easilv bested Tvminski in the runoff, receiving almost 8 0
percent of the vote .
Several months after the elections (February/Marc h
1991), Walesa and the CA graduallv parted company .
The CA demanded accelerated parliamentarv election s
(to be held in May 1991, at the latest) and a purge of the
public administration . The president postponed the elec tions hoping for an improvement in the economic situation under the coalition cabinet he had formed with Ja n
Krzysztof Bielecki at its head . Walesa also proved resistant to the lustration rhetoric of the Kaozvnski brothers .
It was necessary to use the bureaucracy inherited fro m
the communists, he realized, as no other was available .
Bielecki's continued support for the radical reform s
launched under the Mazowiecki government by Vice Premier Leszek Balcerowicz (who remained in the ne w
cabinet at Walesa's request) quickly eroded Walesa's relations with the Solidarity trade union . In 1991/1992 ,
Walesa became as alienated as Balcerowicz from Solidar ity, which had a clearly socialist economic program de spite its anti-communist orientation . The final breac h
occurred in the summer of 1993 when Walcsa rejected
the humiliating oonditions attached to his invitation t o
the 4th Solidarity Congress and stated in revenge that h e
shared nothing in oommon with that kind of trade union .
After the 1991 parliamentary elections. the LDC freed
itself from the president's control and moved closer to th e
views of the centrist Democratic Union (DU) which wa s
founded by Mazowiecki and was thus less well-dispose d
towards Walesa .
The future of presidential powers was one of the
main questions debated during the making of the Little
Constitution in 1992 . The debate reflected the changin g
balance of power within the Sejm . As long as the CA and
its allies, fresh from their break with Walesa, staved i n
power (until June 1992), thev hampered the progress o f
work on the Little Constitution and, in particular, pre vented anv extension of the president's prerogatives : the y
clearly had Lech Walesa in mind . The actions of the DU
worked at cross purposes to those of the CA : so long a s
the DU stayed in opposition, they did not object to addi tional powers for the president. The final result was a
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compromise that pleased no one and maintained the existence of a dual executive, that is, a hybrid parliamentarv-presidential system. As I see it, however, th
epresidencyshapedinthisdocumentisquitelikelyto utliv e
Walesa, and bv luck rather than through mature and
careful work, a system of checks and balances betwee n
the president and the other institutions of governmen t
may well be achieved .
The constitutional provisions of the 1992 interim
constitution concerning the prerogatives of the presidenc y
include the following . The president shares executiv e
power with the Council of Ministers (Art . 1) . He is
elected in general elections (Art . 29 .2) . He is responsibl e
for the general direction of the external and internal secu ritv of the stare (Art . 34) . He appoints kev persons in th e
army, may declare martial law (Art . 36 .1) or a state of
emergency (Art . 37.1), and mav summon sittings of th e
cabinet and preside over it in discussions of matters o f
special importance to the state (Art . 38 .2) . He nominates ,
subject to Sejm approval, the president of the centra l
bank and dismisses him (Art . 40) . He appoints judge s
(Art. 42), and appoints and recalls presidents of the Chie f
Administrative Court and the Supreme Court (Art.
47 .12). Aocording to Article 61, when appointing an y
minister of foreign affairs, national defense or interna l
affairs, the prime minister must consult the president.
(These ministries are even sometimes colloquiallv referre d
to as the "presidential ministries .") The president ratifie s
and renounces international treaties : those, however, relating to the borders of the nation . leading to financia l
liabilities or which imply changes in legislation requir e
formal adoption by statute (Art . 33) . Many of th e
president's acts require the countersignature of the prim e
minister or an appropriate minister (Art . 47) . The mos t
important of the aots exempted from this requiremen t
include the nomination of thc prime minister and appointment (on the PM's motion) of the whole council o f
ministers, legislative initiative, signing or refusing to sig n
a statute alreadv adopted bv the two chambers, and filing
a case with the oonstitutional tribunal for adjudication o f
the conformity of a statute with the constitution .
President Walesa's personal history and his electio n
to the presidency directly by the nation (for the first tim e
in Polish historv) strengthen his position as president .
(See Wiktor Osiatvnski's profile of Walesa in this issue .)
The political fragmentation of the Seim (and thus th e
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political weakness of successive governments) tha t
plagued Polish political life prior to the recent parliamentary elections further enhanced Walesa's position . Somewhat paradoxically, the results of the September 19 elections . namely the reduction in the number of politioa l
parties. the decided triumph of parties with a communis t
heritage, the relative weakness of the center and the elimi nation of the right wing, have all enabled Walesa to preserve his strong position . He can expect backing from the
losing parties in addition to support from the episcopat e
of the Catholic Church . The president has repeatedl y
stressed that 35 percent of the voters are not represente d
in the Seim, and has openly suggested that he will person allv represent these voters to the victorious coalition .
The parties in power. for their part . appear to accep t
:the maintenance of Walesa's political position . By doin g
so. the ruling leftist coalition can channel toward th e
president the social unrest prognosticated by rightist parties and the Solidaritv labor union . Moreover, because he
is still held in high esteem in the West, Walesa bring s
important legitimaov to the new government, several
members of which held high offices in the communist
government before 1989 . This latter role of Walesa ,
however. mav prove onlv temporary . It is conceivabl e
that the new government will lose either the need or the
desire for such legitimization . This is especially true either if Poland's economic situation perceptibly improves .
if Russia becomes more democratic and market-oriente d
following the December 12 Russian eleotions, or if th e
approaching presidential elections in Poland (1995) re quire the coalition . the Union of thc Democratic Left
(UDL) in particular . to strain their relations with President Walesa.
Walesa's leadership of the anti-Realsozialismus Solidaritv movement, for which he was interned for nearl y
11 months following the imposition of martial law i n
December 1981, made him into a national and international hero . Until the autumn of 1989 . Walesa was the
universallv acknowledged charismatic leader of that part
of Polish society which had actively or passively opposed
the old system (about 65-75 percent of the electorate a s
shown by the results of the 1989 parliamentary elections). What eventually stripped Walesa of his origina l
charisma and standing in society was his instigation o f
the "war at the top" in the post-Solidarity camp . Furthe r
undermining his authority were the presidential cam-

paign of 1990 . his inabilitv to perform functions wit h
dignitv in non-crisis situations . and public accusations o f
having collaborated with the Communist Party's political police (SB) earlv in the 1970s (concocted . in my opinion. by the SB early in the 1980s) .
Walesa lacks the political attributes usuallv associated with professional politicians who have been electe d
president in a popular vote . First and foremost, he is not a
leader of any political party, and none of the stronge r
parties has so far declared their intention to support hi m
in the 1995 presidential elections. Nonetheless, Walesa' s
staff believes that—due precisely to his former role an d
former charisma—the postcommunists would never dar e
try to impeach him or remove him prematurely fro m
office . (They could do the latter bv adopting a constitutional amendment reintroducing the appointment of th e
president by the National Assembly.) Nor does his staff
believe that the postcommunists would dare to reduc e
drastically the president's powers in the future constitution which the Parliament will no doubt pass this term .
Walesa jealously husbands the powers of the presidency . Indeed, he is often portrayed as power hungry, a s
always on the lookout for wavs to expand his powers .
This . however, is a simplification . At the end of April this
year. along with two other co-authors, I acquainted hi m
with a draft constitution he was to submit to the Sejm a s
his own . The draft proposed a strengthening of som e
prerogatives of the head of state . Walesa expressed alarm
at the proposal. He understands that strong power mean s
greater res ponsibility for decisions taken in the course o f
routine public activity . He feels much more at hom e
managing events from backstage and reveals great politi cal talents during crises (such as during the Round Tabl e
Conference in early 1989 or during the struggle wit h
advocates of radical lustration and de-communization i n
May and June 1992) . Walesa does nothing to conceal hi s
helplessness when confronted with bureaucracy or whe n
faced with Warsaw's political elites .
Similarlv, many suspect the president of attemptin g
to discredit parliamentarism . The president . obviouslv,
denies this. The results of the recent elections disillusioned him completelv (that is . if he still entertained an y
illusions at all) . Parliament, with a strong majority and a
prime minister who stands a chance of staving in offic e
for the next four years . is unlikely to furnish Walesa wit h
a constitutional excuse to dissolve it . and overt attempt s
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at dividing the coalition may have the opposite effeot .
The president does not try to conceal his disappointmen t
at the absence of rightist parties in the Sejm . On severa l
occasions, though, he has declared his respect for the vot ers' will and the election regulations that gave priorit yto
the winning parties.
No great danger is likely to result from the sharing o f
executive power between president and prime minister .
The president's actual power is limited and gains importance only during a crisis . The hope that under the Littl e
Constitution the president might act merely as an arbiter ,
however, seems unlikely to be realized . This is primaril y
due to the personality of Walesa who prefers to be a part y
in a dispute rather than simply an arbitrator in crisi s
situations. He seems to realize perfectly, though, tha t
none of the parties can have everything its own wav in a
democratic system, and that compromises are necessar y
and usually lead to optimal results .
The "Weimar syndrome," a political state of affair s
where the president becomes the focal point for anti Parliament sentiment, has not arisen in Poland . For one
thing, the Polish Parliament cannot be burdened with th e
"guilt" which was imputed by the Communists and Naz i
radicals to the Reichstag., but it is also true because we
Poles are politically aware of this danger . The Germa n
experiences of 1920-1933 are very well-known in this
part of the world, and the memorv has a cautionary effect. An additional factor in explaining the absence of a
Weimar syndrome in Polish politics is that the demooratic opposition under Realsozialismus struggled, no t
against parliamentarism, because there were no parliaments, butfor the parliamentary system.
Another reason that the presidency has not become a
rallying point for anti-parliamentary feeling is that, contrary to his opponents' warnings, Walesa has not prove d
to be a populist . Regarding the economic hardships cause d
by reform, the president suggests a purely liberal solution: take matters into your own hands and get rich ,
provided you break no laws . Lacking populism in his
program. Walesa has made only modest attempts to miti gate the effects of economic reform on the populace . In
any event, the Sejm keeps the president's impulses i n
check through its power of the purse . One other factor
also contributes to the absence of a Weimar syndrome i n
Poland: If Parliament goes too far in the direction of de communization or re-communization, the president does
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not have to resort to vilifving the legislature . He can us e
his veto or demand examination by the Constitutiona l
Tribunal .
Walesa likes to stress that it is his job to represent an d
protect those political forces that feel thrcatened by the
process of building democracy . On several occasions i n
1991, he publicly defended the UDL. Today, he has
promised to protect the rightist extraparliamentary oppo sition . Walesa likes to emphasize his role as guarantor o f
the introduction and consolidation of pluralist democracy, a market economv, and political affiliation with th e
West . He also likes to support the idea of human rights .
One instance is his submission to the Sejm in November
1992 of the draft Bill of Rights and Freedoms prepare d
by the Helsinki Committee in Poland . For this reason ,
Walcsa has warncd the ruling Union of the Democrati c
Left and Polish Peasant Movement coalition of his inten tion to use his power and prestige as the directly electe d
president to defend the political values that elevated hi m
to power . This seems to be a reaction to fears that th e
new government may seek to roll back reforms by introducing a "leftist" economic program or by seeking to iso late Poland from the West .
President Walesa has in the past threatened to appea l
directly to the people over the heads of Parliament and
the cabinet. Recently, though, hc has made no mentio n
of this idea, first, because he realizes that Polish society i s
unlikely to respond to such appeals and, second, becaus e
he keeps stressing the respect he has for democracy. He
even likes to call himself the "greatest democrat . "
In June 1993, Walesa acted upon an oft-mentione d
threat by initiating, however abortively, the creation of a
presidential party, called the Non-Partv Bloc to Suppor t
Reform (NPBSR) . Its initials were chosen to match thos e
of the party formed to support the authoritarian rule o f
Marshal Jozef Pilsudski, Poland's interwar leader . At
first, the bloc's high soores in public opinion surveys offered hope for the emergence of a presidential party capable of contributing to the formation of the cabinet afte r
the elections . As the bloc's standing in the polls continue d
to nose dive, however, Walesa distanced himself from it ,
thereby ensuring its poor election result . In the end, the
bloc received 5 .4 percent of the vote in the Septembe r
elections, gaining 16 of the 460 seats in the Sejm . Apart
from two politicians, both Ministers in Jan Olszewski' s
cabinet (Andrzej Olechowski and Jerzv Eysymont), th e
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bloc was formed by unknown or third-rate politioian s
who stood no chanoe of success .
On severai occasions, the president has said that h e
would form a genuine political parry if he received insufficient support in the Sejm (which . in the ourrent Parliament . is certain) . Another attempt . along these lines .
seems doubtful however . To score a success in the al readv crowded political marketplace would require bi g
money, an attractive and consistent program, at least 2 0
people with considerable political potential, and greate r
presidential popularity . This is a tall order .
Based upon the showing of the NPBSR, Walesa ca n
count on only five to six percent of the votes in the presidential elections scheduled for 1995 . Such an assessment,
however, would grcatly underestimate his real support .
The parries that seem to back him include the Christia n
National Union (CNU) and some smaller Christia n
demooratio groups and even a part of the CA) . It is also
possible that Walesa will be supported by the Catholi c
Episcopate . These groups may add up to 20 percent o f
the electoratc, a considerable share these davs . The followers of Walesa are dispersed in society : none of the bi g
social groups back him explicitly . In the 1990 election.
those who voted for him were mainly farmers and workers from the big faotories . Their continued support, how ever, is unoertain . The latter feel themselves especiall y
harmed by the eoonomic reforms they partially identify
with Walesa .
President Walesa has played a greater role in cotistitutional politics than any other constitutional actor including the Constitutional Commission of the forme r
Parliament . For instance, he has participated in the prepa ration of the following constitutional doouments : (a) draft
constitutional provisions regulating the division of powers (Little Constitution) of December 1991 ; (b) draft Bill
of Rights and Freedoms of November 1992; (o) a draft
constitutional amendment of March 1993 which woul d
have prevented the Sejm from overturning deoisions o f
the Constitutional Tribunal concerning the unoonstitutionalitv of statutes ; and (d) a draft constitution of Apri l
1993 . None of these, however, has been adopted . Th e
president's primary constitutional goals are th
;atiohnecfsplwr tuinghecab
econslid
dation of both the independence of the judiciary and th e
role of common and Constitutional Courts ; and the introduction of a oatalog of individual rights and freedoms

as well as instruments tor their protection .
President Walesa has established good relations wit h
the military . His contacts within the army sparked conflict with Ian Parys, the defense minister in the Olszewsk i
government . who in early 1992 accused Walesa oftrying
to la y the foundations for a future ooup. These charge s
were found to be unwarranted and resulted from conflicting interpretations of the proper role of the presiden t
within defense policy . Despite the military's relative technological baokwardness it possesses considerable prestige
within Polish society . For three years now the army ha s
been the most popular institution in Polish society, receiving a 70 percent level of support in public opinion
polls. Walesa has been able to establish the practice o f
having thc defense minister as well as the foreign minis ter report directly to the president and not only to th e
prime minister. He was also able to persuade the ne w
ruling coalition to appoint his people to head the minis tries of foreign affairs, internal affairs and national defense . a precedent he wishes to see honored in the future .
President Walesa is a very complex . unpredictabl e
politician who defies description and predictions . Hi s
force of personality and prestige, although diminishe d
within Poland, have enabled him to expand and maintain the role of the president within Polish society . The
interim constitution and Walesa himself have shaped th e
Polish presidency . But the institution may outlive bot h
Presidcnt Walesa and the Little Constitution to become a
permanent institution of the Third Republio .

ex-Yugoslavi a

Almost nothing has survive d
of the second (socialist) Yugo. Divided into five new
countries (one of them, which
claims to be the federation's rightful heir, is still not recog nized by the international community), ex-Yugoslavia i s
today a mere geographical cxpression that denotes th e
area in which former citizens of a former state are waging
a bloody war of annexation . Perhaps todav we stand on
the threshold of peace of some kind. But every analvsis o f
the social, political . oonstitutional, and cultural presen t
and future of the new Balkan states must take account o f
thc destruction and suffering of this tragic war . Hun dreds of thousands have lost their lives : millions hav e
been deprived of their homes and their human dignity .
Tibo r Varady
Nenad
slavia Dimitrijevic
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The most beautiful cities and the oldest towns have bee n
ravaged, and those parts of ex-Yugoslavia that "have neve r
been in war," to borrow a common phrase from Serbia n
propaganda, have also faced economic, social and mora l
devastation . As a rule, the main targets were the settlements which, by their very existence, had demonstrate d
the possibility of peaceful and even harmonious interna l
relations in an ethnically, culturallv and religiouslv diverse society .
After so much destruction, verv little is left of th e
Yugoslavia one knew five or ten years ago . What re mains are the six presidents of the six republics . In ligh t
of the misery these six men have presided over, this ma y
seem rather strange . Why have the presidents become
the onlv fixed points in a sea of sooial turbulenoe? How —
after all that has been said, done or not done—can thes e
statesmen still remain in office? In order to solve thi s
puzzle, it mav be useful to make a short preliminar y
excursion and recall the political situation in Yugoslavi a
which preceded the war.
Tito's legacy
In a way, the path to the present Yugoslav tragedy wa s
prepared during Tito's reign . Yugoslav socialism bega n
as dogmatic bolshevism, continued as a utopia of working society, and ended up as an irrational blend of communist ideology and nationalism . A detailed analvsis of
Yugoslav "self-management socialism" would take us wel l
beyond the parameters of this article (see the works o f
Zavko Puhovski), but it is important to note that one ke y
difference between self-management and the "real-social ist" model was the decentralization of state and parrv authoritv in Yugoslavia . Self-management originally consisted of partial measures granting limited autonomv t o
enterprises and local governments, accompanied by a cer tain—oompared to other socialist countries, a considerable—extension of individual liberties . But the position o f
the Communist Party remained unchanged : it continued to act as the sole possessor of historical wisdom . This
is understandable if we recall that socialism was define d
as a plan for building the future, a future already know n
and inscribed in the party's own program . The power o f
the party must be proportional to the quality of its privileged awareness . Hence, the party could not have bee n
reasonably limited by constitutional norms and procedures .
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During the late sixties and earlv seventies, th
-macyofunistrlewoyhatndbvri
elgit
cal leftist criticism formulated by the studcnt movemen t
of 1968, by the sudden appearance of nationalism in different parts of Yugoslavia (Slovenia . Croatia, Kosovo) ,
and bv so-called Serbian liberalism . Tito and his supporters managed to maintain their rule by gradually changing the principle of legitimacy underlying the party' s
power . While the concept of socialist self-managemen t
was preserved and even extended ideologically, the com munists simultaneously accepted a national principle a s
the basic justification of their rule . This became clea r
with the adoption of the 1974 constitution, which wa s
passed in order to legalize this ideological change. Articl e
1 of this constitution announced a new phase in th e
development of the Yugoslav parry-state : "Yugoslavia i s
a federal state having the form of a state communitv o f
voluntarilv united nations and their socialist republics . . .
based on the power of, and self-management by, the work ing class and all working people ; it is at the same time a
socialist self-managing democratic community of working people and citizens and of nations and nationalitie s
having equal rights ."
This provision was not simply a constitutional expression of the fact that Yugoslavia was a multinationa l
oommunity organized as a federal state . The constitutio n
legalized the parry's turn to the right, by proclaiming tha t
Yugoslavia was based on two fundamentally different ,
even mutuallv exclusive, value systems : the utopia of a
worker's society versus national homogeneity as the prin oiple for the construction of a multi-national state (Z .
Djinndjic, Jugoslavija kao nedovrsena drzava (Yugoslavia a s
an Unfinished State), Novi Sad, 1988, p . 60) . In such a
"constitutional" oontext, self-management decentralization took the form of the feudalization of the state . Acoording to the constitution, the "sovereignty of the work ing class," though officially the central ideological principle, ended at national borders . While at the level of
local government and in the republic there were specia l
"chambers of associated labor," the federal Parliamen t
oonsisted of two chambers representing the republics a s
nation-states . As a consequence, Yugoslavia was left wit h
almost no effective central authority, except for its charis matic president of the republic and the army (See S .K.
Pavlowitch, "Everything is Possible in Yugoslavia ," Dialoue (January 1992, p . 7) . Admittedly, the party contin-
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ued to fight against nationalism . The leaders of the Communist parties of the separatc republics may even hav e
been sincere in thcir efforts . But it was essentially a ritua l
fight, since within the framework of the constitution the y
were bound to act as representatives of their own federated national party-states . This arrangement turned Yugoslavia into a mixtum compositum of national socialism .
The fascinating combination of socialist self-management and national exclusivity lasted for several years ,
thanks both to the charisma of the president of the republic and to financial help from abroad . But immediatel y
after Tito's death, disintegration processes set in . Left
without a pater fa milias, confused nationalist-communist s
exhausted themselves in quarrels and mutual blockades .
Ritual invocations of communist ideology bccame increas ingly rare . Masks started to drop . showing the ugly face s
or petty nationalist Balkan dictators . The state, mean while, was falling apart with the same speed with whic h
thc Communist Party was losing its legitimacy .
Rise of the tribal chiefs
In short, the stage for the current Yugoslav tragedy wa s
set during the 1980s . Then the most important of the
future presidents . Slobodan Milosevic, arrived on th e
scene . The importance of this ruler lies, not only in th e
fact that he was the first who realized that communis m
was dead, but also in the fact that hc was the first wh o
more or less openly embarked on nationalism . Exploiting the "Serbian national question" as his gold mine ,
Milosevic promoted a typical totalitarian policy . centere d
around a mvth of national unity and supported by a constant fabrication of enemies against whom "we mus t
unite ." Very soon the crisis took on the dimension of a
frontal clash, especially when both Slovenia and Croati a
succeeded in consolidating their own nationalist positions .
Such ethnic turmoil is, of course . not unique in history ;
neither is it a monopoly of the Balkans . What made the
Yugoslav situation so severe, was the fact that events too k
place amid the sudden vanishing of moral precepts an d
standards that was prompted by the collapse of a whol e
architecture of socialist-communist structures . The only
system of beliefs available to fill the emerging ideologica l
void in Yugoslavia was nationalism .
In 1990, Communist parties in the republics, unde r
heavv pressure at home and influenced by the Easter n
European revolutions of 1989, one by one opened their

doors to political pluralism . By the end of 1990 .
multiparty elections had been held in all the Yugosla v
republics . Nationalists won everywhere : anti-communist nationalist movements in Slovenia and Croatia, national partics in ethnically mixed Bosnia-Herzegovina,
nationalist-communists in new clothes in Serbia an d
Montenegro . At the same time, all present-day leaders of
the ex-Yugoslav republics had already consolidated thei r
positions as heads of state. Most importantly, new political authorities (presidents included) gained democrati c
legitimacy, which thc federal state of Yugoslavia ha d
lacked . Attempts made bv the federal prime minister ,
Ante Markovic . and his government to organize federa l
elections were blocked by both the "scparatist" republi c
of Slovenia and the "unitarian" Serbia .
Thc promoters of this country's dissolution might b e
called "the associated nationalists of Yugoslavia "
(Milosevic . Tudiman and Kucan bcing the most important among them) . These new leaders and their followers strongly opposed the democratic reconstruction o f
Yugoslavia itself, because they knew such a reconstruction would have undermined the very basis of their rule .
Although (relativelv) democratically elected, the presidents (except for the Macedonian prcsident Gligorov and
until the beginning of war in Bosnia, his Bosnian col league Izetbegovic) based their power on the manipulation of irrational nationalist prejudices . Democratic electoral procedures, as applied under Yugoslav conditions ,
did not prove strong enough to break up the collectiv e
pre-political identity that had constituted thc hard core o f
Yugosiav socialism. Socialist monism was simply eclipse d
by a kind of nationalist quasi-pluralism . Raw collectivism, dressed in a new quasi-democratic suit, replaced th e
old collectivism and its worn-out communist suit . In th e
first elections voters did not choose political programs .
The vast majority simply voted against Yugoslavia an d
for thc new communities based on the primacv of th e
nation . Throughout Yugoslavia national unity became a
sacred notion, defining both the state and the individual .
The political unit had become, despite ritual invocation s
of democracy . an organic union of "blood and soil ." Consequently, the status of individuals is now determined b y
birth and virtually every aspect of their lives is defined b y
national affiliation .
In short, what we have in most parts of the former
Yugoslavia is a "social construction of reality," based o n
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tribal consciousness . Every tribe needs a chief, a stron g
person capable of speaking and acting for the sake of th e
tribe. In order to show our faithfulness to demooracy, w e
will build a constitutional facade and will name our leade r
the president of the re public. Secretly, however, we wil l
put all our trust in him , and he will know that he i s
absolutely free in representing `"our holy cause ." Onl y
two agents are active on the political scene : the leader
and his body of tribesmen (individuals reduced to a singl e
mass) who are expected to follow the leader with n o
questions asked . This totalitarian nationalist framewor k
is of the utmost importance for understanding the position and the role of the presidency in the ex-Yugosla v
post-socialist states .
True, the ideological baokgrounds of these presidents
were different : communists who preserved their posts
by turning to nationalism (Milosevic . Kucan . Bulacovic) :
an ex-communist with the prestigious pedigree of having
suffered under Tito's regime (Tudjman) ; a reformist communist who was sent into retirement in the mid-seventie s
because he had advocated the turn to a market econom y
(Gligorov) . Finally, there is only one who is a genuin e
non-communist and who never participated in the ol d
power apparatus (Izetbegovic) . Politically and ideologically, these different personal histories have not mattered
very much, a fact whioh distinguishes ex-Yugoslavia fro m
most of the other post-socialist systems . For instanoe,
during the elections, only Tudjman emphasized his (re cent) anti-communist past . What really counted was th e
abilitv of new leaders to use nationalist emotions in order
to mobilize mass support . From the very beginning of
their rule, they did not act as statesmen with goals bevon d
their own political success . Thev have never appeared to
be looking for national solutions and, because their rule i s
based on rising nationalist euphoria, the leaders have spen t
little time articulating practioal political programs or solving real problems .
Seducing the mo b
Such a "proverbial appeal to the mob ." as Hannah Arend t
pointed out. requires prepared ground : it needs people
who are somehow ready to be manipulated . It should b e
recalled here that a collectivist political culture had al readv existed in Yugoslavia for almost half a century . For
decades we had been taught to live collectively . We wer e
accustomed to believing that someone else would think
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for us and shepherd us . For a tvpical post-socialist individual, liberty is not onlv the fulfillment of an old dream ,
it also means the loss of an old security . It is riskv an d
even fri ghtening. To become free after decades of collectivism means to step into an empty space: one must mak e
decisions on one's own and assume responsibility for th e
results. The Yugoslav people . at any rate, did not pas s
this test. After the collapse of communism, torn between
the possibility of a new society based on human freedom
and the security of a nationalist umbrella, they opted
cruelly for the latter . The new creed preserved the mental coordinates of one-party consciousness. Minoritie s
have reoccupied the role of one-time political dissidents .
But this move did not bring the security that members o f
majority groups had expected . There is onlv one way o f
pursuing nationality-based seouritv in a multi-nationa l
state : war against "the other" based on a practical applica tion of Carl Schmitt's "friend-foe" opposition . Or, t o
mention another great political philosopher: with the introduction of ethnocracy in its republics, the second Yugoslavia started to live in the anarchic state described i n
Hobbes's Leviathan . In the state of nature, with its continual fear and danger of violent death, "the life of man is
solitarv, poor, nasty, brutish and short ." In order to escape this unbearably chaotic state, the Yugoslav nation s
entrusted their destinies to chosen leaders or perhaps saviors. As we have alreadv pointed out, these men wer e
elected precisely because they were considered to be th e
best representatives of a nationalist paranoia (paranoi a
being re-christened as the "sacred national interest") . Thi s
primary basis of their political legitimacy framed not onl v
their personal futures, but also the political future of th e
whole state, opening, at the same time, the wav to war.
Leaders—supported by a mass media devoted to the manu facture of hatred, and featuring various quasi-academi c
re-interpretations of history volunteered by un principle d
intellectuals—provoked fears drawn from the selectiv e
reading of the past . In this situation. they were onlv too
ready to point a finger of blame for the oountry's plight at
each other, endlessly quarreling about false dilemmas,
with federation versus confederation being the most popu lar.
Were there any ways to save Yugoslavia and avoi d
the inexpressible tragedy of civil war? Yes and no . Whe n
the threat of war became apparent even to politicians,
our national chiefs—the six politicians who were and hav e
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remained presidents—started touring Tito's villas, negoti ating "the political future of the oountry . " They wer e
expected to reach a minimal oonsensus on the new politi cal shape of Yugoslavia . Unfortunately, each leader arrived at the negotiation table as the representative of a n
already established national consensus. In other words ,
thev all came to the talks with a bag full of predetermined, unchallengable . unarguable positions, whioh had
been declared to be in the general interest of each separate national group . These pre-established forms of national consensus completely blocked any possibility fo r
genuine communicative efforts and therefore hindere d
the political art of the possible, an art which presuppose s
compromise . a willingness to respeot the demands of th e
"other side" as legitimate and to relinquish one's ow n
most extreme demands . Yet . in another sense .
Yugoslavia's leaders had no real choice . Because the y
were supposed to be "strong men" acting on behalf of th e
"holv goals ." any demonstration of a willingness to com promise would have immediately signaled betrayal t o
their followers .
Observable willingness to engage in real negotiation s
would have cost these leaders their aura of holiness an d
thus their popular support . The presidents were expecte d
onlv to raise high their national flags and to hold the m
steady (G . Machesich, "Yugoslavia : Shaping Up or Breaking Down Tallahassee Democrat, Sept. 15, 1991, p .4.) By
way of example, their task was to invoke the past of th e
"heavenly Serbian nation" whose members "have to liv e
in one state" or to convince all Croats that the time ha s
finally come to revive "a one thousand-year-long tradition of Croatian statehood" and to get rid of "Serbia n
domination ." This romantic glorification of the past wa s
aocompanied by a morbid cult of the dead . Old mass
graves from the Second World War were excavated an d
bones were counted. It was necessary to unearth in advance not only the political, but also the ethical, justifica tion of the war against "the other ." by insisting that some
time ago a great injustice had been committed agains t
"us" and that now we have the right to restore justice .
War came as the logical, almost inevitable, oonsequence of such a course of events . The (anti)polc
manner in which the presidents ruled their nation-state s
proved important for gaining popular acquiescence i n
the war. Here we are approaching a solution to the mvstery formulated at the beginning of this article : How

have the presidents managed to survive politically afte r
being implicated in such a tragedy? The answer we pro pose is that war was not only the consequence of their
primary nationalist legitimacy . For them. war was. and
remains, the source of their legitimacy . Onoe they justified war : now war justifies them . For leaders who ha d
always insisted that their nations were besieged by enemies, war came simply as a proof that they were right ,
thus strengthening their positions .
The irrelevance of written constitution s
Concerning the oonstitutional aspects of the position an d
the role of presidencies in ex-Yugoslav republics, on e
hardly needs to say that, in a civil war, conflicts are rarel v
resolved in a oonstitutional way . Furthermore, conflicts
among new neighboring states decisively influence processes of political stabilization within each oountry . Although all the new political oommunities of the forme r
Yugoslavia hurried to gain demooratio legitimacy base d
on newly adopted constitutions, thev are still very fa r
from constitutional democracies (with the possible exception of Slovenia and Macedonia) . Human rights ,
though solemnly proolaimed in the new constitutions ,
have been violated in the most brutal way in almost all o f
these countries . The rule of law has been reduced to an
expression that political authorities often employ whe n
they feel the need to justify repression . The most important political prooesses take place beyond the constitutional frameworks, which means that politioal power i s
in practice neither divided nor limited . Heads of state are
the main political actors on both the domestic and international scene (Where thev plav their role in the "proces s
of solving of the Yugosiav crisis"), very often regardless of
their formal oonstitutional powers . Yet to say, in th e
light of all of these anti-constitutional practices . that constitutional arrangements are of no importance at all, woul d
probably be an exaggeration . If we temporarily leave
aside the complicated question of democracy, there ar e
rwo basic types of political systems among ex-Yugosla v
republios : parliamentary and presidential regime. The
latter has been established in Serbia (the constitution o f
1990) and in Croatia (the constitution of 1991), enablin g
the "fathers of their nations" (Milosevic and Tudjman ,
respectively) to claim their faithfulness to the constitution while at the same time concentrating enormous pow ers in their own hands . The main difference between the
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constitutional systems of Serbia and Croatia . on the on e
hand, and the constitutional systems of the other republios, on the other. lies in the fact that the founding father s
of the oonstitutions of Serbia and Croatia openlv frame d
regimes which built upon previouslv existing nationalist totalitarian trends . Both constitutions introduced basically the same presidential system apparentlv derive d
from the same source, the French Constitution of 1958 ,
as amended in 1962 . By giving great powers to the president of the Republic (and which was criticized in th e
French legal and political literature as a "suit tailore d
according to fit one man"), writers of these constitution s
have enthroned their Serbian/Croatian de Gaulles . Under Balkan conditions of tribal war and the almost complete lack of democratic political culture such a politica l
system has proved to be less useful for consolidating democracies than for building diotatorships . Both th e
Serbian and the Croatian presidents are directly elected ,
which further strengthens the populist basis of presidential rule (since the president is now responsible "only to
his people"), and reduces possibilities for an efficient svs tem of checks and balances, thus weakening democrati c
control of presidential power . Like Latin American dictatorships, which often (mis)use the U .S . model of a presidential system, the Serbian and Croatian constitution s
todav are mere facades which hide the real nature of
these regimes . (Similarities between Serbia and Croatia
do not end at the constitutional level . Further comparative analysis of economic and political p rocesses and ideological matrixes of both regimes would show an extremel y
high degree of similaritv—one of the roots of the Yugosla v
tragedy is a sick svmbiosis of the Serbian and Croatia n
totalitarianism .)
Similar conclusions may hold true for the so-calle d
"Third" (Federal Republic of) Yugoslavia and its constitutional system . The decision to found the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was officiallv proclaimed by a rum p
parliament of a non-existent state . In other words, remaining communists (consisting of Serbs an d
Montenegrins) in the Parliament of an already non-existent SFR of Yugoslavia decided to create a new stat e
under the old name, to announce the end of communis m
and to introduce democracy, all bv a decree that the y
summarilv adopted and called a constitution . This "constitution" was prepared secretly on the Zabliak mountai n
in Montenegro, and from these heights came down a
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new state with new rules of the game .
The ruies are simple . First, because we have a presidential system in Serbia . the federal state will be organized according to the principle of parliamentarianism .
Purists might sav that presidential rule in one of the fedcral units could easilv threaten the stability of the union .
But the country is too small to accommodate two kings ,
and a parliamentary system is convenient because th e
head of the federation has only representative functions .
Second. a federal government provides some center o f
authority . but in order to prevent this government and it s
prime minister from becoming too powerful, all protective mechanisms usually considered essential elements of
a parliamentary system have been removed . For example,
a simple vote of no confidence ejects officeholders wh o
might dare to think independently .
Milosevic's feudal understanding of politic s
undergirds the foundations of the third Yugoslavia . For
him, political power is inseparable from the violent seizure of new territories . Because further territorial expan sion in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina under the sloga n
of the protection of Serbia's national interest had to b e
postponed . Serbia continued its expansion by annexin g
the name of Yugoslavia and allying itself wit h
Montenegro. It is no surprise, in this context, that th e
political and legal system of Serbia is openly opposed to
the federal constitutional system .
Winners and loser s
Some would sav that in thc tragic Yugoslav war there ar e
no winners . They are wrong . The winners are the presidents followed by their camarilla . Thev and thev alon e
have won. All the others—the dead, the dislocated an d
those who still risk action in the name of liberation—are
desperate losers . It is a sad fact that the manv people in ex Yugoslavia who continue to suffer from social, economic ,
or moral poverty are still not ready to open their eyes an d
face the consequences of the "holy war" into which they
were thrust. Although their leaders have failed, not only
to solve real problems, but also to fulfill any of their solemn promises (except that of glorious death) many peopl e
remain ready to believe them and to follow their orders .
The amnesia-prone collective memory of the populace
enables the rulers to govern by means of blatant lies . Th e
threat of phvsical repression is reserved for those wh o
have perceived the real nature of the regime . (This refer s
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primarily to the present Serbian regime, whose characteristics are well-known to the authors .) In such conditions there are manv people who think that the onl y
important thing to do is to survive, regardless of the price .
In the depths of apathy and despair, they see no othe r
solution than to hide in their homes, hoping that the
horsemen of the Apocalypse will not come crashin g
through the door.
Civilization has been rejected for love of barbarity .
The consequences of this war will be felt bv the man y
generations condemned to a life of misery by the presen t
nationalist leaders and their loval followers . The world

community will scorn us or feel sorry for us . Those
citizens who are not infected by nationalist blindness and
who are convinced that silence today is profoundly amora l
will no doubt continue to fight for democraoy, althoug h
there is no hope that we will have anything like democraoy tomorrow, in two months or in two years . In thinking about the present situation in Serbia . however, on e
thing is certain : The instruments that are now being use d
by the Serbian regime oannot be successfully controlle d
in the long run . This is not an optimistic conclusion. Th e
crash of the regime will be frightful, and many innocen t
people will be buried in its ruins .

Authors : Alexander Lukashuk is a writer for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty and correspondent for the CSCEE ; Georgi Poshtov is a practicing
attorney in Sofia and correspondent for the CSCEE: Vojtech Cepl is a member of the Czech Constitutional Court Mark Gillis is a clerk for th e
Czech Constitutional Court Andras Mink is a freelance journalist in Budapest Andrzej Rzeplinski is Treasurer of the Executive Committee of th e
Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights . Warsaw, and Professor of Law at Warsaw University ; Tibor Varady is the Director of the Legal Studie s
Program, Central European University.Budapest Nenad Dimitrijevic teaches at Central European University .

Table of Presidential Powers in Eastern Europ e
Christian Lucky

The following table diagrams the constitutionallv prescribed powers of twelve East European presidents .
Thirty-eight questions are asked of the constitutions i n
the region in order to generate the analytic categories tha t
comprise the matrix of the chart . Summaries of a give n
power allocated to each president appear in the appropriate cell followed by citations to the relevant constitutional provisions .
Certain categories are starred (*) . If the constitutio n
allocates this starred power to the president alone, th e
entry appears in the same format as a non-starred category (description of power with relevant provision following) . If, however, the power is shared by the presi-

dent with another institution or is allocated to anothe r
institution but not to the president, the institution to whic h
the power is allocated is placed in brackets, e.g. [Parliament] .
Other categories are double-starred (* *) . The intention here is to provide a more-or-less comprehensive summary of how the various constitutions describe the sharing of different powers . Rather than simply indicatin g
that an institution, e.g. [Government], shares a power o r
right with a president . the detailed organization of join t
power is succinctly described . Finallv, a blank cell in an y
of the categories indicates that the charter in question di d
not address that power or right .
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Myopic bargains among the framers in Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria.

BARGAINING OVER THE PRESIDENCY
Jon Elste r
The powers of the presidency are discussed from a variety of perspectives in this issue of the East European Constitutional Review: what they are, and what they ought to be .
In this article I ask . from a comparative point of view ,
how thev came to be what they are, focusing on th e
process of bargaining over the presidency observed in
Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland . There are a few recurrent themes. One is that constitutional arguments abou t
the proper role of the presidency in a system of check s
and balances played a very minor role . Instead, the presidency was designed to fit a particular candidate for th e
office . Another finding is that the design of the presidency was part of a larger bargaining process, in whic h
the powers of that office were traded off against other
political demands . Finally, we find that the calculation s
and expectations that went into the bargaining and logrolling were almost invariably proven wrong by late r
events. In all three countries, the presidency designe d
for a communist candidate was eventually occupied by a
member of the opposition .
Two historical precedents can be cited to demonstrate the two main senses in which the presidency can b e
designed to "fit" a particular person . The reason the 192 1
Polish constitution had a weak presidency was the general expectation that it would be filled by Marshal Joze f
Pilsudski, Poland's strong man at the time . The attemp t
by the constitution-makers to defang him backfired, how ever, when Pilsudski refused to stand for the emasculate d
office . Five years later, he staged a coup d'etat, whic h
might arguably have been avoided had the presidenc y
been given the powers that would have induced him to
pursue his objectives in a lawful way . In this case . the
constitution was written against the most likely candidat e
for the presidency. The converse case, of a constitution

written for the front-runner, is illustrated by the foundin g
of the Fifth French Republic . In this case, the wartim e
hero was in control of the constitution-making process ,
and made sure that he got the powers he wanted . Neither of these examples . however, illustrates the role of
bargaining oyer the presidency . Pilsudski's position in th e
constitution-making assembly was too weak, and that o f
de Gaulle too strong . In this respect, the ex-Communist
countries offer a different picture .
Poland
Poland introduced the institution of the presidency a s
part of the deal struck at the Round Table Talks in th e
spring of 1989 . Initially, these talks were undertaken to
negotiate the official recognition of Solidarity in exchang e
for the opposition's support of the economic policies o f
the government . Soon, however, the sub-table that discussed political reforms became the most important one .
Negotiators from the government side offered to hol d
free elections to some of the seats in the Sejm (lower
house) . In exchange, they demanded the introduction of
the office of president to replace the Council of State, a
sort of collective presidency created by the 1952 constitu tion. It was understood from the beginning that the presi dent would be General Jaruzelski, the dominant figure i n
the communist apparat. Vested with considerable powers, he would be elected jointly by the Sejm and variou s
other bodies that could be counted on to vote with th e
communists . In this way, any democratic procedure s
initiated by the new Sejm could be thwarted, if necessary .
When the negotiators from the opposition refused thi s
proposal—Bronislaw Geremek, the chief Solidarity negotiator, said that he could accept seeing democracy raped
once, but not twice—deadlock set in. It was broken by a
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government negotiator . Aleksander Kwasniewski . who
launched a new idea: "How about electing the presiden t
by the Sejm and the Senate, which, in turn . would b e
elected freely ." "This is worth thinking about." sai d
Geremek .
In the agreement that was struck . 35 percent of th e
460 seats in the Sejm and all 100 seats in the Senate wer e
to be filled by free elections . The remaining 65 percent o f
the seats in the Sejm were reserved for the communist s
and their allies . This would ensure the communists of a t
least 299 votes in the Seim, a number greater than half o f
the seats of the joint session of the Sejm and the Senate
that was to elect the president by an absolute majority .
The Senate obtained the right to veto decisions by th e
Sejm, which would have to muster a two-thirds majority
to override the veto . Nobody at the time seems toe
hav
doubted that the communists would obtain the eight additional seats needed to raise their representation from 6 5
percent to two-thirds . It came as a surprise to all, and as a
shock to the communists, when Solidarity swept the elec tions, winning all contested seats in the Sejm and all bu t
one seat in the Senate. The communists and their allie s
suffered an instant and total demoralization . Although
duly elected to the presidency, Jaruzelski chose not to us e
the vast powers of his office .
These powers became more important with the election of Walesa to the presidency in December 1990 . It
then became clear that the powers were not only extensive. but vaguely defined . According to one commentator . they had been "left deliberately vague on the assump tion, current early in 1989 . that a communist presiden t
would use whatever prerogatives he saw fit, since h e
could rely on the backing of the army, security forces an d
his Soviet sponsors ." According to another, it was th e
other way around : "Opposition negotiators have sinc e
admitted also to haying deliberately designed the 'presidential clauses' of the round-table agreement to be as con fusing as possible, with an eye to reducing Jaruzelski' s
room for maneuver ." According to a centrally placed par ticipant in the Round Table Talks, however, the power s
of the presidency have a different origin . Stanislaw Ciose k
(Politburo member and one of the two main party negotiators) is reported to have said that "the Politburo wil l
never accept anything short of a strong presidency, de signed for Jaruzelski . But without a president it will not
be possible to destroy the party ." In other words, the
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alternative to a president, viz . a continuation of the ol d
collective leadership . would obstruct the dismantling o f
communism that the more enlightened party member s
knew was inevitable .
Hungar y
The Hungarian Round Table Talks in the summer an d
fall of 1989 also included bargaining over the presidency .
In fact, two different bargaining processes centered o n
this issue : within the opposition and between the opposition and the Communist Party . Formally, three issue s
were at stake : the mode of election of the president (direc t
or indirect), the timing of the presidential election (befor e
or after the election of a new Parliament), and the power s
of the presidency. In reality, the main issue was whether
the opposition would accept Imre Pozsgay. a reform com munist leader, as president . Because of the extreme fluid ity of the political situation, the questions were neve
r
definitely settled, and the eventual outcome differed fro m
what had been expected by most participants .
The communists assessed the alternatives as follows .
If the president were elected by the obedient Parliamen t
then in session, their candidate was a certain winner—bu t
his legitimacy might suffer. If he were elected by referen dum, before the elections to the new Parliament, Pozsgay' s
visibility and popularity made it likely that he woul d
win. Although slightly more risky, this option offere d
the advantage of greater legitimacy . Election by referendum after the parliamentary elections was probably a
more attractive idea than haying the president elected b y
the new Parliament . Both options, however, were highl y
risky . The opposition's main demand was to delay th e
election of the president until after the election of th e
new parliament . A secondary demand, based on the assumption that Pozsgay was in fact likely to be elected ,
was for a strict limitation of the powers of the presidency .
In the course of negotiations, the communists mad e
several concessions aimed at creating a consensus fo r
Pozsgay. In August, they offered, in exchange for th e
acceptance of his candidacy, to dissolve Workers' Defense, a paramilitary communist organization . In September, they also offered to have the new president electe d
by referendum . This was presented as a concession, a s
they could easily have elected the president by the Parlia ment then in session . Yet, as mentioned, this course als o
offered the advantage of greater legitimacy . Faced wit h
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these proposals, the opposition was unable to reach inter nal agreement . At least three opposition groups favored a
presidential referendum before the parliamentary elections, thus in effect accepting Pozsgay as president . Others, notably the Free Democrats under the leadership o f
Janos Kis, insisted that the presidency be offered to th e
communists, but only after the parliamentary elections ,
so that it could be used as a bargaining chip . Although th e
former got their way, the latter kept their options ope n
by refusing to sign the final agreement on September 18 .
At that time, the general expectation was that there
would be an early election of Pozsgay . The calculations
were upset by a major unforeseen event . When the Communist Party dissolved itself and created a new Socialis t
Party to take its place, a majority of the members failed t o
join the new party. Not even a majority of members o f
Parliament—selected for their blind loyalty joined up.
Moreover, the expected election of Pozsgay as presiden t
of the new party also failed to materialize . These events
created a severe demoralization in the regime . In the
ensuing power vacuum, the government was able to pla y
a surprisingly active role, and to push through a numbe r
of constitutional amendments with minimal resistance i n
Parliament . The Free Democrats and their allies called
for a referendum on the presidential elections and succeeded, by a narrow margin, in arranging for the president to be elected after the Parliament . When a late r
referendum (called by the ex-Communists) on the mode
of election of the president failed to get the necessary
quorum, the final result was the very opposite of th e
implicit deal struck during the Round Table Talks . In stead of a Communist candidate chosen in direct elections before the election of a new parliament, the presidency went to a politician from the opposition elected b y
the new Parliament .
Bulgaria
The presidency was a major bargaining issue in the Bulgarian Round Table Talks that took place in the winter
of 1990, between the Communist Party and the Union
of Democratic Forces (UDF), a "forum organization" o f
oppositional groups . These talks differed from those in
Poland and Hungary in one important respect . The Com munist party had started to reform itself before the talk s
began by expelling its long-time leader Todor Zhivk ov
from power. Because it changed its ways by preemption

rather than concession, the party enjoyed a much stronger legitimacy than its counterparts elsewhere in Easter n
Europe . Also, because Bulgaria did not harbor the virulent anti-Soviet feelings characterizing most of the other
countries, the communist leaders were never seen as trai tors.
The communists began by demanding a constitutional amendment for the introduction of a presiden t
who would be directly elected with a five or six year
mandate and enjoy strong powers . Both sides knew tha t
the communist candidate, then head of state Pete r
Mladenov, would be chosen as president if there were
direct elections . He had been the leading figure in the
move to oust Zhivkov from power, and public opinion
surveys showed that he had overwhelming popular support . UDF insisted on a president elected by the currently acting National Assembly with a one-year man date and limited functions. This preference, too, wa s
based on an assumption (or agreement) that Mladeno v
would be the new president. In the end, the UDF solution was chosen, partly because of pressure from the Agrar ian Party, which had been allied with the Communist s
but had now turned against them .
Mladenov was duly elected president by the assembly as part of a package solution that also included an
agreement on elections to a Constituent Assembly . When
it turned out that, during demonstrations in Sofia on December 14, 1989, Mladenov had said, on camera, "Le t
the tanks come," he was forced to resign . Meanwhile,
mass protest had spread in the form of "towns of truth" —
tent camps in the centers of about twenty big towns .
Parliament voted for president . therefore, in condition s
of expanding mass peaceful protest . Day by day, th e
National Assembly building was besieged by a crow d
demanding the election of a president from the opposition. After four unsuccessful rounds of voting (neithe r
side was able to control 2/3rds of the votes needed for th e
election of a new president), the leader of the oppositio n
Zhelyu Zhelev was elected to the presidency .
Both sides miscalculated . The opposition demande d
a weak presidency because they assumed that the post
would be occupied by the communist candidate . Then,
more or less by accident, it acceded to a presidency that,
on its own insistence, had been shorn of strong powers.
The communists had insisted on a strong presidency be cause they feared they might become a minority in th e
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new Parliament . As it turned out . they gained a majority
in the Constituent Assembly .
Conclusio n
Arendt Lijphart has argued that the emergence of political institutions in Eastern Europe can be explained b y
extending the "Rokkan hypothesis ." Stein Rokkan had
argued that countries in the transition to democracy wil l
adopt a system of proportional representation through a
convergence of pressures from below and from above .
The rising working class wanted to lower the threshol d
of representation in order to gain access to the legislatures, and the most threatened of the old-established par ties demanded publicity and access to the media to protect their position against the new waves of mobilize d
voters created by universal suffrage . Extending this reasoning, Lijphart suggests that many of the arrangement s
that emerged from the Round Table Talks in Easter n
Europe were intended to guarantee a political presenc e
for the communist nomenklatura as well as for the new
opposition . First, there were compromises over the electoral system . Second, the bicameral system can be engineered so that the old regime will do well in elections t o
one house and the new forces in elections to the other.
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Third, because the communists feared that they woul d
be in a minority in Parliament . they demanded and go t
the presidency for their candidate .
This argument is correct as far as it goes . What i t
does not include, and does not pretend to include, is th e
fact that things rarely worked out as intended . Whereas
the Hungarian communists thought their future representation hinged on a system with single-district majorit y
voting, they were actually saved by the element of proportional voting in the compromise over the electora l
system . Whereas the Polish communists thought thei r
guaranteed seats in the Sejm would enable them to dominate the assembly, the desertion of their former allie s
spoiled their calculation. And whereas communists in al l
three countries thought that the deal struck for a communist president would ensure them at least a minimal presence in the new regime. events conspired to demoraliz e
them so thoroughly that they either had to give up th e
presidency or were unable to use it .

This survey relies heavily on Working Papers by Wikto r
Osiatynski (Poland), Andras Salo (Hungary) and Rumyan a
Kolarova and Dimitr Dimitrov (Bulgaria) .
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Howpresidentialpowers can legally ex pand without constitutional amendment .

CHANGING CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS OF THE AMERICAN PRESIDEN T
Cass Sunstei n

In the United States. the president is controlled by th e
Constitution and is in all respects subordinate to it. Insofar as it deals with presidential power . however, th e
American Constitution has proved to be a highly malleable document . With very few exceptions, the consti tutional provisions relating to the president have not bee n
changed at all since they were ratified in 1787 . but in
1993 those provisions do not mean what they meant i n
1787 . The Constitution is a legal document, and it i s
enforced judicially, but its meaning was not fixed when i t
was ratified . In particular . the contemporary presiden t
has far broader powers than the original Constitutio n
contemplated . It is remarkable but true that large-scal e
changes in the authority of the president have bee n
brought about without changes in the constitutional tex t
but, nevertheless, without illegality .
This is a paradox . Is it not clear that constitutiona l
changes, if not textual, are illegal? The paradox has con siderable relevance to Eastern Europe . The framers o f
the American Constitution feared l e gislative power mos t
of all . but from well-known events in the twentieth cen tury it is possible to conclude that it is presidential powe r
that presents the greatest risks for liberty and democracy .
The president is the most visible leader in the nation b y
far : he is often the only person in government with a
national constituency : and this visibility can lead to a
kind of "cult" that threatens constitutionalism itself. O n
the other hand . a strong president is in a unique positio n
to accomplish enormous good, and it is possible to thin k
that in Eastern Europe and the ex-USSR . a strong presi dent is a precondition for necessary reforms .
How to produce a strong presidency while limitin g
the relevant risks is a major task for postcommunist con stitutionalism . There are of course significant complexi ties here. With the exception of the nations of the forme r
Soviet Union . the pattern in Eastern European nations i s
basically parliamentary . and the president is largely cer -

emonial (at least in comparison to the American president) . In the nations of what used to be the USSR, a
president—part of a division between the executive an d
the legislature—has a more important role . But eve n
where the president is largely ceremonial, there will b e
opportunities for accretions of power over time . An y
particular constitutional arrangement is unlikely to b e
fixed over time .
There is some dispute about whether the task of producing a strong president without endangering libert y
has been successfully accomplished in the United States .
Some people think that the American president is much
too powerful : others think that America has a weak presi dent who is unable to accomplish the tasks for which he i s
elected . This debate raises complex questions that I can not discuss here . However those questions may be re solved . it is clear that the original understanding of th e
presidency called for much less presidential authority tha n
is taken for granted today . Although the prominen t
American founder . Alexander Hamilton . sought a powerful presidency, and although the new Constitution cre ated an executive where the Articles of Confederatio n
had not, the original American president was exception ally weak by contemporary standards . Consider the following points, showing the contrast between the eighteenth and twentieth-century American presidencies .
1 . In the founding period, the president was sup posed to have sharply limited authority in domestic affairs, partly because the federal government as a whol e
had sharply limited authority in the domestic arena . Ba sic regulation of the economy was to come from state
governments . especially from state courts elaborating th e
common law of tort. contract. and property . Today, by
contrast, the president is a principal national lawmaker —
simply because of a shift in power toward the nation . I n
implementing national law, the executive branch issue s
an extraordinary range of regulations affecting the na -
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tional economy—in large part because of th econmi
interdependence among various regions . which is no w
generally acknowledged . It is a simple truth that th e
national government has far more authority than th e
framers of the Constitution originally envisaged . It is
equally, if less simply, true that as a result of this shift, th e
president himself has assumed an array of duties an d
powers not within the original contemplation of th e
Constitution's authors .
2. In issuing regulations and indeed in all his officia l
acts, the president needs congressional (or constitutional )
authorization . He cannot exceed any limits that Congress has laid down . But often Congress offers very vagu e
guidance . The president therefore has a great deal o f
discretion . Particularly in the latter half of the twentiet h
century, courts have been reluctant to strike down law s
on the basis of the "nondelegation doctrine," which required clear standards from the legislature . The down fall of the nondelegation doctrine has meant that the presi dent can exercise tremendous policy-making discretio n
in the domestic sphere . This sphere includes regulatio n
of the environment, energy, occupational safety an d
health . communications, and much else .
3. The framers of the Constitution probably wante d
r
to allow Congress to limit the president's authority ove
the many high-level officials who implement the law s
enacted by Congress . This might seem to be a technica l
matter . but it has enormous importance . If the Secretar y
of the Treasury can be controlled by the Congress but no t
by the president, the allocation of national powers is muc h
changed . It is now generally agreed. however, that th e
president has broad power over all high-level officals who implement the law. The heads of the cabinet, and of most execu tive agencies, can be discharged by the president when ever the president chooses . Moreover, Congress has n o
authority to discharge them or to prevent the presiden t
from doing so . (Of course both the president and al l
implementing officials must obey the instructions lai d
down by Congress .) The result is that most administration of the laws—an extremely large and important category—is subject to the will of the president .
4
. It is now generally understood that the presiden t
will submit to Congress both (a) a proposed budget an d
(b) a great deal of proposed legislation . As a result. the
president now has a formidable role in the enactment o f
national legislation . The Constitution contains no ex -
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y
plicit provisions on these points, but it was not originall
believed that the president would submit a budget o r
propose legislation . It was hardly believed that the president would have these powers of initiative, granting hi m
considerable power over the content of national law . Th e
president's current power of initiative . with respect to the
budget and lawmaking, is quite fundamental . (Of course
much legislation is initiated by people other than th e
president .)
5. The president's power to veto legislation has turne d
out to allow him a surprisingly large role in determinin g
the content of national legislation . The founders of th e
Constitution deliberately and explicitly gave the president the veto power . But they did not contemplate it s
current importance, and they might well have bee n
alarmed if they had been forewarned . Their principal
goal was to allow the president to veto laws on constitutional rather than policy grounds, particularly in order t o
permit him to prevent Congress from intruding on the
president's constitutional powers . This goal was narrow
indeed; it did not anticipate a situation in which the powe r
to veto would entail a significant role in lawmaking .
It is not entirely clear that the framers sought to allo w
the president to veto legislation solely on the ground tha t
he disagreed with the policy judgments embodied in i t
(though probably the best reading of the history is tha t
the founders believed that the president could veto legislation on policy grounds) . But they thought that thi s
power would be exercised rarely and only in the most
extreme cases . The founders certainly did not anticipat e
the current situation, in which the veto power is a well understood part of all lawmaking and implies a large and
continuous presidential role in lawmaking itself. In short ,
the president's authority is greatly augmented by Congress' knowledge that the president can veto legislation o f
which he disapproves .
6. With the emergence of the United States as a
world power, the president's foreign affairs authority ha s
become far more capacious than was originally anticipated . For the most part this is because the powers originally conferred on the president have turned out—in ligh t
of the unanticipated place of the United States in th e
world—to mean much more than anyone would hav e
thought . In addition, however, the president has been
permitted to initiate military activity in circumstances in
which the original understanding would have require d
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congressional authorization . On the founding view, a
congressional declaration of war was a precondition for war; the
only exception was that the president could act on hi s
own in order to repel a sudden attack on the Unite d
States . But in the twentieth century, a large amount o f
presidential war-making has been allowed without congressional declaration of war.
From all these points we might conclude that th e
Constitution, at least in the area of presidential authority ,
is no mere lawyer's document . The original understanding has not controlled the future . The Constitution' s
meaning is not fixed . It is in large part a function o f
historical practices and needs, and of shared understandings over time. Often the power of the president is under stood to be quite different from what it was, say
.
,tweny-fivarsl
Yet it would be a mistake to conclude that th e
president's constitutional power is simply a matter of wha t
seems to him appropriate or necessary, and not a matte r
of law at all. Often the president loses in the Suprem e
Court, and in nearly every important case, he has graciously accepted his defeat . To take just a few examples
from the twentieth century : President Nixon was force d
to hand over his own tape-recorded conversations durin g
the Watergate controversy ; President Truman was pre vented from seizing the steel mills during the Korean
War; President Eisenhower was banned from stoppin g
communists from traveling abroad . These defeats are
important in themselves, but they are even more important for the general tone that they set . Every America n
president knows that his actions are subject to judicia l
review, and this is a large deterrent to illegal conduct .
For purposes of judicial review, the president's mos t
important constitutional duty is "to take care that th e
laws be faithfully executed ." This provision subordinate s
the president to the law . It also requires him to adhere to
the law, both constitutional and statutory.
I have suggested that the changing understandings o f
the president's power have occurred without either textual change or flagrant presidential violations of constitu tional requirements . I have also suggested that this presents a genuine paradox. We have a president who is
much stronger than the framers of the Constitution anticipated ; but at least in general, the current presidency i s
not thought, and should not be thought, unconstitutional .
How, then, have the president's powers changed? There

are several possibilities . I outline them here because of
their potential importance to current dilemmas in Eastern Europe . Flexible provisions and silences, allowin g
flexible (but not open-ended) interpretation
Many of the changes have occurred because the relevant constitutional provisions are ambiguous. and the y
allow adaptation to changing circumstances. For example,
the grant of "executive power" to the president leaves
much uncertainty .
The Constitution also contains important silences .
For example, the Constitution does not discuss whethe r
the president shall submit a budget . But the document is
not a blank slate. It is clear that the president must obe y
the law; it is equally clear that he cannot make law on hi s
own. It is clear that he cannot (for example) dissolve th e
legislature or the Supreme Count when (as is often th e
case) they displease him. We should conclude, then, tha t
constitutional change has occurred in part because of con stitutional ambiguities and silences . A constitution that i s
not rigid will allow for adaptation without amendmen t
or illegality .
Emergencies
Many constitutions, including all of those in Eastern Europe, contain emergency provisions, allowing the government to have special powers under conditions of emer gency . The American Constitution contains no emergency provisions (although the president is allowed to
suspend the writ of habeas corpus during war) . It might
seem natural to think that in spite of the absence of explicit emergency powers . many increases in presidentia l
authority have occurred as a result of emergencies . I n
general, however, the president has not been found t o
have special authority to act during emergencies . A domestic crisis—widespread unemployment, social unrest—
does not give the president any new power . There is n o
judicial understanding that the president has greater authority if he can point to an emergency situation, or clai m
that unusual presidential action is crucial .
Of course, Congress might well decide to confer statutory authority on the president in order to enable him t o
respond to a crisis . And Congress has made this decisio n
in emergencies. In the New Deal period, for example ,
Congress gave the president a range of new authorities
because of the perceived need for special responses to th e
Great Depression. But the president has not been al-
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lowed to act on his own . An emergency does not give th e
president any unilateral powers . A possible lesson is tha t
constitutionally-granted emergency powers are not necessary and may even be harmful .
Development of the Constitution through caseby-case decisions over time
y
Some distinguished academic observers (most notabl
Harty Wellington and David Strauss) believe that interpretation of the U .S. Constitution depends on particula r
judicial decisions, allowing the meaning of the documen t
to change over time . Indeed, constitutional law in America
(and in many other nations as well) has many features of the
common law process .
In that process . a hallmark of Anglo-American lega l
systems, no one sets down broad legal rules in advance
.
Instead the rules emerge narrowly, as judges decid
vidual cases . Governing principles come from theeind process of case-by-case adjudication, and sometimes they can not be known in advance . Much of constitutional law i n
the United States comes not from the constitutional tex t
itself, but from judge-made constitutional law, interpreting constitutional provisions . For this reason, the meaning of the document is not rigidly fixed when the document is written and ratified .
Something along these lines is certainly true for th e
powers of the president, and the system of common la w
constitutionalism helps explain the shifting understanding of presidential power. Consider . for example, the
complex question of whether Congress or the presiden t
may discharge high-level public officials (the secretary o f
state, the attorney general, the secretary of the interior) .
The text of the Constitution does not speak clearly o n
this issue; instead, the governing constitutional principle s
have been worked out in the process of case-by-case adju dication .
It might be added that much of the president's authority turns not on judicial decisions at all, but on traditional practices and shared understandings between th e
president and Congress . The development of these practices and understandings resembles the process of common law development . It is recognized that a certai n
practice "works ." Congress and the president endorse th e
practice, and the practice therefore operates as a guide fo r
the future. Of course no such practices may violate th e
Constitution where that document speaks with clarity .
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Translatio n
Some people (most notably Lawrence Lessig) have argued that, when circumstances have changed, the Supreme Court must "translate" the original constitutiona l
text in order to adapt it to the new conditions . Suppose ,
for example, that the founders of the Constitution originally sought to allow the president to make war on hi s
own only for defensive purposes to repel sudden attack s
on the United States . Suppose. too, that in modern condi y
tions, threats to (say) Canada and Mexico are extremel
threatening to the United States because of the strategi c
importance of these nations . Or suppose (as many peopl e
believe) that under current conditions, the line betwee n
"offensive" and "defensive" use of the military become s
extremely thin .
If this is true . perhaps the original constitutiona
vision, translated into a new context, gives the presiden
lpro
t
new and broader authority . If we want to adhere to th e
original constitutional goal (i .e.. to allow the president to
act unilaterally when this is necessary), perhaps the presi dent may act unilaterally, not simply to repel sudde n
attacks on the United States, but in any case in whic h
American interests are at serious risk . Perhaps this vie w
accounts for many of the changes I have described . Thus,
for example, we might think that the president's authority over the cabinet must expand in an area in which th e
cabinet is exercising such extraordinary power over th e
nation . Perhaps the expansion is justified if we are to b e
faithful to the founding commitment to political account ability . The "translation" argument raises many complexities. but it has appeared in several Supreme Cour t
opinions as a way of making sense of the practice of inter pretation in changed circumstances .
Several constitutional regimes ?
Some people think America has had more than one constitutional regime, that at crucial moments in our history ,
the people have inaugurated large-scale changes in th e
Constitution . The Civil War. for example, is said toe
hav
inaugurated a Second American Republic, with new understandin gs of the allocation of power between the nation and the states and with new understandings o
. Some people think that Presiden
findvualrghts
t
Roosevelt's New Deal also produced constitutional
change. In his influential book. We the People : Foundations ,
for example . Bruce Ackerman argues that the Unite d
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States has had three constitutional regimes . not simpl y
one.
If America has had more than one constitutional regime . we might think about presidential power in a some what different way . In the New Deal period, for ex ample, the national government appeared to acquire significant new constitutional authority . The president wa s
a principal beneficiary of this shift, especially insofar a s
the Supreme Court refused to enforce the nondelegatio n
doctrine, which, as noted above, required any legislativ e
delegations of power to the executive to be narrow an d
clear . Some people think that the New Deal effectively
amended the Constitution, giving the president a rang e
of new powers .
Conclusio n
There are some diverse explanations of the changing nature of constitutional power in the hands of the American president. I think that the most promising explanations stress the flexibility of the original text and the pro cess of common law adjudication . If these are the bes t
explanations, it seems clear that a special advantage of th e
original constitutional provisions governing the presiden t
is that they allow adaptation over time. Moreover, i t
emerges that one of the virtues of the American constitu tional experience is the process of case-by-case adjudica tion, giving the meaning of constitutional provision s
through close encounter with particular cases .
What lessons can be drawn from this experience fo r
Eastern Europe? It is hazardous to think that the experience of one nation has any lessons at all for another : there

are many distinctive features to the American experiment in constitutionalism, and it is reasonable to think
that few general lessons can be drawn from what has
happened in the United States . But if we are to draw
lessons . perhaps two are of special importance . The first
involves the limited effects of constitutional text, at least over
time . Constitutional meaning depends . in large part, on
shared understandings and practices, and most of thes e
will not be in the constitution itself . Although the Constitution is a legal document, there will be a great deal o f
opportunity to adapt constitutional meaning to change s
in understanding and practice over time .
A second (and somewhat conflicting) lesso nivoles
the importance of a culture of constitutionalism--to which judi cial review is an important contributor—to ensure agains t
the most egregious abuses of legal authority . In America .
judicial review has been im portant as a check after the
fact and, perhaps even more, as a before-the-fact deterrent to presidential illegality . A culture of constitutional ism and the rule of law, spurred by judicial review, ha s
helped deter presidential lawlessness in cases in whic h
the need for action seemed great to the president, and th e
legal technicalities seemed like an irrelevance . In som e
such considerations . lies the solution to a remarkable an d
insufficiently analyzed paradox of American constitution alism : a dramatically changed and strengthened presidency brought about without constitutional amendmen t
and nonetheless without significant illegalities .
Cass Sunstein is the Karl N . Llewellyn Professor of urispru dence at the University of Chicago, the Law School
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Writing constitutions to allow for evolutionary change .
THE PATH OF THE PRESIDENCY
Lawrenc eLsig

Founders in postcommunist democracies take their constitutional texts very seriously . Slovenia . for example ,
after enumerating its executive powers . states that thes e
powers "cannot be extended ." The same limitation i s
found in some drafts of the constitution of Belarus . Thes e
are founders who want to say now what will be . if not
forever, then at least for a very long time: they are drafters who want to assure that the institutions thew no w
establish are respectful of the words they now draft .
All this obsession over text is quite understandable .
l
Coming from a communist past, and trained in a civi
law tradition before that, respect for textual limits is a n
important lesson to relearn . But we might ask nonetheless whether this fetish for code-like constitutions is eithe r
useful or realistic . For it has led many to conceive th e
question of the division of powers quite statically—askin g
what division of power is best . now and in the future, as if
a political system could be fixed in stone like Moses' Te n
Commandments . Less focus on text . and more on ho w
the constituted institutions are likely to interact, migh t
lead to a more dynamic question—what division of powe r
is best now, to allow a nation, unique in its history an d
culture, to evolve into a stable and enduring political system in the future .
The history of the American presidency reveals some thing of the value in this second question . Ours is th e
"imperial presidency"—with the chief executive simulta neously the chief administrator . the leading policymake r
on the national scene, and the exclusive policymaker o n
the international scene . Many from postcommunist soci eties rightly reject this presidency as a model for thei r
own emerging democracies . America, it is said, had a
long history of democracy before its constitution was born ,
and hence a political culture strong enough to resist th e
dangers of authoritarianism inherent in any strong executive . The same cannot be said of the democracies
emerging from (at least) forty years of communism . Hay ing suffered most of the century under totalitarian rule ,
the region's nascent democracies would be too fragile to
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resist the temptations of an authoritarian. even if elected,
president .
The contrast is a good one, and the lesson apt . But it
is instructive to ask just when America achieved thi
litical maturity, or more importantly, just when America'
spo s
imperial presidency became possible . Modern pretensions notwithstanding, the modern presidency was not a
creation of the founding fathers . Nothing in the text o f
1787 suggested a presidency anything like the office no w
occupied by President Bill Clinton . Instead, in 1787 the
President was quite a weak executive officer .
To see this, imagine a report about the newly create d
office of the president from a Chicago correspondent t o
the American Constitutional Convention of 1787 .
After a summer of secret sessions . the convention o f
1787 (called to draft amendments to the failed Articles o f
Confederation) proposed instead a radical, if unauthorized, new constitution. At the core of this document wa s
a single executive officer, a president, elected by stat e
electors at a special convention, and constitutionally inde pendent from Congress . But as the drafters were quick to
assure, this president was not to be America's elected
monarch . Rather than possessing strong and broad constitutionally vested executive powers, he was to be a rela tively weak executive officer . Indeed the constitutio n
granted him just five powers unconditioned by the share d
powers of Congress—the power to pardon . to fill vacan cies, to order written opinions from executive officers, to
receive ambassadors, and to command the military forces .
(Even these, in part, depend on Congress—the commander-in-chief power, for example, depends upon Con gress' declaration of war .) Beyond these five, th e
president's powers were powers conditioned by Congress—he had the power to negotiate treaties . that must b e
approved by the Senate : the power to appoint officers ,
that must be confirmed by the Senate ; the power toveto
legislation, that can be overridden by Congress ; the power
to recommend legislation, that can be ignored by Congress : the power to convene or adjourn Congress in ex -
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traordinary times, that Congress can negate by its ow n
similar vote : and finally, the power to "take Care that th e
laws be faithfully executed ." laws that Congress itsel f
sets. Not unlike the relatively weak presidencies recentl y
established in Hungary and the Czech Republic . most o f
the American president's important powers . then, wer e
powers significantly conditioned by Congress .
Overall, not a terribly strong executive power . and
fundamentally unlike the current American presidency .
Unlike his Bulgarian counterpart . he had no power ove r
citizenship; unlike the Polish or Romanian presidents, h e
was not directly elected : unlike the Hungarian president .
he had no constitutional power to "watch over the democratic functions of state ."
The practices of the first U .S. presidents confirm thi s
original reading . Unlike the modern policy-making executive . the first presidents were embarrassed to advis e
Congress on presidential views of legislation . As Washington wrote to a friend, "Motives of delicacy have uniformly restrained the [president] from introducing an y
topic which relates to legislative matters to members o f
either house of Congress, lest it should be suspected tha t
he wished to influence the question before it ." (Leonar d
D. White. The Federalists: A Study in Administrative History
55 [19481 .) Even in 1887, when Cleveland urged Congress to pass liberalized trade regulation . Congress wa s
shocked by the president's invasion of the legislative d
. (Louis Fisher, The Politics of Shared Power: Congresomain s
and the Executive 26 [19871 .) The early presidents under stood their role to be relatively passive : they exercise d
their power to advise Congress in lust the way a paren t
advises a teenage son—carefully . infrequently. and wit h
little expectation of acquiescence .
As originally framed, and originally practiced, then ,
the original president's power was slight . But what i s
important for our purposes is not this historical under standing, but rather, what accounts for the curren t
presidency's deviation from that past . How has the presi dency grown from this modest beginning to, in som e
eyes, a monster of centralized power today? What . in
Vojtech Cepl's words, breathed the "life into his office" ?
First, and most importantly, the transformation cam e
not by any change in the constitutional text . No amend ment vested in the president any more power than h e
possessed in 1789 . And second, the change came in ful l
view of Congress : this was not a presidency established in

a constitutional putsch ; it was a presidency gained with
the knowing acquiescence of many Congresses .
So if neither amendment nor force was used, wha t
accounts for the change : In part the remarkable growth
of presidential authority follows from an often overlooke d
aspect of Congress' power, and in balance, from an ofte n
ignored history of slow and mutual presidential and congressional accommodation . This was a presidency th e
American democracy had to learn, and like all learning, it
took time .
Consider first the part of this transformation owin g
to Congress' power . Buried in the constitutional text
outlining Congress' authority is a somewhat obscure gran t
of power . known by the framers as the "sweeping clause "
but referred to now as the "necessary and proper clause ."
Under this clause . Congress is granted the power to mak e
"all laws necessary and proper to carry into execution "
not lust Congress's power, but also "all other Powers veste d
by this Constitution in the Government of the Unite d
States, or in any Department or Officer thereof ." Most
contemporary commentators thought this clause simply
made explicit what would have been understood in any
case—that there were implied powers under the constitution. Therefore many thought the clause was a redundancy . But this has turned out to be a mistake . For even if
there would have been implied powers without thi s
clause, what the necessary and proper clause assures i s
that it is Congress and not the President which gets to sa y
what those implied powers are . and more importantly .
how they are to be structured . Congress gets to say this
about any federal power. and thus retains ultimate jurisdiction over any expanding federal power .
The importance in this structural design is easily overlooked, but the history of the American presidency make s
it hard to ignore . At first . Congress exercised broad powers of control over those powers that we would no w
consider executive . by vesting them in people other than
the president—including prosecutorial powers vested i n
relatively independent department heads . or in state officials . and other powers of execution vested in state officials . More importantly, the first Congresses acted t o
assure a relatively weak federal administration . One example gives the overall flavor : Despite constant pleas b y
presidents and attorneys general . Congress refused (unti l
1870) to create a centralized department of justice, allowing the prosecution of federal laws to rest with essentiall y
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independent local prosecutors and in some cases, stat e
prosecutors . For most of the history of the America n
republic . much of the power of the modern presidenc y
was held in check by a jealous and careful Congress .
Over time . all this has changed . As faith in the presidency grew along with impatience over a fictionalize d
and corrupt Congress . Congress finally granted the presi dent increasing control over an increasingly centralize d
administration . After a century of democratic practice ,
and a long tradition of democratic executives, Congres s
permitted the evolution of a presidency that withou t
doubt the founders would have found terrifying . This
was a change long in coming, but critically, it is not a
change best understood as a change in the constitutio n
itself. For to this day, the full range of the resident' s
power survives solely by the grace of Congress . Unde r
the "sweeping clause" Congress retains broad power t o
.
limit and control—to check—an overzealous executive
The president's power is a power by structural delegation, but a careful Congress could at anytime recall th e
power it has allowed .
No doubt the evolution in the American presidenc y
is unlike the evolution that can be expected of the executive power in postcommunist democracies. For one thing ,
the countries of Eastern Europe that have established a
more-than-ceremonial president are dual-executive democracies . But the constitutional history of the Frenc h
Fifth Republic . which created a system of this sort, con firms the lesson we have drawn from the American expe rience: the growth of presidential power cannot be rig idly controlled by a constitutional text . My point abou t
the American experience is not so much about a particular evolution that any constitution will follow . Instead, i t
is about the nature of a constitution as evolutionary . Wha t
is general is not a particular path of presidential growth .
but that presidencies have a path of growth . and that a t
their birth constitutions should understand and accommodate this .
That a practice can be constitutional even if not literally prescribed by a constitutional text is the first genera l
lesson from this history . Three more specific lessons migh t
also be suggested . First, while the American experience i s
discounted in postcommunist debates, again because o f
the preconstitutional democratic traditions in America, i t
is useful to remember that even these early democrat s
refused constitutionally to entrench a strong executive
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power . So fearful were the framers of replicating Kin g
George that they established at first a small and impoten t
executive office. and filled it with a not so small (bu t
Importantly) sterile (father of no heirs except the country) President Washington . And except for the extraordi nary period surrounding the Civil War, this limited executive power would survive on the American continen t
for at least a century . Even on the brink of economic an d
political collapse. the framers did not short-circuit th e
deliberative—if inefficient, if corruptible, i
responsibility of Congress .
factionlzed
Second. what the "sweeping clause" suggests is tha t
modern constitutionalists should focus less on carvin g
into stone divided executive and legislative powers, an d
more on devising a system that will allow an effectiv e
executive (and Congress) to evolve over time . What th e
sweeping clause allowed America was a flexibility tha t
Congress could exercise, over time and across historica l
contexts, in various political battles . This arrangemen t
helped Congress develop as a democratic institution, whil e
checking the anti-democratic tendencies of a strong executive—allowing, in short, a period of maturation . Wha t
this suggests for other constitutional regimes is the nee d
for a similar structural device that would permit a similar
space for parliament and the executive (or executives) t o
develop and, more importantly, to develop together .
Such a development will take time and what we migh t
call political space—the third lesson from the America n
experience . Modern constitutionalists, especially rights focused constitutionalists . are eager to quash politics i n
the name of "correct" constitutional principles, eager t o
avoid political struggles, and move quickly to the "right "
constitutional answer, eager to throw law, constitutiona l
law, into battles inherently political . This may have been
the impatience of Professor/Justice Valeri Zorkin, who ,
along with his court of legal academics (9 of the 13 justices were from the academy), like overeager parents ,
refused to stand aside and allow political institutions t o
resolve their political conflicts politically—through com promise and agreement. But it is just this skill that a
democracy demands . The process of learning this skill, o f
learning democracy, cannot be short circuited—no less i n
postcommunist democracies today, than in eighteenthcentury America .
Lawrence Lessig is Assistant Professor of Law at the University
of Chicago, the Law Schoo l
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October Crisis; a new Constitution ; Superpresidentialism .

Focus : Crisis In Russia
The End of the First Russian Republi c
Dwight Semle r
In September . Russia was thrown into the most seriou s
constitutional crisis since the 1991 August cou p. The
Supreme Soviet (Parliament) and the president . Bori s
Yeltsin. could agree on practically nothing in July an d
August, and the political capital gained by Yeltsin in th e
April referendum was rapidly depreciating . As had happened repeatedly during the preceding two years, president and Parliament were deadlocked over the questio n
of who wielded ultimate authority. Parliament refuse d
Yeltsin's post-April entreaties for early parliamentary elec tions, stonewalled on a budget agreement and defied al l
efforts to agree on a new constitution . Meanwhile, th e
regions continued to press for more fiscal and politica l
autonomy from the center . The president finally took
the ultimate political gamble and declared Parliamen t
closed . This action fulfilled his earlier promise that Parliament would see a "September offensive ." After
paten-dysofhWiteHus,andfloe uties
who refused to recognize the end of Parliament and th e
soviets as a form of rule were seized by the delusion tha t
they could take Moscow by force . Deciding on wha t
turned out to be a suicide mission . they opted to use thei r
weapons against security forces loyal to Yeltsin . The
results left 127 dead (according to the prime minister' s
office) . many more hundreds wounded and th
.
eparli-mntydshuerat
After the October tragedy . Yeltsin moved quickly to
reassert central control . His staff reeled off several hundred ukazi and even more administrative decrees, th e
most important dealing with deepening economic refor m
and establishing procedures on the up-coming Decembe r
elections and referendum on the draft constitution . At

the same time, Yeltsin sacked re gional and loca lsoviet
throughout Russia as well as administrative leaders wh o
proved disloyal during the October crisis . What wa s
clear both during the crisis and after . however—and this i s
critical when considering the future of the country—i s
that the president's office has opted for temporary political solutions . which is precisely what Yeltsin used to accuse the Supreme Soviet of doing . This indicates th e
December elections may well be followed by continue d
instability.
A review of pre-October event s
In mid-August Yeltsin hinted that he might "go aroun d
Parliament'' to carry out his own reform design . On
August 12 . he stated openly that he would force early
parliamentary elections even if this meant violating th e
constitution . Turning up the pressure . only days later h e
announced that a federation council (representing eac h
of the republics and regions) could be convened as a n
alternate body to Parliament. and one better suited t o
carrying out badly needed legislative actions . Of course ,
rumors of early elections, federation councils and the like
had become commonplace by this time, but a clear re solye could be heard in Yeltsin's August pronouncements .
For him . the summer had been a complete loss . Nearly
all of Yeltsin's legislative work of the summer had bee n
either reversed or watered down by Parliament in Jul y
(see EECR . Summer 1993), leaving the presiden t's offic e
and the government not only frustrated but turnin g
against itself. Divisions in the government clearly deepened as economic conditions grew worse . And, the anti corruption campaign, instigated by Vice Presiden t
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Aleksandr Rutskoi and conducted by the Procurator Gen eral Valentin Stepankov . had become a nagging distraction, further pressurin g the government .
In response to Stepankov, Yeltsin created his ow n
anti-corruption commission headed by Andrei Makarov .
who, with little delay, managed to find sufficient ground s
to charge Rutskoi with links to a Swiss bank account an d
Stepankov with the plotting of his . Makarov's, murder.
But pressure from Stepankov's office had taken a toll o n
Yeltsin's government, pushing it ever closer towards selfdestruction . Finally, Yeltsin fired Security Ministe r
Viktor Barannikov, whom he suspected of striking deal s
with Supreme Soviet Chairman Ruslan Khasbulatov . and
suspended both First Deputy Prime Minister Vladimi r
Shumeiko (who insisted his departure was voluntary )
and Vice President Rutskoi . Parliament responded immediately to Rutskoi's suspension with a petition to th e
Constitutional Court . Their argument was that Yeltsi n
had no constitutional authority to suspend the vice president and that Rutskoi had been freely elected along wit h
Yeltsin. This argument was legally sound, but Rutsko i
had become the de facto head of the opposition to th e
president . and his suspension allowed Yeltsin to demonstrate his increasing disregard for the constitution . Wit h
this move, the die was cast for what proved to be the fina l
struggle . Not surprisingly, the final conflict centered o n
the budget and the government's privatization plan .
The battles over privatization and the budget wer e
crucial since privatization of large-scale firms was g ainin g
public acquiescence and the need to stabilize the rubl e
was growing more and more desperate . The law on
privatization required parliamentary approval at each ste p
hav
of each major privatization . Such a scheme woulde
permitted no more than a handful of privatizations a
year, which was unacceptable to both Yeltsin and th e
government .
As for the ruble, easy credits from the central ban k
coupled with undisciplined fiscal policies had brought i t
to the point of hyperinflation on more than one occasion .
But since the April referendum, because of th e
government's fiscal restraint, the ruble had shown som e
stability . Buoyed by these results, in the early summe r
the government set for itself a reasonable and discipline d
budget, one that would satisfy international creditors an d
lenders. Yet when presented to Parliament, this budge t
was refused . The anti-reform assembly chose instead to
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draft a budget, which would have enlarged the nationa l
budget deficit to more than 25 percent of GNP. Naturally, when Parliament's proposal was sent to the president, he vetoed it. requiring Parliament to propose eithe r
another budget or attempt an override . Yeltsin went s o
far as to send Finance Minister Boris Fyodorov to Parlia ment to persuade the deputies to reduce their budge t
demands . Not surprisingly, they refused and instead ,
called for Fyodorov's resignation and set out to ratify
their own inflationary budget plan over the president' s
veto. With that accomplished, their draft budget wa s
again sent to the president and again he vetoed the plan .
Parliament was enraged, arguing that, constitutionally ,
the president could not twice veto the same bill : Yeltsin's
office responded by pointing out that the second draft bil l
sent to the president had a different name than the firs t
and thus came before the president as a new piece o f
legislation . Parliament naturally believed itself tricke d
since its second draft was only slightly altered . Parliamentary lawyers declared Yeltsin's move a ruse, bu t
Yeltsin had nevertheless, at least momentarily, foiled hi s
opponents.
In the end, legal technicalities concerning the passin g
of the budget did not matter. Fully aware of the wide e
spread criticism that his government had lost initiativ
and coherence . Yeltsin announced that he had instructed
the government to ignore Parliament's budget . So, when
this budget was put before him on September 10, Yeltsi n
refused to si gn it . despite a constitutional requiremen t
that he do so . To drive home his uncom promising position on the budget to the government. Parliament and
international creditors—the latter having threatened t o
cut off aid if fiscal discipline was not promptly established—Yeltsin made public on September 17 that he had
invited Yegor Gaidar (the acting prime minister wh o
was sacked by Parliament in December 1992) to rejoi n
the government as a deputy prime minister . The reappointment of Gaidar was a clear indication to Western
creditors that Yeltsin's government sought fiscal responsibility. while, at the same time, it was an act of defianc e
in the face of the Supreme Soviet. Parliament was stunned
by Yeltsin's new bravado and reacted in kind .
Just as the budget battle reached an impasse, so to o
did Yeltsin's drive to push through a constitution and
convene a federation council . By late summer the rival
draft constitutions of Yeltsin and Parliament had bee n
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gradually merged by a working group formed fro m
Yeltsin's Constitutional Assembly, appointed earlier . But
it was apparent that the constitutional working grou p
had favored Yeltsin's draft. There was therefore no hop e
that the Supreme Soviet or the Congress of People's Depu ties would agree to such a final draft . Moreover, although
Yeltsin's office, particularly the head of his administration, Sergei Filatov, had tried several times to convene a
federation council, the various republican and regiona l
leaders repeatedly altered their demands . The president' s
office was embarrassed more than once, announcing th e
convocation of the council one day, postponing it th e
next.
When the Presidential Council gathered on September 14 . Yeltsin was subject to severe criticisms from hi s
strongest supporters and advisors . The president had los t
the initiative. they said . The possibility of early election s
was rapidly slipping away and the conflict between Parliament and president had precipitated the slide of th e
economy into another downward spiral . It was well
known that the executive-legislative deadlock in Moscow had led the ministries increasingly to ignore order s
from both the president and Parliament . The regions and
republics were doing the same . On the weekend of September 18 and 19, the Federation Council finally met ,
but the body refused to transform itself into a propose d
upper chamber of a not-vet-formed, governing structure .
To do so would have posed a direct challenge to th e
Supreme Soviet . Not that the Council feared Parliament .
Rather . the Council, which represented the regions an d
the republics in some vague way . had nothing to gain b y
supporting Yeltsin. Regional authorities were doing quit e
well in the absence of any coordinated authority in Moscow . Yeltsin was in a potentially disastrous position . H e
had used regional support in the past to circumvent Parliament and now this strategy, too, was slipping from hi s
grasp . It is not known whether Yeltsin actually planned
in August the September offensive launched on September 21, but on that evening he took action .
The September offensive
At 8:00 PM Moscow time, Yeltsin delivered a nationa l
address, announcing Decree No. 1400, "On a Step-byStep Constitutional Reform of the Russian Federation ."
The address focused on the Congress's and Parliament' s
unrelenting obstruction of the government's reform pro

gram and the need for a coherent legal order . The conflict between political forces, he said, had become "fruit less, senseless and destructive," while Parliament wa s
guilty of reneging on promises made to the presiden t
following each successive congress . Following the Apri l
referendum , continued refusals to work with the president demonstrated Parliament's "flouting the expresse d
will of the Russian people ." The most "outrageous instance" of Supreme Soviet recklessness concerned economic policy . Its positions were "deliberately aimed a t
worsening the situation in Russia ." Moreover, havin g
failed to adopt a constitution at the Seventh Congress, th e
legislative branch had effectively stalled the constitutiona l
reform process. Instead, it revised the old constitution o n
an almost daily basis to suit temporary needs and outmaneuver the democratically elected president . "Law-making work has been turned into a weapon of politica l
struggle ." Having lost its ability to speak for the people,
Parliament had transformed itself into the "headquarter s
of an irreconcilable opposition ." Because Russia's security was "more precious than formal obedience to contra dictory norms created by the legislature," Yeltsin announced that he had signed earlier that day Decree No .
1400, suspending and terminating all functions—legislative, administrative and supervisory—of the Congress o f
Peopl e's Deputies and the Supreme Soviet of the Russia n
Federation. A new constitution would be forthcomin g
and new elections to the Federal Assembly, a bicamera l
legislature, would be held on December 11 and 12. Following legislative elections . early presidential election s
would also take place . In closing his address Yeltsin declared his measures necessary for the good of Russia . H e
pleaded for calm and support from the people, and aske d
for international support, stressing that Russia, -possessing a huge arsenal of nuclear weapons," could ill affor d
anarchy .
The decree was met with shock and amazement b y
Parliament, while the country as a whole accepted i t
calmly, perhaps paying little attention . It was not at al l
clear how Yeltsin intended to carry out Decree No . 1400 .
Since he did not use force to close the White House, th e
Supreme Soviet continued to meet . Following Yeltsin' s
address, Parliament held an emergency session, voted t o
strip Yeltsin of his powers and swore in Rutskoi as presi dent. Rutskoi's first act was to declare all the Septembe r
21 decrees of the "former President Yeltsin" to be nul l
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too was jeopardized . The majority of politicos outsid e
and void . He then swore in a government drawn fro m
Moscow were silent on Yeltsin's actions . Save a fe w
Parliament. The Constitutional Court . itself meetin g
minuscule public protests, direct opposition was not forth and voting in nebulous circumstances, backed Parliament .
coming . In addition, late during the first day of presiden stating that Yeltsin's violation of the constitution constitial rule Defense Minister Pavel Grachev announced tha t
tuted grounds for impeachment . Ruslan Khasbulato v
he and the military were supporting the president an d
appealed to the military and security forces to disobe y
that political activity (discussions . agitation, etc .) withi n
Yeltsin's "criminal orders ." and immediately sought supmilitary ranks had been temporarily banned.
port from regional leaders, asking that they denounce th e
Western reaction came swiftly,
president . He also called on worker s
to stage a general strike in support o f "The October events are certainl y with nearly all Western heads o f
Parliament and the violated constitu- related to Ukaz 1400 . This ukaz formally state declaring their support fo r
Yeltsin. Only Germany was les s
tion. As had been the case durin g
contradicted the existing constitutio n
earlier crises, the army declared tha t
than direct . Rather than a stateand aggravated the conflict with th e
it would maintain "strict neutrality."
ment on presidential rule ; th
Supreme
Soviet
.
At
the
same
time,
i
t
Except for increased security force s
rnment announced it wouldegov assist
in and around Moscow . nothin g was the actions of the Supreme Sovie t Russia in refinancing its Germa n
seemed changed. But Shumeiko, haythat led to the bloody events in Moscow . debts. Later, during the first ful l
ing just been cleared of corruptio n
. . . Russia ha[d] a bizarre constitutio n week of presidential rule, the Grou p
charges, re-assumed his position a s that was never really adopted . We of Seven pronounced even stronfirst deputy prime minister and anger support for Yeltsin, praising hi s
cannot seriously consider the proces s
commitment to market reform .
nounced that the heads of defense ,
of patching up, renaming and amending
So emboldened was Yeltsin o n
security and interior were behind the
the
constitution
to
be
the
same
a
s
president .
the first day of presidential rule tha t
When the dust settled followin g adopting it. How can we speak about th e he took a public stroll . Speaking to
the first evening of parliamentary asconstitution of a state if its articles ar e reporters. he said that, since Parliasaults on the president . it was appar- adopted by a body that has only a ment did not exist, he could n o
ent that the Supreme Soviet had mar - temporary procedure and when eve n longer have a dialogue with it .
Yeltsin casually and conspicuousl y
ginal public support at best . Within
this procedure is systematicall y
maintained his scheduled agenda .
a few days it became even clearer tha t
violated? How can we demand that th e In a further remarkable display of
the assembly had essentially no insti tutional levers with which to counte r constitution be respected when th e self-confidence . on September 24 h e
the president. While the president . process of creating it has been fraught gathered representatives of th e
former republics of the Sovie t
too, was short of unconditional sup - with infringements of the law? "
port. he clearly had the upper hand .
Interview with President Boris Yeltsi n Union (excluding the Baltic state s
Regional and republic support by an d
Isvestia, November3
15, 199 and Turkmenistan. with Georgi a
sending an observer) to sign a treat y
large fell to the president—except fo r
the Republic of Udmurtia, which declared its laws supe of economic union in Moscow .
rior to those of the center . Naturally, backing for Yeltsi n
From September 22 through September 24 further
was greater among regional administrative heads since
details of Decree No . 1400 and Yeltsi n's overall agend a
they had been appointed by the president, while suppor t
became clear . The central bank and the procurator
among regional and local soviets was considerably more
general's office were brought under the control of th e
muted . The latter, like the members of the Supreme
government, regional leaders were informed of their re Soviet, had taken their offices following the 1991 elecsponsibility to implement all orders from the president' s
tions, prior to the collapse of the Union . As soviets, moreoffice (they were personally responsible and would b e
held criminally liable), and the Constitutional Court wa s
over. they were tied to the soviet governing structure .
suspended until after the elections . The government de With the fate of the highest soviet in doubt, their future
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clared that regional and local soviets could do as the v
pleased so long as they did not block presidential order s
or the electoral process . Amnesty was offered to all in th e
White House with the threat of prosecution if they continued to resist. A flurry of pronouncements came dow n
from Shumeiko on the future constitution . on election s
and on the establishment of the State Duma (the lowe r
house of the Federal Assembly) . The State Duma would
be comprised of 400 seats, with 270 seats elected fro m
single-member constituencies and the remaining 13 0
elected through party lists . (Later . by decree, the Dum a
was enlarged to 450 seats with half assigned to singlemember constituencies and half to party lists .) Election of
nearly one-third of this body by party lists was meant t o
give parties a role and to offer them some leverage fo r
exerting parry discipline. The Federation Council . the
upper chamber, would not be filled by elections but rathe r
by the appointment of regional and republic administrators. On the economic front. Gaidar and his team o f
economists worked on decrees for lifting more price con trols, notably on energy and bread, as well as for a liberal ization of foreign trade . Later, following the Octobe r
shoot-out, they would issue the long-awaited ukaz allow ing private ownership of land .
One indication of Yeltsin's initial success in assertin g
authority was that on Friday September 24, the central
bank increased its discount rate to 200 percent. At the
same time Procurator General Stepankov, who had mad e
a career of anti-corruption campaigns directed against th e
government. reversed himself, swearing loyalty to th e
government . The government announced tha t
Parliament's funding had ended, that its buildings wer e
to be seized and that it had forfeited control of its newspa pers and television programs .
Despite Yeltsin's bold moves, Parliament still contin ued to meet . On Friday September 24 . it convened a n
emergency meeting of the Congress of People's Deputies .
Only about half of the deputies managed to come to Mos cow . because Parliament's funding had been terminated .
requiring the deputies to finance their own trip to th e
capital . Since phone lines to the White House had bee n
cut, the deputies had to rely on a few mobile phones t o
disseminate information about the Congress . Stat
et levisona dradio,fulyunderthegovernment'scontro l
and largely sympathetic to Yeltsin, did not even cover th e
Congress' meetings .

The first order of business for the Congress was to
confirm the Supreme Soviet's order of impeachment o f
the president . This was followed by endless calls fo r
rallying behind Parliament and adhering to the "real "
constitutional order . Demoralized by the sight of the half
empty chamber and its limited support outside on th e
streets. the Congress nevertheless continued its sessions .
Finally, on September 28, the president ordered the
White House sealed and its heat and electricity shut off .
Internal security troops surrounded the building an d
formed an exit cordon for those inside who wished t o
leave . Departure remained voluntary but no one leavin g
the building was to be allowed back in . Aware that the
650 plus supporters in the White House had amassed a
substantial stash of small arms and weapons . the president ordered them to surrender their weapons by th e
following day. The president's office disclaimed any vio lent intentions towards the hold-out parliamentarians ,
but promised stern measures were there to be resistance .
The September 29 deadline came and went withou t
any reaction from either side . On the following day ,
Khasbulatov and Rutskoi sought mediation both fro m
regional leaders and from the Russian patriarch, Aleks y
II. But Yeltsin's office rebuffed this suggestion of arbitra tion and another ultimatum to clear the building, this
time by Monday October 4, with the threat of "serious
consequences," if the order was refused . On Frida
ber 1, however, Yeltsin reversed himself and accepte
yOcto
d
arbitration by Aleksy II. The regional leaders (heads o f
the soviets) had for several days sought to dissuade th e
president from closing Parliament by force. In the shor t
time since the September 21 declaration, representative s
from 62 of the regions (out of 89 regions in all), including
14 regional administrators appointed by Yeltsin himself,
had begun the process of breaking from nearly all centra l
authority. Focused on events in Moscow, Yeltsin foun d
that the regions had again exploited the deadlock of central authority to increase their own power . It wa
spatenlycearth ergionsadrepublicshadenjoye d
the two-year struggle between the president and Parliament. Reinstating the hapless Parliament would insur e
the regions their continued ability to wrest authority fro m
the center. One example was Novosibirsk, which threatened to form a Siberian republic unless the Parliamen t
was reinstated.
Potential for rebellion in the regions far exceeded i n
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seriousness any threat that Parliament could muster . As a
result, Yeltsin dispatched key government and ministry
officials to the most important regions to cajole and garner support. Talks with Aleksy TI began, and word sprea d
quickly that the president was considering standing fo r
election in December along with the newly propose d
State Duma in return for a voluntary self-dissolution o f
the Supreme Soviet.
On Sunday October 3, with talks mediated by th e
patriarch still in process, the peaceful standoff came to a
shocking end . A crowd of approximately 10,000 supporters of Parliament moved toward the White House ,
gathering supporters along the way . There had bee n
similar gatherings in support of Parliament nearly every
day before Sunday, but the crowds had never numbered
more than a few thousand, and confrontations with th e
police had been minor . The crowds on Sunday wer e
more aggressive and the security forces at the White
House proved unprepared to use the force necessary t o
repel the swelling protest . Soon after 3 :00 PM, a crowd of
nearly 15,000 broke through the White House cordo n
and joined the die-hards inside . Hastily and fatally ,
Rutskoi urged the crowd to storm the Moscow mayor' s
office as well as Ostankino, the Moscow television towe r
and station . A tiny contingent from the group, no more
than fifty supporters, easily took the nearly empty an d
badly guarded mayor's office, killing two of its occupant s
Emboldened and perhaps intoxicated by this first success ,
the White House crowd grew even larger and set it s
sights on Ostankino . The station too was quickly taken .
leaving more than twenty dead.
While the parliamentary cadres were freely movin g
about the city, security forces took practically no action .
For his part, Yeltsin was not even in Moscow. Only a t
2:00 PM did he return to the city from his dacha . Fro m
the time of his return until approximately 5 :00 PM, he
met with officials at the Ministry of Defense, pleadin g
and no doubt bargaining with them for support . He
probably reminded the reluctant officers of their recentl y
granted pay raises . (Yeltsin had spent a good portion o f
his time in August and September touring key militar y
bases to insure future support. which he now needed .)
With their commitment to support him in hand he re turned to the Kremlin where he spent the rest of th e
evening and the night, drafting a declaration of a state o f
emergency and other contingent measures with his staff .
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By mid-evening, military troops . comprised of officer s
only, with no conscripts, began what thev assumed woul d
be a quick sweep of the city . Instead, facing fierce opposi tion, they did not manage to retake the television station
until midnight . Only the White House remained . It wa s
quickly surrounded but was not shelled until 7 :00 A M
the following day. It proved resistant, requiring nearl y
ten hours of bombardment before the remaining hold outs surrendered late in the afternoon of October 4 .
Rutskoi, Khasbulatov, members of their rump government, and the other occupants of the White House, abou t
300 in all, were led to waiting security buses and, unde r
heavy guard, were taken to Moscow's internal securit y
prison, Lofortovo . It is rumored that Yeltsin went personally to Lofortovo to "greet" Rutskoi and Khasbulato v
because. at the time of their arrest, he was not in the
Kremlin . and television footage from the prison at th e
time inadvertently showed Yeltsin's closest bodyguar d
who is always at the president's side .
Presidential rul e
With the fighting at last over, approximately 130 la y
dead (although the numbers are hotly contested in th e
Moscow rumor mill) . Yeltsin's office moved quickly to
y
enforce state-of-emergency measures, which were initiall
to last a week but were later extended . A curfew i n
Moscow was announced, television and radio program s
hostile to Yeltsin suspended, leading opposition paper s
barred from publication, while selective censorship wa s
imposed on the others . Fifteen newspapers hostile t o
Yeltsin, largely fascist or nationalist in content, were "per manently" banned . More immediately unsettling wa s
the behavior of local Moscow authorities . The conditio n
of emergency measures proved a convenient cover fo r
making sweeps through the streets to remove all non tesidents from the city . The harsh round-ups, whic h
drew condemnation from the Helsinki Human Right s
Committee, were directed notably at people from th e
Trans-Caucasus and at central Asians and other non-Rus sians from the south . By mid-October approximatel y
20,000 were forced to leave the city, with another 10 .000
leaving "voluntarily" before being forced .
With the fighting over, Yeltsin's team seemed vulnerable on several fronts . No explanation was given as t o
why security forces were so badly prepared for smal l
bands of armed rioters and why Yeltsin's own office wa s
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taken equally unawares . Even more important was th e
damaging question : Was Yeltsin not responsible for th e
regions ' rebellion, since he had courted them with promises of autonomy in exchange for political su pport?
Yeltsin's office sought to focus public attention on th e
violent behavior of the parliamentary supporters and o n
future plans to restore order . Wisely . Yeltsin did not
gloat about his apparent victory, choosing instead to pronounce the entire event a grim tragedy, an isolated even t
driven by a small contingent of dangerous nationalist ,
fascist and communist malcontents .
Whether responsible for the tragedy or not, Yeltsi n
initially focused less on healing wounds than on settlin g
scores . A flurry of ukazi came from the Kremlin, sackin g
disloyal regional . republic and local administrators, amon g
,
them the heads of Novosibirsk and Amur .Stepankov
ly,
was
also
dismissed.
His
last-minute
con
not surprisin g
version to presidential rule had come too late . For th e
Constitutional Court, Yeltsin's ukaz of October 7 wa s
particularly damning . He unequivocally laid blame o n
the court and its chairman, for siding more frequentl y
with Parliament than with the president . He accused the
court of taking "hasty actions" twice in 1993 . both o f
which had "brought the country to the brink of a civi l
war," while being guilty of inactivity "when the threat o f
a civil war became real ." He accused Zorkin of drawin g
the court into a political struggle by actively participatin g
in political activities, thus violating the Law on the Court .
Moreover the court's evaluation of Decree No . 1400 .
which closed Parliament . was a "unilateral political decision" which had not even considered th e
"anticonstitutional . extreme and violent" behavior of th e
Supreme Soviet . The court was ordered closed until the
convening of the new government . According to th e
draft constitution, remarkably enough, the same cour t
members will have seats in the future, enlarged Constitutional Court . (Zorkin has meanwhile been suspende d
from the Court and thereby stripped of his immunit y
from prosecution .)
While shutting down the Constitutional Court .
Yeltsin also called for the closing of regional and loca l
soviets . In a nation-wide address on October 6, he first
called for their voluntary closure, promising that all depu ties would be given "social guarantees" in return for giving up their jobs . Naturally few responded to the call, so a
further step was taken on October 9, by a decree, "On

Reform of Representative Power and Institutions of L
." When
ocalSef-GvrnmthRusiaFedron
this again proved insufficient, the regional and local sovi ets were ordered dissolved, again by decree, on Octobe r
26 . Authority was passed to the regional administrator s
(mostly Yeltsin appointees) who are to remain in charg e
until the local elections scheduled for next summer .
Dissolving the soviets had the effect of complicatin g
the original design of the upper house of the Federal
Assembly, the Federation Council. According to Decree
No. 1400, only the Duma was to be elected, while th e
Federation Council was to be comprised of the heads of
the administrations and the heads of the soviets of th e
regions and republics . With the soviets closed, the head s
of the soviets were gone too . Thus the future un-elected
Federation Council was de prived of half of its propose d
members . Solving the problem meant calling for elections to the Federation Council . This was done by decre e
on October 11 . Seats in both the Federation Council a s
well as the State Duma were filled by the election on
December 11 and 12 . Once Parliament was disbanded,
the president saw no need to seek the favor of the heads o f
soviets . After all, their demands had continually complicated constitutional drafting and economic reforms, an d
they had sided with Parliament during the last days of th e
crisis, prolonging the presidential-parliamentary standoff. As it was, Yeltsin still had his appointed administrative heads, who quickly fell into line when the first shot s
in October were fired . By calling elections with so littl e
notice . he probably hoped to outmaneuver the regiona l
power-seekers who had so confidently though themslv
beyond Moscow's reach .
After "retaking" the regions. Yeltsin issued th
emeasuresnec s aryforadoptingaconstiutiononOctobe r
15 . A vote on the soon-to-be released constitution woul d
be held at the same time as the general election on December 12. The formula for ratifying the constitutio n
was simple . The voters were asked, "Do you accept th e
draft constitution of the Russian Federation? Yes or no? "
The constitution is considered ratified if approved by a
simple majority . so long as more than 50 percent of the
electorate take part in the referendum . The new constitution will be in force upon publication of the electio n
results. (For an analysis of Yeltsin's constitution see th e
articles by Edward Walker and Stephen Holmes in thi s
issue.)
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Yeltsin approved of his constitutional committee' s
draft constitution on November 8 . The constitution
heavily favors the president over the legislature . His appointment powers in the executive (the government and
the administration) and judicial branches are vast. He
can dissolve the Duma if it repeatedly declines his candi date for prime minister . Moreover, the constitution attempts to level and reduce the powers of the unruly regions and republics . Its human rights provisions are liberal, although perhaps unenforceable, and it reconfirms a
decree of late October granting the right to own land . It
also contains temporary provisions, which are of the utmost importance. The first Federal Assembly members
will hold their seats for two years only and thereafte r
they will have four-year terms. Yeltsin will apparently
serve out his five year term . to June 1995 . which may o r
may not settle the question of a possible early election .
Successive presidents will have four-year terms and ca n
hold office no more than twice . The shortened terms of
the first assembly may again indicate that Yeltsin fears
Russia's first freely elected legislature, however power less it may appear on paper .
The elections will not resolve as much of the politica l
turmoil as is commonly thought . Indeed, history coul d
very well repeat itself. Yeltsin's formal powers are considerable, but they are just that—formal powers . His office has produced more than 300 decrees since the closin g
of Parliament . Decrees have been repeatedly announce d
only to be disclaimed or revised or overruled by subse -

quent decrees . A Parliament of any kind may weake n
Yeltsin's resolve or slow his pace . Moreover, it is muc h
easier to write a constitution bringing the regions an d
republics back into line than to enforce the will of th e
central government on the rest of the country . With th e
elections, Yeltsin may now find it harder to use militar y
force . For the first time, he faces parliamentarians wh o
are his democratic equals and who can claim to hav e
more legitimacy than he does given the fresh elections .
In addition, there are still no real parties in Russi a
capable of articulating constituents' demands . The election was thus a race of personalities . If the past is an y
indication of the future, it is highly unlikely that the ne w
parliamentarians will get along with each other. There i s
every possibility that the new Parliament will prove a s
hun r
gy for authority as the former one, and this tim e
Yeltsin may find it more difficult to resort t
.tuOifocnalrmse,h wiplac
oextra-cnsi
e
the president in a powerful position . But this toomay
backfire . Already there is growing popular displeasur e
with the way Yeltsin has stiffed his opponents, within a s
well as outside the print and broadcast media, since th e
October crisis. Moreover, the regions may have been cu t
down to size in the constitution, but this does not mea n
that they do not present, collectively, a formidable obstacle to central control . A great deal of skill and luck will
be required to make Yeltsin's constitution work . Th e
events of October and their aftermath speak clearly to th e
limits of both .

An Excerpt from Yeltsin's Constitutio n
Stephen Holme s
What follows is a translation of the final section o f
Yeltsin's constitution, the "Concluding and Transitiona l
Provisions." This is the only part of the document that i s
wholly new . Especially remarkable is the announcement .
in paragraph three . that President Yeltsin will serve ou t
his original, full term, which clearly implies, contrary t o
an earlier presidential decree, that he will not face th e
electorate until 1996 . (In his November 15 interview
with Isvestia . Yeltsin re-opened the possibility of pre-term
elections, apparently treating his own constitutional draft
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as an off-the-cuff opinion, setting only loose limits o n
presidential whim .) Equally interesting is paragraph five ,
which confirms the continuation in office of all sittin g
judges, including, presumably . non-supporters of Yeltsi n
on the Constitutional Court . Paragraph seven fixes December 1995 as the date of the next legislative elections .
(By establishing a "short parliament ." on an exceptiona l
basis, Yeltsin may hope to give potential opponents n o
time to regroup . But his drafters may also have reasone d
in a less cynical way . Because Russian society continue s
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to change in unpredictable directions. arguably, an assembly can mirror the current distribution of social force s
only if legislative terms are kept relatively brief .) Finally,
paragraph nine is noteworthy for two reasons . First, it
affirms the "compatibility" of ministerial and legislativ e
functions, so that aspirants to the cabinet may freely ru n
for the State Duma ; but it also makes it useless for corrup t
ministers to seek a deputy's seat simply to gain immunit y
from prosecution . (See the article by Stephen Holme s
and Christian Lucky in this section .) And second, paragraph nine concludes with the one concession tha t
Yeltsin's drafters, whoever they were, saw fit to offer t o
regional elites . Representatives of the republics and regions can serve on the Federation Council without having to abandon their power bases back home, because th e
upper chamber will not sit in permanent session . but will
convene only on an occasional basis .
Concluding and transitional provision s
1 . The Constitution of the Russian Federation enters int o
force on the day of its official promulgation, in accor d
with the results of a nation-wide vote .
The day of this nation-wide vote . 12 December 1993 ,
will be considered the day of the adoption of the Russia n
Federation Constitution .
At the same time, the validity of the Constitutio n
(Basic Law) of the Russian Federation/Russia, adopte d
on 12 April 1978 . with its amendments and additions ,
will be suspended.
In case of any di sparity between the provisions of th e
Constitution of the Russian Federation and the provisions of the Federal Treaty—the treaty on the division o f
authority and competencies between the federal organ s
of state power in the Russian Federation and the organ s
of state power in the sovereign republics within the Rus sian Federation ; the treaty on the division of authorit y
and competencies between the federal organs of stat e
power in the Russian Federation and the organs of stat e
power in the krai and the oblasts of the Russian Federa tion and in the cities of Moscow and Saint-Petersburg ; the
treaty on the division of authority and competencies be tween the federal organs of state power in the Russia n
Federation and the organs of state power in the autonomous oblasts and autonomous districts within the Russian Federation; and also other treaties between the fed eral organs of state power in the Russian Federation and

the organs of state power in the subjects [constituent ter ritorial units] of the Russian Federation . as well as treatie s
among the organs of state power in the subjects of th e
Russian Federation—the provisions of the Russian Federation Constitution are operative .
2. Laws and other legal acts valid on the territory o f
the Russian Federation prior to the present constitution' s
coming into force are to be applied in those parts that d o
not contradict the Russian Federation Constitution .
3. From the day that the present constitution come s
into force, the president of the Russian Federation, electe d
according the [amended 1978] Constitution (Basic Law )
of the Russian Federation/Russia . will fulfill his prescribe d
functions until the expiration of the term for which h e
was elected .
4. From the day that the present constitution comes
into force . the Council of Ministers—the [cabinet or] gov ernment of the Russian Federation—acquires the rights ,
obligations, and responsibility of the government of th e
Russian Federation, as established by the Constitution of
the Russian Federation, and will henceforth be designated the government of the Russian Federation .
5. Judges in the Russian Federation administer justice and apply the law in accordance with their competencies . as established in the present constitution .
After this constitutlon enters into force, all judges o f
the Russian Federation will continue to exercise thei r
functions until the end of the terms for which they were
elected . Vacancies shall be filled according rules established by the present constitution .
6. Until a federal law comes into effect, establishin g
procedures for the consideration of cases by courts wit h
participation of a jury, the previous procedures for th e
consideration of cases will be preserved .
Until the laws on criminal procedure in the Russia n
Federation are brought into line with the provisions o f
the present constitution, previous rules governing the ar rest, custody, and detainment of persons suspected of com mitting a crime remain in force .
7. For the first term, the Federation Council and th e
State Duma are elected for two years .
8. The Federation Council gathers for its first meeting on the thirtieth day following the elections . The presi dent of the Russian Federation opens the first meeting o f
the Federation Council .
9. During the first term . a deputy to the State Dum a
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may simultaneously serve as a member of the government of the Russian Federation . Provisions concernin g
the immunity of deputies in the present constitution, in
the section about responsibility for activity (or inactivity )
related to the carrying out of official functions, do no t
apply to those deputies to the State Duma [who are simul -

taneously] members of the government of the Russia n
Federation .
Deputies to the Federation Council . during the firs t
term, will exercise their functions on a periodic basis .
Translated by Zaza Namoradze and Stephen Holme s

Politics of Blame and Presidential Powers in Russia's New Constitutio n
Edward W. Walke r
Under the best of circumstances . Russian society will b e
under extreme stress in the coming decade . Stabilizin g
and restructuring the economy will be deeply painful ,
relations with Russia's immediate neighbors will b e
fraught with difficulties and Russia's internal center-periphery tensions will persist. As a result, Russian democ racy, if it survives at all, will almost certainly be mor e
precarious, and take longer to consolidate, than has bee n
the case with the new democracies of Eastern Europe .
Given these inevitable strains, it would be enormousl y
helpful if President Yeltsin had presented the Russia n
people with a well-crafted constitution that contribute d
to, rather than undermined, democratic consolidation .
Unfortunately, this did not occur . On December 12. the
Russian electorate approved Yeltsin's draft. The constitution provides for an extremely strong presidential system that will have all the brittleness of the U .S. Constitu tion but lack its balanced divlsion of powers .
Yeltsin's constitution will serve Russia particularl y
poorly during the stressful years ahead . Rather than creating an institutional order in which power, and henc e
responsibility and blame, are well-distributed, it will con centrate power in the hands of a president . This president will come to embody "democracy," and all that i t
brings with it, in the minds of the people . When th e
inevitable occurs, and the popularity of that presiden t
declines, the popularity of democracy will decline with it .
No other parry or individual will take up the baton o f
governmental responsibility, and hence no other party o r
individual will have the misfortune of discovering th e
difficulties of governing a country under extreme stress .
Only the president will have the opportunity to discredit
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himself. Russia's latest tragedy may be that the man wh o
has done the most to contribute to democratic consolidation in Russia may be unwittingly creating an institutional order that undermines what has already bee n
achieved .
Legislative-executive relations in the Yeltsi n
constitutio n
The Yeltsin constitution formally establishes fou r
branches of power for the federal state—the presidenc y
(Section 4), the legislature (Section 5), the governmen t
(Section 6), and the judiciary (Section 7) . The presiden t
is elected directly for a four-year term (Art . 81, 1) and i s
head of state (Art . 80, 1) and commander-in-chief (Art .
87, 1). There will be no vice president (Yeltsin ' s experience with his first vice president. Aleksandr Rutskoi, wa s
not a great success) . The president is very difficult t o
impeach (again, Yeltsin was almost impeached by th e
former Parliament on several occasions) . Impeachable
offenses are limited to treason and high (tyazhkiye) crimes
(Art. 93, 1) . Removal of the president from office re quires the filing of a charge of treason or high crime b y
the State Duma, and that charge must in turn be con firmed as an impeachable offense by the Supreme Court .
The Constitutional Court must then rule that the prope r
procedures have been followed in bringing the charg e
(Art. 93, 1) . To file the charge, a two-thirds vote is required in the State Duma (Art . 93, 2), while actual removal requires a two-thirds vote in the Federation Coun cil (Art. 92, 2) within three months of the filing of th e
charge by the Duma (Art . 93, 3). There is also a vagu e
provision that a ruling of unspecified character must b e
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right to adopt the federal budget each year after presenta tion by the government (Art . 114, 1, a ; Art. 104, 3 ; and
Art. 106, a) ; and the right to adopt "constitutional laws "
through a three-quarters vote in the Federation Counci l
and a two-thirds vote in the State Duma (Art . 108, 2) .
These amendments also require approval b
thirds of the legislatures of the federation and are limite
ytwod
.
136).
Amendto sections 3-8 of the constitution (Art
ments to sections 1, 2, and 9 (entitled "the Foundations o f
the Constitutional System," "Human and Civil Right s
and Freedoms," and "Constitutional Amendments an d
Revision of the Constitution," respectively) require the
convening of a Constitutional Assembly (Art . 135) . Such
a wholly unspecified method for changing the constitution may turn out to make amendments much less difficult than it looks . Finally, there are a number of rathe r
curious provisions on parliamentary votes of no confidence in the government (Art . 117, 3) . Although the
Duma has the right to express no confidence in the government through a majority vote, the president may ignore that vote . If within three months the Duma issues a
second vote of no confidence, the president must eithe r
dismiss the government or dissolve the Duma . It seems
that the Duma will therefore have no more power t o
bring down the government than the U .S . Congress has
to force the president to change the cabinet, which lead s
one to wonder why there is a device to issue a vote of n o
confidence at all .
The pitfalls of presidential governmen t
Yeltsin's constitution provides for a very strong presiden tial system indeed . The Russian president will wiel d
considerably greater powers than does the U .S. president .
In particular, he is able to force the legislature to approv e
an unpopular nominee for chairman of the government ;
he can choose other federal ministers without need fo r
confirmation by Parliament ; he has the right to issue ukaz i
and rasparyazheniya that are binding on the general publi c
as long as they do not violate federal laws ; and his govern ment (in effect. really a cabinet) can issue postanovleniy a
and rasparyazheniya) .
Unfortunately, the politics of transitions fro
. the politics
mSoviet-sylrga, extn o f
.
For
economic
performance
to
improve
in
th e
blame
long run, deep sacrifices are required in the short run . In
many cases . arguably in most. the distribution of those
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sacrifices is either a matter of luck or the exploitation o f
advantages accumulated under the old regime . In an y
case, the distribution effects of transition violate norms o f
fairness . Regardless of how well-designed and well-imple mented its reform program . any government presidin g
over this painful and unfair but necessary process is al most certain to lose popularity over time .
As a result, it is extremely important for the succes s
of democracy that the electorate not conclude tha
tdemocrayitselfisreponsibleforits uferingsandtha t
only non-democrats can alleviate economic problems .
Initially . of course, democrats can blame the old regim e
for much of what transpires . This opportunity fades ,
however, as the economy contracts . In most cases, fledg ling democracies making the transition from communism retain some ability to blame outsiders . In Easter n
Europe and most of the former Soviet Union . for instance, there is always Russia to point to as a scapegoat .
Unfortunately, Russian democrats do not have thi s
luxury, and they are therefore even more likely to b e
blamed for the country's deepening economic and socia l
crisis .
It is also important that economic reform not b e
blamed for the legacy of central planning . There are, o f
course, different ways to approach economic reform, an d
some are more effective than others . Different tempo s
for privatizing or for bringing inflation under control als o
exist. But there are no economic panaceas . Glib critics o f
"shock therapy" need only look at Ukraine to be reminde d
that the alternative of "centrism" is no cure-all . Fo r
democracy's sake . however, it is crucial that no singl e
economic program, particularly shock therapy, dominat e
for too long . "Centrists," too, should have ample opportunity to discredit themselves .
In fact, the economic options ate quite limited fo r
centrists . The government can either make inflation better or worse, increase or reduce the budget deficit, attrac t
or repel foreign investment . Even centrists recognize ,
however, that accelerating inflation, increasing the bud get deficit, or alienating foreign investors and creditor s
are not achievements of which to be proud . No less than
economic liberals, centrists will therefore face ver
cult decisions about how to manage the economy.ydif Giving them the opportunity to confront these difficul t
choices, so long as they are willing to play according t o
the rules of democracy, will make it clear to the electorate
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that there are no easy answers . It will also make th e
electorate recognize its own input in choosing among th e
painful paths to economic reform .
The case of Poland is instructive in this regard . P
olandhfurietgovnmsduriheto f
its first postcommunist Parliament . In these government s
all four prime ministers were chosen by majority coalitions in the Sejm. Whlle they adopted somewhat different economic programs, each government attempted t o
stabilize the economy and press ahead with reforms . As a
result, economic performance has improved markedly ,
while Polish democracy seems surprisingly stable .
Ironically, Poland's initial failure to set a threshol d
for representation in the Sejm may have contributed to
this result. The fact that 29 parties were represented i n
the first Sejm made the government less viable . Indeed .
governments came and went; but the result was not so
much policy incoherence as a healthy sharing of blame .
Moreover, governmental instability, which is usually see n
by political scientists as something to be avoided, set four
precedents for peaceful transfers of power .
The September election victory of the Union of the
Democratic Left and the Polish Peasant Movement—both ,
in effect, successor parties to the Polish Communist Party —
did not sabotage democratic consolidation . Neither wil l
it reverse economlc reform . Already, the new government has made it clear that it will proceed with the mai n
outlines of the preceding government's economic pr
ram, although at a slower pace . But even if it wished tog o
make a radical departure in economic policy, it woul d
quickly find that its options are rather limited . Inflation
would accelerate rapidly, loans from the IMF would dr y
up, capital accumulation would stagnate, and footloos e
foreign capital would stay away . Regardless of its economic policy, however, the new government will soo n
discover that assuming the reins of power during stressfu l
times is not an unmitigated blessing .
Poland is instructive in another way as well . Even as
successive governments came into office, Poland's firs t
postcommunist president and the hero of the anti-communist revolution, Lech Walesa, suffered a dramatic de cline in popularity . Critically, however, Walesa's political problems did not translate into declining popular support for democracy. The reason is that Walesa, the government, governmental policies and democracy were not
seen as one and the same by the Polish electorate . Had

Walesa had as much control over the political system a s
he had initially wanted, or as Yeltsin apparently wants i n
Russia, Polish democracy would be in a far more precari ous condition .
Unfortunately, the emerging institutional order i n
Russia will be particularly ill-suited for blame sharing .
The president will have to govern virtually alone for fou r
years. Reproaching the chairman of the government fo r
economic difficulties and replacing him will only under mine the president's credibility . After all, the president
chose the chairman in the first place . A directly-electe d
president in control of the government will also enfeebl e
Russia's emerging parties and delay the structuring of it s
party system . Parties will be weak because they will no t
have to enforce party discipline to maintain the government. The current mixed electoral system will also mea n
that multiple parties will be represented in Parliament .
Thus deputies, particularly those whose seats are no t
drawn from party lists, will be able to switch party allegiances and form and reform parliamentary factions an d
alliances with little cost . This was the case in the recently
dissolved Supreme Soviet . As a result, the constituencies
of the parliamentary deputies will continue to have a
very difficult time holding their representatives account able for campaign promises . All this will make for a weak
and fractlous leglslature that may find it very difficult t o
cooperate with the president or the government .
Indeed, if Yeltsin serves out the last two years of hi s
current term (as now seems likely) or . even worse, if he is
re-elected to a four-year term in June . he may look back
fondly to the days when he had an obstructionist Parliament to blame for the country's problems . Likewise, th e
extensive powers of the president will mean that who ever has the misfortune to succeed Yeltsin will almos t
certainly be blamed for the ills that afflict Russia in th e
coming years . Unfortunately, the power concentrated i n
the presidency will also mean that the declining popularity of the president will probably be accompanied b y
declining support for democracy . Russia appears des tined to acquire a new institutional order that makes th e
already precarious process of democratic consolidatio n
even more problematic .
Edward W. Walker is the Executive Director of the BerkeleyStanford Program in Soviet and Post-Soviet Studies at th e
Unversity of California at Berkeley.
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Storm over Compatibilit y
Stephen Holmes and Christian Luck y
In the run-up to the December 12 referendum, the seemingly dry and technical issue of "compatibility" loosed a n
unexpected avalanche of public protest . Yeltsin's enemie s
denounced the constitution's compatibility provision (al lowing an individual to serve simultaneously as deput y
and minister, at least during the legislature's first term) a s
an almost inescapable pathway to despotism. And the
drafters' apparently last-minute decision to lift parliamentary immunity from any representative who also join s
the cabinet shows that Yeltsin's own team was acutely
aware of the controversy swirling round the issue . Ou r
primary aim in this article is to place this current debate
about compatibility in a wider theoretical context . Ou r
secondary aim is to argue that, under contemporary Russian conditions, the compatibility rule may have som e
important, but not wholly obvious, advantages
.
No fixed rul e
The choice between compatibility and incompatibilit y
touches directly on a rudimentary question of constitutional design : how to organize the relations between th e
executive and the legislative branches? One common place often repeated in Moscow's moderate oppositio n
press is that "parliamentary regimes" naturally assum e
that ministerial and representative functions may be com bined (to assure collaboration between the branches) ,
while "presidential regimes" assume that they may not be
(to reinforce the separation of powers) . But this correlation is simplistic, and not only because of the well-know n
impossibility of neatly classifying all constitutional systems as either parliamentary or presidential .
There are basically three constitutional rules that ca n
govern the compatibility of ministerial and representative posts . The first and the third are rigid, while th e
second is flexible. A minister either must be a deputy ,
may be a deputy, or may not be a deputy . Contrary to th e
assumptions of most Russian commentators, there is n o
necessary correlation between these three rules and alter native models of democracy . For instance, parliamentary regimes without a directly elected president sometimes mandate compatibility (Great Britain), sometimes
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allow it (Germany. Italy), and sometimes forbid it
with (Nor-way,Hlnd)hieprmtaygs a directly elected president do the same, sometimes mandat ing compatibility (Ireland), sometimes allowing it (Austria), and sometimes forbidding it (Portugal) . The incompatibility provision in Article 23 of the constitution o f
the French Fifth Republic, like the constitution as a whole ,
is unique and neither represents constitutional orthodox y
nor justifies any large generalization, such as : whenever a
directly elected president has an important role in shaping the cabinet . incompatibility is logically required . In
Eastern Europe, it should be noted, some parliamentar y
regimes with popularly elected presidents (Poland and
Romania) allow ministers to keep their seats, while others (Bulgaria and Lithuania) forbid it . The degree o f
presidential influence on cabinet formation, incidentally,
does not appear to be a decisive factor in these cases .
The upshot of this brief surveys is that constitutiona l
theory provides no universally valid recipe for settlin g
the question . Institutional rules can be packaged in a
wide variety of ways, and the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of any particular bundle depends on complex and
changing historical circumstances . To deepen our understanding of what is at stake in the Moscow controvers y
about compatibility, then, we must abandon the futile
quest for a doctrinal consensus among constitutionalists .
Instead, we should simply rehearse some of the mor e
persuasive arguments that have been advanced for an d
against compatibility . And then we should ask how eac h
of these arguments plays out in the Russian context t
oday
.
Arguments against compatibility
Opponents of compatibility, first of all, assert that rule s
permitting or mandating ministers to retain their seats i n
the assembly not only violate the separation of power s
(usually conceived in an imprecise way), but also fue l
cabinet instability . encouraging ambitious representative s
to see the fall of the current government as an opportunity for personal advancement . Compatiblllty is also sai d
by its enemies to distract busy ministers from their pri -
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mary function, to drag them down needlessly into th e
y
feuding world of party politics, to assume unrealisticall
that agents of partial constituencies can act freely for th e
national interest, and to confound the distinct roles o f
y
controller and controlled . Those hostile to compatibilit
also warn that the media coverage of cabinet incumbent s
will inevitably be exploited to insure legislative re-election and that parliamentary immunity will be invoked t o
protect ministers who are simultaneously deputies fro m
charges of bribery and defalcation . (It was this latter fea r
that Yeltsin's drafters sought to allay .) The simplest wa y
to avoid these palpable evils, in any case, is to stipulat e
incompatibility. In Russia . the most prominent argument along these lines has probably been that, if compat ibility stands, Yeltsin will use his ministers to stage-man age parliamentary proceedings . Legislative independenc e
will become almost impossibly difficult . apparently, if
the personnel of the two branches even minimally over laps.
The arguments being tossed around in Mosco w
against compatibility, it should be said, are far from new .
Indeed, they were first formulated in a famous constitutional debate that took place on September 29 , 1789 in
the French National Assembly . The assembly's eventua l
decision to outlaw simultaneous occupancy of ministeria l
and representative positions was not just a declaration o f
high principle, however, but also a concrete maneuver to
topple the much-envied Mirabeau, who was bothadvisor
to the king and head of the legislature . Mirabeau's foes i n
1789 argued exactly like Yeltsin's in 1993 : if compatibility is allowed, the king or president will seduce parliamentary leaders, dangling ministerial posts before thei r
eyes and then using them to mislead and manipulat e
ordinary deputies . What this historical detail reveals i s
that incompatibility provisions may symbolize or em body the legislature's distrust of, and hostility toward, the
executive branch. 'We can call this the Mirabeau syndrome . Its relevance to the situation in Moscow needs n o
commentary .
Arguments for compatibility
Proponents of compatibility may acknowledge the powe r
of some or all of these arguments . But they also believ e
that, on balance, the advantages of compatibility outweig h
its disadvantages . First of all . compatibility has the virtu e
of assigning the daily task of governing, at least some of

the time, not to technical experts but to individuals wh o
have won the confidence of (at least some) voters. When
the pool of political talent is excruciatingly small, moreover. compatibility will allow exceptional individuals to
contribute to the development of both the legislative an d
executive branches . More precisely, the rule permittin g
ministers to retain their seats as deputies will help recrui t
into the cabinet able individuals who might otherwise
refuse to relinquish a predictable four-year term for a n
insecure tenure.
By giving deputies easy access to the ministers, more over, and by allowing the ministers, in turn, to be involved in everyday parliamentary affairs, compatibility
encourages cooperative governance, providing "th e
buckle," as Walter Bagehot might have said, uniting th e
executive with the legislature. Incompatibility, by contrast . will exacerbate the estrangement between th e
branches that, in any case, seems natural t
.Suchamtlyexsivrngm
ostrng-peidcyms
t
will not necessarily promote legislative power in the lon g
run. As Mirabeau argued against his enemies in 1789 ,
compatibility can increase the quality and usefulness o f
the work done in the assembly : "the leading agents of th e
executive power are necessary in any legislative assemble, they compose a part of its intelligence ." The experience of governing is concentrated in the executive, whic h
is why the representatives of the nations should want to
have the ministers sitting among themselves, for ceaseles s
consultation (Archive parlementaire. vol. IX, pp . 705-712) .
Incompatibility, from this plausible perspective, will
weaken the assembly itself.
An argument for compatibility in Russia toda y
Even or especially in this telegraphic form, the abstrac t
arguments on the two sides of the question sound equally
impressive . But in Russia today, the case for compatibilit y
is stronger than the case against . Incompatibility is th e
more rigid alternative, first of all, unsuitable for a perio d
in which adaptability is vital : and it also gives a kind o f
official respectability to the refusal of president and parliament to work together . Thls argument is worth making or remaking now because pressure to amend the ne w
constitution has already begun to build .
Like old generals, constitutional drafters are always
fighting the last war . Constitutions are usually retrospective documents, not prospective ones . They are designed
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to solve the most pressing problems of the past . not of th e
future . Yeltsin's constitution is no exception, as the cons picuous but easily explainable absence of the office f
o
.
The
greatest
problem
o
f
vice president makes clear
Russia's political system during the past two nears ha s
been legislative-executive deadlock . No surprise, then.
that Yeltsin's main constitutional aim was to prevent a
recurrence of the standoff between president and parliament . He did this . primarily, by constitutionalizing th e
president's right to legislate by decree and making the
cabinet depend on presidential, not parliamentary, goo d
will. There will be no standoff, because Parliament ha s
y
been forced to its knees . But this will be a Pyrrhic victor
if Yeltsin's fury at the old Supreme Soviet prevents hi m
from laving the foundations for a democratically account able and politically responsible re p resentative assembl y
in the future .
The compatibility rule, found in the "Concludin g
and Transitional Provisions," was also written with th e
past in mind . But it cuts in the other direction, softenin g
the otherwise unremitting antiparliamentarism of th e
y
new constitution as a whole . This is why compatibilit
should be supported by democrats . It is a bold and publi c
disavowal of the Mirabeau syndrome . It rebuffs the insidious suggestion that president and assembly can neve r
work together . Indeed . compatibility is one of the fe w
rules in the constitution which promises to shore u p
Parliament's role as a player in the political game and, i n
the long run, even to streng then Parliament's hand . Thos e
rearm' of authoritarianism in Russia should not be s o
quick to demand incompatibility because a constitution ally entrenched gulf between the branches, in a crisi s
situation, will merely guarantee the total irrelevance o f
the assembly to momentous political outcomes .
One of the main reasons why the rupture betwee n
president and Parliament came to such a bloody end i s
that, over the last two years, Yeltsin's ablest supporters in
the Supreme Soviet—such as Sergei Shakrai and Serge i
Filatov—left the legislature to join the president's team .
As a result, Parliament was slowly but effectively abandoned to anti-reform forces. Compatibility is designed t o
prevent a replay of - this evacuation scenario . That is its mai n
purpose and rationale . Aware that free elections wil l
bring many Communists back to the assembly, Yeltsin' s
drafters saw compatibility as a necessary tool for prevent ing the rise of another wholly anti-presidential body .
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Compatibility will not prevent all misunderstandings between the branches, but it means that individual politicians will not have to make an either/or choice, swearin g
loyalty either to the executive or to the legislature . And it
will somewhat inhibit the perhaps inherent tendency o f
the two branches to develop interests . and even wavs o f
seeing the world, that are mutually exclusive.
Given the enormous challenges facing him and hi s
almost unlimited powers for unilateral action, Yeltsi n
will be certainly tempted to by-pass the assembly . Under
the best of conditions, Russia is in for a period of parliamentary weakness and presidential rule . The practica l
question is how to moderate this tendency and preserve a t
least some elements of parliamentarism that might prov e
a valuable legacy, say . ten years from now . Compatibility is one way to do just this . Bv giving Yeltsin som e
means to influence Parliament. short of blowing it up, th e
compatibility provision provides an incentive for Yeltsi n
to work through the assembly, rather than behind it s
back or over its head. At least some of the parties in th e
new legislature, for instance, will be less perversely obstructionist if they know that some of their member s
may be raised to the cabinet. By holding out the plum o f
a ministerial portfolio, Yeltsin can manage Parliament t o
achieve his own ends . This may be worse than treating
Parliament as an equal partner, but it is better for th e
future of Russian democracy than ignoring Parliamen t
altogether.
During the past two years, the new Russia has been
governed (the term is relative) mostly by experts protected by Yeltsin's electoral legitimacy . However compe tent in their respective fields, such experts have little appeal among the voters, as their poor showing in the December election proves . Bv education and temperament,
moreover, technocratic ministers cannot resist commenting scornfully and publicly on the obtuseness of electe d
representatives, thereby reinforcing popular disenchantment with electoral politics itself. In the long run, o f
course, a democratic Russia needs not a cabinet of experts, but a cabinet of politicians, who know how to spea k
sensibly and understandably to ordinary citizens . By
changing the incentives facing all parties . compatibilit
y
will contribute to this outcome . Technocratic ministers ,
working side by side with elected colleagues from th e
chambers, will be less likely to fuel popular distaste fo r
"partisan politics ." Deputies will be better informed about
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the traumatic difficulties of governing the country, an d
perhaps less inclined to retreat into irresponsible screed s
accompanied by no alternative plan . And, who knows ,
ministers who retain their seat in Parliament may feel a
bit freer to let their boss hear useful criticism and painfu l
advice . Finally, the president himself will be encourage d
to involve in governance not merely a highly educate d
elite, unable to gain the confidence of voters, but also

politicians with constituencies throughout the federation .
To strengthen Moscow's hand in relation to the rest o f
the country, Yeltsin will be well-advised to bring into th e
cabinet politicians with regional power bases . Compatibility allows and encourages him to do just this . That i s
just another reason why it is a good rule, not in general,
but for Russia today.

Superpresidentialism and its Problem s
Stephen Holmes
Cynical commentators frequently dismiss the very subject of Russian constitutionalism, noting the parchmen t
barriers cannot possibly contain or even channel the continuing turbulence unleashed by the Soviet system's dramatic collapse . In the ongoing Moscow debate about
Yeltsin's constitution, however, almost all parties continue to assume that institutional design matters for th e
viability of whatever kind of Russian democracy may
eventually emerge. Is their assumption obviously false ?
Institutions can make a difference even if they do
not make all of the difference . Fine-sounding rights and
llberties, for instance, can be inscribed piously into a national charter . But Yeltsin's newly ratified constitutio n
will actually protect individual rights better tha n
Brezhnev's constitution only if it organizes the government in a self-limiting way. So without exaggerating th e
importance of institutional design, we have good reaso n
to examine closely the sort of political system establishe d
by the new Russian Constitution .
First of all, it is not a separation-of-powers system o n
the American model. Law-making and law-executin g
powers are fused, since the president can legislate by ukaz .
Moreover, checks and balances work solely for the presi dent. He may veto legislation and dissolve an obstructionist assembly, but the legislature cannot block his decrees. (The greatest technical deficiency of the new constitution lies in the lack of any procedure for resolvin g
conflicts between parliamentary laws and presidentia l
decrees, because the constitution does not clearly delineate mutually exclusive spheres of competence . Admittedly, as Edward Walker explains above, Article 90 says
that presidential decrees cannot contradict federal laws .

But there is no practical way for even two-thirds of th e
deputies to overrule the president in case his ukazi contradict their laws. Article 125 allows the legislature to appeal to the Constitutional Court on such questions, bu t
the court is unlikely to have the political strength or inde pendence to exercise this "ultimate" power to decide wha t
is the law especially if no constitutional question is raised .)
Yeltsin's constitution is no more French than it i s
American. It is certainly not modeled on the semipresidentialism of the Fifth Republic, despite a flurry o f
commentaries to this effect. The French president, for
instance, has no serious veto power and certainly cannot
sack the prime minister unilaterally . There can be no c
. Even if Yeltsin's
ohabitnuderRsaytm
enemies controlled a parliamentary majority, he (unlik e
Mitterand) could simply rule without paying them an y
mind .
The system established by Yeltsin's constitution, in
fact, can most succinctly be described a s
superpresidentialism . Paradoxically, swollen presidential powers are tailored to fit a man who has repeatedl y
said that he does not want to run for office again . While
Yeltsin's supporters claim that such a system will enhance political stability, plebiscitary caesarism, as is wel l
known, can produce incalculable results if there occurs a
sudden mid-term death or incapacitation of the leader .
Yeltsin's superpresidentialism ignores such elementar y
problems (although the possibility that Vladimi r
Zhirinovsky might eventually occupy the post create d
for a proreform candidate has by now dawned upon th e
president's drafters) . The new constitution creates a singlefunction system, designed expressly to solve the mos t
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irritating political problem of the last two years : legislative-executive deadlock . To this extent, the Russian peopl e
have ratified a retrospectively crafted constitution . It s
framers decided to punish the new Parliament (electe d
under presumably democratic conditions in the new Rus sia) for the sins of the old Parliament (a holdover from a n
entirely different country) .
The flip side of superpresidentialism, therefore . is fig leaf parliamentarianism . (There is an eerie parallel between the burnt-out White House and the gutted power s
assigned to the two-chamber Federal Assembly in the
new constitution .) This will not be the first rubber-stam p
legislature to sit in Moscow . of course, so tradition speak s
perversely for this arrangement. But the election result s
show that it would be a mistake to dismiss thi s
marginalization of the assembly as a mere power grab b y
Yeltsin's entourage, fed up with obstructionist parliamen tarians . The problem here is much deeper and more
serious . Given the feebleness or nonexistence of a part y
system in Russia, there is no chance that parliamentar y
elections will give rise to a well-disciplined body capable .
in turn, of producing a strong government able to make
difficult decisions while retaining public confidence an d
remaining democratically accountable . The new parliament promises to be simultaneously fractious and ideologically polarized . Until something like a streamlined
party system comes into being, where all sides accept th e
rules of the game . only some form of presidentialism wil l
be able to combine legitimacy and effectiveness, asy
an
democratic or semi-democratic government must do. In
my opinion, Yeltsin's supporters are probably correct t o
argue in this way .
The tasks confronting the Russian government are
mind-boggling. To achieve only its most pressing objectives, the postcommunist Russian state probably needs t o
be the most effective and well-disciplined state in th e
history of the world . The regime is being asked to man age the transition from socialism to capitalism, and t o
transform almost every aspect of Russian society, in wha t
Kenneth Jowitt calls an "emergency environment" an d
without any of the outside help received by the post fascist states of Western Europe after 1945 . To plunge
ahead with economic reform, the government must b e
somewhat insulated from the resentments understand ably triggered in the electorate as unemployment soars .
It seems obvious that Yegor Gaidar would never have
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been raised to the premiership by a parliamentary syste m
in today's Russia : and he could never have gotten as far a s
he has, had he not been able to hide behind Yeltsin' s
democratic charisma. Economic reform and stabilizatio n
is Russia's most pressing challenge. And Yeltsin's allie s
are correct to see this as a managerial task, requiring a d
hoc decision-making and the negotiation of strategic social bargains . Such activities can best be performed by
a
compact executive . they rightly argue, not by a disputatious assembly, with reformist liberals squeezed betwee n
unruly fascist and communist factions . A parliament
designed to make laws, even if it were more coherent an d
less polarized than any Russian legislature is . likely to b e
anytime soon, is not useless, but it cannot play a centra l
role in managing and monitoring reform . Indeed, th e
latter is not something any assembly could do well . Hence ,
some form of superpresidentiaiism seems inevitable fo r
Russia, however dangerous it obviously is, and howeve r
great a threat it poses to the protection of basic rights .
But the discussion cannot end here . Fig-lea f
parliamentarianism is far from ideal even fro
. Parliaments mYeltsin-hrfo'wpintve may hav e
important democratic functions even if they cannot chec k
or control the executive. (After all, the British Parliament has virtually no chance to topple the cabinet .) For
instance, the legislative branch, in a multiparty system ,
can help bind various constituencies to the polity, making
them feel represented within the institutions of the state ,
even if their party doesn't wield power . Assemblies ca n
also provide a highly visible forum for training future
leaders in the pluralistic politics of compromise and bar gaining . It can be a recruiting ground where Yeltsin ca n
find proreform politicians who have won the confidence
of Russian voters and add them to his team of experts .
And parliaments can keep the government usefully aware
of simmering social problems, not to mention of the errant behavior of its own agents .
The potentially positive functions of the legislativ e
branch, even when it is unable to produce an effectiv e
government, or hold ministers accountable, is especiall y
relevant in Russia today, where a reform-minded regim e
is imposing unprecedented burdens on the population .
Not only are Russians being forced to swallow great dep rivations in standards of living, safety in the streets, statu s
in the world, and ideological certainty . They are als o
being compelled to conform their behavior to new an d
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as a "unitary" state, in which only one citizenship is to b e
complicated rules of capitalist behavior, hard for ordilegally acknowledged. The Federal Treaty, moreover ,
nary people to understand, much less to follow . As a
has been dropped from the new constitution . Republics ,
result, a reformist government—unlike the czars and their
regions, and so forth, are declared to be "legally equal "
communist successors—needs more than popular acquies subjects. Article 72 even restricts their control over thei r
cence . It needs popular cooperation. To help secure this
own natural resources . But what will happen to Yeltsin' s
cooperation is a vital social function to which a moreconstitution if local potentates rebuff Moscow's claims t o
than-fig-leaf parliament could certainly contribute in th e
.
Even
if
it
cannot
check
the
a hefty share of the country's decentralized wealth? Whatnew democratizing Russia
ever the answer, we can be sure that the new regime will
government, it can still help "mobilize consent," to us e
achieve greater stability if regional elites feel that they
.
Yeltsin
cannot
rely
on
the phrase coined by Samuel Beer
periodic elections alone to legitimate his reform program.
have something to gain from the reassertion of Moscow' s
control over the country . One way to encourage them t o
In order to implement his policies, he must explain, interpret, and justify them to the counsee Moscow in this light is to
try . To do this, he must reduce the
grant the upper chamber some'1 will not deny that the powers of th e thing more than rubber-stam p
level of secrecy hitherto typical o f
president outlined in the draft ar e powers, and to include it, indidecision-making in Moscow . On e
considerable . What do you expect? How rectly at least, in the process o f
way to pursue this objective is to pr o
can we rely on Parliament and Parliament explaining and implementing remote open debate in the assembl y
(even a fractious one) among depualone in a country that is used to czars o r form .
"leaders," in a country that does not have
A final word about the way
ties who represent a variety of constituencies around the country .
well defined interests groups, wher e in which the new constitutio n
Even though Parliament will be dinormal parties are only now being formed , was ratified. On December 1 1
vided between proreform and anti in a country with very low executiv e and 12, Russia's voters electe d
reform forces, an open debate on th e
discipline and with wide-spread legal deputies to a legislature the powmajor issues of reform will help th e
nihilism? In half a year or earlier, peopl e ers of which were defined by a
government focus publlc attentio n
will demand a dictator . I assure you tha t constitution that they might o r
on its major initiatives, and give it a
such a dictator will be found quickly, an d might not have approved. This
was a wholly unprecedented, o r
better chance to get the cooperatio n
very possibly in Parliament."
it needs from local elites and ordiInterview with President Boris Yeltsi n at least highly bizarre, procedure .
nary citizens.
Isvesda, November 15, 1993 Would it not have been mor e
"rational" to ratify the constitu Written rules do not determine
.
Now
tion first, and elect Parliamen t
how the game will be played
afterward? Yeltsin rejected such a staggered process, ap that the constitution has been ratified, Yeltsin's supportparently, because he feared a below-quorum turnout for
ers should certainly exploit whatever room for maneuve r
a purely constitutional vote . The strategy he chose wa s
it gives them to organize the political game in Moscow i n
risky, however, because of the political confusion tha t
such a way as to include Parliament as an important fowould have ensued had the constitution been defeated o r
rum for debate of problems stemming from reform . In
the quorum (50 percent of registered voters) not bee n
an open debate, Yeltsin's team should do fairly well, sinc e
reached . If this had occurred, as Dwight Semler explain s
the fascist and communist groupings have no plausibl e
above, the the new crazy-quilt legislature (which coul d
alternative economic policy . Something similar can be
have been elected with a lesser quorum of 25 percent of
said about the upper chamber, the Federation Council .
the electorate) might have declared itself a constituen t
The new constitution, as is well known, withdraws from
assembly and promulgated a new constitution without
Russia's constituent republics and regions many of th e
popular participation . Given the proportion of anti-re concessions Yeltsin granted to them when he was searchform forces elected, it is by no means certain that Yeltsi n
ing for allies in his battle against the now-disbanded Sucould have dictated the outcome of such a process . This is
.
The
federation,
for
one
thing,
is
referred
to
preme Soviet
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especially true since, unlike the holdover Supreme Sovie t
pummeled out of existence on October 4 . the ne w
Parliament's democratic legitimacy is fresher than th e
president's own .
Throughout November, Yeltsin was criticized fo r
his take-it-or-leave-it approach to ratification . No assembly, federal or regional . had a chance to discuss his consti tution, which was composed in secret and submitted to a
yes/no vote . This procedure was inadequate, critics reasonably charged, for democracy includes discussion a s
well as voting . An outsider might have added that popular ratification should occur only after a careful process o f
bargaining among pivotal social actors. It is usually con sidered a mistake to give a patina of democratic legitimacy to a constitutional text that has not vet gained th e
approval and support of key forces in society . For if such
forces decide to scrap the constitution as an unattractive

bargain, they will contribute to a general discrediting o f
the democratic formula itself . Far from being a technique for lifting the constitution above the politica l
struggle, then, premature popular ratification can erod e
the legitimating power of popular plebiscites themselves
.
So why did Yeltsin insist upon democratic ratification ?
Retrospective constitutional thinking was again at work .
If superpresidentialism was designed to overcome th e
problem of legislative-executive deadlock, popular ratifi cation was chosen to overcome the problem of an assem bly that continuously changes the ground-rules in orde r
to outmaneuver the president . To keep the treacherou s
amending power out of the hands of the new Parliamen t
it was necessary to give the constitution exceptional lega l
status by means of a popular vote . Whether a documen t
that has "provisional" written all over it can be mad e
relatively permanent in this way remains to be seen .

CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW
Reforming Prince Potemkin
Andras Sajo
Sergio Bartole, Riforme costituzionali nell 'Europa CentroOrientale. (Bologna : Il Mulino, 1993), 226 pp .
East-Central European constitutions play like songs o f
the liturgy on a very old gramophone . You hear th e
expected music performed in the service of constitutionalism, but you hear it with a crackle in the background .
The performance is old-fashioned in order to receive th e
nulla obstat of the Council of Europe and sometimes (whe n
territorial integrity comes up) the soprano's voice suffer s
from hysteria .
In Constitutional Reforms in Central-Eastern Europe ,
Sergio Bartole of the University of Trieste undertakes th e
arduous task of comparing six East-Central European con stitutions (those of Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia .
Hungary, Poland and Romania) as they stood in the sum mer of 1992 .
This pioneering and useful comparative handboo k
has a promising subtitle: From Communist Satellites to Sover -
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eign Democracies . One cannot deny that these countrie s
are, in some sense, democracies, and one hopes that the y
will remain sovereign . Bartole's analysis or constitutiona l
texts certainly corroborates his diagnostic subtitle . What
is discussed to a lesser extent is whether the constitutional
blueprints will actually make the political systems of East Central Europe operate according to the principles o f
constitutionalism, given the sociopolitical realities of thes e
countries, especially the somewhat harsh form taken b y
"capitalist" development there .
Bartole devotes an extensive first chapter to a revie w
of the transition process shaping the constitutions . Early
on, constitutional amendments were used to entrench
political bargains in Poland and Hungary, and, in man y
respects, the amended constitutions preserved Communist solutions (social justice in Poland, the prosecutor gen eral in Hungary, etc.) . Textual analysis may be misleading, however, if in utilizing it one assumes that the osten sibly "permanent" and systematically rewritten Bulgar -
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ian or Romanian constitutions provide greater guarantees for the rule of law than the transitory Hungaria n
constitution, amended in a piecemeal fashion . Bartole
knows all too well that the future of these systems depends largely on a successful institutionalizing of reliable
checks and balances and not on the comprehensiveness o f
the constitutions. Given the extent of elite participatio n
in the ancien regime and the still-prevailing interests in
maintaining some autocratic governmental powers, th e
chances of establishing constitutionally regulated political institutions are not particularly high, notwithstanding the genuine belief of political actors across the regio n
that constitutions instituting the rule of law are necessar y
for their countries .
Constitutional faith in East-Central Europe is of a
particular nature : the wish to become "normal" countrie s
is authentic and widespread. Normal countries (wher e
there is a McDonald's at every corner and where ordinary citizens are not at the complete mercy of janitor s
with alleged secret police connections) have constitutions
based on the separation of powers . On the other hand,
the chief agents of the change from communism have
been nations suddenly released from Moscow's control .
While nations may wish to possess a constitution in orde r
to consolidate their existence as sovereign states, they ma y
not necessarily favor constitutionalism for its own sake .
Bartole critically quotes Di Palma, who wrote about a
return "to distinctively old-fashioned ideas and principle s
from which communism separated" these societies . Such
a return would entail a revolution of citizenship—a concept seriously challenged by Bartole who would like t o
test it by analyzing the constitutions themselves . Ironically, the constitutional texts may confirm that there wa s
an attempt to redefine citizenship . If one looks at th e
omissions in the constitutions and in the practices surrounding constitutions, however, one may develop a mor e
skeptical position about the import of any citizenshi p
revolution.
Certain political forces, which are unleashed by constitutional developments and which have their own dynamics, decisively shape citizenship and the politica l
games around the constitution . I am referring, of course ,
to political parties . Bartole is therefore correct to begin
his description of forms of government by discussing political party regulation and electoral law. This startingpoint is also justified in an historical perspective. The

first amendment to every constitution in the region and
the legal emblem of the change to democracy was th e
abolition of the Communist Party's monopoly on politics . To some extent, by repealing that single provision ,
Communist constitutions started to breathe. (In fact, as
the Polish example shows, the rule of law and the protection of human rights can begin to be established withi n
Communist constitutional texts .) Despite these measures,
the survival of Communist traditions may be disturbing .
All East-Central European countries (in clear contras t
with post-Soviet states) have opted for parliamentary sys tems . This is due, not only to the political strength o f
parties, but also to doctrines of parliamentary sovereignt y
(in the distorted version taught in Communist Part y
schools) which survived and obscured the meaning of th e
separation of powers . The parliamentary system helps t o
disguise the importance of dominant-party interpenetration in the executive which, in turn, controls Parliament .
East-Central Europe thus combined the virtues of electe d
and multi-party dictatorship . Frequent elections due to
the instability of government coalitions may limit dictatorial tendencies while at, the same time, offering fres h
opportunities to new and hungry parties.
In this continental system, executive powers ar e
vested primarily in the Council of Ministers (cabinet) .
The composition of the executlve depends on the legisla tive branch. None of the presidents has independent
appointment powers . On the other hand, the executive i s
strong while he remains in office . In this respect, the
presence or absence of enumerated lists of competencie s
and jurisdiction makes little difference . The structure o f
the council of ministers varies significantly across the region. In Poland and Hungary, the cabinet is a collegiat e
body, but the prime minister occupies a very strong posi tion within that body, with ministers personally dependent on him . In Bulgaria and Albania, on the other hand ,
ministers are independently responsible for their departments, and the prime minister has no power to initiat e
their dismissal at the hand of the president . The relation
between public administration and the executive branc h
is everywhere regulated in the vaguest terms, so that "th e
distinction between politics and administration is dimin ished to a perhaps worrisome degree" (p . 128).
The real powers of the executive lie in areas whic h
are scarcely constitutionalized : in the governance of the
economy and in emergency powers . The constitutions of
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the region declare the equality of state and private property and the predominance of a market economy with out setting any constitutional restrictions on the state o r
public sector of the economy . Indeed this carelessnes s
"authorized" the Councils of Ministers to dispose of pub lic assets in an unprincipled way, serving short-term political interests. According to the Hungarian Constitutional Court . the cabinet may dispose of public assets i n
the same manner as any other owner so long as its decisions are not discriminatory
.
In the case of emergencies, however, a different picture emerges. Here, the constitutional texts have established very strong parliamentary control . Whenever possible. the decision to declare a state of emergency is mad e
by parliament (The exception is Poland . where the regime is closer to 'rationalized parliamentarism' than to a
semi-presidential system .) Finally, the rules governin g
parliamentary dissolution (with the exception of Hungary) mean that the executives are less stable than George s
Burdeau, for example, would have recommended o r
would have thought necessary following democratic prin ciples.
Bartole correctly concludes that East-Central European constitutions give more importance to elected assemblies than to direct participation even at the expens e
of a less-than-perfect design of executive-legislative rela tions (a feature that strongly influences governability) .
Of course, such arrangements remain satisfactory wherever the parliamentary majority or coalition is sufficientl y
compact . as is the case in Hungary. As the Polish cas e
demonstrates, one cannot compensate for lack of compactness with stronger presidential powers combined wit h
rules to facilitate resolution of conflicts. Bartole's disillu sioned question is worth quoting in this respect, "Di d
Western democracies have any practical suggestions t o
offer which would have made sense outside a homogeneous and compact party system (p . 142) .
The ambiguous strength of the executive is noticeable in matters of local self-government too . As Pete r
Haeberle has remarked, "The self-government provision s
of the new constitutions are easily diluted ." The traditional centralistic trend, which goes back to pre-Commu nist davs, continues to increase the powers of the Counci l
of Ministers . To be sure . the differences among countrie s
are considerable, depending on the specific laws of loca l
self-government.
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For countries emerging from Soviet occupation an d
facing ptoblems of national identity, the importance o f
national sovereignty is quite obvious. This is the proper
context in which to examine the constitutional relatio n
of international and domestic law . Bulgarian and probably Romanian constitutional provisions require the primacy of ratified international treaty law over domesti c
acts of Parliament . (Given the predominant role of th e
executive in treaty formation and ratification, these pr
ovisncleary thdgofunermith e
supremacy of the legislative branch .) Most of these constitutions, however, recognize the supremacy of international human rights conventions . This recognition results from the transition process whereby countries exiting from communism seek admission into "Europe ."
Bartole states that the East-Central European democ racies, being aware of the dangers of the tyranny of majorities . included substantive protection of fundamenta l
rights and liberties in their new or amended constitutions. In some of the cases (Hungary, especially) there i s
indeed a tendency to counter the common European an d
international tradition which allows restrictions on basi c
rights by simple legislation . The Hungarian Constitution requires supermajorities in most cases of fundamental rights legislation. However, the generally accepte d
idea that legislation is intended to promote fundamenta l
rights and liberties may have a counterintuitive result : it
may end up constitutionalizing restrictions on liberties .
Bartole believes that most of the rights provisions of th e
EC constitutions are directly applicable, or self-executory .
In many respects, however, he may veer closer to realit
y
when he relies on the "European acceptance" theory . He
quotes the examples of the Czechoslovak Charter an d
the Bulgarian Constitution which meticulously follo w
certain international documents. The Romanian Constitution requires that human rights provisions be interpreted in the light of international conventions, and th e
Hungarian Constitutional Court relied on Strasbour g
practice even before Hungary promulgated the Europea n
Convention.
With the exception of Poland where, to a great ex tent, the rights section of the constitution survived an d
social justice remains a fundamental constitutional objec tive, first-generation rights are generally conceived as nega tive rights not requiring state intervention . But, the separation between positive and negative rights is not neat ,
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and there are governmental obligations, for instance, ac tively to promote free expression in the media . Certain
third-generation rights (e .g., privacy, information) are
treated as first-generation rights . One would expect similarities in the catalogue and formulation of classic freedoms . Bartole finds considerable differences in terms of
restrictions (e.g ., in the case of speech and religious freedoms) and, in particular, in terms of guarantees of personal liberties. The latter is particularly surprising and i s
aggravated by inconsistencies in the workings of judicia l
review which should be playing a major role in develop ing imperfect constitutional protections into effective legal practices .
Bartole observes considerable differences in the catalogue and conception of social rights . In Poland, employment rights and vacation rights survive while, on th e
other hand, in Hungary vacation rights are no longe r
conceived as constitutionally guaranteed public services .
In the Czechoslovak Charter even medical-care rights
are discussed in terms of an individual's free choice of
treatment. State welfare activities are increasingly limited to protective legislation and not to material services .
Of course, internal debates in the various countries impose different interpretations on actual legislation with
subsequent impact on entrepreneurial freedom and th e
constitutional order of the economy (Wirtschaftsverfassung) .
In this area the constitutions are full of interventionis t
ambiguities and omissions including the omission of th e
principle of no taxation without representation from th e
Hungarian Constitution . In fact, in 1988 a majority of
the codification committee expressed the belief that busi ness and the rule of law are unrelated . Consequently ,
even budget provisions are missing from the Hungaria n
constitution . However, Bartole is perfectly right whe n
he says, "It is impossible to have a free market withou t
observing the principles of the rule of law" (p. 177) . O f
course, a number of economists and sociologists believ e
that a phase of unrestrained "original accumulation" i s
needed in the transition period . Yet accumulation i s
nearly impossible without legal guarantees of economi c
initiative . Further, without constitutional guarantees,
private entrepreneurs cannot expect the freedom of unrestrained exploitation from the state, which is their mai n
competitor and which, therefore, has no interest in grant ing them the same privileges it enjoys . One cannot expect the abolition of state monopolies without the legal

imposition of rules on the state and its economic assets .
An ambiguous Manchesterism can be observed in provisions which refrain from imposing regulatory duties o n
the state but place constraints on owners based on th e
social functions of ownership . Reluctance to interfere in
an economy that remains monopolistic and mostly state owned perpetuates the distortions inherited from the defunct socialist economy . This problem is aggravated by a
general contempt for the public good that results in simpl e
and plain tax evasion on the one hand and fiscal dictatorship (efforts to accumulate resources to be used for government subsidies) on the other . The Czechoslovak Charter seems to be exceptional with its state ownership restrictions and functional ownership obligations .
The judicial system, and constitutional courts in particular, play a crucial role in the protection of the development of constitutional rights and constitutional order .
There is some form of constitutional review in all th e
countries discussed here, but the systems vary significantly. In Bartole's view, abstract review casts a shadow
on individual rights protection . Abstract review is of
course more vulnerable to political manipulation, as it is
generally reserved to key political players. Bartole is very
cautious in his evaluation of the constitutional courts a s
these stand at the mere beginning of their careers, but it i s
perhaps misleading to discuss these courts in the contex t
of the protection of rights. Constitutional courts raise
fundamental questions of legislative sovereignty, bu t
Bartole is ready to accept without further comment th e
superannuation of the doctrine of traditional parliamentary sovereignty (p . 208). He finds the influence of politi cal parties on judicial selection troubling and criticize s
the Hungarian law on the Constitutional Court for thi s
abuse . Unfortunately, the experience of other approache s
(namely, a division of appointment powers between th e
houses of Parliament and the executive in Romania o r
appointment by the judiciary in Bulgaria) did not resul t
in a more independent court. In fact, Bartole does not
consider the emerging jurisprudence of the courts an d
relies on secondary literature (basically one article pe r
country studied) . This explains how he could fall victi m
to ambiguities in translation, as becomes especially clea r
in his evaluation of the Hungarian court (p . 208).
One has to accept Bartole's position that, at this early
stage of constitutional development, it is difficult to g o
beyond the level of analytical studies. The existing differ-
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ences are mostly due to constitution formation, in particular whether the constitution is an early formulatio n
as in Poland and Hungary or the result of a longer process . Some common features are remarkable, especiall y
the uniform reliance on models of parliamentarism .
Bartole explains that this choice is related to the speed o f
party formation . As parties became well-organized and
important political actors, they develop a preference for a
parliamentary system . Nevertheless, a fixation on popularly elected presidents can be observed . The popularly
elected president will express the unity of the nation an d
be the "carrier of new values supported by a large civi c
consensus . " (p . 215) The Little Constitution of Poland i s
discussed as an attempt to establish an equilibrium between consensual unitarism, represented by the president, and multi-party parliamentarism . Bartole did correctly foresee the possibility of less reliance on propor -

tional party representation in parliament in order to pr
.
omtegrasbilyndcoeufrmati
A review of constitutional texts is always misleading ,
because it describes a facade instead of the structure itself.
There is a tradition in Eastern Europe of using law, an d
constitutions in particular, as Potemkin villages . Nevertheless, painted facades do reveal, to some extent, interna l
structures, particularly if there are walls behind the facade . In many cases, both the language and the silences o f
these constitutions give a telling indication of the tw o
great problems of the region : national identity based o n
exclusion and the predominance of a bureaucratic state .
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International boundaries

Recently recognized
international boundaries

Borders of regions seekin g
sovereignty and/or separation

